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Preface

This book constitutes the second part of the two-volume mono
graph dedicated to the phenomenon of Perso-Arabic lexical bor
rowings in Hindustani (by some scholars also named Hindi-Urdu 
or Hirdu). It is a linguistic study of their adaptation, meant to 
demonstrate how the analyzed loanwords function in the con
temporary system of the Hindustani language, through detailed 
examination of the adaptation processes, which occured on all 
the levels of this system: graphemic, phonetic and phonological, 
morphological, lexical and semantic. The first part, published in 
2008, is a substantial dictionary of borrowings (Perso-Arabic 
Loanwords in Hindustani. Part I. Dictionary), encompassing 
over 5500 entries, which over the centuries (starting approxi
mately from the 11th-12th c. ), entered into the languages and dia

lects of North India* as a result of the contacts between local 
communities and Muslim incomers. The lexical material gath
ered in the Dictionary was taken as the corpus for this study. 

The analytical part of the book is preceded by a substantial 
theoretical introduction, in which, along with a brief explanation 
concerning the aim of the work and its methodical and formal 
assumptions, two issues, crucial for further considerations, are 
discussed in a synthetic but at the same time meticulous manner. 
The first - specifying the language of origin for the studied lin
guistic material, which was the basis for further analysis - is an 
attempt to display and scrutinize the ambiguous appellation 
“Hindustani” in its manifold meanings and scopes - especially in 
respect to two other terms, with which it is inseparably connected, 
namely Hindi and Urdu. Discussing the range of their meaning and 
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demonstrating how they have been understood by particular users, 
researchers, and various official bodies in different periods, helped 
to outline the background for both constructing a definition of 
Hindustani and drawing its boundaries that are in force in the pre
sented study: the linguistic continuum current in the common 
speech - a lingua franca, unofficially, but fully functioning as a 
link language on the Indian subcontinent. The second problem 
discussed in the Introduction is the situation of linguistic contact 
between the Persian and Indo-Arian languages. It is described in a 
broader context of intercultural encounters, which intensified after 
the 12th c., when the Muslims took over vast parts of the Indian 

subcontinent, establishing their domination not only in the sphere 
of politics and administration but also in that of culture. 

In the subsequent part of the study two areas were given spe
cial attention: an analysis of graphemic adaptation (Chapter 2) and 
phonetic and phonological changes (Chapter 3). The reason for 
this type of approach was the fact that both these areas of the 
Hindustani linguistic system are of a binary character, i.e. Hindu
stani employs two writing systems equally - the Nagari and the 
modified Perso-Arabic script (which was also used for original 
notation of the borrowed words). This dichotomy in the script can 
immensely influence the kind and degree of phonological changes 
and the phonetic realization of given lexemes. All this greatly 
complicates the process of studying lexical borrowings because, 
for example, the same lexemes can simultaneously undergo the 
processes of adaptation and adoption - depending on the language 
register. In Chapter 4, the analyzed loanwords are described in 
terms of their adaptation to the Hindustani morphological and 
syntactic system. This part of the book also includes information 
on the borrowed morphosyntactic phenomena, introduced into 
Hindustani during the process of immense lexical borrowing, and 
their influence on the native system. The last Chapter 5 is an at
tempt to categorize the discussed lexical material according to 
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various criteria employed in both diachronic and synchronic lin
guistics.

The analyses of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani pre
sented in the book, although comprehensive, did not exhaust the 
whole extent of the issue - if only because of limiting the studied 
material to a definite set of lexemes and their sources. However, 
they provided a solid theoretical basis by showing and explaining 
the general mechanisms, which rule this phenomenon at all the 
levels of the language system. It is to be hoped that this work may 
be an inspiration for further - general or detailed - research, dedi
cated, for example, to such questions as the contextual functioning 
of the borrowings (depending on the kind of text/ethnolect/lan- 
guage register), intentional “macaronization” (here: Persianization 
or Arabicization) or the purification of language in the diachronic 
and synchronic approaches; internationalisms, doublets and 
caiques (which are only briefly mentioned in the book), etc. The 
work may also prove useful to researchers engaged in similar stud
ies on other Indo-Aryan languages, as it can be assumed, with a 
high level of probability, that at least some of the phenomena and 
processes described in Hindustani are analogous to those occurring 
in other South Asian linguistic substrata.

* Here and in most of the work, for practical reasons and in accor
dance with the usage found in most reference texts, “India” is used 
synonymously with “South Asia”, implying an older meaning of the 
word, not influenced by present-day circumstances and divisions. How
ever, the name is occasionally used to denote the contemporary state 
(Republic of India), and in such cases the reader can infer it from the 
context.
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Remarks on Transliteration 
and Transcription

The Roman transliteration used in this book follows the systems 
developed for the Nagari script and the modified Arabic script. 
The systems, presented in the tables below, attempt to be exact, 
so that the reader may reconstruct the original spelling of trans
literated words.

NAGARI

Vowels:

31 a 3TT ä î u u r Ve ai 3Ùo 3?! au

Consonants:

ka kha TT ga gha ha
*T ca U cha vT ja jha 3T ha

ta 5 tha da dha UT na
cl ta ar tha da ET dha na
R pa pha «I ba bha H ma

ya ra ëT la va
sa sa TT sa ? ha

Modifications:

çf> ka 53 kha TT ga vT za rha TTfa

Nasals: anusvära m candrabindu “ m
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ARABIC SCRIPT (BASIC)

FOR HINDUSTANI/URDU, PERSIAN AND ARABIC

1 A s
Ï Â u-=> z

b Jo i

P Ü z

t c

s I g

G j f

5 c j q

C h k

t X jS g
j d J i

j z e m

j r Ù n

j z J V
L
J z 6 h

U" s CS Y

O" s f- 2 (hamzah)

General remarks:

• Exact transliteration (whether from non-Roman script into 
Roman characters or vice versa) is always given in parenthe
ses ( ) immediately after a transliterated word/phrase, while 
the phonetic transcription, consistent with the IPA standards 
(2005), appears in square brackets [ ] and the phonemic nota
tion is placed between slashes / /. In the English main text of 
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the book, the simplified phonemic transcription without 
brackets applies to foreign words and phrases that have be
come common in English - like geographical and proper 
names, names of languages (e.g. Farsi, Marathi), cultural or 
religious terms (e.g. Sufi, Shiah), etc.

• The letters A, A, T, and V are used to transliterate ambiguous 
Arabic characters: ' ' l5 and j respectively, including situa
tions in which they denote a seat for a hamzah (apart from ' 
which do not have such function). Short vowels are never 
marked in Roman transliteration from Arabic. To make the 
pronunciation of a word clear, transliteration is always fol
lowed by phonemic or phonetic notation. Roman letters corre
sponding to consecutive Arabic characters are separated by 
dashes, e.g.: ai\, (b-A-rh) /ba^h/, exept when the tasdïd (dou
bled consonant) occurs, e.g.: (£• (b-cc-Y) /batfi/.

• is transliterated as e and u is transliterated as n.
• Vocalisation of words usually follows the original source and 

short vowels (which are not marked in Arabic script) are most 
often transcribed in accordance with these sources. The 
changes in vocalisation may sometimes appear in Persian 
words (comparing to Steingass’s orthography), where the older 
forms with i or u have been replaced by forms with e or o re
spectively, as they are more compatible with the vocalisation 
of loanwords in Hindustani.

• Linguistic material quoted after Fergusson (Ferg.) and Gil
christ (OL) follows their own systems of transcription, as nei
ther of these sources gives the original spelling in the Arabic 
or Nagari script.

• The word-final ‘silent’ h is given as -h in pausa. The Arabic 
grapheme for ta" marbütah ( s ) is given as -t (following the 
ISO rule).

• In transliteration from Arabic script "alif maqsürah (<5) is 
given as a (following the ISO rule).
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• In the Roman transliteration the aspirates are represented as a 
sequence of non-aspirated relevant stops and the letter h in 
superscript, which is the usual IPA method of marking aspira
tion. This pattern of transliterating the aspirates aims to indi
cate that they should be perceived and pronounced as unitary 
sounds, rather than two separate consonants pronounced one 
after another. It also signals the use of a particular form of h 
in the Perso-Arabic script (cf. 2.2.3.).

• In transliteration from Nagari the inherent a, which is not 
pronounced, is indicated by ' except in word-final position; 
nasals which have no inherent a and non-final consonants of 
ligatures are not affected by this for obvious reasons.

• In quotations the original spelling and capitalization of the 
sources has been retained.

• Cyrillic has been Romanized according to the British standard 
used by the Oxford University Press, which can be found e.g. 
in: The Oxford Style Manual (Ritter 2003: 350).



Abbreviations

A = Arabic n. = noun
act. = active NIA = New Indo-Aryan
adj. adjective NP = New Persian
adv. = adverb num. = numeral
arch. = archaic OIA = Old Indo-Aryan
arith. = in arithmetic OP = Old Persian
Av. = Avestan orig. = original(ly)
B = Bengali P = Persian
C = consonant Pah. = Pahlavi
Class. P = Classical Persian part. = participle
comp. = composition partic. = particularfly)
conj. = conjunction perf. = perfectum
conn. = connected with pers. = person
E = English Pl = plural
f. = feminine poet. = poetical
fig- = figurative(ly) ppn. = postposition
fut. = futurum Pr. = Prakrit
G = Greek pref. = prefix
H = Hindustani prep- = preposition
IA = Indo-Aryan pron. = pronoun
IE = Indo-European S = Sanskrit
imperat. = imperativus sg- = singular
interj. = interjection si. = slang
inv. = invariable sthg. = something
lit. = literal(ly) subj. = subjunctive
m. = masculine suf. = suffix
math. = in mathematics T = Turkic
MIA = Middle Indo-Aryan U = Urdu
MP = Middle Persian t.s. the same
mus. = in music V = vowel



Fig. 1. A bilingual information board at the entrance to the Labirynth 
(Bhul-bhulaiya) in the Bara Imambara complex in Lucknow. The Hindustani 
name of the place is digraphical here, written in both Perso-Arabic and Nagari 
scripts. (Photo by the author, 2011)



1. Introduction

1.1. Perso-Arabic Loanwords in Hindustani.
Preliminary Observations

One o f the chief fascinations exercised by words 
- especially by loan-words - derives from their dual function 

as markers of both linguistic and cultural change.
(Shackle 1978: 73)

1.1.1. Vocabulary of Persian and Arabic origin constitutes a 
large, extremely important and unalienable part of Hindustani 
lexical resources. It is a unique heritige acquired as a result of the 
deep linguistic and cultural contact between the languages and 
their users that spanned an extended period of approximately 
eight centuries. Its uniqueness lies mainly in the exceptional vi
tality and productivity of Perso-Arabic lexemes combined with 
their enormous capacity to penetrate all the layers of the North 
Indian social and linguistic environment: there is practically no 
single walk of life, which has remained untouched by the influ
ence of Perso-Arabic loanwords.

1.1.2. This book presents a complex and detailed analysis of 
the adaptation of Perso-Arabic lexical borrowings in Hindustani, 
with a special emphasis on the problem of graphemic, phonetic 
and phonological adaptation, which, until now, has not been 
properly scrutinized or has been altogether overlooked by the 
authors of various studies devoted to Hindustani. The existing 
works touching upon the question of Persian and Arabic vocabu
lary in Hindustani (many of them written by Indian and Russian 
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linguists in the 1950s and 1960s), are of a rather general or even 
fragmentary nature.1 In these works, the issue of borrowings, and 

especially the problem of their adaptation in Hindustani is treated 
selectively or marginally, their description being often limited to 
lists of Persian and Arabic lexemes classified into semantic 
groups. There exist numerous reliable studies on Persian and 
Arabic borrowings in the languages regarded as “Western” in 
relation to Persia and Arabia, for example in Turkish,2 Spanish,3 
or the Balkan4 and other European languages5. However, the 

“Eastern” direction of the migration of these borrowings (South 
Asia and South-East Asia) still leaves much room for extensive 
research. It is the author’s aim that, in this context, the present 
work be understood as a groundbreaking study which, hopefully, 
is to become an important source of information not only for the 

1 Previous works providing some information about Perso-Arabic 
loanwords in Hindustani may be divided into: (i) general descriptions of the 
widely understood sociolinguistic situation in South Asia, in its synchronic 
or diachronic (or both) dimension (e.g. Cardona & Jain 2003; Dimock et al. 
1992; Kachru et al. 2008; Shapiro & Schiffman 1981); (ii) older outlines 
devoted to the broadly understood cultural influence of Islam/Muslims in 
India, useful but lacking an in-depth formal analysis of linguistic phenome
na (e.g. Hamidullah 1954; Bahri 1960; Tivári 1969); (iii) individual de
tailed studies restricted to one specific issue (e.g. Apte 1974; Beskrovnyl 
1960a; Danecki 1971; Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2013; Zograf 1961).

2 E.g.: Doerfer 1963-75; Johanson & Bulut 2006; Perry 2001b; Tietze 
& Lazard 1967.

3 E.g.: Maíllo Salgado 1991/1998, 1996.
4 E.g.: Skaljic 1966; Teufik 2000; Balic 1978; Hemmerdinger 1969; 

extensive bibliography on Persian lexical borrowings in Greek is available 
at http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/greece-xi-xii.

5 E.g.: Corriente 2008; Cannon 1994; Cannon & Kaye 2001; Turek 
2001. On studies of Arabic in contact with other languages cf. Thomason 
2006.

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/greece-xi-xii
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specialists in the field of Indo-Arian languages but also for 
scholars from other fields, e.g. Iranian and Arabic studies.

1.1.3. The linguistic material examined in this book is char
acterized by a high level of complexity, resulting from: (i) its 
diachronic character that leads to inconsistencies, sound changes, 
different forms of the same words etc.; (ii) synchronic digraphia 
characteristic of Hindustani which uses two scripts - one better 
for reproducing the independent borrowed lexical units, the other 
- for representing the same units in the phonological, morpho
logical and syntactic dependencies;6 (iii) the multifold parallel 

process of phonological and morphological nativization of loan
words, depending on such factors as: register of speech, script, 
historical moment, speaker, and geographical location. Due to all 
of these features, the methods of dealing with the studied mate
rial must also be varied, depending on which aspect of the phe
nomenon of borrowing is actually analyzed.

1.1.4. The research method applied in this work generally 
draws from the tradition of structuralism and can be described as a 
combination of the diachronic method, adequate for researching a 
historical lexis set within a given time frame and the analytic 
method - allowing for the thorough and complex description of 
contact-induced language change. The analyses, illustrated with 
multiple examples and vastly supplemented with explanatory foot
notes, have been additionally put against the solid background of 
the social and cultural (and, to some extent, also political) context 
and carried out using well-established and effective theories about 
linguistic interference (Weinreich 1953), the linguistic contact 
phenomenon (Thomason & Kauffman 1988; Thomason 2001; 
Matras 2009) and the mechanisms and the nature of the borrowing 
processes (Haugen 1950; Myers-Scotton 2006; Romaine 1995).

6 Therefore, in this book, in most cases both the graphical forms of 
words and phrases are given, together with their exact transliterations and 
phonological transcriptions.
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1.1.5. The book primarily addresses issues pertaining to 
loanwords understood as lexical items characterized by the bor
rowing of a word form together with its associated meaning 
(= adoption), which are usually subject to various changes (= ad
aptation) in the process of adjusting to the matrix of a recipient 
language. The terms ‘loanword’ (or, rarely, ‘loan’) and ‘(lexical) 
borrowing’ are used interchangeably in this study, in order to de
note - in accordance with Haspelmath’s concise and accurate defi
nition - “a word that at some point in the history of a language 
entered its lexicon as a result of borrowing” (Haspelmath 2009: 
36). The term ‘borrowing’, however, has a broader sense: it can 
denote something different from a lexical item, transferred from 
one language to another. Therefore, according to this definition, a 
concept adopted without lexical importation (Haugen’s ‘semantic 
loan’) is a borrowing, but not a loanword. Following this logic, the 
transfer of Perso-Arabic script to Hindustani is also regarded a 
particular kind of borrowing.7

1.1.6. Since most of the sources, which have been referred to 
in this study, relate - by their authors’ decision - either to ‘Hindi’ 
or to ‘Urdu’ (even if they concern issues common for both), some
times the specified names Hindustani/Hindi and Hindustani/Urdu 
are used to indicate that the matter discussed relates particularly to 
one of these forms. Such situations occur especially when the 
variations resulting from the use of different scripts are being 
characterized. Therefore, to make a long story short, Hindu
stani/Hindi should be understood as Hindustani depicted in the 
Nagari characters and, analogously, Hindustani/Urdu - as Hindu

7 Haspelmath also draws attention to the fact that, in its broader 
sense, borrowing is used to denote the result of all kinds of transfer process
es, regardless of the force behind them, i.e. no matter whether they occur due 
to the choice of the recepient language’s speakers or due to being imposed 
(e.g. by administrative regulations or political pressure) on a recipient lan
guage by the speakers of a donor language (ibid.).
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stani written in modified Perso-Arabic script. However, the gen
eral and overriding assumption of this study is to both treat and 
study Hindustani as a single linguistic unit (language, or set of 
ethnolects), polymorphous and varied, but at the same time having 
a definite linguistic nucleus that displays all the necessary levels of 
language structure and vocabulary. A more precise definition of 
this linguistic entity will be presented in paragraph 1.2.

1.2. Hindustani, Hindi, Urdu:
a Survey of Approaches and Definitions

But what is Hindustani?
(Ali 1917: 109)

(...) und man muß zufrieden sein, wenn nur in demselben 
Zusammenhänge dasselbe Wort immer denselben Sinn hat.e

(Frege 1892: 28)

1.2.1. For a linguist, South Asia remains both a paradise and 
a hell. A paradise, because the region - having been conceptual
ized since the fundamental article by Emeneau (1956) as a sepa
rate linguistic area* 9 of staggering diversity (Shapiro & Schiffman 

1981), characterized by one of the best known, model Sprach
bund (Trubetzkoy 1928), which could be called paradigmatic 
thanks to its richness in well-attested data (Masica 2005) - gives 
endless and inexhaustible research possibilities. A hell, because, 

English translation by Max Kölbel: “(...) and one has to be content 
if at least in the same context, the same word always has the same Sense” 
(Byrne & Kölbel 2009: 51).

9 Or “convergence area” as proposed first by Weinreich (1958); cf. 
also Hock 1991 and Subbäräo 2012.
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no matter how hard you try, nothing can be established with ab
solute certainty and once and for all. The confusion starts at the 
very basic level of taxonomy, and is brought about not only by 
the multiplicity and diversity of languages and dialects belonging 
to four different linguistic families, but also by using many dif
ferent names for one linguistic entity and, conversely, by assign
ing one name to different individual tongues. The case of Hindi- 
Urdu-Hindustani is the most glaring example of such a convo
luted situation (Masica calls it “the ultimate anomaly”10). It is 

further complicated by the vast spectrum of factors which are 
extra-linguistic in their nature: ranging from religious, cultural, 
and ethnic, sociological and economic to geographical or politi
cal. For decades, or even centuries, these factors have had an 
equal influence on the sphere of official and academic normaliza
tion and the speakers’ perception of and attitude towards the 
language they speak. Yet, as Sommerstein rightly observed, when 
analysing particular linguistic material or linguistic features, one 
must know what language one is interested in (Sommerstein 
1977: 16). Therefore specifying the object of research, or to put 
the matter more simply, defining what language is and what lan
guage is not the source of analyzed research material, remains 
the crucial - though not always easy - requirement of every lin
guistic study.

1.2.2. However, the simplest answer to the aforementioned 
condition that comes to mind, evoked by a term used in the very 
title of this book, namely Hindustani, not only fails to clarify the 
issue but, on the contrary, makes the matter much more compli
cated than in the case of naming any other South Asian language 
- except maybe Hindi and probably also Urdu. Throughout his
tory the scope and understanding of the term Hindustani varied 
significantly, usually relying more on socio-political circum

10 Masica 1991: 27.
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stances than on purely linguistic determinants. For that reason, 
before explaining in detail how Hindustani is understood in this 
study, and what constitutes the linguistic entity which remains 
our object of research, it seems indispensable to sketch the his
tory of the formation and the use of this term at different times 
and by different authors.

1.2.3. Dozens of books and hundreds of articles have been 
written in reference to questions directly or indirectly connected 
with Hindustani. Among the most crucial of these questions are: 
the dilemma of India’s lingua franca or link language and advan
tages and disadvantages of Hindi/Hindustani/English as the pan
Indian official and/or national language (e.g. Chand 1944 (esp. 
Chapter I); Chatteiji 1949; Deshpande 2000a; Gandhi 1965; Le- 
lyveld 2001; Mohan 2000; Nayar 1968; Rai 2005; Rao 1978); 
Hindi-Urdu controversy and its linguistic and non-linguistic as
pects (e.g. Beg 1996; Hasnain & Rajyashree 2004; King 1974, 
1989, 1994; Matin et al. 2001; Rai 1984; Russel 1996; Trivedi 
2004); the role of the British in shaping the linguistic situation in 
India (e.g. Cohn 1985; Friedlander 2006; Khan 2006;" Kidwai 

1972; Lelyveld 1993; Siddiqi 1963; Steadman-Jones 2007); com
mon linguistic and literary heritage of Hindi-Urdu-Hindustani 
(e.g. Barannikov & Barannikov 1956; Barz & Yadav 1993; 
Beskrovnyi 1960b; Everaert 2010; Faruqi 2003; Khan 1999; 
Martynyuk 2003; Orsini 2010; Rahman 2011; Shackle & Snell 
1990; Singh 1995; Trivedi 2013; Zograf 1961) etc. It is worth

11 This book (Urdu/Hindi: An Artificial Divide by Abdul Jamil Khan), 
labelled by the author himself as “iconoclastic”, and full of peculiar state
ments and linguistically groundless assumptions (for example, “Urdu is one 
of the earliest known languages” or “Hindi came from pre-Aryan Dravidian 
and Austric-Munda (...) not from Aryan Sanskrit”) is quoted here only for 
the record and for the sake of the analysis performed by its author, concern
ing the role played by British colonialism in splitting the alleged linguistic 
unity of North India.
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noting that not all these works are focused on sociolinguistic or 
philological dimensions of the analyzed phenomena, the nature 
of which is genuinely and undeniably associated with, speaking 
broadly, the science of language. But since language remains also 
one of the most important constitutive factors of the human na
tional identity (e.g. Fishman 1973; Gellner 1983; Kymlicka 
1995), the role played by Hindustani (and Hindi, and Urdu) - 
mainly in the late 19th and early 20th centuries - in the construc

tion of the contending Hindu and Muslim nationalisms, engaged 
in mutual combat, has become a marginal facet, often examined 
by authors of studies belonging to the realm of history, political 
sciences or sociology (e.g. Aneesh 2010; Ayres 2009; Brass 
2005; Orsini 2002; Rai 2007; Van der Veer 1994; Zavos 2000). It 
is not our goal, however, to picture or discuss research ap
proaches and scholars’ concurrences and discrepancies which 
over the years have accumulated around all these issues; much 
less is it an attempt at resolving problems that for decades have 
remained unsolvable (and are likely to remain so for many years 
to come). Let us focus instead on displaying and analyzing the 
ambiguous appellation “Hindustani” in its manifold meanings and 
scopes - certainly set together with two other terms, inseparably 
connected with it, namely Hindi and Urdu. Discussing the range of 
their meaning and demonstrating how they have been understood 
by particular users, researchers and various official bodies in dif
ferent periods will help to outline the background for both con
structing the definition and drawing the boundaries of Hindustani 
that are in force in this study.

1.2.4. These two words, Hindi and Hindustani, being actu
ally adjectives (viz. ‘of India; belonging to the country of Hind/ 
Hindustan’) but used substantively, mostly as proper names of 
languages, are themselves of Iranian origin and can be traced 
back hundreds of years. The Hobson-Jobson Dictionary confirms 
the name of the language in the Westernized form “Indostan” as 
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early as 1616.12 A similar designation (“industanes”) appears in a 
Jesuit account from the times of Akbar (r. 1556-1605). It was 
written in French du Jarric’s Histoire..., completed in 1611, 
where we find the following passus:

12 The Hobson-Jobson Dictionary itself proves great confusion over 
explaining the terms Hindi/Hindustani and mutual relations between them. 
We read, on the one hand, that “Hindee (...) is most commonly used for 
those dialects of Hindustani speech which are less modified by P.[ersian] 
vocables than the usual Hindustani and which are spoken by the rural popu
lation of the N.W. Provinces and its outskirts” (Yule & Bumell 1996: 417), 
and on the other that “Hindostanee, s. Hindustani (...) [is] the language 
(...) developed out of the Hindi dialect of the Doab chiefly, and of the 
territory round Agra and Delhi, with a mixture of Persian vocables and 
phrases, and a rediness to adopt other foreign words. It is also called Oordoo 
(...)” (ibid.). [All the emphases are mine.] However, depending on how the 
terms Hindi and Hindustani are defined, both the statements, though contra
dictory at first glance, may be considered to be correct. On reciprocal de
pendencies and shared identity of Hindi and Hindustani vide infra, 1.2.7.ff.

13 Du Jarric 1611: 673. In an English translation by Payne: “On 
Christmas night, they played a pastorale in the Persian language, illustrating 
the mystery of the Nativity of our Saviour, introducing into it various Indu- 
stani phrases and sayings” (du Jarric 1926: 41). It seems that this is the 
earliest known mention of the name Hindustani by the non-Persian speak
ing author referring to an Indian vernacular.

La nuict de Noel on fit ioiier vne Pastorale en lague Persique, sur 
le mystere de la Natiuité de N. Seigneur, y entre-meslant quelques 
dictons ou sentences industanes.13

Of course, we cannot be sure which local language du Jarric was 
referring to. We can only assume that it was an Indian language 
used at the Akbar’s court, but such a guess still leaves us with at 
least a few possibilities. It might have been a North-Indian ver
nacular based on KharT boll speech (cf. infra 1.2.5.), which was 

widely adopted by the Muslim newcomers as a common lan
guage of interaction with the local population (Kachru 2008: 82), 
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and ultimately developed into Hindi and Urdu. Alternatively, it 
might have been Braj bhasa,14 the vernacular of the Braj district 

around Agra (Akbar’s capital), described by Allison Busch as the 
“other literary language of the Mughal Court” (Busch 2010: 
267). It might have even been Sanskrit.15 The derivational base of 
the word itself, however, viz. the Iranian toponym in its various 
forms (Av. hindav-, hendav- (not certain), OP Hindu-, Pah. Hind 
etc.), reffering to the (lower) Indus country, dates as far back as 
the ancient times of Younger Avesta (Karttunen 1995: 152). The 
fact that both the words, hindi and hindüstáni, are derivatives 

14 Cf.: “‘Brajbhasha’ had many names in the premodem period, including 
‘Bhasha’, ‘Hindi’, and ‘Gwaliyari’ (among others)” (Busch 2010: 268). 
From roughly the 16Ih until the 19th century Braj bhasa was a literary dialect 
of Hindi, widely used for composing poetry. Religious (Krshnaite) devotion 
and courtly patronage contributed to the growth of its meaning and, conse
quently, until the end of the 19th c. it dominated the Hindi scene to such an 
extent that it was not the neighbouring KharT bolt, but Braj bha?a which was 
essentially meant by the designation ‘Hindi’ (cf. Shackle & Snell 1990: 13- 
14). Over the centuries Braj bhasa vocabulary penetrated Hindustani, which 
itself was essentially a colloquial register and never became the language of 
sublime literature or high culture (Kachru 2008: 81; on registers of Hindu
stani see paragraph 1.2.14.). The features of Hindustani and Braj bha$a 
mixed in works of many writers (McGregor 1999: passim), leading to a 
certain amount of convergence and, ultimately, to the emergence of later 
Standard Literary Urdu and Modem Standard Hindi. The complicated 
matters of mutual relations and dependencies between KharT bolT, Braj bha?a 
and other local varieties have been analzyed e.g. in Nespital 1994.

15 Using the term ‘Hindi’ when referring to Sanskrit was not an un
common practice in Indo-Persian texts. I am indebted to Audrey Truschke 
for indicating relevant examples, like those of Firiitah (1560-1629), who 
mentions translation of the Mahabhdrat from hindi (evidently referring to 
Sanskrit), or Abu ’1-Fazl (1551-1602), whose term hindi, employed by him 
repeatedly, especially in the final part of the A‘in-i Akbari devoted to Indian 
intellectual traditions, “has a range of meanings, including Hindi, Sanskrit, 
and Indian” (cf. Truschke 2012: 238 and 262 respectively).
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created by means of the highly productive Persian adjectival 
suffix -T, induce the belief that they must have been in common 
use long before they were noted down (see also Rahman 2011: 
32). Additionally, the logical assumption is that in the sense of 
“the Indian language/the language of Hind” they were not used 
by the Indian native-speakers, but rather by the foreign newcom
ers, who contrasted their own non-Indian tongues with the local 
“Indian” speech.16 According to Tara Chand, the name Hindi/ 
HindvT was assigned to an “Indo-Aryan dialect” as early as in the 
13th century. This dialect was also sporadically used as a medium 

for writing poetry (Chand 1944: Ch. III). Faruqi points out the 
diversity and fortuity of nomenclature referring to this linguistic 
entity over the years. He enumerates such names as: HindvT, 
Hindi, DihlavT, Gujri, DakanT and Rekhtah, Moors, Hindoostanic, 
Hindoostanee and Indostans17 (Faruqi 2001: 22). A similar range 

is presented by Rahman - the names he specifies and unravels 
one after the other are: Hindi/Hindvi/Hindui, Dehlavi, Gujri/ 
Gojri/Gujarati, Dakhni, Indostan/Moors, Rekhta and Hindustani, 
the latter being examined by the author in great detail (Rahman 
2011: 31-41).18 Leaving aside sheer variety of terms and their 

16 Cf. Carl Ernst’s remarks on the terms ‘Hindu’ and ‘Hinduism’, 
which in his opinion represent, in fact, foreigners’ concept of India and do 
not correspond - either in terms of geography, or religion - to any indige
nous Indian notion (Emst 1992: 22-23). I am grateful to Audrey Truschke 
for pointing me toward this book.

17 All forms of the names quoted here retain the original spelling of 
the sources. Cf. also various names discussed in Bailey 1938: 7-10.

1 Note that the attempts of naming or defining vernaculars used in 
vast areas of North India for everyday communication and later also for 
literary and administrative purposes, have a very long history. Such infor
mation, including remarks on linguistic diversity and phonological changes 
occurring between the eastern (Pracya) and western (UdTcya) forms of 
Aryan speech current in North India already appeared in the Brahmanas 
(e.g. Kausitaki and Pancavimsa, ca. 800-500 BC, dates after Macdonell 
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exact explanations which might be found in the books reffered 
to, let us now take under closer scrutiny the one which is central 
to this study.

1.2.5. Having gained currency as a common name of the 
language sometime at the turn of the 18th century,19 20 the label 

Hindustani has been used in several senses. Its broad definition 
may be found in Encyclopaedia Britannica™ where Hindustani 

is described as India’s most common lingua franca, mixed 
speech, which started developing during the 13th century and was 

initially used as a contact language to facilitate interaction be
tween the speakers of Kharï bolï, a regional dialect current in and 

around the Indian cities of Delhi and Meerut, that developed out 
of Saurasem Apabhrams (cf. Bailey 1926), and the speakers of 
Persian, Turkic, Pashto and Arabic, who migrated in great num
ber to North India after the establishment of Muslim hegemony 
in the early 13th century (cf. also Bhatia & Machida 2008: 1). In 

this sense the term was employed by the earliest authors of 
grammars and dictionaries, viz. Jean Josua Ketelaar (1698), Ben
jamin Schulze (1745), Georges Hadley (1772), John Fergusson 
(1773) and John Bortwick Gilchrist (1787-90; 1796; 1798) etc. 
There also seems to be no doubt that at least some of these au
thors were aware of existing variants of the “Indian language” 
and distinguished between the vernacular, which played the role 
of the common tongue and the genuine language of the Hindus.

1900), and is then repeated in Patanjali’s Maháb^ásya (2nd c. BC). Secular 
Sanskrit, codified in the 5lh c. BC by Panini, was also a vernacular, based on 
the spoken Western dialect. It was then adopted as a link language by the 
entire Brahmanical world, and spread its supra-regional influence far be
yond India. Cf. Chatteiji 1960: 62ff; also see Hock 1991: 473-474.

19 More on the late 17th and 18th c. sources see also Grierson 1916: 3-12.
20 http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/266468/Hindustani-lan- 

guage (accessed 2012-10-17).

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/266468/Hindustani-lan-guage
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In the short preface (voor Reeden) to his grammar21 Ketelaar 

observed:

21 Instructie off onderwijsinge der Hindoustanse, en Persiaanse Talen, 
nevens hare declinatie en conjugate, als mede vergeleykinge der hin
doustanse med de hollandse maat en gewighten mitsgaders beduydingh 
eenieger moorse namen etc., door Joan Josua Ketelaar, Elbingensem en 
gecopieert door Isaacq van der Hoeve, van Uytreght. Tot Leckenauw 
A° 1698. [tr.: Instruction or Tuition in the Hindustani and Persian lan
guages, besides their declension and conjugation, together with a compari
son of the Hindustani with the Dutch weights and measures, likewise the 
significance of sundry 'Moorish' names, etc., by Joan Josua Ketelaar, El
bingensem, and copied by Isaac van der Hoeve of Utrecht. At Lucknow, A° 
1698] (Vogel 1936: 820-821).

22 Translated from Dutch by Bodewitz (Bodewitz 1994-95), cited after 
Bhatia & Machida 2008: 37.

23 Cf.: “Verumenimvero nomen ejus proprium ac rectissimum, Hin
dostán vocatur (...) Ast incolae hujus terrae se metipsos Hindostanos, & 
linguam, qua utuntur, Hindostanicam appellare solent” (Schultze 1745: 1).

The language used by the Hindustani, Gujarathi and Bengali Mu
hammadans for the most part depending on Persian. The language 
of pagans, whose countries are now being ruled by the Moors has 
been blended with Persian. The resulting mixed language which is 
being used by the Moors nowadays is mostly called ‘Hindustani 
boeli’ or ‘Hindoestani’, although it rightly might be styled degen
erate Hindustani, for the tongue of the Moorish Muhammadans is 
most different from the speech of the true Hindustani or pagans. 
So, in order to make a distinction between them, they call the 
Moorish language as stated above, ‘Hindoestanki boeli’.22

1.2.6. Schultze clearly defined ‘lingua Hindostanica’ as the 
language used by the inhabitants of the land, known under the 
name ‘Hindostán’ (which he considered to be the specific and the 
most appropriate name of this country), who call themselves 
‘Hindostanos’.23 This language, being a vernacular in the realm 
of the Great Moghul, was prevalent far and wide together with its 
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several varieties.24 One of these varieties the existence of which 
Schultze was aware of, was Dakkani. He called the language 
‘Dacni’ and described it in one of his Mission Reports (he was a 
missionary of the Danish-Halle mission in Tranquebar in South 
India) as the Moorish speech current in the province Deccan, into 
which many Arabic words have been imported, especially in the 
theological style, but by nature very different from the Arabic, 
and a bit more approximate to the Persian, with which it has 
many words in common.25

24 Cf.: “Verumenimvero cum Magni Mogulis territorium, in qua Hin- 
dostanica lingua Vernácula est, se longe lateque extendat, ejusdem linguae 
aliquot dialectos quoque dari necesse est” (ibid.: 3).

25 Cf.: “Die Mohrische Sprache wird von der Provinz Decan genannt 
Dacni (...) In diese Sprache sind zwar viele arabische Wörter gebracht 
worden, sonderlich in Stilum Theologicum, sie ist aber an sich von der 
Arabischen sehr unterschieden. Der Persischen kommt sie etwas näher, als 
mit der sie viele Wörter gemein hat” (qtd. in Pelikan 1987: 15).

26 Friedlander 2006: 44 also draws attention to this practice.

1.2.7. Gilchrist, on the other hand, uses the names Hindu
stani and Hindi interchangeably (for one linguistic entity) in his 
writings. We can see in the following fragment from his Dia
logues, English and Hindoostanee that he labels the same lan
guage hindoostanee (or hindee) in English, but hindee in the 
transliterated text:26

pray, sir, in your opinion, whether is the hindoostanee or persian 
language the most difficult?
kuho sahib, toomharee danist men hindee zuban ki farsee kuonsee 
ziyadu mooshkil hue?

as to the difficulty of the hindee there can be no doubt, but it is 
more necessary than the persian; we therefore are striving to 
learn it. can you teach us?
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hindee ke ishkal men koochh shoobuh nuheen, lekin farsee se zi- 
yadu durkar, isee waste hum muqdoor bhur seekhte huen. toom 
hum ko sikhla sukoge?

do say, in your idea, for the person who has transactions of all 
sorts, with both the high and the low, throughout hindoostan - of 
these two languages, viz. the hindoostanee and persian, which is 
the most requisite?
bhula toomhare khiyal men kuho to oos shukh$ ke waste jo 
moo amilu ya suro kar rukhta hue, kya awam kya khuwa$ se, hin
doostan bhur men, in dono zubanon men se, yuune farsee uor hin
dee kuonsee poorzuroor hue?27

27 Gilchrist 1826: 136-137. The emphases are mine.
28 Cf.: “In the B hak ha or pure Hinduwee there are still many elegant 

poems (...)” (Gilchrist 1796: 335).
29 Cf.: “the fox and stork in the rustic tongue, or bhukhu" (Gilchrist 

1826: iv).
30 Cf.: “let us now try the celebrated moral ode [...] which i shall here 

translate as literally as possible, and at the same time agreeably to the rules 
of construction, in order to instruct the reader effectually how to do so 
hisself, with any piece of writing in this dialect [viz. Hindustani], that he 
may hereafter wish to attend to, as a student, translator, or oriental linguist 
as such, however, should he aim at a very distinguished place, he will find 
it advisable to dip also occasionally in the sources theirselves, viz. the 
arabic, persian, and hinduwee tongues” (Gilchrist 1826: 255).

At the same time Gilchrist tells apart Hindoostanee/Hindee and 
“the proper Hinduwee (...) written and read from left to right, in 
a character called Naguree” (Gilchrist 1796: 4), which he occa
sionally calles Bhakha28 or “rustic tongue”.29 It also seems that 

Gilchrist saw the “proper Hinduwee” as a source of Hindustani, 
equall in this regard to Arabic and Persian.30 The distinction was 

in line with the linguistic policy of the British, who promoted 
Hindustani extensively during the 19th c. and initiated efforts at 

its standardization and separation. As Vasudha Dalmia points out, 
the whole subsequent notion of Hindi and Urdu as two autono
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mous linguistic entities was set into motion and cemented in the 
early 19th c., when two separate linguistic departments were es

tablished at the College of Fort William: one for Hindustani, 
which later was made tantamount to Urdu, and the other for Hin- 
dui, later known as Hindi (Dalmia 2003: 1378).

1.2.8. Over a centenary after Gilchrist, Suniti Kumar Chat
teiji followed in his footsteps, and equated Hindi with Hindu
stani, declaring in 1940:

I use both the names Hindi and Hindusthan^ to mean in a general 
way the great Indo-Aryan ‘Lingua Franca’ which may be de
scribed as ‘the ka-me-par-se, is-us-jis-kis and nd-ta-a-ga Speech’ 
(taking into note its characteristic post-positions and inflexions for 
the Noun, the Pronoun and the Verb) and which forms the basis of 
the two cultured and literary languages, the Hindu High-Hindi (or 
Nagarl Hindi) and the Muhammadan Urdu. Hindi is the oldest and 
simplest of names for the current speech of Northern India (from 
the East of the Panjab to Bengal) after the Turki conquest in the 
12th-13th centuries, and I use it in its old connotation which is still 
present among the masses. (Chatterji 1960: 138).

Chatterji’s great predecessor, George Abraham Grierson, who for 
thirty years (1898-1928) conducted the Linguistic Survey of In- * 

31 In his series of lectures, delivered in 1940 in Ahmedabad, Chatterji 
differentiates between HindusthanT “with -sthan from Sanskrit -sthana as 
the second element”, a strange hybrid neologism which he uses to denote 
the “popular North Indian ‘Lingua’ Franca”, and Hindustani, “a much later 
and a more cumbrous formation”, synonymous, according to him, with 
Urdu (cf. Chatteiji 1960: 138-139). However, neither in his earlier works 
(e.g. Chatteiji 1931) nor in writings published after 1940 does he again 
make such a distinction and in his other texts we find only the name Hindu
stani, usually contrasted with High Hindi, on the one hand, or with Urdu, 
on the other. Cf. e.g.: “The Hindi or Hindustani speech (...) is the standard 
speech for some 40 millions (...) who use it (in either of its two forms High 
Hindi and Urdu) as their language of education and literature” (Chatterji 
1949: 121).
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dia (henceforth: LSI), described Hindustani as a dialect of West
ern Hindi, recognized by him as being “the most important, both 
politically and in point of numbers” (Grierson 1916: xiii) among 
all the Indian vernaculars. But he also emphasized the fact that 
Hindustani “is not a typical dialect of a language” (ibid.) and is 
responsible for Western Hindi spreading throughout the whole of 
India:

[Hindi] is not only a local vernacular, but in one of its forms, 
“Hindostán!”, it is spoken over the whole of the north and west of 
continental India as a lingua franca employed alike in the court 
and in the market-place by everyone with any claim to education. 
(...) in the days of the early Muyui sovereignty of India it was the 
common speech of the bazar of Delhi (...). From Delhi it was car
ried all over India by the Muyui armies. (Grierson 1918: 51)

It seems that Grierson, despite his denials, followed the percep
tion of Hindi common among the Europeans of his times and 
used this term in two mutually contradictory senses (cf. also 
definitions given in the Hobson-Jobson Dictionary, q.v. fn. 12): 
either as a collective term, to indicate all the vernaculars spoken 
in the vast area between Bengal and Punjab, divided into two 
main big groups of dialects: Eastern Hindi and Western Hindi 
(which understood in such a way is the source of Hindustani, 
perceived as one of its forms, vide supra); or to indicate the San- 
skritized variant of Hindustani which in this sense consists of 
three main linguistic varieties, namely:

Literary Hindostán! proper, employed by both Musalmáns and 
Hindus for literary purposes and as lingua franca; Urdü,32 em
ployed chiefly by Musalmáns and by Hindus who have adopted 

32 Urdu being itself differentiated into two separate varieties: “the 
standard literary form of Delhi and Lucknow, and the Dakhirii, spoken, and 
used as a literary medium, by Musalmans of Southern India” (Grierson 
1916: 1).
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the Musalman system of education, and a modem development, 
called Hindi, employed only by Hindus who have been educated 
on a Hindu system. (Grierson 1916: 1)

But the varieties marked out by Grierson are only apparently 
equivalent, and - similarly to Chatterji - he also considered 
Hindustani as a broader phenomenon, not a counterpart of the 
other two forms but a combination of both, which is clearly visi
ble in the concluding definition of the three terms that he pro
pounded in the LSI:

HindostanT is primarily the language of the Upper Gangetic Doab, 
and is also the lingua franca of India, capable of being written in 
both Persian and Deva-nagari characters, and without purism, 
avoiding alike the excessive use of either Persian or Sanskrit 
words when employed for literature. The name ‘Urdu’ can then be 
confined to that special variety of HindostanT in which Persian 
words are of frequent occurrence, and which hence can be only 
written in the Persian character, and, similarly, ‘Hindi’ can be con
fined to the form of HindostanT in which Sanskrit words abound, 
and which hence can only be written in the Deva-nagari character. 
(Grierson 1916: 47)

1.2.9. The end of the 19th c. and the first decades of the 
20th c. witnessed the widening of the gap between Hindi and 

Urdu, both sociolinguistically marked - the former as the Hindu 
language, the latter as connected with Muslims and Islam. 
Against this background, religiously neutral Hindustani flour
ished as a common speech of the British Raj, and even though it 
enjoyed lesser literary prestige than (High) Hindi or Urdu, it was 
learned widely throughout India, even in Bengal and the Dravid
ian south (Hock 1991: 475). However, the difference between 
Hindi and Urdu and the basis for distinguishing the two charac
terized forms were, in most cases, limited merely to the spheres 
of script and lexis (as in the Grierson’s definition, vide supra). 
Such a commonly accepted assumption corresponded well with 
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two popular convictions. The first, remaining a rather European 
point of view, was that the Hindi language (as well as Urdu 
prose) was invented by the teachers of the College of Fort Wil
liam in a desire “to create a Hindustani for the use of Hindüs” 
(Barannikov 1936: 37433). Hindi, as perceived in this way, was 
subject to widespread disapproval,34 an example of which can be 

found in de Tassy’s 1874 report, where the author supports his 
own opinion with a citation from a letter by Lieutenant-Colonel 
J. Chambers, Professor of Hindustani at the University of Ox
ford:

33 Barannikov quotes, i.a., Grierson’s opinion on the matter and popu
lar sources, such as Encyclopaedia Britannica. According to Grierson, 
literary Hindi, or High Hindi, was (re)created by the teachers of the College 
of Fort William by “taking Urdu, the only form then known, as a basis, 
ejecting therefrom all words of Persian or Arabic origin, and substituting in 
their place words borrowed from, or derived from, the indigenous Sanskrit” 
(Grierson 1918: 52).

34 Views of this kind are not unfamiliar also to more contemporary 
scholars, cf.: “The language called ‘Hindi’ was until very recently only an 
artificial, public style of what most linguists call Hindustani or, following 
Kelkar (1968), Hirdu” (Singh 1995: 1).

35 De Tassy 1875: 3-4. In English translation by S. Kamal Abdali: “I 
am delighted to leam that you and many scholars of Hindustani support the 
use of Urdu against that of modem Hindi. I am not fond of the latter, which 
is an unpleasant mixture of Persian, Arabic, English, and local phrases with 
a large number of Sanskrit compounds, none of which, to my knowledge, 
are used in India (...)” (de Tassy 2011: 142-143).

Je suis charmé de voir que vous et beaucoup de savants 
hindoustaniens soutiennent l’usage de l’urdu contre celui de 
l’hindi moderne. Je n’aime pas ce dernier dialecte comme étant un 
mélange désagréable de persan, d’arabe, d’anglais et de termes 
locaux avec un grand nombre de composés sanscrits nulle part à 
ma connaissance en usage dans l’Inde (...)35
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The other belief arose among the Hindu scholars, as a result of a 
not necessarily unprejudiced revision of the previous opinion and 
stated, in turn, the purely artificial origin of Hindustani.36 Ac

cording to these scholars, the process was initiated by the Eng
lish, entirely “for political reasons”. Commenting on such theo
ries Barannikov wrote with a great deal of criticism:

36 Out of three literary forms set up on the basis of KharT boll, viz. 
High Hindi, Urdu, and Hindustani (Barannikov 1936: 389).

37 On Gandhi’s views on the linguistic questions and his attitude to
wards Hindustani cf. Lelyveld 2001.

These scholars imagine the affair to have been enacted in the fol
lowing way: the English selected out of the Urdü and Hindi words 
common to both languages, kept the Hindi grammar and in this 
way invented a new language. Such a mode of explaining the for
mation of the idiom which the Hindus themselves call Hindustani 
is quite mechanical and contradicts their own words, as the Hindû 
scholars declare that the Hindustani is just the form of language 
jise sab log bolcâl më kam me lâte haï “which is used by all in 
conversation. (Barannikov 1936: 389)

But regardless of such opinions, the aim of which was to boycott 
Hindustani by presenting it as the invention of the colonial au
thorities, the “British language of command” (Cohn 1985), and 
pronouncing its defence as anti-national (Rai 2007), many schol
ars still advocated Hindustani as the most representative lan
guage of India, remaining in common use as the medium of lit
erature and culture “in the United Provinces (...), Panjab, Rajpu- 
tana, Central India, Bihar, and the Central Provinces as well, and 
(...) understood everywhere in the rest of Aryan India” (Chatterji 
1922: 186). For the secular nationalists, like Gandhi,37 Nehru or 

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Hindustani, being a compromise 
between Urdu and High Hindi (Chatterji 1960: 168), was the 
perfect form of a literary language which thanks to its inclusive 
quality, could unite the Hindus and Muslims and stop the grow- 
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ing division between these two religious communities (cf. 
Aneesh 2010: 98). In 1947, on the eve of independence, the Lan
guage Sub-Committee of the Constituent Assembly, supported 
by many national leaders with a pluralist orientation, recom
mended that Hindustani, “written (...) either in Devanagari or the 
Persian script shall, as the national language, be the first official 
language of the Union” (qtd. in Rai 2007: 111). However, two 
years later this recommendation was ultimately not adopted by 
the Constituent Assembly in reaction to the partition of the sub
continent and Pakistan’s declaration of Urdu as its national lan
guage.38 The common tongue has been “divided against itself 

because of religious and political differences” (Hock & Joseph 
1996: 61). Hindi, written exclusively in the Nagari script, was 
proclaimed the official language of the Republic of India; the 
idea of Hindustani slowly sank into oblivion and faded away.39

38 More informative and detailed analyses concerning the battle for the 
national language of India can be found e.g. in: Aneesh 2010; Hasnain & 
Rajashree 2004; King 1994; Rai 2007 and Trivedi 2004.

39 “Partition killed Hindustani” - declared Granville Austin (Austin 
1966: 277). The idea of Hindustani as the factor uniting the two distinct 
religious communities had become, in the moment of partition, unaccept
able not only for Hindu but also for Muslim nationalists. In the opinion of 
the Muslim League “Urdu and Urdu alone is «the common language» of 
both Muslims and Hindus in North India. Replacing it with Hindi, «even 
under the pseudonym of Hindustani», is «an attempt to suppress those parts 
of Indian culture, which are not exclusively Hindu but in the making of 
which Muslims too have had a hand»” (qtd. in Lelyveld 1993: 677-678).

40 For example, in Uttar Pradesh the percentage of speakers who de
clared Hindustani as their mother tongue decreased from 99,75% in 1921 
and 99,68% in 1931 to 10,67% in 1951 and 0,01% in 1961. Consequently,
in the 1961 census, Hindi was declared as the mother tongue by 85,39%

1.2.10. In post-independence India, Hindustani has practi
cally disappeared from the linguistic map created on the basis of 
data gathered during the consecutive decennial censuses.40 * It is 
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not enumerated in the documents of the 2001 census (recent 
available data), either among 22 scheduled languages (viz. those 
which are specified in the Eight Schedule), or in the group of 
“other languages and mother tongues with speakers’ strength of 
10,000 and above at the all India level, grouped under each lan
guage”. There are a total of 122 languages and 234 mother 
tongues in the census documents - Hindustani is non-existent in 
this medley.41 But the name itself is still used and the linguistic 
phenomenon it designates still analyzed, remaining the subject of 
not only academic, but also public discourse.42 The recurring 

discussion, raising the matter of “India’s lingua franca”, or “link 
language”, occassionally flares up in the press devoted to socio
political and cutural issues, often featuring academic articles by 
top scholars, like the daily Jan'satta, published in Hindi, from 
Delhi, the English-medium daily The Hindu (Chennai) or Eco
nomic and Political Weekly (Mumbai).43

and Urdu - by 10,70% of the respondents. These data, reflecting the effects 
of the intensified pro-Hindi and pro-Urdu movements in the 1950s, confirm 
Brass’s opinion that “the language censuses in North India are political, not 
philological, documents” (Brass 2005: 180), and as such they cannot be 
treated as a reliable source of information or a representation of the actual 
linguistic situation.

http://www.censusindia.gov.in/Census_Data_2001/Census_Data_On- 
line/Language/Statementl.htm (accessed 2012-01-12).

Linguistic questions concerning Hindustani have been very often 
discussed against the ethnic or religious factors or as the manifestation of 
various polical or nationalistic forces (e.g. Amritavalli & Jayaseelan 2007; 
Aneesh 2010; Rai 2005; Windmiller 1954).

43 See, for example, Nayar’s article ‘Hindi as Link Language’ (Nayar 
1968) and the subsequent polemics: Rao 1968; Karve 1968; Datt 1968, or 
three decades later ‘Hindustani in India’ by Deshpande (2000a) and follow
ing commentaries: Mohan 2000; Deshpande 2000b; Srivastava 2000. The 
vivid debate concerning all-India link language took place recently in the

http://www.censusindia.gov.in/Census_Data_2001/Census_Data_On-line/Language/Statementl.htm
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1.2.11. Although Hindustani, to which an alternative appela- 
tion Hindi-Urdu is often attributed by contemporary researchers 
and users, is commonly believed to be the lingua franca of India, 
it is not officially recognized (e.g. it is not enumerated on the 
Ethnologue list of South-Asian languages44) and its status as a 
vernacular renders it difficult to measure its precise number of 
speakers. However, in its bazar or marketplace varieties it is used 
as a lingua franca also on the peripheries of the “Hindi belt”, in 
the areas where other Indo-Aryan languges are prevalent. Usu
ally it has a reduced form, which may be classified as pidginized 
(e.g. Shapiro & Schiffman 1981; Apte 1974), characterized by 
numerous simplifications.45 Nevertheless, specialists, both lin

pages of The Hindu, provoked by the text published by Markandey Katyu, 
the Chairman of the Press Council of India (Katyu 2012).

4,1 Cf.: “«Hindustani», though not listed separately in India, refers here 
to the unofficial lingua franca of northwest India. Has a lexical mixture in 
varying proportions of Hindi (vocabulary derived from Sanskrit) and Urdu 
(vocabulary derived from Persian or Arabic).” (http://www.ethnologue. 
com/show_country.asp?name=IN; accessed 2012-09-03). According to the 
Ethnologue, the name Hindustani formally applies to the several quite 
different languages, based on various dialects of Hindi, that are spoken 
outside of the South Asia: Caribbean Hindustani - in Suriname, Guyana or 
Trinidad and Tobago (http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp? 
code=hns; accessed 2012-09-03), and Fijian/Fiji Hindustani in Fiji (http:// 
www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=FJ; accessed 2012-09-03).

45 S. K. Chatterji, describing Hindustani “of the streets and bazars" as 
a jargon dialect of Calcutta, second in this area only to Bengali, “very liv
ing speech” in which “a great deal of transactions of life are carried on”, 
enumerates such simplifications as: elimination of grammatical gender and 
passive and ergative constructions or unification of future tense conjugation 
forms (Chatterji 1931). On the other hand, both Chernyshev and Apte, 
characterizing the Bombay variety of Hindustani (Apte calls it Hindi-Urdu) 
underline the strong influence of Marathi and other regional languages on 
this vernacular, manifesting themselves e.g. in lacking aspiration of conso
nants and loss of case, number, gender and person in nouns and verbs 

http://www.ethnologue
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=FJ
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guists and non-linguists (regardless of the official rosters), agree 
on the fact of its well established existence:

We might call the latter ‘Hindi-Urdu’, ‘Urdu-Hindi’, ‘Hirdu’, 
‘Urdi’, ‘Hindustani’, or ‘Hindi’, but whatever the name, what is 
shared by Hindi and Urdu has become the true national link lan
guage, the language best known through ‘Hindi’ films which are 
popular all over India and in many places abroad. (King 1994: 175)

Apart from the differences in terminology, most researchers ex
plain it in a similar way, as the language which is

neither the highly Sanskritized Hindi nor the highly Perso- 
Arabicized Urdu of the purists, but rather the ‘common core’ lan
guage generally spoken by educated Hindus and Muslims in an 
area of the South Asian subcontinent that includes the states of 
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Bihar, as well as parts 
of the Punjab and Himachal Pradesh, and in such distant urban 
centers as Karachi and Calcutta, Delhi and Dacca, Hyderabad and 
Lahore. (Narang & Becker 1971: 646 in. 1)

Of course, definitions vary in details; Brass, for example, follow
ing Austin’s reflections on the Indian Constitution (Austin 1966), 
describes Hindustani as “the common spoken language of north 
India, written in both the Devanagari and Persian-Arabic scripts, 
and drawing its vocabulary from English and Urdu, more than 
from Sanskrit”, differentiating it clearly, at the same time, from 
both Hindi and Urdu (Brass 1994: 158). Even those who deny its 
present existence can hardly avoid using its name, like Fried
lander, who predicates that the term Hindustani “is no longer 
used as a name to designate a living language, but is associated 
with the British colonial period and various failed attempts to 

which - together with elimination of the ergative construction - cause the 
increasing and paramount role of postpositions in syntax (cf. Chernyshev 
1971; Apte 1974).
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foster a compromise between Hindi and Urdu”46 (Friedlander 

2006: 40), yet in his study he treats all three terms (Hindustani, 
Hindi and Urdu) synonymously to a large degree, using mostly 
the term Hindustani when speaking about the linguistic entity 
they designate.

46 Incidentally, such a categorical statement would be rather difficult 
to justify and carries some additional risk. It is an irrefutable fact that lan
guages change, some even die and disappear, and other languages replace 
them. But how would it be possible, that the language of the well estab
lished, centuries-old tradition, used as a spoken and to some extent also 
literary medium by millions, taught and learnt in the subcontinent and 
beyond - had this language vanished all of a sudden in a puff of smoke, 
having been replaced by another language(s), and only because it had not 
been given official recognition when the Constitutional Assembly opted for 
Hindi against Hindustani? Obviously, the question is provocative, since 
Friedlander meant “the term” not “the language” which was not used any
more. But lack of acknowledgment of the name can appear only as a result 
of the denial of the existence of its reference (cf. Frege 1892). And here lies 
the main danger, because, consequently, the non-existence of the name in 
public awareness may (and most probably will) lead to doubts about, and, 
as a result, to the denial of the existence of the reference itself. Fortunately, 
we can safely abandon further ontological considerations, since in the case 
of Hindustani both these denials are groundless.

47 “Under the term Hindustani we mean two languages of India: Urdu 
and Hindi. Urdu is used mostly by the Muslims, Hindi exclusively by the 

1.2.12. One of the most stereotypical definitions of Hindu
stani can be found in a German handbook, published in 1945 by 
Otto von Spies and Ernst Bannerth. It reads as follows:

Unter Hindustani verstehen wir eigentlich zwei Sprachen Indiens: 
Urdu und Hindi. Das Urdu wird meist von den Mohammedanern, 
das Hindi ausschließlich von den Hindus gebraucht. Grammatik 
und Aufbau sind in den beiden Sprachen gleich: beträchtliche Un
terschiede bestehen nur in bezug auf den Wortschatz und die 
Schriftzeichen.47 (Spies & Bannerth 1945: 1)
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Further in the introduction the authors specify Hindustani as a 
general slang, or colloquial language, that employs Arabic and 
Persian loanwords rather than Sanskrit lexemes, which are used 
exclusively to name religious and cultural concepts or objects 
connected with Hinduism.48 However, a closer look at the above

given description reveals two problems that require more scru
tiny. The first concerns the commonly prevailing view, that 
Hindi, written in the Nagari script, is the language of the Hindus, 
and Urdu, using the Perso-Arabic characters - the language of 
the Muslims. This notion dates back to the times of the College 
of Fort William and since that time, it has been spreading among 
the researchers as well as the speakers. However, several recent 
studies (e.g. Abbi et al. 2004; Ahmad 2011, 2012; Trivedi 2013) 
clearly undermine the validity of this opinion and prove that both 
Hindi and Urdu exceed the limits imposed by these stereotypical 
views, both in terms of their users’ religious classification49 and 
of the script employed.50 The second issue is of a taxonomical 

Hindus. Grammar and structure are the same in both the languages: consid
erable differences exist only in relation to the vocabulary and the script”.

48 “Die allgemeine Umgangssprache gebraucht heute mit Vorliebe die 
heimisch gewordenen arabischen und persischen Lehnwörter in begrenztem 
Maße und verwendet Sanskrit-Wörter nur für religiöse und kulturelle Be
griffe und Sachen des Hinduismus. Diese Sprache nennen wir heute Hindu
stani...” (Spies & Bannerth 1945: 2).

49 This oversimplified opinion is questioned, though not very often, 
also in public discourse, cf. e.g. the statement by the Muslim intellectual 
and politician Syed Shahabuddin: “Language has no religion. Nor is any 
language synonymous with any particular religion or vice versa. Urdu is not 
the mother tongue of all Muslim Indians (...) nor has Urdu become the 
language of Muslims only (...) To give an example, the entire debate on the 
Punjabi Suba between the Hindus and the Sikhs was carried out in Urdu.” 
(Shahabuddin 2001)

50 There are many examples of daily proof confirming the absurdity of 
such a religion-based distinction between Hindi and Urdu. One of the most 
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nature and results from very unclear and vague boundaries be
tween such entities as language, dialect and subdialect, which is 
characteristic of the South Asian linguistic area.51 Researchers 

point out the lack of generally accepted criteria for distinguishing 
between these phenomena and their corresponding terms, as well 
as the fact, that these terms are often used, both popularly and by 
scholars, in several conflicting ways (Masica 1991; cf. also 
Gumperz & Naim 1960; Gumperz 1961; Shapiro & Schiffman 
1981).52 Masica most authoritatively states that Urdu and Modem 

spectacular comes in the form of Hindu nationalist demonstrations directed 
against Muslims and Pakistan, during which the protesters, often carrying 
visible nationalistic symbols and banners in Nagari, shout slogans in Urdu, 
such as “Pakistan murdabad! Hindustan zindabad!” (transl.“Death to Paki
stan! Long live India!”).

51 Four of the eight aspects of language use, enumerated by Ferguson, 
which characterize South Asia, remain closely connected with this problem, 
viz. multilingualism, dialect variation, register variation and diverse scripts 
(Ferguson 1992: 27). The insightful discussion of the terms ‘language’ and 
‘dialect’ and the relationships between them may be found in Haugen 1966.

52 This generally tangled situation is additionally complicated by the 
influence of regional and subregional vernaculars, further differentiated 
(often on the basis of their literary or non-literary status) into more standard 
acrolects and less standard (or non-standard) patois; jargons peculiar to the 
members of various social groups (like trade languages or caste languages); 
local varieties spoken around home and farm etc. (more cf. Gumperz 1958; 
Gumperz & Naim 1960; Shapiro 2003: 251-253). This immense variety of 
often overlapping literary and oral linguistic entities, historically and cur
rently in use in North and Central South Asia, is difficult, or maybe even 
impossible, to categorize or systematize. Hence the common and inveterate 
tendency of covering this linguistic mosaic with the vague and capacious 
blanket term ‘Hindi-Urdu’/‘Hindustani’, which allows to create an impres
sion of some taxonomic and genetic order without giving details concerning 
the enveloped objects (tongues) and the relationships between them. But 
this is a palliative, not a solution to the problem and does not meet the need 
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Standard Hindi, which are counted as separate languages offi
cially and socioculturally (i.e. both possess a “written standard” 
and a literature), are actually not even different dialects or sub
dialects (i.e. subvarieties of a larger unit). According to the 
American linguist, they are “different literary styles based on the 
same linguistically defined subdialect” (Masica 1991: 23, 27). 
Zograf (1961: 3-5), similarly, defines Hindi and Urdu as two 
literary styles (literaturnaya forma, literaturnyi stii) of Hindu
stani, which he describes as the interregional vernacular 
(mezhoblastnoi razgovornyiyazyk) that has emerged on the basis 
of a local dialect current in the vicinity of Delhi, i.e. KharT boll. 

Yet, at the same time, he remarks that since Hindi and Urdu have 
been chosen as the national languages of newly independent In
dia and Pakistan respectively, their separate development, backed 
up by the use of different writing systems, made them so distant, 
that they are often labelled as separate languages (ikh neredko 
schitayut raznymi yazykami). A strong supporter of the two- 
language theory was, among others, Ralph Russell, who in one of 
his articles advocates with full conviction:

For all practical purposes (...) Urdu and Hindi are two separate 
languages and should be described as such, despite their almost 
completely common structure and less completely common stock 
of everyday words. (Russell 1996: 204)

On the other hand, Russell’s attitude towards the existence and 
function of Hindustani seemed to be somewhat reluctant and he 
avoided using this name, even though he agreed that

The link language of everyday communication in India continues 
to be, as it was before independence, one which is as much Hindi 
as it is Urdu. (Russell 1999: 44)

for meticulous survey of ‘Hindi-Urdu’/'Hindustani’ (which also is not the 
subject of this study, anyway).
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The fact that Russell changed the primordial title of his manual - 
from A New Course in Hindustani for Learners in Britain (1st 
publ. in 1980) to A New Course in Urdu and Spoken Hindi..., 
published in 1986 solidifies the aforementioned approach of the 
great scholar.

1.2.13. The above illustrations represent only an exemplary 
sample of the prolonged and inconclusive discussion on the prob
lem of mutual connections and dependencies between Hindustani, 
Hindi and Urdu. But even such a fragmentary recapitulation allows 
one to see the dimension and complexity of the issues that have 
arisen, over the centuries, in connection to these terms and their 
referents. Finally, having presented various facts, opinions and 
formulations there comes a moment when the term Hindustani, as 
it is understood and used in this study, should be clarified.

1.2.14. In the sense which has been assumed for the purpose 
of this analysis, the term Hindustani refers to the linguistic con
tinuum current in the common speech - a lingua franca, unoffi
cially, but fully functioning as a link language in the Indian 
subcontinent. It denotes the common form of a medium of com
munication - the vernacular widespread in the vast regions of 
contemporary Northern India, Pakistan and Bangladesh,53 intelli

gible for the most part to users of both Hindi and Urdu, and often 
to the speakers of other South Asian languages as well. Kachru 
identifies Hindustani, by many called also Hindi-Urdu,54 as a 

53 As was aptly noted by Kelkar, from among the modem languages 
(which he termes koines) creating, in his opinion, the IA linguistic continu
um of the Northern and Central South Asia, only Hindustani lacks the 
homeland in the sense of a clearly defined area over which a given lan
guage (koine) dominates (Kelkar 1968: 2). This fact speaks in favour of 
understanding Hindustani as the regionally unmarked, supra-regional South 
Asian lingua franca.

54 E.g.: Apte 1974; Gumperz & Naim 1960; Narang & Becker 1971. 
The hyphenated form implies that the features and processes described by 
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common form shared by Hindi and Urdu, and remarks that it is 
essentially a colloquial language (Kachru 2008: 81). Ohala uses 
the term ‘Hindi’ for the same variety and defines it as the dialect 
spoken by educated urban people, in everyday casual conversa
tion, in cities such as Varanasi, Lucknow, Delhi etc. (Ohala 
1983: xiii; Ohala 1999: 100). But this ‘colloquial language’ or 
‘spoken dialect’ is not restricted to use in speech only. It can also 
be found in popular literature, everyday media, advertizing, cin
ema and film songs, and its products (texts) may be oral as well 
as written in either Nagari or Perso-Arabic script.55 Kelkar (1968: 

6-10) distinguished several registers of Hindustani (spaning vari
ous spoken as well as written scopes), ranging from the very 
colloquial bazar! variety to the highly formalized separate liter
ary styles of ‘High’ Hindi and ‘High’ Urdu. They have been 
schematically depicted on p. 31.

the authors are common for both Hindi and Urdu and that the language 
which is in their focus is neither the ‘high Hindi’ (highly Sanskritized and 
also known as the literary style of Hindi), nor the ‘high Urdu’ (strongly 
Perso-Arabicized and labeled as the literary style of Urdu). Kelkar (1968) 
coined the cover-name ‘Hirdu’ for Hindi-Urdu and uses both the forms in 
his book.

55 In recent years, the practice of using Roman script for Hindustani 
has become increasingly popular. This trend has been spreading mainly due 
to the development and globalizing influence of the visual mass media and 
the overpowering influence of English. It is becoming a mass phenomenon 
in advertisement and on various websites, frequently resulting in written 
multilingual texts, characterized by language mixing and code-switching 
(on written multilingualism cf. Sebba et al. 2012).
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‘High’ ; 
Hindi i

formalized highbrow 
poetry, learned discourse, 
oratory, religious sermons 

i
i

; ‘High’ 
i Urdu
i
ii

formalized middlebrow 
popular printed literature; 

songs and films; mass propaganda 

private letters and newspapers 

casual middlebrow
everyday educated talk, especially in linguistically 
mixed groups and within the regionally up-rooted 

upper or middle class family 

casual lowbrow
everyday talk in lower class, 

uneducated, urban milieu;
this style is also called bazariHindustani

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of Hindustani registers (based on Kel- 
kar’s description, 1968).

1.2.15. The linguistic material (Perso-Arabic loanwords in 
Hindustani) which forms the basis for the research in this study 
(Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2008), generally comes from middlebrow 
registers (both casual and formalized). However, some parts of it 
can also appear in the inventories of the lowest and the highest 
strata. It must be noted, that the middlebrow registers (connected 
with the educated urban population) have always been that form
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of a language, in which the entire process of enriching one 
speech by the elements of another can be easily observed. From 
the very beginning of its existence Hindustani has been subject to 
foreign and local influences and has borrowed equally freely 
from both the superstrata (previously mainly from Persian, and 
through it - from Arabic, nowadays - from English) and from the 
adstrata or substrata (various indigenous languages and dialects, 
such as Panjabi, Braj bhasa, BhojpurT, AvadhT etc.).56 In this study, 

however, Hindi and Urdu will be treated as two forms of Hindu
stani, differing most noticeably in their highly literary and intel
lectual varieties but lacking any visible distinctions in their eve
ryday forms of use.

56 Cf. Nespital 1994: 308-310. On strata linguistics, i.e. different types 
of relative social status of languages participating in contact situation see 
e.g. Hock 1991: 409-411; Hock & Joseph 1996: 274; McMahon 1994: 
254ff; Tristram 2007.

1.2.15. I would like to conclude this chapter with some per
sonal observations made during one of my recent trips to India. In 
April 2012, I travelled to Hyderabad and nearby places to gather 
linguistic and historical data connected with my academic work. 
Well aware of Hyderabad being a great centre of Urdu language 
and culture, second only to Lucknow, I tried my best to speak 
“Urdu” not “Hindi” to the very first person I encountered, who 
happened to be a taxi driver driving me from the airport to my 
hotel. After a short casual conversation concerning the long dis
tance to the city and the city’s vast extent, the man turned to me, 
smiling, and exclaimed: Yah pahli bar hai ki main hindi bol- 
nevali ajnabi ko dekh raha huh! [“It’s the first time I’ve seen a 
foreigner speaking Hindi!”]. A bit mazed I asked him what lan
guage he speaks at home. Ghar meh ham log urdu bolte haih 
[“At home we speak Urdu”], he answered and seing my puzzled 
face added quickly: Lekin hindi-urdu meh koi farq nahih, 
madam. Yah sab ek hi zaban hai. Sab hindustani hai [“But there 
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is no difference in Hindi-Urdu. All this is one language. Every
thing is Hindustani].57 It was, however, only in Hyderabad that 

the language I spoke to people was assessed as Hindi, not Urdu. 
In other places of the region, like Bijapur or Gulbarga, I was 
always praised for speaking Urdu (and never Hindi), regardless 
of whether they were residents of the place or visitors, like me. I 
still cannot solve this sociolinguistic conundrum.

57 This situation reminded me of the anecdote told by David Matthews 
about his experience in Chennai, when, having ordered tea in Urdu, he was 
instructed by a Tamil waiter, that people there did not like Hindi (Matthews 
2002: 166).

Fig. 3. A one pie coin minted by the East India Company in Calcutta 
(Bengal Presidency) in 1831. Denomination is marked in four scripts/languages 
- obverse: English one pie / Bengali Hli (= ek pai); reverse: Hindu- 
stani/Urdu (= paf) / Nagari script r>3> T5 (= aik pai). (Source: Prid-
more 1975:215)
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1.3. Persian and Indo-Aryan: a General Exposition 
of the Language Contact Situation

Every Moosulman and Hindoo, who would assume 
the office of a moonshee (prop, a writer, secretary), 

or teacher of Hindoostanee, can read Persian.
(Gilchrist 1796: 4).

Without a knowledge of Persian our sentiments cannot be 
correctly expressed nor can we correctly achieve 

polished conversation
(Sharar 1975: 101)

1.3.1. In the introductory remarks to his paradigmatic book, 
Uriel Weinreich stresses the fact that language contact is often 
viewed as an aspect of cultural contact and language interfer
ence58 as a facet of cultural diffusion and acculturation. Accord

ing to the American linguist, extra-linguistic factors in the so
ciocultural context of the linguistic contact situation are as im
portant for determining the phenomenon of interference as the 

58 I use this term as defined by Weinreich, viz. “the rearrangement of 
patterns that result from the introduction of foreign elements into the more 
highly structured domains of language”, such as the phonemic system, 
morphology, syntax or lexis (Weinreich 1953: 1). Weinreich underlines the 
difference between interference (phonemic and grammatical) and borrow
ing, which he qualifies as “mere additions to the vocabulary”. The former 
entails “deviation from the norms of either language which occur in the 
speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than one lan
guage, i.e. as a result of language contact”, assuming, that two or more 
languages are said to be in contact if they are used alternately by the same 
persons (ibid.; cf. also Haugen 1950). The latter is less restricted to the 
bilingual representants of a language community (Weinreich 1953: 56). On 
bilingualism as a factor essential for the language contact vide infra para
graph 1.3.4.
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very structure of the languages in contact (Weinreich 1953). 
Weinreich’s views concerning the interdependency between lin
guistic and sociocultural domains were obviously based on for
mer observations expressed by other scholars, like those made by 
Sapir or Bloomfield, who a few decades earlier wrote:

Languages, like cultures, are rarely sufficient unto themselves. 
The necessities of intercourse bring the speakers of one language 
into direct or indirect contact with those of neighboring or cultur
ally dominant languages. (...) The language of a people that is 
looked upon as a center of culture is naturally far more likely to 
exert an appreciable influence on other languages spoken in its vi
cinity than to be influenced by them. (...) It is generally assumed 
that the nature and extent of borrowing depend entirely on the his
torical facts of culture relation. (Sapir 1921: 205, 208)

Every speech-community leams from its neighbors. Objects, both 
natural and manufactured, pass from one community to the other, 
and so do patterns of action, such as technical procedures, warlike 
practices, religious rites, or fashions of individual conduct (...) 
Along with objects or practices, the speech-forms by which these 
are named often pass from people to people. (Bloomfield 1933: 
445)

Weinreich was, however, the first to realize, and to effectively 
demonstrate, that both internal (or structural) and sociocultural 
factors play an equally important role in shaping the linguistic 
results of contact. This opinion is now universally accepted59 and 
the concepts and principles formulated by him still pave the way 

59 For example by William Labov in the monumental Principles of 
Linguistic Change (1994, 2001, 2010), Gillian Sankoff in her sociolinguis- 
tic works (e.g. Sankoff 1980, Sankoff 2002) or by Sarah Thomason and 
Terrence Kaufman in their fundamental study of various types of language 
contact, in which they went so far as to argue that “it is the sociolinguistic 
history of the speakers, and not the structure of their language, that is the 
primary determinant of the linguistic outcome of language contact” (Tho
mason & Kaufman 1988: 35).
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for research on multilingual communities and language contact. 
Such phenomena as “borrowing”, “interference”, “bilingualism”, 
“code-switching” and “mixing the languages”, perceived as the 
results of, broadly speaking, a relationship between language and 
culture, have attracted the interest of researchers in many fields - 
espcecially those in anthropology, linguistics and sociology. They 
have pointed out the parallel between the linguistic and cultural 
contact situations, and have described how one can influence the 
other, namely, how the acquisition of language is tied to social 
and cultural context, and to what extent the acquisition of culture 
occurs through language.60 In this chapter, the situation of lan
guage contact between the Persian61 and the Indo-Aryan lan

60 In 1975 Benjamin T’sou determined five stages of linguistic assimi
lation, viz. linguistic importation, linguistic substitution, code-switching, 
bilingualism, and residual interference, and made an attempt at correlating 
them with five phases of cultural assimilation, viz. sojourner phase, con
gregated phase, transitional phase, acculturated phase, and assimilated 
phase (T’sou 1975: 455). However, this comparison requires two remarks: 
firstly, elements of both the processes are not mutually exclusive but pro
gressively overlapping, which the author himself accentuated. Secondly, 
T’sou based his hypothesis on data obtained primarily from a study of a 
small group of Cantonese immigrants in the U.S., and his theory might be 
relevant in many similar situations, i.e. when a given group of newcomers, 
characterized by a distinct culture and language, is subjected to a process of 
acculturation to the “bigger” and “stronger” linguistic and cultural envi
ronment of the place of destination. But, as we will see further in this chap
ter, this was not exactly the case of those who brought the Persian culture 
and the Persian language to India. Cf. also paragraph 1.3.10, where the 
applicability of the hypothesis presented by T’sou in the context of the 
Indo-Persian contact situation is further discussed.

61 I write ‘Persian’, but with the notion kept in mind, that this term 
should be understood very broadly, since it also includes elements of Ara
bic and Turkic languages. These elements were mainly lexical, but to a 
limited extent also grammatical, and had been absorbed and assimilated by 
Persian before it was introduced to South Asia. The phenomenon of Arabic 
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guages will be discussed and exposed against the background of 
the Indo-Persian cross-cultural relations. On this basis I will at
tempt to determine how cultural adaptation, acculturation, and 
cultural change affected the ways the language(s) was/were used 
by members of the community and, vice versa, how these cul
tural changes were themselves affected by the language(s). I will 
also refer to one of the most vital problems posed by sociolin
guists: how various social phenomena manipulated essentially 
neutral linguistic processes into a system which reflected and 
reinforced social and power difference (cf. Sankoff 1980: 5).

1.3.2. In the Islamic world, Persian achieved high status as a 
language of administration long before its introduction in South 
Asia. It was used for recording business transactions and revenue 
accounts as well as for expressing and transmitting refined and 
philosophical ideas. In the Umayyad period, Persian language and 
culture continued to spread throughout the territories of Persia, 
Syria, Caucasus, Transoxiana and Sind - engulfed by rapidly 
spreading Islam - but it was in the middle of the 8th c., with the 

Abbasids’ rise to power, when their full blossoming started. For 
the following century the Persian ascendancy in the Caliphate was 
overhelming, including Baghdad and other leading centres of 
Abbasid supremacy (Syed 2012). This was the moment in history 
when the formation of the Perso-Islamic culture, “the second great 
cultural nexus of the Islamic world” (Robinson 1991), was initi
ated, spreading, at its furthest reach, from the Aegean and the Eu

and Turkic impact on Persian has been analyzed attentively by John Perry 
(1984; 1992; 2001b; 2002; 2005) and also by a few other authors, e.g. 
Canfield 1991; Doerfer 1963-75; Jazayery 1970; Johanson & Bulut 2006; 
Utas 2006. On Arabic in South Asia vide infra fn. 75; on Turkic in South 
Asia vide fn. 76; cf. also paragraph 5.2.2. A general survey of the use of 
Arabic, Persian and Turkic in India, supported by many interesting exam
ples of language contact may be found in Chaudhary 2009: 135-162. Unfor
tunately, his examples are quoted mostly after secondary sources.
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phrates in the West, to Chinese Turkestan and the Bay of Bengal 
in the East, and from the Russian Steppe in the North, to the Indian 
Ocean in the South. The Persian language was the first and crucial 
pillar of this culture, the common denominator, which, having 
established its supremacy over other languages used in the Iranian 
region (both Iranian and Turkic) in the 13th c., remained not only 

the major native and contact vernacular of the area, but also the 
interregional written language of choice for the next six hundred 
years. Persian replaced Arabic in the sphere of Islam “for all but 
scriptural and liturgical purposes” (Perry 2001a: 191), it became a 
language of poetry and belles-lettres, and a universal tool of com
munication in the administration and diplomacy of Iran, Afghani
stan, Central Asia, and Northern and Central India. Persian literary 
models and cultural ideals were widely cultivated, additionally 
pervading and affecting the languages spoken on the fringes of the 
areas under the direct influence of Persian tradition - in Anatolia, 
the South Caucasus, the Persian Gulf, South India and Southeast 
Asia (ibid.).

1.3.3. The influence of Persian language and culture on the 
Indian subcontinent dates back to the times of the Ghaznavids, 
who, despite being themselves of Turkic origin, have inherited 
Samanid administrative, political, and cultural traditions and 
were the first to introduce the Persianate62 way of life in Northern 

India. As a result of repeated invasions undertaken by Mahmud 
of Ghazna (Mahmüd-e GaznavT, r. 998-1030), a large number of 
people of Turkic, Persian and Afghan descent were brought to 
India. Soldiers of fortune, merchants, adventurers, scholars and 

62 Analogously to the term ‘Islamicate’, coined to indicate the cultural 
traditions of the Muslim civilization at large, but not restricted in terms of 
its reference to the Islamic religion (Hodgson 1974), the term ‘Persianate’ 
refers to civilizational traditions strongly influenced by Persian language, 
literature, and culture, but separate ethnically and geographically from 
Persia itself (cf. Hakala 2010; Truschke 2012).
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religious men in Islam, artists and craftsmen - they left their 
homelands and settled down in the Punjab, around Delhi and 
possibly in some areas of Gujarat. As a result of the political 
stabilization brought by the rule of the Ghurids (Gori, r. 1148- 
1215), who are credited with laying the foundations of Muslim 
domination in India that lasted for several centuries, and the 
Slave Dynasty, ruling India’s Delhi Sultanate for almost the en
tire 13th c. (1206-1290), these strangers started perceiving India 

as their own country. Patronised by the Muslim, and sometimes 
even by the Hindu, rulers, they helped to enrich the mediaeval 
culture of the subcontinent.63 India thus became a part of the 

Perso-Islamic world, not different in this respect from its other 
parts, like Transoxiana, Ghazna or Ghur. Delhi and Lahore en
joyed a reputation of great centres of Perso-Islamic culture, equal 
to Bukhara, Herat or Tirmiz (Alam 2003: 134). Cultural integra
tion with a coherent Perso-Islamic identity, which had emerged 
in the 13lh c., started bearing its fruits in the form of syncretic 
Indo-Persian culture (described also as Persianate - or, broadly 
speaking - Islamicate culture of South Asia). It reached its peak 
in the Mughal era64 and manifested itself in many different areas 

of life: from architecture, garden planning, painting, music, lit
erature, philosophical and religious ideas, to dressing style and 
cusine. This culture, pertaining to the elites as well as the com
mon man, flourished mostly in cities and towns. From there, it 

63 For detailed and more comprehensive accounts of the earliest period 
of mutual relations between South Asian and Perso-Islamic traditions see 
e.g.: Abidi & Gargesh 2008; Ahmad 2002; Alam 2003; Eaton 2003; Emst 
1992; Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b; Syed 2012; Wink 1999.

M The Mughal (Mogul) rule in India lasted for over three hundred 
years (1526-1858), but the golden age of Indo-Persian culture spans the 
reign of Akbar (Jalal ud-DTn Muhammad Akbar, r. 1556-1605) and his two 
successors, Jahangir (Nûruddîn Salïm Jahângïr, r. 1605-1627) and Shah 
Jahan (Sahâbuddïn Muhammad Sahjahân, r. 1628-1658).
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gradually penetrated into small towns and rural centres, and, 
widely disseminated as a result of military campaignes and 
waves of migration, it made a lasting impression on most local 
traditions of the subcontinent.

1.3.4. Contact breeds imitation and imitation breeds linguis
tic convergence.65 Cultural integration fostered integration in the 

sphere of speech, which, on the one hand, became a communica
tion must, but on the other, was in many cases a matter of more 
or less conscious choice. It was not a new phenomenon - since 
antiquity, bilingual66 competence has been a central factor in the 

everyday linguistic reality of much of the South Asian popula
tion,67 and Persian, having appeared on the linguistic scene of the 

subcontinent, became just one of many elements (although a very 
important one) of this jigsaw puzzle. Language contact relies on 
bilingualism.68 Thus, as a consequence of the natural tendency 

65 André Martinet in his preface to Weinreich 1953: VIII.
66 Henceforth I will use the term “bilingualism” in both the senses, 

viz. bi- and multilingualism.
67 On bilingualism in South Asia see: Bhatia & Ritchie 2004; Hock 

1991: 498-504; Jain 2003: 54-56; Kachru et al. 2008: part 4; Pattanayak 
2001; Shapiro & Schiffman 1981: Ch. 6; Thomason 2001: 42-46.

68 Scholars agree that some minimum of bilingual proficiency is a pre
requisite for linguistic borrowing and language interference. Such an app
roach follows Hermann Paul’s opinion, expressed by the German linguist 
as early as the end of the 19lh c.: “Die meiste Veranlassung zur Mischung 
ist gegeben, wo es Individuen gibt, die doppelsprachig sind, mehrere Spra
chen neben einander sprechen oder mindestens eine andere neben ihrer 
Muttersprache verstehen. Ein gewisses Minimum von Verständnis einer 
fremden Sprache ist unter allen Umständen erforderlich.” [Most occassions 
for mixing occur when there are individuals who are bilingual, who can 
speak several languages side by side, or at least understand one other beside 
their mother tongue. A certain minimum understanding of a foreign lan
guage is required in all circumstances.], Paul 1886: 338; cf. also Haugen 
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toward bilingualism, prevailing among the people of India, the 
language contact between South-Asian languages and Persian 
became a fruitful reality from the very beginning of its presence 
in the subcontinent.69 As early as the lllh c. there appeared the 

first poets bom in India who composed their verse in Persian. 
Some of these authors, like Mascud Sacd Salman (1046-1121) or 
AmTr Xusrau DihlavT70 (1253-1325), wrote not only in Persian, 

but also in the North Indian vernacular, commonly designated as 
Hindavi.71 Annemarie Schimmel commented that “Even re

1950; Hoffmann 1991: Ch. 5; McMahon 1994: Ch. 8; Romaine 1995: Ch. 
2; Weinreich 1953.

69 Muhammad Husain Azad made the following observation: “As soon 
as Islam came, it laid the foundation for the mixing of words” (Azad 2001: 
64), and then, commenting on the language (called by him “Hindi”) of 
Cand Bar'dal’s heroic poem P^viraj-rasau (ca. 1193), he added: “It is 
astonishing (...) to see how quickly the language accepted the influence of 
Arabic and Persian; on every page there are quite a number of words”. 
Thirteen examples of such words are listed (ibid.).

70 AmTr Xusrau is regarded as the greatest Persian-writing poet of me
diaeval India, to whom the authorship of the poetic lexicon Xaliq ban (or at 
least a part of it) is also attributed (discussion of the authorship of this work 
cf. Zaidi 1993: 23-24; also Hakala 2010: Ch. 4). This glossary-poem, re
ported to have originally contained 170 verses, was the first Persian- 
Hindavi dictionary, on which, in the following centuries, many similar 
works were modelled (Samiuddin 2007: 189).

71 In fact, the Persian adjective “Hindavi”, meaning “Indian”, was used 
by Muslims in this sense to denote every local language, all over the subcon
tinent. For example, in the 16lh c., the sultan od Golkonda, cAbdullah Qutb 
Sah, instituted a special office, called dablri-yi faramin-i Hindvi, whose task 
it was to prepare royal edicts in Telugu (Alam 2003: 157) - a Dravidian 
language which has nothing in common with the Indo-Aryan lingua franca of 
North India. In Bijapur the term “Hindvf’ was used in contradistinction to 
Persian and assigned to the local language written in Perso-Arabic characters, 
characterized by Prakrit structure and a strong Marathi influence (Sherwani 
1985: 296-297). Cf. also paragraph 1.2.4.
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nowned poets were tempted to use the popular language in their 
works in order to prove that their literary talent could display 
itself through any linguistic medium” (Schimmel 1975: 128). 
These poets became very prominent and influential “loci of the 
contact” (as Weinreich put it), since their verses, in which they 
mixed local and Persian idioms, gained immense popularity and 
influenced subsequent artists, who often drew inspiration from 
their works.72 But the contact between languages was not con

fined solely to the realm of literature. Persian names were given 
to various products, offices, and even towns and places.73 New 

idioms of Persian became current, mixing with rapidly develop
ing local dialects. The process of cultural borrowing74 entailed 
borrowing of new, foreign (Persian, Turkic or Arabic75) words, 

72 For information about poetry and prose under the early sultans of 
Northern India see Alam 2003: 135ff and Schimmel 1973: 2-22.

73 See e.g. Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2013 on Delhi urban toponyms of Perso- 
-Arabic origin.

4 The notion of cultural borrowing was first formulated by Sapir, cf.: 
“The simplest kind of influence that one language may exert on another is 
the borrowing of words. When there is cultural borrowing there is always 
the likelihood that the associated words may be borrowed too” (Sapir 1921 : 
206). Later on the idea was developed by Bloomfield, who distinguished 
between “dialect borrowing, where the borrowed features come from 
within the same speech-area (...) and cultural borrowing, where the bor
rowed features come from a different language” (Bloomfield 1933: 444).

75 It must be noted that the first Arab sailors and traders, and with 
them also the Arabic language, reached the ports of South India as early as 
in the beginning of the first millennium CE. Then, in the 8lh c., Sind - the 
western borderland of India - was invaded and conquered by the Muslim 
Arabs led by Muhammad bin al-Qasim and the Arabs began to settle there, 
establishing India’s first considerable contacts with Islam and with the 
Arabic language. Later on, Arabic was present in the realms ruled by all the 
succeeding Muslim dynasties of South Asia, but its role was generally 
confined to the sphere of the Islamic religion and, unlike Persian, it has 
never achieved the status of being the secular language of culture or ad-
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especially in areas dominated by Muslim rule,76 i.e. on the exten

sive and fertile terrain of the Indo-Gangetic Plain and afterwards 
also in Deccan. These earliest loanwords, pertaining predomi
nantly to administration and various amenities of urban life, 
could be found in most New Indo-Aryan vocabularies and above 
all in Hindavi.77

ministration. However, its occurence in the language contact situation, 
especially in South India, although limited, cannot be denied - some Arabic 
borrowings in Indian languages undoubtedly resulted from a direct influ
ence. For more information on Arabic in India cf. Qutbuddin 2007.

Many of the Muslim nobles and military commanders who came 
from the Afghan dynasties Sur or Lodis and established their kingdoms in 
Gujarat, Malva, the Deccan, Bihar, and Bengal (Rizvi 2000: 197), did not 
speak (or could speak very little) Persian. Even though they mostly adopted 
Persianate customs and court etiquette, many continued using their own 
tongue (often some form of Turkic or Pashto) to communicate with their 
kinsmen, or shifted to local vernaculars while dealing with their subjects. 
Babur (whose mother tongue, and the medium he chose for his writing, was 
not Persian either, but Chagatai of the Turkic family) recorded in his mem
oir that in order to address one of the mightiest nobles, Daulat Xan Lodi, he 
“ordered a person well acquainted with Hindustani to interpret [his] words 
to him [sc. Daulat Xan], one after another” (Babur 1922: 459). Because of 
his princely education as a boy, Babur, of course, knew Persian fluently, 
but his note indicates clearly that this was not the case of Daulat Xan.

77 Unfortunately, the data concerning the early Indo-Aryan period are 
scarce and incomplete, most often deficient, and sometimes simply non
existent, as in case of Sindhi or Panjabi (Masica 1991: 54). The dating of 
some of the borrowings, however, may be inferred from their phonology 
(cf. paragraph 3.1.3.).

1.3.5. Initial “transmission channels” for permeating new 
words must have been created by those domains of life, in which 
communication between the residents and the newcomers was 
unavoidable and, consequently, the interactions between them 
were most intense: trade, offices and the army. Thus, it was need 
(Hock 1991: 408), sheer necessity (McMahon 1994: 201), that 
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constituted the first motivation for borrowing - the people’s re
quirement to refer to some unfamiliar objects or concepts, for 
which they lacked terms in their own speech. Before long a new 
important factor appeared and greatly influenced the linguistic 
contact situation between Persian and local Indian dialects. This 
change came in the form of Sufi hospices, which, since the early 
13,h c.,78 had been increasing in number all over India as a result 

of the rapid spread and the growing impact of Islamic mysticism. 
The Sufi idea of practising a classless society and avoiding ineq
uity and intolerance among the disciples attracted many people. 
In a little while, the dwelling places of saix-s and pir-s became 
significant centres for Islamization and conversions. Through the 
Sufi hospices, Persian literary culture and Persian vocabulary 
were gradually incorporated into Indo-Aryan languages (and in 
Deccan also into Dravidian languages, e.g. Telugu). As Schimmel 
observed:

78 The first Sufi xanqah in the subcontinent was established by 
MucTnuddTn CiStT around 1200, near Ajmer, though Sufi mystic poets and 
theologians were reaching India much earlier. Cf. Schimmel 2007, esp. Ch. 
8: “Sufism in Indo-Pakistan”.

(...) the Indo-Muslim languages (Sindhi, Panjabi, and to a great 
extent Urdu and Pashto) are in large part the result of the speech 
and song of mystical leaders, who could not address their simple 
disciples in high-flown theological Arabic or poetical Persian; in 
order to express the mysteries of divine love and devotion, they 
were obliged to use the vernaculars, making them vehicles of the 
most lofty thought. Then they emerged as languages well able to 
serve as a literary medium for nonmystical writers. (Schimmel 
2007: 33)

Therefore, even though their major works were mostly composed 
in Persian, the Sufi saints employed the spoken languages in their 
everyday sermons, teachings and short verse. Obviously, they 
were gradually introducing various elements of their own
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tongues into these vernaculars - vocabulary, whole phrases, or 
even forms of versification, contributing in this way to the emer
gence of a language “able to reflect the traditions of western Asia 
and the Islamic Weltanschauung [sc. world-view]” (Schimmel 
1975: 128). Thus, from the point of view of sociolinguistics, they 
constituted an extremely important bilingual group, which had an 
immense influence on the way of living, thinking and speaking 
among the largest strata of the South Asian population.79

79 Nile Green underscores the fact that knowledge was located in per
sons rather than in books and stresses the great role of oral transmission of 
knowledge in Sufi religious circles: “Books were not considered independ
ent sources of knowledge, but were appendages to the personal pedagogical 
relationships through which knowledge was transferred and within which 
writing served to provide only one dimension of the knowledge being trans
ferred. (...) those in search of knowledge looked for a master rather than a 
bookshop or library, with libraries in any case generally being private col
lections accessed through personal affiliation to a teacher.” (Green 2010: 
243). I am grateful to Rahul Peter Das for drawing my attention to Green’s 
article.

80 For an overview of Persian under the Mughals see Alam 1998 and 
Alam 2003: 159-174.

1.3.6. As has been previously stated, the greatest blossoming 
and expansion of Persian literature and culture in South Asia 
took place during the Mughal times.80 Persian, which had already 

established itself in India as the language of most Muslim au
thorities and elites, rose, in the times of Akbar, to a position 
comparable to no other part of the Islamicate world, ruled, simi
larly to the Mughal empire, by Turkic dynasties: neither the Ot
tomans in Anatolia nor the Uzbeks in Central Asia exhibited a 
similar eagerness for Persian (Spear 1978: 48). In India, how
ever, certain aspects of Mughal politics ultimately led to the 
emergence of the Indo-Persian literary culture in its fullest efflo
rescence. The basic principles of Akbar’s rule: close and friendly 
relations with Safavid Persia and extraordinarily tolerant domes
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tic policy, the basic guideline of which was “peace with all” 
(sulh-i kull), resulted in his empire earning a reputation as a place 
of refuge and a realm of peace (dar al-amari). This, in turn, 
caused many Iranians - especially Sunnis, who did not approve 
of the Safavid theocratic regime and opposed mandatory conver
sion to Shiah Islam, which became the official religion of Persia 
- to flee from religious and political persecution and to seek pro
tection and better fortune in the neighbouring and lenient India.81 

There were many noted scholars, Persian writers, and poets 
among them, and Akbar, who spared no effort and used every 
opportunity to invite Iranian literati to India, welcomed them 
most generously.82 All major forms of Persian literature were 

extensively cultivated under his munificent patronage: literary 
anthologies (tazkirah), consisting of brief selections from the 

81 The Mughal sultanate was not the only destination in the subcon
tinent chosen by the newcomers. The constant influx of Iranians, Turks and 
Arabs, who were later named ajaqi-s (or “cosmopolitans”) by the locals, to 
the Bahmani kingdom, dated back to the 14Ih c. and had a decided effect 
upon the culture and the future history of the Deccan. It brought many men 
of learning, literature and arts to South India, and significantly influenced 
the linguistic situation there, by contributing to, i.a., the formation of Dak- 
kani (cf. Sherwani 1985: 76ff.). This trend continued in the 16th and 17lh c. 
in post-Bahmanl sultanates, especially in Bijapur under the cAdil-5ahT dy
nasty and Golkonda ruled by the Qutb-sahTs.

82 Muzaffar Alam suggested that this extended invitation for Persian 
scholars and writers was caused by Akbar’s desire to repay Iranians for the 
support the Mughals received from them to reconquer Hindustan (Alam 
2003: 160). Another reason, however, for promoting Iranians in Mughal 
service, could have been the attempt to neutralize influences of powerful 
and ambitious Turkic nobles. Rivalry in the sphere of culture may also be 
seen as a manifestation of Akbar’s aspiration to equal and surpass the Sa
favid rulers of Persia. But whatever the underlying motives, they undoubt
edly had a political dimension and remain a good example of how extra- 
linguistic factors can affect the trajectory of linguistic development.
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works of various poets, usually with prefaratory comments about 
each poet, which were not only written in Persian, but also used 
critical vocabulary borrowed from Persian; the recordings of 
utterances attributed to Sufi saix-s (malfuzaf)’, model letters 
(insa), commonly used for official and diplomatic purposes and 
characterized by an elegance of style;83 romances (dâstâri) in 

prose or verse, telling the deeds of one or more particular heroes 
and usually full of war, magic, trickery, and love; glossaries and 
dictionaries (farhang), mono- or multilingual lexicographical 
works, regarded by many scholars as the greatest legacy of South 
Asia in the field of linguistic inquiry into Persian.84 But more 

than anything else, poetic art {sâcirï) was loved and appreciated 
by Indo-Persian society; all the main poetic genres were com
monly represented and gazai was in the forefront of them all.

83 The origin and growth of insa literature in India until the 16th c. has 
been scrutinized in Zilli 2000.

84 An outline study of the Persian lexicographical tradition in South 
Asia can be found in Maciuszak 2013.

1.3.7. Persian had become the most important and, at the 
same time, the most desirable language for both Muslims and 
Hindus, regardless of whether they sought careers as men of let
ters and learning or as functionaries of the Mughal administra
tion. The administrative reforms introduced by Akbar’s Hindu 
minister of finance, Râjâ Todar Mai, were essential for the de
velopment of the latter. Under his instructions, since the 1580s, 
all the revenue accounts in the Empire were to be kept in Persian. 
His contemporary, Abu ’1-Fazl, a chronicler of Akbar’s court, 
underlines the great significance of this regulation:

The most important reform introduced by Todar Mai is the change 
in the language and the character used for the revenue accounts. 
Formerly they have been kept in Hindi by Hindu Muharris [sc. 
clerks]. Todar Mai ordered that all government accounts should 
henceforth be written in Persian. He thus forced his co-religionists 
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to leam the court language of their rulers (...) The study of Persian 
therefore became necessary for its pecuniary advantages. (Abu’l- 
Fazl 1873: 377)

Indeed, Todar Mai’s reform was of great consequence: as a result 
of its implementation, the members of indigenous Hindu castes 
who traditionally played the role of record-keepers and domi
nated departments of accountancy, revenue and draftmanship - 
Kayasth and KhatrT in particular - started learning Persian and 
“their achievements in the language were soon to be extraordi
nary. (...) [They] joined madrasas in large numbers to acquire 
excellence in Persian language and literature, which now prom
ised good careers in imperial service” (Alam 1998: 326). Until 
the 19th c., when the British colonial government replaced Per
sian in its official function as the medium of state administration 
by the pre-eminent world imperial language English (1837), the 
knowledge of Persian had been a prerequisite for applying for 
any state job (cf. also Gilchrist’s remark used as a motto for this 
chapter).

1.3.8. Another reform, instated by Akbar, and important in 
terms of language contact, pertained to the system of education.85 

Traditional Islamized curricula of Muslim schools (maktab-s and 
madrasa-s) were enriched by the introduction of many “secular” 
subjects, fixed rules, and a canon for the purpose of teaching 
Persian on both the elementary and the advanced levels. This 
also attracted many non-Muslim students who undertook educa
tion in order to gain skills and knowledge necessary for the job of 
an accountant or a munsi [sc. secretary]. Schools became a very 
important and powerful factor fostering language interference, 
since Persian was often taught through the medium of Hindavi, 

85 Cf. Kahane’s observation: “In literate societies, one of the primary 
motivations for acquiring the prestige language is its identification with 
education, which transfers to it the values of a class symbol” (Kahane 1986: 
495).
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and Arabic - through the medium of Persian (Rahman 2013: 
370). Pupils, who started their education between the ages of four 
and half and seven, transformed, during their studies, into an 
influential group of educated bilinguals. And while, initially, the 
teachers in charge of these schools came mostly from Iran, in the 
course of time Hindu masters also started to teach. Their writings 
contributed to Persian syllabi and thus enhanced the language 
contact situation.86 87

86 More information on the system of education reformed by Akbar cf. 
Alam 1998: 326-330. The issue of teaching Persian in South Asia, includ
ing pedagogical material and educational institutions, was also recently 
addressed by Rahman (2013). The exemplary curriculum of Persian during 
Aurangzeb (r. 1659-1707) times was quoted and discussed in Syed 2012: 
289-291.

87 Since the earliest times of their presence in the subcontinent, South 
Asian Muslims have been sharply divided into two categories: those be
longing to asraf noble-bom (A asraf pl. of sarif ‘nobles, noblemen, gran
dees, persons of high extraction, gentlemen, gentlefolk; honourable men’, 
cf. Platts 56) and those not belonging to asraf, labelled as ajlaf commoners 
(A. ajlaf pl. of jilf ‘base, vile, mean, or ignoble people; the rude, the vul
gar; the lower orders’, cf. Platts 24). The former have had a superior status 
derived from their foreign ancestry and have included all the undoubted 
descendants of foreign Muslims (Arabs, Persians and Afghans, etc.) as well 
as the converts from the upper caste of Hindus. Ajlaf has comprised the 
various functional castes (such as the weavers, oil-pressers, barbers, tailors, 
etc.) and the converts of originally humble castes. The social distinction 
between asraf and ajlaf is a South Asian device and seems to correspond to 
the division into vamas of twice-born people (dvija), and the sudra-s or 
aborigines, who perform functions of serving the dvija-s in the Hindu

1.3.9. With the passage of time the motivation for learning 
and using Persian gradually and inevitably changed, and the fac
tor of prestige became at least as important as that of need. The 
sublime Indo-Persian culture was generally the culture of the 
ruling class and the Muslim elites. This social strata, known as 
asraf,*1 or respectable Muslim gentry, who claimed its nobility 
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and a higher social status based on their foreign (Arabian, Ira
nian, Turkic, Afghan) or in some cases even northern Indian 
ancestry, sustained and transmitted from generation to generation 
the best ideals and traditions of the great Perso-Islamic culture, 
with its standards of cultivation and behaviour. In the whole of 
the subcontinent, asrâf s alleged alien, non-Indian descent went 
hand in hand with their non-Indian cultural orientation and their 
identification with the ethos of Persianate aristocratic culture of 
the Mughal courts. Zafar Ahmad, writing about traditional Ben
gal Muslim society, draws attention to the fact that

[tjhe most critical component of this extraterritorial cultural orien
tation of Bengali ashraf was their utter contempt for the Bengali 
language and literature, and a corresponding leaning towards Per
sian and Urdu. (Ahmad 2000: 80-81)

Similar enthusiasm toward Persian culture and language has been 
observed in every place where the local bom aspirants tried to 
rise above their own status and ascend the social ladder. Abdul 
Halim Sharar, describing the subtleties of the asrâf culture 
prevalent in nineteenth century Lucknow, gives a vivid testimony 
of the highest prestige enjoyed by Persian in the mixed Indo
Muslim society:

(...) throughout India, Persian alone was the road to literary and 
social advancement. (...) Persian was the mark of distinction not 
only for the better classes but also for the masses. (...) Apart from 
Muslims, the leanings of élite Hindus were towards Persian writ
ing and literature, so much so, that distinguished Persian composi
tions flowed from the pens of Hindu authors. (...) there was as 
much if not more Persian poetry written in India as there was in 
Persia itself. (...) Persian forms, constructions and genitives are on 
the tongues of all, even the uneducated and the women. (...) Even

community. On social stratification of Muslims in South Asia cf. Ahmad 
1967; Bhatty 1996; on caste system among South Asian Muslims see Das 
2005: 75-78 (there also further literature).
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women composed Persian verses and every child could make him
self understood in the language. (Sharar 1975: 100-101)

Persian also reached the common man and was, at least to some 
extent, used and understood outside the elites. Local languages 
were encrusted with Persian casuals88 or occasional quotations, 
aimed at adding colour and making an utterance more elegant 
and stylish.89 They appeared in both speech and text, regardless 

of already assimilated loanwords, and were usually introduced by 
sentences like ‘as it is said in Persian’ or ‘a Persian would say’.90 

India came under the spell of Persian: “general command over 
idiomatic Persian was a matter of pride; deficiency in elegant self 
expression meant cultural failure” (Alam 2003: 167).

Casuals, called also Gastworts (from German Gastworter 'guest- 
-words’) are unassimilated borrowings that are not widely used but are 
simply alien words or phrases taken into the language as they are and re
taining their original pronunciation, grammar, spelling and meaning (cf. 
Hughes 2000: 54).

89 It was a common practice not only in India, e.g. on Persian casuals 
in Syriac, cf. Ciancaglini 2008: 23-24.

90 This phenomenon, called by linguists “flagged code-switching” 
(Poplack and Sankoff 1988: 1178ff), is generally one of the strategies used 
by bilingual speakers to avoid ungrammatical utterances and to solve the 
problem of combining elements from two different languages. Thus, usu
ally, flagged switches are explained as a kind of indication that the speaker 
is aware of making a mistake and is apologizing for it (cf. Romaine 1995: 
135). In the case of prestigious languages, however, such as Persian in our 
case, “mistakes” of this type must be understood as deliberate “deviations”, 
which hint at the “transformation of the instinctive error into accepted 
norm” (cf. Kahane 1986: 502).

1.3.10. Most Indo-Aryan languages and regional cultures 
show various imprints of Persian influence. They can be seen 
even today in the forms of Bangla verses, in Marathi vocabulary 
and grammar, in the script (cf. 2.1.3.), in the lexical and literary 
content of, i.a., Pashto, Sindhi, Kashmiri, Panjabi, Gujarati and, 
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above all, Hindustani.91 However, the impact was never one

sided and the Persian language was also effected by local Indian 
literary and linguistic tradition (some say up to the “hybridiza
tion” of Indian Persian, cf. Abidi & Gargesh 2008: 105). Persian 
was employed by the Hindus to express their traditional reli
gious, mythological and literary themes; numerous translations of 
Indian classical literary and scholarly texts were produced under 
royal order (Truschke 2012), partly thanks to specially estab
lished departments of translation;92 the confluence of Islamic and 

Indian philosophical thought manifested itself in the writings of 
Sufi and Bhakti mystics.93 94 All this resulted in the “Indianization” 

of Persian, which rested not only on “a large-scale borrowing of 
words from Indian languages, but also (...) expressions that carry 
the emotional content and thought processes which are Indian” 
(Abidi & Gargesh 2008: 109). From the 16th c. onward, a specific 

Indian style of Persian began to emerge. It was called sabk-i 
hindi* and was cultivated both by Indian and Iranian poets (i.e. 

91 It is worth noting that the use of Persian was not restricted to the re
gions governed by Muslims (i.e. Northern India and the Deccan), but was 
common also in those parts of the subcontinent which were controlled by 
non-Muslims, e.g. Marathas or Sikhs (Robinson 1991: 113).

92 It happened that classical Sanskrit texts were translated into Persian 
through the medium of rough oral Hindustani versions provided by the 
Indian interpreters (Truschke 2012: 62, 187, passim).

93 Bhakti mystical poets, such as Namdev (fl. 14th c. ?), Kabir (fl. 15th c.) 
or Guru Nanak (1469-1539), used a special mixed language called 
Sadhukkan ‘holy men’s jargon’ for their literary works. It was based on 
vernacular Hindustani and contained elements of the early Braj bhásá, 
Bhojpuri and AvadhT (Nespital 1994: 308-309; McGregor 1984: 40ff.) as 
well as a considerable amount of Perso-Arabic vocabulary (on Persian 
loans in the Adi Granth see Shackle 1978).

94 Sabk-i hindi, or the ‘Indian style’, is the third term of a classification 
of Persian literature into three stylistic periods. The other terms, sabk-i 
xurásáni (initially also called sabk-i turkistdru) and sabk-i ‘Iraqi, refer 
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those Iranian poets, who spent long periods of their creative life in 
India). It was characterized by code mixing and code-switching, 
use of hybrid expressions and semantic shifts in the vocabulary, 
an influence of Indian poetic moods (rasa) and the integration of 
typically Indian motives - “descriptions of places, people, festi
vals, seasons, flora, fauna and experiences which are Indian and 
not Iranian” (Abidi & Gargesh 2008: 111).95 It also retained a 

number of archaic and locally determined features, apparent 
mostly in phonology (the morphology and syntax of both the 
styles being practically identical) and, above all, in the phonol
ogy of the vowels, where Indian Persian retained the archaic 
system, corresponding closely to that of Hindustani and distin
guishing South Asian Persian from Farsi spoken in Iran (cf. 
3.I.3.).96 The deviation of sabk-i hindi from Iranian Persian, 

which still remained the benchmark, was immense, and the Irani
ans from Persia disapproved of this style, even to the point of 
disdain. Therefore, already during Akbar’s reign, attempts were 
made to purify the language. They mostly took the shape of vari
ous lexicons and dictionaries prepared in such a way as to purge 
the Persian lexis of all non-Iranian words (Alam 2003: 174). 
These efforts did not produce the expected results. However, 

respectively to the eastern and the western parts of mediaeval Persia. 
(Bruijn 2012). An in-depth analysis of sabk-i hindi as well as the extensive 
bibliography on the phenomenon may be found in Faruqi 2004.

95 Examples of these phenomena are given by Abidi & Gargesh 2008: 
109-114 and Faruqi 2004. An exposition of Indian Persian vs. Iranian Per
sian has been provided by Alam 2003: 174-186.

96 As argued by Banarsi Prasad Saksena: “Indo-Persian literature (...) 
is certainly not purely Persian. It is futile to accept it to be so. The Persian 
language had come to stay in India, and it could not for long keep itself 
aloof from its new and powerful environments. It absorbed Indian ideas and 
Indian thoughts, and it was used for Indian subjects. Necessarily it devel
oped distinct character” (qtd. after Qureshi 1965: 39).
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they contributed greatly to the development of Persian lexicogra
phy in South Asia.97

97 The first “dictionary of pure Persian words” was Farhang-i Ja- 
hângïrî (“Dictionary in honour of Jahangir”), compiled by a native of Shi
raz, Mïr Jamâl-al-Dïn Hosayn b. Fakr-al-DTn Hasan Enjti. The work was 
ordered by Akbar but completed only in 1608, after the king’s death. It is 
believed to be one of the earliest serious attempts to discuss the grammati
cal structure of Persian and to classify its lexicon (Maciuszak 2013: 349; cf. 
also Bayevsky 1999).

1.3.11. The importance of Persian in India began to slowly 
decline already in the 18* c., following the gradual weakening of 

the Mughal empire. Due to the rise and development of local ver
naculars, mainly Hindustani which was strongly backed up by the 
British, and because of the growing significance of English, Per
sian began to lose its privileged and unique position, though it still 
remained the language of Muslim rule, of the judiciary and of 
education, as well as one of the most important literary mediums. 
Macaulay’s famous Minute... (Macaulay 1835) and the subsequent 
immediate reforms of Lord William Bentinck (Bentinck 1835), 
introduced the western model of teaching in the British Raj, in 
order to provide more educated Indians for service in the British 
bureaucracy, and ultimately led to the replacement of Persian by 
the English language in both the educational and the court sys
tems. However, Persian was not completely supplanted. As before, 
it was often used as a tool of intercultural communication in the 
whole subcontinent - Spear mentions, for example, that the Ger
man missionary, Christian Schwartz (fl. 1750-1798), communicat
ed in Persian when he went on a mission to the raja of Tanjore in 
the extreme South of India (Spear 1978: 49). Until the 1930s, it 
was also chosen, in general, as one of the degree subjects by Hindu 
students (ibid.), despite the predominant position of the English- 
medium education.
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1.3.12. Being one of the main members of the Iranian lin
guistic family, which comprises the nearest - both geographi
cally and genetically - relatives of the Indo-Aryan languages, 
Persian shows a considerable amount of linguistic convergence 
with many IA languages of the Indian subcontinent. This close
ness and concurrence of linguistic features made linguistic inter
ference possible: for centuries of its presence in South Asia, Per
sian held a profound and enduring sway over Indian vernaculars 
(particulary in northern and western parts of the subcontinent), 
which manifested in the introduction of Persian phonemes, mor
phemes, lexical items and, although rarely, also syntactic con
structions into these languages. These strictly linguistic condi
tions were supported by a range of social and cultural factors 
which strongly furthered the language interference.98 Persian 

remained the language of administration in South Asia for nearly 
a millennium. It enjoyed enormous prestige, both among its na
tive and non-native speakers, and - favoured by certain political 
and social constellations - it played a crucial role as a cross- 
-regional medium of culture, education and literary activity.99 

The legacy of the language contact between Indian languages 

98 Among the non-structural factors which influence the phenomenon 
of interference Weinreich enumerates, i.a., attitudes toward each language 
(whether idiosyncratic or stereotyped) and toward the culture of each lan
guage community; size of bilingual group and its socio-cultural homogene
ity or differentiation; the relations of social or political nature between the 
sub-groups existing within this bilingual group etc. (Weinreich 1953: 3-4). 
These extra-linguistic aspects of language contact between Persian and 
Indo-Aryan languages have been discussed in the above chapter.

99 Various reasons for the supra-regional use of languages range from 
“dominance by sheer power of conquest, over a combination of political 
and cultural or technological/commercial predominance, to purely cultural 
pre-eminence” (Hock 1991: 473). As has been demonstrated, in the case of 
Persian in South Asia all these motives were equally relevant and impor
tant.
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and Persian remains extensive and vivid in South Asia, even 
though Persian is no longer spoken in the subcontinent. It shows 
itself in the classical forms of poetry (like gazal, rubacT or 
marsiyah), cultivated with great eagerness also by contemporary 
writers, in the vibrant tradition of performative literary forms 
(qawalT), or in the heavily Perso-Arabicized, popular film songs. 
But, above all, Persian still provides the Indo-Aryan languages 
with their most substantial set of non-Indian elements.

Fig. 4. A trilingual (Kannada, Hindustani and English) guidepost at the 
Gol Gumbaz in Bijapur, with the indication written in Kannada, Nagari and 
Roman scripts. The sentence reads in Kannada: golagummatakke hôguva dâri, 
and in Hindustani: gol'gummat jânekâ ràstà. The way in which the Persian 
name of the monument has been noted in Nagari, viz. golgummat, clearly corre
sponds to its form in Kannada (cf. P gol gumbaz I H gol gumbad ‘rose dome’). 
(Photo by the author, 2012; I am grateful to Prof. Adapa Satyanarayana for his 
help in transliterating the Kannada version)
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(...) nearly every people has a separate alphabet 
(Abu’l-Fazl 1873: 105)

Hindustani, which had no alphabet of its own, was written some
times in Persian, sometimes in Devanagari characters (...)

(Monier Williams 1859: 258)

2.1. Writing Systems in Persian and Hindustani

2.1.1. As a result of the tremendous Islamic expansion and 
conquest carried on since the 7th c. CE, the Arabic alphabet, in 

which the Islamic holy book, the Qur’an, was written, reached a 
vast area of the Middle East, North and Central Africa and South 
and Southeast Asia; then it was adapted to many Semitic as well 
as non-Semitic languages, among them Turkic and Iranian.

2.1.2. Persian100 is written in the so-called Perso-Arabic al

phabet, based on the Arabic script and read from right to left. It 
consists of 32 graphemes;101 four of them, namely: pe (>_«), 
ce (g), ze (j) and gaf (u£) were added by the Persians to the Ara

100 Persian (Farsi) belongs to the southwestern group of Iranian lan
guages and is characterized by a wide number of linguistic varieties (eth- 
nolects) within its three major variants: Farsi - used in Iran, Dari - used in 
Afghanistan and Tajiki - spoken in Central Asia (Tajikistan). The major 
differences have occured between the spoken forms of different regions. In 
the present book, if not specified otherwise, I use the term Persian in its 
broader sense.

101 In some sources the number 33 is given, depending on whether 
hamzah is or is not counted as a letter (cf. Hashabeiky 2005: 63).
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bic alphabet. The majority of the letters of the alphabet have four 
forms: initial (joined on the left), medial (joined on both sides), 
final (joined on the right) and isolated (or final/initial unjoined); 
the appearance of a letter changes depending on its position in 
the word. Seven letters: alif (I), dal (j), zal (j), re (j), ze (J), 
ze (j), vdv (j) cannot join the following letter and, therefore, 
they do not have distinctive initial102 or medial forms but the 
isolated and the final forms are used instead. Short vowels /as/, 
/0/ (/o/) and /e/ (/i/)103 are not written and even though there is a 
means of marking them,104 it is used only occasionally and 

mostly in the school textbooks. Short vowels in final position, 
contrary to Arabic, are always displayed and indicated by vav (j) 
= /0/ and by he (*) = /ae/ or /e/. A few letters occur only in words 

102 The term ‘initial’ is used not only to denote an initial position of a 
letter in a word but also a medial, when it follows one of the letters which 
cannot join the following letter.

103 The vowels occurring in numerous Perso-Arabic words borrowed 
by Hindustani depict an early New-Persian stage of development of the 
Persian vowel system (10Ih-15th c.), hence the vocalization of these loan
words differs significantly from the modem Persian forms of the same 
words. The older forms of short vowels (/0/ and /1/) are specified in paren
theses. These forms were current in Persian before the 16lh c. and in many 
cases survived unchanged in words borrowed by Hindustani, while in mod
em Persian they evolved into /0/ and lei respectively (more see in paragraph
3.1.3.; cf. also Pisowicz 1985: 12ff.; Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b: 68-69; Kla- 
gisz 2010: 29).

I(M The signs (called harakaf), used to denote short vowels and written 
above or below the letter to which they refer, are respectively: fathah 
(= /ae/), kasrah (= /1/ ~ lei) and i zammah (= /0/ ~ /0/); there exist three 
more orthographic signs: 1 sukun or jazm (written over the final consonant 
of a shut syllable, shows that a consonant is not vocalized),tasdid (used to 
indicate that a consonant is doubled), and tanvin (or nunation, an adverbial 
ending pronounced /sen/, written over the final alif of a noun) - but they 
may also be omitted and do not always appear in texts (cf. Lambton 2000: 
xix; Klagisz 2010: 41).
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of Arabic origin (their number varies from 6 to 8 according to 
different scholars (cf. Hashabeiky 2005: 63); these are: he (^), 
sâd (ch®), zâd (^), tâ (L), zâ (Ji), cain (£), se (i) and qâf (J) 
(the two latter being disputable).

2.1.3. The process of dispersal and accommodation of Ara
bic script may serve as a perfect illustration of Diringer’s opinion 
that the alphabet follows religion (Diringer 1948). With the 
spread of Islam, the Perso-Arabic writing system which devel
oped on Persian ground, together with a bulk of Arabic and Per
sian vocabulary, has been adopted - following various necessary 
modifications - by many other languages adjacent to Persian and 
remaining under its cultural influence, e.g.: Pashto, Kashmiri, 
Saraiki, Urdu, Sindhi, and many others. Some languages, like 
Panjabi or Gujarati, use this script alongside their own writing 
systems (more on 1A languages using Perso-Arabic script cf. 
Salomon 2003: 99-100; Masica 1991: 151-153).

2.1.4. The writing system of a Semitic language, which Ara
bic is, had to become appropriated for the needs of Indo- 
-European tongues, since Arabic did not possess certain sounds 
found in other languages, and it did possess certain nuances of 
sounds not required for others.105 Hence, in Perso-Arabic script, 

we are dealing with a number of orthographic simplifications and 
modifications. The earliest additions and substractions appeared 
already in Persian, which was the first Indo-European language 
to adopt Arabic script for its purposes.106 Some of them were of a 
purely visual nature, for example, writing the final kâf (v£) with

105 One of the major problems of Semitic scripts used for Indo- 
-European languages is that the latter are much richer in vowels, which 
Semitic scripts (at least Arabic and Hebrew) tend mostly to ignore.

106 The oldest preserved and dated Persian text written in the Perso- 
-Arabic script was written down by Asad! TusT in 1055, but there are schol
ars’ opinions that New Persian must have been written in the Arabic script 
much earlier than this date (cf. Hashabeiky 2005: 76 ff).
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out a flourish (in Arabic it would be til). Other changes had a 
more significant and enduring effect on the evolution of New 
Persian lexis. All these changes were incorporated into the lan
guages which later on adopted the Perso-Arabic alphabet. For 
this reason, to understand the processes and phenomena observed 
in other languages using - partly or entirely - the Perso-Arabic 
writing system, it is necessary to possess at least basic knowl
edge concerning these modifications on the Persian ground.

2.1.5. Major adaptations of the Arabic characters in Persian 
are as follows:107 108

107 Apart from these changes, most Arabic loanwords are written in 
Persian, and in other languages which use Perso-Arabic script, exactly as 
they are written in Arabic (although the Kurdish dialect SoranT is an excep
tion). There are two probable reasons for this: firstly, the sacredness of 
Arabic as a vehicle of the Qur’an was a decisive factor upholding the tradi
tional forms and defending them against any alterations; secondly - Arabic 
elements were, at the early stages, introduced into Persian mainly by bilin
gual scholars who had no need to conform them to the vernacular usage 
(Perry [1992]; Perry 2002: 229; cf. also Perry 2012: 77-81). Additionally, 
the strong tradition of teaching a reading knowledge of the Qur’an (which 
according to the overriding principle ought to be learned in Arabic, not in 
translation) has been a factor reinforcing the adherence to the Arabic stan
dards of spelling (Shackle & Snell 1990: 48). Thanks to their traditional 
Arabic spelling these loanwords are easily recognizable in most non-Arabic 
texts.

108 Except for the situation when it follows a long syllable, like e.g. in 
Arabic 4il «.Li jl (A’-n-s-A -‘-ll-h) /inja’ allah/ ‘God willing’.

(i) hamzah (*) - a glottal stop (mostly in the Arabic loan
words), in Arabic it usually takes a ‘seat’ (kursT),l0S which might 
be alif(\), vav (J) or dotless ya (Ls). In Persian an initial hamzah 
is represented by a mere alif e.g. A jj! (A’-s-r) > P >1 (A-s-r) 

/aesaer/ ‘a footprint, sign, mark; result, consequence’ (Stein. 16); 
in the middle of a word hamzah based on alif or vav is often 
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omitted, e.g. A c-ij (r-A^-s) > P o-lj (r-^-5109) /ra’s/ ‘(...) the 

head’ (Stein. 562); A (r-J^-Y-A) > P Ljjj (r-Y-Y-A) /ru’ja/ ‘a 
vision, dream’ (Stein. 598); hamzah based on dotless ya is al
ways marked, e.g. A (m-t-m-YJ-n) > P ¿>»1« (m-f-m-Y’-n) 
/mutmae’m:/ ‘quiet, secure (...)’ (Stein. 1262). In the most com
mon Arabic loanwords one can observe a tendency to write 
hamzah above dotless ya instead of placing it above alif or vav, 
as in the original Arabic forms, e.g.: A iJL- (m-s-A 3-l-i)

109 Steingass usually gives both the forms (traditional Arabic and modi
fied Persian), indicating at the same time the modified forms as current in 
Persian. This is also the case in the Hayyim’s dictionary, though sometimes 
exclusively Arabic spelling is used (even in sample sentences). However, 
this tendency towards simplification is not confirmed in modem Persian 
dictionaries (e.g. Sadri AfSar et al. 1994), where we can still find both the 
forms (esp. in the words where hamzah is based on alif).

110 Such notations do not occur in Steingass’s dictionary, cf. “A 
mas 'alat, mas ’ala, A question, query (...)” (Stein. 1266).

111 There are cases where the same word is written both with » and o , 
but with different significations, e.g. <Ji (A-l-i) /a\xtl is written in this way 
when it’s general meaning is ‘an instrument, apparatus’, but cull (A-l-t) 
lalxt/ when it signifies ‘penis’ (cf. Phillot 1919: 20).

112 This dichotomous form class comprises about 1500 Arabic loans in 
modem Persian, which is almost one-fifth of the Arabic vocabulary in 
Persian (Perry 2002: 230), including about forty pairs of doublets (items 
lexicalized in Persian with both endings, showing semantic, lexical, or 

> P aLumi (m-s-Y3-l-h) /maes’aelae/ ‘a problem’ (Hayyim II: 
898);110 more examples - see Klagisz 2010: 45-47;

(ii) taJ marbutah - the Arabic feminine ending, marked by 
a unitary graph (3). In Persian, it is written as two distinct 
graphic and lexical endings:111 -(a)t (o), e.g. A (q-Y-m-t)

> P o-jS (q-Y-m-t) /qimaet/ ‘price, value, worth (...)’ (Stein. 999) 
and -(a)h (*), e.g. A a—□» (q-s-t) > P (q-s-h) /qis:ae/ ‘a thing, 
affair (...); history; a tale, fable (...)’ (Stein. 974), the latter pro
nounced /ae/ or /e/ in New-Persian;112
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(iii) the final ya (<_£) is written without two dots underneath 
(in Arabic it would be i^). This apparently only graphical simpli
fication has in fact further consequences, leading to the unifica
tion of two Arabic characters: final dotted -ya and final dotless 
-ya called Jalif maqsurah and sometimes written with a small alif 
sign (alif-e kutah) above (¿5). As a result, since the two cannot be 
differentiated, in Persian Arabic words ending with Jalif 
maqsurah (which is pronounced as long [a:]) are usually either 
written with final alif, following the pronunciation, e.g. A 
(m-c-n-q) > P Uu. (m-'-n-A) [ma:’na:] ‘sense, meaning’ (Stein. 
1276), or - in a few cases - are pronounced with long [i:] in 
pausa, following the spelling (cf.: “A mana, in P. also 
ma'nl, Sense, meaning...”, ibid.). Cf. also 2.3.9. (vii), 2.3.9. (x), 
2.3.11. (viii).

2.1.6. The Arabic alphabet came into use in Persia in the 
10th-11th c. Since that time many scholars and writers have 

pointed out its deficiencies even in respect to the Arabic lan
guage. They argued that the shortcomings of the consonantal 
script, designed originally for Semitic languages, caused many 
failings in the Persian orthography resulting in misspelling as 
well as misreading. Hashabeiky (2005: 66-67) enumerates some 
frequently discussed shortcomings of the Persian writing system 
which affect not only Persian, but also other languages written in 
the Perso-Arabic script, including Hindustani/Urdu: (i) the usage 
of several characters for one and the same phoneme; (ii) the us
age of one character for displaying several phonemes; (iii) omis
sion of short vowels; (iv) the presence of two different types of 
letters, namely those that cannot join the following letter and 
those that can be bound to the left; (v) the presence of Arabic 
words and phrases which maintain their original Arabic spelling;

stylistic distinctions in the use of the two forms). More about this group of 
words and their influence on the evolution of New-Persian lexis cf. Perry 
1995; Perry 2012: 79-80.
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(vi) the presence of diacritic marks which are not obligatory and 
can be skipped; (vii) some omissions and changes in pronuncia
tion, e.g. vav (j) which is not pronounced in some words after xe 
(¿) or the consonant cluster -nb- (jj) which is phonemically real
ised as /mb/. All these problems will be discussed in greater de
tail later in the book, in relation to Hindustani/Urdu.

2.1.7. There are two main forms of script in which Persian 
can be written: nasx, which is the style developed in the 9th c. and 

still most commonly used in Arabic, Persian, Pashto, Sindhi and 
some other languages for printing of mass-circulated books, 
newspapers etc., and nastacliq (< nasx-e tacliq ‘hanging nasx'} - 
a style predominant in Persian calligraphy, employed for fine 
printing, correspondence, bureaucratic purposes etc. Created in 
the 14th c. and widely used in the Persianate world since then, 

nastacliq has become a preferred style of writing in Urdu, Kash
miri, Panjabi, Balochi, Brahui and other languages of contempo
rary Afghanistan, Pakistan and India; it is also used alongside 
nasx in Pashto (Phillot 1919: 35-36; Mace 2003: 19; Morton 
2012: 148).

(jl a 11 A Ajjjaul (Ji* J
Ajjjm Ij j (JjalxO (_jIa

* aj. —jl A£ 'j J j* cS jC-
4 A 1 Aj

Fig. 5. A sample of modem Persian text in nasx.

Fig- 6- The same Persian text written in nastacl'iq.
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2.1.8. One of the important factors that contributed to the 
spread and popularization of Perso-Arabic script was its aesthetic 
value. Combining “stenographic terseness” with “extreme orna
mentation” (cf. Rypka 1968: 75), the Perso-Arabic script was 
soon appreciated by artists, who “raised fine penmanship to one 
of the highest ranks in the field of Iranian art” (ibid.). Further
more, writers, especially poets, sometimes deliberately altered 
the form of letters to suit the ideas expressed in their works.

2.1.9. In Hindustani/Urdu, as in other Indo-Aryan languages 
which are written - exclusively or not - in the Perso-Arabic 
script, the alphabet follows the order and system of Persian, with 
the addition (mainly by various kinds of diacritic modification) 
of several extra letters which are necessary to represent charac
teristic IA phonemes not occurring in Persian or Arabic (see infra 
2.2.). However, the orthography of the Persian and Arabic loan
words is conservative, retaining and representing the phonetic 
distinctions that are no longer audible in their pronunciation.113

2.1.10. While Hindustani/Urdu uses the modified Perso- 
-Arabic consonantal alphabet,114 Hindustani/Hindi is written in 

Nagari, which is one of the most important South Asian alphasyl
labaries115, used to record, i.a., Sanskrit, Hindi, Marathi and 

Nepali. This fact distinguishes Nagari from most other South 

113 Many of these distinctions in pronunciation of Arabic words and 
phrases were already abandoned in Persian (even though they keep their 
Arabic spelling), and this practice is continued in the languages into which 
these Arabic loanwords were incorporated through the mediation of Per
sian, cf. Lambton 2000: 181-182; Mace 2003: 181 ff.

114 This standing assignment, propping the traditional ideology pro
claiming that the choice of script is crucial in differentiating between Urdu 
and Hindi, has been successfully challenged by several recent studies (e.g.: 
Abbi et al. 2004; Shahabuddin 2006; Ahmad 2011).

115 Or syllabic alphabet (Montaut 2004: 16).
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Asian writing systems, usually linked with and limited to a single 
language.116

116 In India, since the country’s independence, Nagari has enjoyed to 
some extent the special status of the ‘national script’, being connected to 
the ‘national language’ (Hindi), cf. Salomon 2003: 75; Saran 1969: 121- 
122. However, in the 19lh and early 20,h c. it had to fight for its position of 
the regional script (i.e. used for Hindi) with several other writing systems. 
Nagari’s most serious opponent was KaithT (or KayasthT, ‘script of the 
Kayasth cast of writers and clercs’), widely used for writing legal, adminis
trative, and private records in parts of North India, primarily in the former 
North-Western Provinces, Avadh and Bihar. Nagari won the battle very 
narrowly and KaithT lost, mainly due to the political decisions. The conflict 
between Nagari and KaithT has been scrutinized e.g. by King (1994).

117 This number does not include graphemes modified by adding a dot 
beneath, created to mark specific Hindi retroflex flaps ra (?) and rha (?) 
(which are actually allophones of retroflex plosives da (?) and dha (?) 
respectively) or to represent borrowed Perso-Arabic phonemes, alien to the 
IA sound system (these are discussed in paragraph 2.3.4).

118 In Nagari, a fully represented underlying consonant is assumed to 
have the inherent vowel. If there is no other vocalizing diacritic mark, this 
role is played by the neutral vowel (‘schwa’ /a/). It is not marked in any 
way and its presence should be guessed by a reader. The inherent neutral 
vowel is not normally vocalized at the end of a word. Cf. Pandey 2007: 
146.

2.1.11. Nagari script used in Hindustani/Hindi is almost 
identical (with a few minor variations/additions) to that, which is 
used for Sanskrit and which serves as the prototype for other 
languages using this script. It is written from left to right and 
consists of thirty three117 basic graphemes (H akscir), built of CV 
sequences,118 and eleven independent characters to denote syl

labic vowel forms (cf. Tables of Adequacy, p. 116-120). Apart 
from these main characters there are also ten diacritic marks (ma- 
tra) used to notate intra-syllabic vowel forms, which are com
bined with consonant characters: TiT (ka), for (ki), (ki), (ku),
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^(kü), (ke), (kai), SjT (ko), (kau), (kf)1'9 and a few other

diacritics to denote such phenomena as homorganic nasals 
( ’ anusvâra) and nasalisation ( * candrabindu), absence of an 
inherent vowel ( „ virâma) or voiceless aspiration (: vriarga).119 120 

The consonant clusters are indicated either by means of virâma 
or through the creation of consonant ligatures of two or more 
characters.121 This rule, however, is applied very inconsequently 

in writing and there are many examples of consonant clusters 
which are commonly pronounced but not marked in the script.122

119 In Hindustani, the character (/•), together with its diacritical ver
sion (c), is vocalic only in terms of the script (in Nagari it has separate 
syllabic and intrasyllabic forms), but it is actually pronounced as a CV 
sequence of an alveolar tapped [r] and following short [i], and appears 
exclusively in borrowed Sanskrit words (tatsama). Cf. McGregor 1999: 
xxv; Shapiro 1989: 10.

120 Note that visarga, which in Sanskrit was supposedly unvoiced, be
comes voiced in Hindustani (Srivastava 1969: 925).

121 According to the general rule, half the sign of the first consonant 
precedes the full sign of the second consonant or, in case of three- 
consonant clusters, the first two consonants are specified for half their 
letters, and the third is fully specified, though for some clusters a brand new 
grapheme has been formed.

122 The massive phonological changes that occurred during the devel
opment of New Indo-Aryan resulted, i.a., in a widespread process of cluster 
simplification. Thus there are only a few indigenous consonant clusters in 
Hindustani, while the majority of initial and final clusters occurs in bor
rowed Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic or English lexical items. On the other hand, 
new consonant clusters are formed as a result of the complex and greatly 
irregular phonological process of “schwa deletion” (Pandey 2007: 147), in 
words of more than one syllable and in consequence of the effects of inter
action between such vowel dropping and affixation. Generally, they are not 
represented in the Nagari script as ligatured consonants since they are not 
syllable internal consonant clusters (more cf. Kachru 2006: 21-29). See also 
remarks on notation of consonant clusters in Perso-Arabic loanwords in the 
Nagari script in 2.3.5. and 2.3.6.
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2.1.12. The Nagari script (as almost all indigenous Indic 
scripts that evolved from the ancient Brâhmï script)123 was de

vised to record Old Indo-Aryan phonemes, and since the sound 
system within Hindustani/Hindi is generally that of the OIA, 
Nagari characters correspond to this system strictly and allow a 
speaker to pronounce even an unknown word in the accurate 
way.124 Furthermore, thanks to its greater stability, Nagari also 

allows for clearer representation of the part of Hindustani lexis 
which has been borrowed from other languages - be it Persian, 
Arabic or English.125 This quality remains the most serious dif

ference between Nagari and Perso-Arabic script - in the case of 
the latter the correct pronunciation of a previously unknown 
word always remains uncertain - one has to know the language 
already to be able to read it properly in the Perso-Arabic script 
(cf. 2.3.20-2.3.21).

123 On the historical emergence of the Nagari script see e.g. Montaut 
2004: 15-16; Salomon 2003: 72-75.

124 Cf. the opinion of Monier Williams: “Deva-nagari (...) although de
ficient in two important symbols (represented in Roman by z and f), is on 
the whole the most perfect and symmetrical of all known alphabets. (...) 
too perfect for the practical purposes of this utilitarian age” (Monier Wil
liams 1859: 261).

125 On notation of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Nagari cf. Chapter 2.3.
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1.2. Adaptation of the Persian Writing System
in Hindustani/Urdu

2.2.1. As has been already mentioned, the Perso-Arabic 
script needed a number of necessary modifications in order to 
adjust to the Hindustani language system.126 Some of them were 

dictated by phonological differences, others - by peculiar gram
matical rules. The most essential amendment was to create a 
method of representing sounds and phenomena specific to the 
Indo-Aryan tongue but alien to Persian and the more so to Arabic 
- like the retroflex and aspirated consonants, some elements of 
the vowel system, nasalization of vowels etc. As a result, a num
ber of modified graphemes appeared in the Perso-Arabic alpha
bet adapted for the needs of Hindustani.

2.2.2. Retroflex consonants. To mark Hindustani retroflex

126 In today’s Hindustani/Urdu, the nastacliq style is almost exclusively 
used for both ordinary writing and for publications (cf. Naim 1999 I: 53).

127 The so-called “butterfly- or spectacle-shaped” h (P he-ye do casm 
(Adie 1982: 206); H do-casmi he).

consonants [[], [4J and [[], three separate characters were added 
to the Perso-Arabic script’s inventory, created by the addition of 
four diacritic dots or, alternatively, by the sign * (the Arabic 
letter taJ in superscript) written above a letter. These added char
acters are: (/), S / j (<7), and j / > (r). The variant with k is
definitely prevalent.

2.2.3. Aspirated consonants. The aspirated consonants are 
indicated by writing the medial form (^)127 of the consonant he 

(so-called choti he) after the corresponding unaspirated consonant 
(both in the initial/medial and in the final position). Even though 
it influences the utterance of the syllable in which it occurs, this 
he of aspiration does not count metrically as a letter (Pritchett & 
Khaliq 1987). Since this form of he is used in Hindustani/Urdu 
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exclusively to denote aspiration, the characters which have been 
created by its means function as fixed graphemes in the writing 
system.128 The table below presents all the graphemes coined for 

the aspirates and their appearance in different positions within 
the words.

128 In some grammar books (for instance Forbes 1846; Platts 1909; 
Barannikov & Barannikov 1956; Naim 1999) the number of letters added to 
express sounds peculiar to Hindustani is restricted only to those three, 
which mark retroflex t, and r. Graphemes representing aspirated conso
nants are not recognized by their authors as separate and independent units 
of alphabet. The reason for this practice is probably those authors’ opinion 
(although expressed directly in none of these books) that aspirated conso
nants are clusters of unaspirated consonants plus /h/. Indeed, from a purely 
graphical point of view, in the Perso-Arabic script these are ligatured con
sonants. The question whether they are or are not clusters also in terms of 
phonology remains a subject of inconclusive discussion (cf. e.g. Narang & 
Becker 1971: 651-652 or Shapiro 1989: 15-17). However, if for no other 
reason, then by analogy to Nagari script, where characters denoting aspi
rated consonants are inherent and independent items of the alphasyllabary, 
these fourteen graphemes should also be included in the Perso-Arabic (or 
Hindustani/Urdu) alphabet.

ASPIRATE

X (ft*) INI./MED. Lf" (s-bh-a) /sabha/ ‘assembly’

FIN. (j-Y-bh) /djibh/ ‘tongue’

X (p8) INI./MED. ttr (ph-Y-l-n-A) /phailna/ ‘expand’

FIN. —

X (/*) INI./MED. Iy* (s-ih-r-A) /suthra/ ‘neat, clean’

FIN. XV £_ (k-e s-A-th) /ke sath/ ‘along with’

INI./MED. 11 (l-A-th-Y) /la(_hi/‘stick, club’

FIN. I'U (b-Y-thj-A-n-A) /baith djana/ ‘sit down’
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(/*) INI./MED. if? (m-n-jh-Y-l-A) /mandjbela/ ‘delay’

FIN. jgJ. (b-V-jh) /bodjh/ ‘load, burden’

y9 (<?*) INI./MED. (A-cch-A) /atftpa/ ‘good’

FIN. (b-A-ch) /batf11/ ‘comer of the mouth’

W INI./MED. (b-n-dh-n-A) /bondhna/ ‘be tied’

FIN. (d-V-dh) /dudh/ ‘milk’
kOf) (^) INI./MED. (dh-n-g) /<lh9r)g/ ‘manner’

FIN. a£{g-dh) /gad_h/ ‘fort’ (= g-rh) /ga[h/

a>J (rh) INI./MED. (A-rh-t) /a[hot/ ‘commission’

FIN. ail (b-A-rh) /baph/ ‘volley’
£ (k") INI./MED. jf(m-kkh-Y} /makkhi/ ‘fly’

FIN. £ (s-kh) /sukh/ ‘comfort’

£ (gh) INI./MED. (n-gh-r-A) /nighara/ ‘homeless’

FIN. £l (b-A-gh) /bagh/ ‘tiger’

129 In some descriptions of the Hindi consonantal inventory, these three 
consonants in their aspirated forms are also enumerated as allophons of /m/, 
/n/ and /1/ respectively, represented in writing by the conjunct consonants »? 
(mha), (nha) and r? (lha) (e.g. Tivârï 1969: 58). For Ohala (1999: 101), 
who mentions, beside these three, also /rh/ (represented in writing as t? ), 
these are clusters of liquids or nasals and /h/. Ejaz writes about total number 
of fifteen aspirated consonants (Ejaz 2004: 140).

2.2.4. The eleven graphemes presented above correspond 
strictly to eleven letters of the Nagari script denoting Hindustani 
aspirated sounds. In the Perso-Arabic script, three more conso
nants, while followed by /h/, may be thought of and marked as 
aspirates, namely: nasals /mh/ and /nh/, and a lateral alveolar 
/lh/.129 When aspirated none of them occur at the end of a word, 
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they can only be found medially. However, their spelling might 
be confusing - in texts they appear (rarely) represented by a uni
tary grapheme, built according to the same rule as in the case of 
the ‘regular’ aspirates enumerated in the table above, or as a se
quence of two independent letters. This ambiguity in writing is 
caused by the fact that /mh/, /nh/ and /lh/ not always are consid
ered as single aspirates. When they result from vowel-dropping 
or affixation they are rather thought of as clusters of two conso
nants, where the first component goes with the preceding syllable 
and the latter - with the following (see also Naim 1999 I: 7 and 
remarks in fn. 122 on p. 66). Cf. the following examples:

c/j (d-lh-n) /dulhan/

J (/*)

VS. tyf1 > (d-l-h-n) /dolhan/ ‘bride’

(c-V-lh-A) /tfulha/ vs. (c-V-l-h-A) /tfulha/ ‘stove’

(™*)

ÀP (k-nY'-A-r) /komhar/ vs. >1^(k-m-h-A-r) /kumhar/ ‘potter’

(t-mh-A-r-A) /tomhara/ vs. lyljZ (t-m-h-A-r-A) /tumhara/ ‘your’

J ("*)

(c- Y-nh-n-A) /tfinhna/ vs. &^(c-Y-n-h-n-A) /tfinhna/ ‘recognize’
¡J? 1 (A-nh-Y-fi) /onhe/ vs. 1 (A-n-h-Y-ri) /onhe/ ‘them (Object)’130

130 It is worth to notice here that inconsistency might be observed, 
though very rarely, also in Nagari notation (but not in phonetic realisation), 
where /mh/, /nh/ and /lh/ are represented either by ligatures indicating the 
consonant cluster, or as a sequence of two independent letters (and then the 
lack of vocalization between them, often being a result of vowel dropping 
or morphological processes, is not marked), e.g.: (dul'han) ‘bride’
(McGr. 505) but (dülha) ‘bridegroom’ (ibid. 508). However, despite 
this fact, Nagari notation of words of this type is much more stable than 
their spelling in Perso-Arabic script; cf.: ’jwîi (cülha) ‘stove’ (ibid. 328);
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2.2.5. When choti he is to be pronounced as a separate letter,
the form y is used in the middle of the word, usually jointly with 
the diacritic mark of inverted comma (() written beneath a letter. 
Cf.: (b-h-A-r) /bohar/ ‘spring’ vs. (bh-A-r-Y) /bhari/
‘heavy’. In the final position the usual final form of the letter he 
is used, cf.: jl? (f-V-A-k-h) /fauakih/ ‘fruits’ vs. £ (m-kh) /mokh/ 

‘face’. In nastacliq style the grapheme he has a number of vari
ants when joining different neighbouring letters, e.g.: ( (h-A), 
A- Qi-f), l/(k-h-A),^ (q-h-d),t (Y-h), 131 132 (b-h-h).

(kumhar) ‘potter’ (ibid. 206); g*6l'-l (tumhara) ‘your’ (ibid. 457); 4l-6dl 
(cinh'na) ‘to recognize’ (ibid. 321); (unhem) ‘them (Object)’ (ibid. 321).

This variant appears either in roots or imperative forms of the verbs 
in which root ends in /h/, e.g.: -Z(k-h-h) /kah/ < tZ(k-h-n-A) /kahna/ ‘to 
say’; -fi (b-h-h) /bah/ < (b-h-n-A) /bahna/ ‘to flow’ or in certain other
words to indicate a final /h/ after a front long vowel, e.g.: -c. (b-Y-h-h) 
/beh/ ‘perforation, hole’ (Platts 212); (t-s-b-Y-h-h) /tajbih/ ‘similitude,
comparison...’ (ibid. 324). Note that some examples given by Platts are 
erratic, e.g.: ^(k-n-h-h) /kunh/ ‘substance, essence...’ (ibid. 856), where 
the preceeding vowel is neither front nor long, cf. d'(k-n-h) /kunh/ ‘essence 
(of)...’ (STCD 500).

132 Platts uses the label ‘indistinct’ (xafa) for this form of nun, which 
describes the variable character of this phenomenon very well (cf. Platts 
1909: 7). Nun-e gunnah is - like the he of aspiration - also invisible metri
cally and does not count as a letter, although it affects the pronunciation of 
the syllable in which it occurs (Pritchett & Khaliq 1987).

2.2.6. Nasals and nasalization. In the Perso-Arabic system
of writing adapted for Hindustani, the letter nun (cJ) stands for 
four nasal consonants of Indic origin: dental /n/, retroflex /q/, 
palatal /ji/, and velar /ij/, which in Nagari are represented by four 
distinctive characters: H (n) («) o{ (ft) and 5 (ft) respectively,
and for anusvara (') which in Nagari stands for postvocalic 
homorganic nasals (cf. 2.3.3.(v)). Nun is also used to indicate 
nasalization of vowels (then it is called nun-e gunnah).'32
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2.2.7. Depending on its position in the word or syllable, niin 
may be realized as a consonant, as nasalization, or as both - the 
rules are not strict,133 and depend also on individual choice (vide 

infra 3.2.7.). But regardless of whether it means a consonant or 
nasalization, it is always notated by a due (i.e. initial, middle or 
final) form of the letter nun (c?),134 with one exception: niin-e 

gunnah, while representing the final nasalized long vowel, has its 
independent variation written without the diacritical dot (J).135 

Medially, however, niin-e gunnah is written as regular nun (-) and 
one has to judge from the context whether it represents nasaliza
tion or the consonant. Cf. the following examples:

133 Cf.: “The contrast between a homorganic nasal stop and a nasalized 
vowel can be identified, but is unstable, particularly with long vowels” 
(Schmidt 2003: 309).

134 In Roman transliteration, nun-e gunnah is usually depicted by n or 
by the placement of a tilde (') over the vowel sign (e.g. men I me ‘in’; 
jaJuhga /jdJHga ‘I will go’).

135 Nun-e gunnah is occasionally written as a standard nun with the dot 
also in the final position. For example, in his dictionary, Platts does not 
differentiate between niin and nun-e gunnah in Perso-Arabic script, even 
though he indicates nasalization in both the Nagari and Roman translitera
tion of words, cf. “eV- yahah, (...) adv. In this place, here...” (Platts 
1252). This is strange because in his grammar which precedes the diction
ary by fourteen years, nasal n, when final, is printed without the dot (u) and 
in the Roman character it is indicated, in all positions, by n with the dot (w). 
Inconsistencies in notation of nun-e gunnah occurring finally are not rare, 
differences are observed especially between the colloquial and literary use, 
cf.: “dlf (Jan, lit. also lA jan) life, soul...” (STCD 223); “dl-4 (bad-ban1, 
poet, also (jbl bad'-bah) sail” (STCD 92); taskin' (lit. also jfr tas'kin) 
consolation, comfort...” (STCD 190). It is worth to note the shift of accen
tuation in the last two examples.

cf. (bumd'ki)
(b-n-d-k-Y) /bundki/ ‘tiny drop’

q-q<w (bund'ki)
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Ipj (d-n-t-Y-l-A) /dantila/ ‘toothed’
cf. Srilni (damtila)

5-rilwi (dantTla)

(th-n-d-Y) /thaix<4j/ ‘cold (f.)’ cf. ¿ft, (thandT)

(gh-n-!-A) /ghar]_(a/ ‘hour’ cf. tra, TO (ghantd)

1/5 (p-n-j-r-A) /pijidjra/ ‘cage’ cf. RjRT (pihj'ra)

(kh-Y-n-c-rt-A) /khTtfna/ ‘to pull’ cf. '-ifa-ii (khimc'na)

t^L (m-A-n-g-n-A) /magna, marjgna/

‘to request’
cf. ’ff’HT (mamg'na)

(k-l-n-k-Y) /kalarjki/ ‘blemished’ cf. ct>ri<£i (kalahki)

(h-n-s) /hans/ ‘goose’ cf. ibr (hams)

(_4 (h-A-ri) /ha/ ‘yes’ cf. ET (ham)

JIZj (dh-V-A-ri) /dhua/ ‘smoke’ cf. '¿3TI (d^dm), (d^am)

(»¿X (m-z-Y-ri) /meze/ ‘tables (pl. of mez)' cf. *R (mezem)

(k-r-V-h) /karu/ ‘I would do (subj.)’ cf. (karurn)

if J»136 (d-V-ri-g-A) /duga, duijga/
‘I shall give (fut.)’

cf. (dumga)

136 In Hindustani/Urdu script (contrary to Nagari) morphological units 
such as suffixes, some grammatical endings or postpositions are often writ-
ten separately and do not join the preceding word/stem (though they are 
pronounced jointly). Cf. J"(b-t p-r-s-t-Y) /botparasti/ ‘idolatry’ (STCD 
99) vs. (but'paras'ti) ‘t.s.’ (McGr. 741); (k-h-V-h g-A) /kahuga/
(the joint spelling (¡ti(k-h-V-n-g-A) also might occur sporadically) ‘he will 
tell (3 pers. sg. fut.)’ vs. (kahumga) ‘t.s.’; If«-1 (A-p k-A) /apka/ ‘your’ 
vs. 3UW (ap'ka) ‘t.s.’ Cf. also further remarks on spacing (2.2.27).
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2.2.8. In Persian, nun can stand for bilabial nasal /m/ when it
is immediately followed by ~ (b) or (/?). Perso-Arabic loan
words of this type generally keep to this rule also in Hindustani, 
though sometimes in colloquial or corrupted forms the letter mim 
can occur instead of nun, e.g.: rf (t-m-b-V) II j?" (t-n-b-V) /tambu/ 
‘tent, canopy’ (Platts 336, 338); /p (t-m-b-A-k- V) II (t-n-b-A- 

k-V) /tambaku/ ‘tobacco’ (ibid.). Similar alternation may occur 
also in the case of genuinely Indic words when noted in Perso- 
-Arabic script, but here the rule works the other way round, i.e. 
the cluster -nb- appears in words traditionally written in Nagari 
with -mb-, e.g.: (c-n-p-t) II (c-m-p-t) ‘hidden, invisible’,
cf. ^FTT, (campat) ‘t.s.’ (Platts 441, 443); U1 (l-n-b-A) II 

(l-m-b-A) ‘long, tall’ (Platts 963, 964; STCD 550), cf.
(lamba) ‘t.s.’; (k-n-b-l) II j/(k-m-b-l) ‘blanket’ (Platts 847,
851), y (k-m-b-l) I y (k-mm-l) ‘t.s.’ (STCD 496), cf. 

(kambal), (kammal) ‘t.s.’ (McGr. 154, 170); (k-n-b-h),
(k-n-b-A) I (k-m-b-h), ^(k-m-b-A) ‘family’ (Platts 847, 851), 
(k-n-b-h) ‘t.s.’ (STCD 498), lX(k-n-b-A) ‘t.s.’ (Shak. 1373), cf.

(kun'ba < kutumba-) ‘t.s.’, (kutumb) ‘t.s.’ (McGr. 205, 
203), (kutumb) ‘t.s.’ (Awasthi & Awasthi 1981: 449; Sharma 
2006: 263).137

137 McGr (205) and the MHK (I, 552) record the form (kun'ba) as 
well. In this case the alternate pronunciation [kon.ba:] is also observed, 
which according to Narang and Becker, might be an effect of metanalysis 
(cf. Narang & Becker 1971: 658, fn. 12).

138 Vide infra 3.).2.

2.2.9. As one can conclude from the examples given above, 
the notation (and pronunciation) of the cluster /mb/ is character
ized in both the writing systems by a lack of consistency (cf. 
3.2.7.(iii)).

2.2.10. Notation of vowels. The symmetrical ten-vowel sys
tem of Hindustani is more extensive than those of Arabic or Per
sian,138 but generally the method of marking Hindustani vowels 
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and diphthongs in Perso-Arabic script follows the same general 
rules, that apply in Persian: short vowels are not indicated or, 
provided it is necessary, the diacritical signs offathah (in Persian 
called also zabar), kasrah (P zer) and zammah (P pis) are used; to 
denote long vowels and diphthongs the obligatory consonantal 
signs alif, ye and vav are employed in accordance with the con
vention described below.

2.2.11. Long vowel /a/ after a consonant in the middle and 
final position is represented by alif (i), e.g.: A (b-A-r) /bar/ ‘time, 
turn’; Clf (j-A-n-A) /djana/ ‘to go’, and in the initial position by 
alif with the sign of prolongation called madd (f),139 e.g.: ¡J A 
(A-d-m-Y) /admi/ ‘a man’.140

2.2.12. Long vowels /i/, /e/ and the diphthong /ai/ after con
sonants are represented by the letter ye in its two allographs 
variants: chotl ye (cs), which stands for long /i/ and ban ye (¿_) 
indicating /e/ or /ai/.141 Both the variants of ye have the same 

initial and medial forms, cf.:

139 In a few words borrowed from Arabic, alif with madd appears to 
represent also medial long /a/, e.g.: c/i/ (q-r-A-n) /qur’an/ ‘the Qur’an’ 
(Barz & Yadav 1993: 285), which is conditioned metrically (Pritchett & 
Khaliq 1987).

140 Alif in the initial position invariably shows the presence of a vowel 
or a diphthong. Short vowels may be marked by the diacritical signs placed 
above or beneath alif, e.g.: »'i (A-n-d-r) /andar/ ‘within’; _iL»'! (A-n-f-Af) 
/insaf/ ‘justice’; tzl (A-t-r-n-A) /utama/ ‘to get down’, but this is a rare 
practice, used mostly to differentiate heterophones, e.g.: J) (A-s) /is/ ‘this’ 
vs. i/i (J-s) /us/ ‘that’.

141 Bari ye (also known by its Persian name ya-e ma'kusi or ‘reversed 
yd) is an innovation devised in Hindustani/Urdu script mainly because it 
was necessary to clearly represent the vowel /e/ in the final position and 
differentiate it from the long /i/, since in Hindustani they both perform the 
grammatical functions of various inflectional endings. In Persian, however, 
ye also has two variants, though they do not differ in script and the distinc
tion between them is only phonemic: ya-majhul (‘unknown’ya) - when it
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chotiye\ (ijab) ‘assent’ J- (fil) ‘elephant’

ban ye: (e£)‘one’;

lZ» (pes) ‘front’;

(aibak) ‘slave’

>-£,(paik) ‘messenger’

The difference between choti and ban ye in these examples, as 
well as the correct phonemic realization, must be judged from the 
context and requires prior knowledge of a word (or at least some 
experience of the language). Also, the lack of clear orthographi
cal differences results in a large number of homographs, e.g.: (i) 

(p-Y-r) /pir/ ‘Monday’; (ii) (p-Y-r) /pir/ ‘spiritual guide, 
saint’; (iii) ft (p-Y-r) /pair/ ‘foot’; (iv) (p-Y-r) /pir/ = (p-Y-r)
/pi(/ ‘pain’; or (i) btr (s-Y-n-A) /sina, saina/ ‘Sinai’; (ii) br (s-Y-n-A) 
/sena/ ‘to hatch (eggs)’; (iii) hr (s-Y-n-A) /sena/ ‘army, force’; (iv) 
br (5-T-n-J) /sina/ ‘to sew, stitch’. Bibl Jag

2.2.13. However, when occurring at the end of a word or 
syllable, these two allographs of ye have visibly distinct forms, cf.:

chotT ye

fa (b-cc-Y) /batf:i/ f. sg.'girl’

if (s-X) /si/ adj. f. ‘like’

-m-Jh-Y) /samd3hi/
‘(she) understood’

ban ye

(b-cc-e) /batf:e/ pl. ‘children’

(s-e) /se/ ppn. ‘by means of’ 
£ (s-m-jh-e) /s9mdjhe/

‘(they) understood’

(X" (5

Yet this distinction, even though requisite for grammatical reasons, 
makes the matter easier only to some extent, because of numerous 
heterophones existing within both the groups, cf.: (i) (p-Y) /pi/ 

represents the sound /e/, which is alien to the Arabic vowel system and ya- 
macrilf (‘known’ ya), standing for long /i/, also known in Arabic (cf. Phillot 
1919: 21).
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m. ‘(woman’s) beloved’ (= k /pija/); (ii) 4 (p-Y) /pi/ f. sg. perf. 

‘(she) drank’; (iii) (p-Y) /paj/ m. ‘anything to drink; milk, wa
ter’ (= S 94paya\, (iv) 4 (p-Y) /pai/ f. ‘fault, blemish’ (= H pai) 

vs. (i) (p-e) /pe, pai/ ppn. & conj. ‘on, upon’; (ii) (p-e) /pai/
m. ‘foot, footstep’.

2.2.14. Long vowels /u/, lol and the diphthong /au/ occur
ring after consonants are represented by the letter vav. Here again 
the choice depends on the specific word, cf.:

¿/Dr" (s-V-r-A-x) /surax/ ‘hole’ 

thi/i. (f-Y-r-V-z-h) /firoza/ ‘turquoise’

(d-V-r-n-A) /daupia/ ‘to run’

i (b-Y) /bu/ ‘smell’

& (c-A-l-V) /tfalo/ ‘go!’

i (n-Y) /nau/ ‘nine’142

142 Platts gives a number of heterophones of the form i (n-V): [nau], 
[nao], [no], [na.u] (cf. Platts 1157). But there are also homographs: Y /nau/ 
‘a boat’ and ? /nau/ ‘new, fresh’ (with its hétérophonie variant [nao]).

Actually, ‘ain is pronounced as a glottal stop only in the highly 
Arabicized, official style of Hindustani/Urdu (cf. Schmidt 2003: 310). Most 
speakers, however, commonly pronounce it as a vowel. Note that in Arabic 
cain represents a consonant (viz. a voiced pharyngeal fricative /Ç/) and is 
never pronounced as a vowel, but such an utterance has remained un
adopted by Persian, and all the more so by Hindustani (Phillot 1919: 16).

2.2.15. Apart from long /a/, all other long vowels and diph
thongs, when in the initial position, are represented, respectively, 
by the letters ye or vav, which follow the initial alif, e.g.: >1%) 
(A-Y-z-A-d) /izad/ ‘addition (of)’; Jfi (A-Y-l-c-Y) /eltfi/ ‘envoy’;

(A-Y- m-A-n) /aiman/ ‘right-hand’; 4’1 (A-V-p-r) /upar/ ‘up; 
above’; (A-V-rh-n-A) /ojhna/ ‘to cover (body)’; Jlhi (A-V-l-A-d) 
/aolad/ ‘children, offspring’.

2.2.16. In some Arabic loanwords the initial vowel or diph
thong is indicated by the letter cain (£) (which otherwise, i.e. in a 
non-initial position, is pronounced as a glottal stop143), e.g.:
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(c-b-A-d-t) /ibadat/ ‘worship’; (c-V-r-f) /aurot/ ‘woman’; fk 
(e-A-m) /am/ ‘common’.144

144 For more examples see paragraphs 2.3.8.-2.3.17.
145 Although they are preserved in writing by Hindustani/Urdu typog

raphers to indicate carefull spelling of some Arabic nouns, usually of cen
tral religious status (Shackle & Snell 1990: 49).

146 In Arabic loanwords in Persian hamzah is retained after a conso
nant, but generally, in not very formal speech, it is realized as a prolonga
tion of the vowel before a consonant, and as a glide between the vowels 
(Perry 2002: 230).

2.2.17. Arabic elements, such as Jalif maqsurah and tcY 
marbutah occurring in some borrowed Arabic words which 
maintain the traditional spelling, follow the same rules of adapt
ing and simplifying in Hindustani/Urdu script as they did in Per
sian.145 Cf. supra, 2.1.5.(ii) and (iii).

2.2.18. Hamzah, however, in Hindustani/Urdu script has two 
functions: (i) it occurs in traditionally written Arabic loans, in
cluding those which went through the process of simplification in 
Persian;146 (ii) in all words, regardless of their origin, it indicates 

vowel clusters, i.e. places where two vowels occur without an 
intervening consonant. In this function, hamzah is always placed 
between the two vowel signs but points towards the second 
vowel and, except when it is combined with vav (j), requires a 
‘seat’ (kursi), which has the shape of the ¿-series letters. Hamzah 
itself has two graphical variants: (') - which seems to be more 
common, and ( * ) - which looks like a slightly rotated initial 
form of the letter cain (or like its upper part) in superscript.

2.2.19. The possible vowel combinations with hamzah may 
comprise of:

(i) two long vowels, e.g.: ¿1# (b^A-Y^-Y) /bha.i/ ‘brother’; 
ufZl (kl’-e-Y,-Y-h) /khe.T/ ‘rowed’ (perf. pl. f. of khena); ¿—r- 

(s-V-’-e) /so.e/ ‘slept’ (perf. pl. m. ofsona);
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(ii) long vowel following a short vowel, e.g.: if (k-Y-Y) /ka.i/ 
‘many, several’; (r-Y-A-s-t) /n.asat/ ‘State’; ¿L (l-YJ-e) 

/li.e/ ‘because of;
(iii) short vowel following a long vowel, e.g.: (t-A-Y-b)

/ta.ib/ ‘penitetnt’; jsiij (z-A-YD-q-h) /za.iqa/ ‘taste’.147

147 To avoid a hiatus, hamzah in speech is often realized as a glide and 
also in writing its sign is sometimes replaced by a semivowel y, e.g.: 
(s-V-Y-e) /soje/, d- (l-Y-e) /lije/, (r-Y-A-s-t) /njasat/, # (p-Y-V') /pijo/. 
Naim observes that “most people write these words the way they pronounce 
them” (Naim 1999 I: 38) and in contemporary texts this is the noticeably 
increasing tendency. Such shifts in spelling can lead, however, to the for
mation of homographs, as in the case of the postposition ¿L (l-V3-e) /11.e/ 
‘because of, which when written with a glide is identical to the perfect 
participle form of the verb lend. d- (l-Y-e) /lije/, though in careful writing 
the common practice is to write them differently (ibid.). Cf. also 2.3.18.

148 In colloquial speech this vowel cluster with hamzah is usually re
placed by a sequence /ua/, as in Jir (s-d-A-l) /saual/ ‘question’ (vide su
pra). Literary pronunciation, however, requires the utterance of a hamzah, 
even if it is not written.

In its combinations with vav, hamzah must take a kursT only 
when it is preceded by a letter that can join on the left (a connec
tor), e.g.: (p-Y-V) /pi.o/ ‘drink!’ (imperat.); Jr? (J-Y^-V-h)
/dji.u/1 (J# (J-Y-Y3-V-h) /d3i.u/ ‘I may live’ (subj.); otherwise it 
is posted directly over the independent form of a grapheme vav, 
e.g.: Jjjlf (g-A-V^-d-Y) /ga.odi/ ‘fool’; (p-l-A-V3) /pula.o/ ‘pi
laf; (f-f’-/) /ra.uf/ ‘forgiving’. If, in a sequence of vowels, 
vav precedes the long led (alif), the sign of hamzah is usually 
omitted or, very rarely, it occurs over vav, cf.: (m-VJ-A) /mu.ed 
‘dead’ (perf. of muna)-, Jik (s-V^-A-l) /so.al/ I Jir (s-V-A-l) 
/soual/ ‘question’; ji? (f-V-A-d) /fo.ad/ ‘heart’; (m-V-A-z-n-h) 
/mo.azana/ ‘comparison’.148
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2.2.20. The complete Hindustani/Urdu alphabet, with all the 
additional signs (including the aspirated consonants), consists of 
53 items:

i(/l) r (A~) ~(b) ¿(b") v(p) 4(P*) ¿(Jh) ^(.0

* (/*) i (s) &(j) (/*) & (c) < (cA) c (h) t (x) , (d)

a>> (dh) > (</) o> (dlf) j (z) J (r) j (r) aj (rh) j (z) J (z) 

d (s) J (s) (/ (s) (7 (?) i (t) * (z) i (c) t (g) -J (/) 

№) J(k) Z(kh) J(g) / (g*) J (/) d (lh) f (m) a'(mh) 

d(n) u (n) ¿(nh) ,(V) »(h) d(Y) ¿—(e) ' C)

2.2.21. Specific difficulties and inconsistencies. Variations 
in spelling have always been typical for Hindustani/Urdu, and the 
orthography of old texts in particular is characterized by instabil
ity.149 Inconsistencies concern, i.a., the use of kaf and gaf, ya- 

-majhul and ya-macruf, graphemes representing aspirates and 
retroflex sounds or the use of the dot for the letter nun. As Beg 
observes, the way the words are spelled does not obey hard and 
fast rules, which, obviously, makes it difficult to determine the 
exact pronunciation of certain words (Beg 1988: 6). The probable 
reason for these inconsistencies might have been the parallel, two
fold process of phonological nativization of the Perso-Arabic bor
rowings in Hindustani, which - depending on various factors - has 

149 Cf. Saran 1969: 67-68: “During middle ages, when education was a 
luxury, scribes indulged into a practice of dispensing with not only vowel 
marks but the diacritical dots too which were so essential to distinguish the 
different consonantal characters. Hence the words ‘pitna’ and ‘bunna’ were 
written in the same way and were distinguished only through the context in 
which they occurred. In 19Ih century, with the introduction of litho printing 
and spread of education, this pedantic luxury was lessened and consonantal 
marks were clearly given in the wtitten texts.” Cf. also Ahmad 2008: 1165.
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taken the form of either adoption or adaptation.150 Both the rou

tines described by Hock, in the case of Hindustani/Urdu, can also 
affect the graphical notation of loanwords; at the same time, the 
way a loanword is spelled in the Perso-Arabic script may indicate, 
and even to some extent may influence, the type of nativization or 
its scale (cf. 3.2.2.).151 Moreover, the known shortcomings of the 

Perso-Arabic script - like the usage of several characters for one 
and the same phoneme, the usage of one character for displaying 
several phonemes, and the omission of short vowels - contribute 
significantly to the complexity of the problem.

150 Hans H. Hock, who discusses the question of nativization (mainly at 
the phonological and lexical levels) at length in his writings (e.g. Hock 1991; 
Hock & Joseph 1996) explains the difference between adoption and adapta
tion as follows: “In the various nativization processes one can recognize two 
recurrent routines. One of these consists in the unmodified adoption of for
eign words and their morphology and/or phonology. In such cases, nativiza
tion results only slowly and almost grudgingly. The other approach, with 
different sub-routines, can be more properly called nativization, in that it 
attempts to integrate borrowed words, their morphology, and their phonology 
into the structure of the borrowing language. We can refer to this approach as 
adaptation.” (Hock 1991: 408). Both the approaches, quite apparent in the 
Hindustani context, are discussed more extensively in the following chapters.

151 This phenomenon is quite common in the modem literate languages, 
where nativization often takes place through spelling (Hock 1991: 391; also 
vide infra 3.2.2.). In the case of Hindustani/Hindi, represented by a totally 
different script (Nagari), for obvious reasons we can speak exclusively 
about adaptation.

2.2.22. A metaplasm, or a change in the spelling of a word 
made by the addition, omission, transposition (a change in the 
order of letters) or substitution of particular graphemes, occurs - 
in its various forms - in Hindustani/Urdu words, including the 
borrowed Perso-Arabic lexical items. These changes often reflect 
phonological alterations that have occurred in (mostly oral) 
loanwords; sound changes of this kind are discussed in detail in 
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paragraphs 3.3.-3.6. Below, only a few examples are given to 
illustrate various graphical divergences which can be found in 
Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani/Urdu.152

152 Sometimes - especially in the language of poetry - changes in word
spelling (followed by changes in pronunciation) result from the author’s 
intentional intervention in order to maintain a particular meter maintenance. 
In such cases the spelling is meant to inform the reader of the intended 
scansion. A popular maneuver of this kind is the optional use of tasdld, 
e.g.: T’ (s-k-r) /Jakar/ I (s-kk-r) /Jak:ar/ ‘sugar’ or the spontaneous 
lengthening or shortening of vowels, e.g.: (A-x-Y-r) /axir/ I j" (A-x-r)
/axir/ I T’i (A-x-Y-r) /axir/ ‘finally’. However, most of such alterations 
concerning Persian and Arabic words appeared already in Persian and have 
been adopted for the sake of Hindustani/Urdu metrics which is based 
largely on Persian poetic theory (more cf. Pritchett & Khaliq 1987).

153 It is worth noting that the STCD (p. 386) indicates the contracted 
form as the more common (similarly McGr. 965, 963).

(i) addition is a commonly observable process in Hindu
stani, though rarely are the changes reflected in the Perso-Arabic 
spelling of the loanwords, since most of them consist in adding 
an epenthetic short vowel; the spelling of loans in Perso-Arabic 
script may be influenced by the addition of a long vovel, e.g.: 
P (b-A-g-c-h) /baytfas/ ‘a little garden, a garden’ > H 
(b-g-Y-c-h) /bayitfa/ II < (b-g-c-h) /baytfa/ ‘grove, orchard, kitchen 
garden’; P (d-b-z) /faebzl ‘thick, coarse’ > H Z-3 (d-b-Y-z) 
/dabiz/ ‘t.s.’; there are also a few other examples, e.g.: P 
(m-s-t) /maest/ ‘drunk, intoxicated’ > H (A-l-m-s-t) /almast/ 
‘t.s.’; P tPljl-i (d-A-r-A-YJ-Y) /dara’i/ ‘a kind of silk stuff or 
shawl’ > H Jlz, (d-r-Y-A-YJ-Y) /darja.i/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) omission is, to great extent, connected with the phe
nomenon of schwa-dropping and also includes frequent skipping 
of other short vowels which are not marked in the script; there
fore, omission is manifested in Perso-Arabic script only in cer
tain cases, e.g.: P «(s-n-g-t-r-h) /sasngtaerae/ ‘a kind of or
ange’ > H »7*" (s-n-t-r-h) /santara/153 II (s-n-g-t-r-h) /sangtara/
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‘tangerine’; P (g-r-g-r-t) /\xr\xrx/ ‘gargling’ > H »>1/
(g-r-A-r-h) /yarara/ ‘t.s.’; P <4^ (s-b-h-t) /Jubhae/ ‘doubt’ > H f- 
(s-b-h) /fubh/154 ‘t.s.’;

15,1 This loanword is colloquially pronunced /Juba/, analogically to 
nouns which end with the ‘silent’ A, even though the final h in this word is 
not a remnant of HV marbutah.

155 Contrary, of course, to Nagari, in which all the changes, including 
those which concern short vowels, are clearly visible.

156 The most numerous groups of changes in this category are: re
placement of cain by a vowel; replacement of a (short) vowel by another 
(short) vowel (see paragraph 3.3.).

157 Cf. an older form quoted by Platts, which was written identically as 
its Persian source word, but pronounced with a hiatus: fAi (p-A-YJ-c-h) 
/pa.etja/, though still without nasalization, which is a later development (cf. 
also nasalized formpayamca in McGr. 623).

158 The adapted form (afim) is indicated in SCTD as the prevalent one; 
this is confirmed also by derivatives such as aflmci or afimi ‘the opium- 
-eater’ (vs. Persian source words afyunci, afyuni‘t.s.’).

(iii) transposition (a change in the order of sounds/letters) is 
a common phenomenon but, because it concerns mainly short 
vowels, it is not noticeable in Perso-Arabic script;155 here are rare 

examples of loanwords in which the order of graphemes has been 
visibly changed comparing to their Persian source words: P 
(z-Y-A-d-i) /zijadse/ ‘augmentation, increase’ > H «U (z-Y-A-d-h) 
/zjada/ I (A-Y-z-A-d) /izad/ ‘addition (of)’; P ujLJ (l-b-A-b) 
/lobab/ ‘(pl. of lubb) quintesence’ > H (l-b-V-b) /labub/ ‘es
sences’;

(iv) substitution is one of the most frequent orthographical 
changes occurring in Hindustani/Urdu, mainly reflecting sound 
changes,156 e.g.: P (p-A-Y-c-h) /pajtfae/ ‘breeches, drawers, or 
trousers’ > H (p-A-Y'-n-c-h)^1 /pa.intfa/ ‘one of the legs of 
trousers’; P jjjil (A-f-Y-V-ri) /aefjun/ ‘opium’ > H (A-f-Y-V-ri) 
/afjun/ I (¿1 (A-f-Y-m) /afim/158 ‘t.s.’; P u_ilLas (k-ss-A-b) /kaes:ab/ 

‘a butcher’ > H (k-s-A-b) /kasab/1 (JiJ (k-s-A-YJ-Y) /kasa.i/1
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(V (k-s-A-Y^-Y) /kasa.i/ ‘t.s.’;159 P (b-t-k) /baetaek/ ‘a duck
ling’ > H (b-t-x) /batax/ ‘t.s.’,160 but often also involving gra- 
phems of a similar shape,161 like □ (d) I □ (z); lX (&) I <-£ (g); 5 (c) I 

C (/), (s) I lA (s), e.g.: P (A-s-t-A-d) /ustad/ ‘teacher, in

159 Actually, there are three changes in this loanword: 1. degemination 
of -ss- (which is a phonological change, but noticable also in script since 
the tasdld is omitted over -s-); 2. possible replacement of fad by sin (-s- > 
-s-); 3. loss of the final consonant -b and addition of the vowel -T, resulting 
in the occurence of hiatus noted by a hamzah', this change has been proba
bly caused by mixing two Persian words, viz. /qas:ab/ ‘a butcher’ and 
/qas:abi/ ‘the trade of a butcher’; the intervocalic -b- in the latter has been 
weakened and subsequently lost, giving way to the hiatus.

160 This is the only form of this loanword given by the STCD, but cf. 
bat(t)ak, bat(t)akh in McGr. 702.

161 This fact may suggest that in such cases the orthographical vari
ances appeared not to depict previous phonological changes but as a result 
of careless notation of Persian words in Hindustani texts, especially in un
careful hand-writing (cf. Ahmad 2008: 1165).

162 This form, labelled in the STCD (p. 50) as a ‘pedantic’ variant of 
the prevaling form /ustad/, is confirmed also by the plural ii’n (A-s-A-t-z-h) 
/asatiza/ ‘teachers’ (ibid.), which is sometimes used instead of the more 
frequent, regular Hindustani plural (in this case the same as the singular 
form, i.e. /ustad/ ‘teachers’).

163 This form can be found in Maddah 86 as an alternative for/ustad/.

structor’ > H jI>i (A-s-t-A-d) /ustad/1 jt-i (A-s-t-A-z) /ustaz/1621 Jt-i 
(A-s-t-A-z) /ustaz/163 ‘t.s.’; P ■-^4 (k-b-g) /kaebg/ ‘a partridge’
> H J? (k-b-k) /kabk/ ‘t.s.’; P (x-r-j) /xaerj/ ‘expense, cost’
> H (M (x-r-c) /xartf/ ‘t.s.’; P (k-c-k-V-l) /kaetfkul/ ‘a beg
gar’s cup or bowl; a wallet’ > H Jr (k-s-k-V-l) /kajkol/ I 
(k-j-k-V-l) /kodtjkol/ I (k-c-k-V-t) /katfkol/ ‘t.s.’; P<-Lk (t-A-s-h) 
/tasae/ ‘a kind of drum’ > H -At (t-A-s-h) Itasal I A-f (t-A-s-h) /taja/ 
‘t.s.’; replacing the liquid consonant -y- (which functions in many 
Persian words as a glide placed between two vowels to avoid a 
hiatus) by a hamzah is another very common change of this type,
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e.g.: P (f-r-m-A-Y-s) /faermajiJZ ‘order, will, commands’ > H 
(f-r-m-A-YJ-s) /forma.iJ7 ‘t.s.’; P (A-Y-n-d-h) /ajaendae/

‘coming; next; future’ > H (A-YJ-n-d-h) /a.inda/ ‘t.s.’; P 
(b-j-A-Y) /baedjaj/ ‘in lieu’ > H (b-j-A- YJ-e) /bodja.e/ ‘t.s.’

2.2.23. Looking at the examples given above, one can notice
that many Persian words nativized in the Hindustani context dis
play alternate spelling, retaining - apart from the orthographi
cally adopted variants - also the exact forms they have in the 
source language (Persian, or even Arabic) and attesting them to 
be introduced to Hindustani also - if not entirely - through the 
medium of written texts.164 A good example might be the com

pound loanword P (f-A-r-g-x-t-Y) /fariyxaet:i/ ‘a written

16,1 Hindustani, used for oral and written purposes, was the everyday 
North Indian language during the centuries of the Muslim rule, and espe
cially during the rule of the Mughal Empire, but the official and administra
tive language was Persian. Its enormous influence on (especially written) 
Hindustani can also be seen in the conservative way the loanwords are 
spelled in the modified Perso-Arabic script.

165 The variation in utterance is illustrated, however, in the Nagari nota
tion of this loanword, cf: îhiPh-’î^i (farig'khatî), y>iP;ddl (Jarikh(a)ti) SbH'ddl 
(far'khatï) (McGr. 681 ).

release’, which in Hindustani/Urdu is always spelled precisely in 
the same way, even though its common pronunciation differs 
significantly from the Persian source word - cf. H (f-A-r-g- 
x-t-Y) /farxot:i/ ‘written acquaintance; deed of divorce’ (STCD 
448).165

2.2.24. Hindustani has a large number of homophones. This 
phenomenon results from two facts: firstly - lexically it is a 
mixed language and its vocabulary has been derived freely from 
different sources (cf. Lehmann 1992: 133-135); secondly - in the 
Perso-Arabic script, it maintains the traditional spelling of words, 
even though the pronunciation of originally distinct sounds has 
been, in many cases, unified and differs vastly from the original.
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The latter reason results in the fact that Hindustani homophones, 
when written in Perso-Arabic script, are simultaneously hetero
graphs.166 Cf. for instance the following example of hetero- 

graphical homophony:

On the notation of homophones in Nagari script see fn. 219 on p. 113.

(i) yi"1 (A-s-Y-r) /asir/, m. ‘prisoner, captive’ (STCD 55)
(ii) /i1 (A-s-Y-r) /asir/, adj. ‘high, lofty’ (STCD 34)
(iii) x'2 (A-s-Y-r) /asir/, m. ‘ether’ (STCD 34)
(iv) /if (c-s-Y-r) /asir/, adj. ‘difficult, poor’ (STCD 434)
(v) (c-?-Y-r) /asir/, m. ‘extract; juice pressed from 

grapes’ (Maddah 29)
(vi) (c-s-T-t) /asir/, m. ‘dust’ (Maddah 29)

2.2.25. Another complication is caused by the lack of clear 
orthographical differences between words, which results in large 
number of homographs. E.g. a word (b-n) may be read as: (i) 
/ban/ (H) ‘wood, forest’; (ii) /bon/ (P) ‘root’; (iii) /bin/1 (A) ‘son 
(of)’; (iv) /bin/2 (H) ‘without, except’. Cf. also supra 2.2.12. and 

2.2.13.
2.2.26. The Hindustani/Urdu set of numerals is based on 

those used in Arabic and Persian, but some numerals are unique 
in their shape:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Arabic/Persian: V r f 0 f- V A 5

Hindustani/Urdu: Y r r(i) 0(6) A 4(V) A 5

2.2.27. Last but not least, there is the problem of dividing a 
written text into semantically or grammatically distinct units. A 
natural quality of the Perso-Arabic script is its cursiveness - 
which means that the subsequent graphemes in the script join 

166
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together into units (called ligatures) to form words. The Hindu- 
stani/Urdu script, and especially the nastacliq style of writing, 
which is even more convoluted than naxs, does not have the con
cept of space to separate words.167 Consequently, the readers are 

expected to parse the ligatures into words as they read along the 
text - but to do it successfully, they must know the language at 
least to some extent - otherwise, marking out the sensible units 
of speech borders on the impossible. What further complicates 
the whole thing is that the Perso-Arabic system of writing, while 
very well suited to indicate the process of root-modification 
characteristic for Semitic languages, does not cope well with 
long polysyllabic words resulting from the preference for word
formation through compounds which prevail in the Indo- 
-European linguistic environment (Shackle & Snell 1990: 61). 
Thus, in Hindustani/Urdu orthography, a common practice is to 
break such complex forms (compounds as well as derivatives and 
inflected words) up into their constituent elements. The problem 
is that there are no established rules concerning which elements 
should be written separately and which should not.168 Lack of 

consistency in this regard and flexibility in connecting or discon
necting individual components of words may cause big trouble 
for the reader.169

167 Contrary to most writing systems (including Latin) which, as a rule, 
concentrate mainly on representing words as graphic units (Bodrogligeti 
1971: 22).

168 E.g.: (r-h-e g-A) /rahe-ga/ vs. (r-h-Y-g-A) /rahega/ ‘(he)
will stay’ (fut.); /"J" (m-l k-r) /mil-kar/ vs. (m-l-k-r) / milkar/ ‘having 
met’ (conjunctive part.); (A-n s-e) /on-se/ vs. (A-n-s-e) /onse/
‘with him/her’ (pron. + ppn.); (m-k-A-n d-A-r) /makan-dar/ vs.
(m-k-A-n-d-A-r) /makandar/ ‘householder’ (n. + suf.); (b-e d-l) /be dil/ 
vs. (b-Y-d-l) /bedil/ ‘sad’ (pref. + n.).

169 Nearly a hundred years ago A. Yusuf Ali, in his short article, formu
lated a few rules concerning the conjunctive and disjunctive spelling of 
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2.3. Notation of Borrowed Words in Nagari

2.3.1. There exist a number of rules that have allowed to es
tablish the notation of the borrowed words of Perso-Arabic origin 
in Nagari, but in many a case this notation does not make it pos
sible to reconstruct the exact spelling of a given word in the 
original script. This is caused by the nature of the process of 
adopting these foreign items by Hindustani/Hindi - which was at 
first based on oral contact between the users of different 
tongues170 and was primarily phonetic in its character. Perso- 

-Arabic vocabulary began to seep into texts written in Nagari 
later on.171 The principally oral character of these loanwords in 

Hindustani/Hindi is testified also by the manner in which the 
Perso-Arabic loanwords are represented in Nagari - which has 
mostly (though not entirely - vide infra) pictured how a word is 
pronounced, not how it is spelled in the original script. Therefore, 
it would be difficult to address the question of writing adaptation 

complex words in Hindustani/Urdu (cf. Ali 1920). Since then little has 
changed in this respect.

170 On the contrary, both the process of assimilating Arabic lexis by Per
sian, and even the way in which Persian and Arabic elements were absorbed 
by Hindustani/Urdu, were to a much greater extent literary and were addi
tionally supported by the use of the same writing system. Cf. e.g.: “(T]he 
emergence of New Persian, via partial relexification of Dari by Arabic, was 
essentially a literary process in which Arabic vocabulary was initially used in 
the writings of bilingual scholars and poets from 9lh century on...” (Perry 
2012: 81), and “this Persianization [of Hindustani - AKF] was carried to an 
extreme by the pliant Hindu Kayasths and KhattrTs employed in the Muyul 
administration and acquainted with Persian” (Grierson 1918: 51).

171 Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b: 55-57. The earliest known literary text 
written in Nagari, which contains Persian and Arabic words is probably 
Pfpviraj-rasau, a heroic poem by Cand Bar'daT, dated as 13lh-14lh c. (cf. 
Chatteiji 1960: 195-196). McGregor remarked that an early form of Braj 
bha$a is dominant in the language of the poem (McGregor 1984: 11).
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of borrowings without at least some references to phonological 
and phonetic issues. Consideration of these matters, however, has 
been kept to a minimum in this chapter and relevant remarks 
appear only when necessary in order to understand the discussed 
changes and adaptations in spelling. The analysis of phonological 
an phonetic changes in the loanwords, with references to the 
material presented in this chapter, is given in 3.2.-3.5.

2.3.2. On the other hand, the extraordinarily strong correla
tion between the elements of the Nagari writing system and 
Hindustani speech sounds (Shapiro 1989: 20) has made it possi
ble to notate, in a much more stable and exact way, the nuances 
of pronunciation of the previously adapted borrowed words, 
which often demonstrate inconsistencies or ambiguities resulting 
from the shortcomings of the Perso-Arabic script (e.g. notation of 
vowels).

2.3.3. Even though Persian and Hindustani/Hindi employ 
different writing systems, the phonological inventories of these 
closely related languages are largely congruent (Bahri 1960: 57; 
Tivari 1969: 59). This was undoubtedly a favourable factor 
which fostered the process of adapting Perso-Arabic loanwords 
in terms of both the phonetic and graphical aspects. Most of the 
genuinely Persian consonants which are pronounced like their 
Hindustani counterparts can be easily represented by the Nagari 
consonantal signs. This applies to the following seventeen Per
sian phonemes:

/p/ CJ —> q /b/ s-1 —> a /ml (* -> a

/07 -> a /dj/ £ —> a /J7 J -> ST

/k/ —> /g/ —> a /h/ o, c —>

/r/ J —> 7 /1/ J -> a /v/ —> a

/j/ -> q /n/ j —> a /d/ 5

/t/ uA a /s/ O1, a
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But this seemingly simple and clear system of correspondences 
conceals a number of details which require a closer look and 
additional explanation:

(i) the Persian phoneme /t/ (voiceless, slightly aspirated 
dental plosive) is represented by two heterographs in Perso- 
-Arabic script, one of them (Ja - ta) occurs rarely and only in 
Arabic words.172 In Nagari this graphical difference has been 

discarded and one sign, ïï (ta), stands for both Persian variants. 
Therefore it is not possible to infer the original spelling of a 
loanword in such cases;

(ii) the Persian phoneme /h/ (voiceless glottal fricative) is 
also represented by two graphical variants in Perso-Arabic script, 
one of which (c - had hotti, in Hindustani also known as barî he 
‘big /f173) is restricted entirely to words of Arabic origin. In Na
gari, both heterographs are represented by the same grapheme 
(M;174

(iii) the Persian phoneme /s/ (voiceless dento-alveolar frica
tive) has three heterographs in Perso-Arabic script. Two of them, 
namely (sa) and o-“ (sad), occur only in Arabic words,175 sym

172 It may happen, though rarely, that graphemes representing typically 
Arabic sounds occur also in genuinely Persian words as an effect of inci
dental Arabicization (Klagisz 2010: 22).

173 Contrary to » - hadhawaz, called chotihe (‘small’ h) in Hindustani.
174 Note that in Persian, in certain words, had hawaz (») in final posi

tion is not pronounced when preceded by the short vowel /ае/ which is not 
marked in writing. In such a case it is called the ‘silent’ h (Lambton 2000: 
xviii) and realized as [e] (= like /е/ in English words ‘pet’, ‘met’). In Nagari 
the grapheme representing h is omitted in loanwords of this type and they 
are usually written accordingly to how they are pronounced: with long a in 
pausa, e.g.: 3HT (khana) ‘house’ < P (x-A-n-h) [xa:ne], and, in a few 
cases, with -e in pausa, e.g.: (cunamce) ‘hence’ < P (c-n-A-n-
c-h) [tfuna:tfE] or with -i in pausa, e.g.: (ki) conj. ‘that’ < P (k-h) [kJe].

175 With one exception - the grapheme sad appears in the spelling of the 
indigenous Persian numeral (s-d) /saed/ ‘hundred’ (Klagisz 2010: 22).
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bolizing genuinely Arabic sounds, the pronunciation of which 
has been unified with the prevalent sound /s/ indicated by the 
grapheme (sïn). The differences between the graphical vari
ants are not retained in Nagari, where one sign, H (sa), stands for 
all of them;

(iv) the Persian phoneme /J7 (voiceless postalveolar frica
tive), which is uttered somewhere between the Hindustani voice
less postalveolar fricative /J7 and the voiceless retroflex fricative 
/§/ (indicated by Nagari signs and tj respectively), is always 
represented by the grapheme ST (sa) in Nagari (the sign T (sa) 
being reserved exclusively for Sanskrit loanwords);

(v) the Persian phoneme /n/ (alveolar nasal) can be pro
nounced in Hindustani as a homorganic nasal, depending on the 
following consonant, and, in such cases, it is represented in Na
gari by anusvâra,'16 e.g.: STTTjT (sat'ranj) [fatrajidj] ‘chess’ 
< P (s-t-r-n-j) ‘t.s.’; ïFfrÎT (farangï) [fororjgi:] m., f. & adj. 
‘Frankish; European’ < P (f-r-n-g-Y) [fræijgi:] ~ [firirjgi:]176 177 
‘French, Italian; an Europen Christian’; jrlffTT (muntazir) 
[montazir] ‘expecting’ < P [< A] jlüu (m-n-t-z-r) ‘t.s.’;

(vi) the Persian phoneme /n/, in a few Persian loanwords in 
Hindustani, is pronounced as a nasalization of a preceding vowel,

176 Theoretically these consonant clusters could be spelled according to 
standard rules concerning cluster notation in Nagari. Then, instead of
we would write and would be written the difference
being purely graphical. Such cluster-type notation, even though absolutely 
correct, is used only sporadically for merely economic reasons - the adhibi- 
tion of anusvara enables to simplify the notation of a word and is therefore 
exceedingly common (cf. McGregor 1999: xxx; Montaut 2004: 20).

177 The Persian alveolar nasal /n/ has a velar allophone [g], which is 
positionally conditioned - it occurs before velar and uvular consonants: [k], 
[g], [x], [y] and [°L >n words like rang ‘colour’; both the allophones are 
represented by the same grapheme mum.
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and is represented in Nagari by candrabindu,™ e.g.: (cumki)
{1fu:ki] ‘since, because’ < P ^5^ (c-V-n-k-h) fi|u:gk’E]178 179 ‘for 
now; seeing that’; Slriifi (halamki) [ha:la:ki] ‘although; however’ 
< P aS J JU. (h-A-l A-n k-h) [ha:la:rjkje] ‘the fact is that’; 
(kamgura) [k5gu:ra:] ‘cornice; parapet’ < P (k-n-g-r-h)

178 Note that in printed Hindustani/Hindi, the distinction between the 
nasalization of a vowel marked by candrabindu and the combination of a 
nasal consonant with an oral consonant have been largely neutralized in 
recent years and both are often represented by anusvara (Montaut 2004: 
18), though Kachru’s observation that “nasalization symbol / */ is no longer 
used in Hindi printing” (Kachin 2006: 39) is too categorical and may be 
contradicted by many recently printed publications. On the significant 
functional differences between anusvara and candrabindu see Srivastava 
1969: 915-916.

179 The phonetic transcription of Persian source words is given here be
side the usual transliteration to depict the adaptation of the Persian pho
neme /n/ to the Hindustani sound system. The way in which the borrowed 
words are written mirrors the phonetic changes and only their understand
ing makes the system of Nagari notation fully comprehensible. The vocali
zation of Persian words indicates the early New Persian stage, not the con
temporary pronunciation (this issue will be discussed in paragraph 3.1.3.

180 Actually, I didn't find a single loanword with the cluster -np-.
181 Steingass notates in Persian both the forms: (d-m-b-A-I)

/dumbal/ ‘a tail; a man’s back’ (Stein. 535), and aJLuj (d-n-b-A-l-h) 
/dombale/ ‘the tail...’ (with many derivatives). In Hindustani/Urdu the 
form with nun is prevalent, cf. JU? (d-n-b-A-l), JlG (d-n-b-A-l-h) (Platts 
526, 527); JIg (d-n-b-A-l-h) (STCD 313). In Nagari notation, if nasaliza
tion is not marked by anusvara, the consonants m and b are written sepa-

[kongure] ‘t.s.’;
(vii) the Persian grapheme u (n), in some Persian and Arabic 

loanwords, when followed immediately by m (/>) or (p), stands 
for the homorganic bilabial nasal /m/.180 181 In these cases, in Nagari, 

it is always represented by anusvara or (less commonly) by the 
letter H (ma), e.g.: 3raR, 3WR (ambar) ‘heap, pile’ < P (A-n- 
b-A-r) [aimba:r]; JW, JWFT (dum'bal)^' ‘tail’ < P aIUj (iAn-i-J-
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l-h) [dumbaJc]; (sumbul) ‘hyacinth’ < P [< A]
(s-n-b-l) [sumbul]; (mimbar) ‘pulpit’ < P [< A] jv*
(m-n-b-r) [mimbaer];

(viii) the Persian graphemes j (v) and l$ (y) may also be 
represented in Nagari by a number of various vowel signs (in
cluding diacritical), when they stand for a vowel or a diphthong 
(vide infra).

2.3.4. Perso-Arabic phonemes nonexistent in the IA phono
logical system are usually marked by a dot (called nuqtam) 

added beneath (sometimes slightly shifted leftward) certain Na
gari characters.* 183 These are:

rately (not as a consonant cluster), which indicates the possible morpho
logical border between them. But this is probably again the effect of incor
rectly breaking this word into segments understandable for the speakers, i.e. 
dum ‘tail’ and bal ‘hair’.

1 ‘ From A id»!: (n-q-t-i) ‘a dot; a diacritical point’ (Stein. 1420).
183 The fact that Nagari notation of these phonemes consists merely in a 

slight modification of already existing graphemes has always caused a 
tendency towards uttering them in the same way as the phonemes repre
sented by the primary, dotless forms of the signs, i.e. /к/ instead of /q/, /j/ 
instead of /z/ etc. - especially among those speakers who know only Nagari 
and among illiterate non-Muslims. This notice, however, is based on the 
author’s casual observations and is not confirmed by any more systematic 
research, though one can find similar remarks by other authors, e.g.: 
“Sounds characteristic for Persian, Arabic and English loans are pro
nounced [properly] mainly by [the speakers coming from] the learned urban 
social strata” (Varma 1933: 98; cf. also Bahri 1960: 58).

/q/ (J —> ^> / fh (ka)

/х/ £ —> / 73 (kha)

/f/ c_i _> ^/^(fa)

/у/ t —> 4 / Л (ga)

/3/ j —> ¿T / vT (za) or vf (Ja)

Izl \ j, i>°, —> ÿf ! vT (za)

Once again, this scheme of correlation between the graphemes 
and phonemes requires a few explanatory remarks:
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(i) the Perso-Arabic phonemes /q/ and /y/, marked by sepa
rate graphical signs {qäf (3) and gain (£) respectively), in Per
sian merged into one phoneme with three positionally condi
tioned allophones: voiceless uvular plosive [q], voiced uvular 
plosive [c] and voiced uvular fricative [y]. As an effect of this 
phonemic merger184 a number of homophones appeared, differing 
in script by only one letter and having different meanings, but 
essentially the same pronunciation. In Hindustani, however, these 
borrowed phonemes do not reveal any trend towards merging 
with each other and are pronounced differently.185 186 This phonemic 

situation is reflected in script - in Nagari the graphical differen
tiation between the two original phonemes has been preserved 
and they are marked by dotted qj (ka) and dotted n (ga) respec
tively. Cf.: (baki) [ba:qi:] ~ [ba:ki:] ‘remaining’ < P [< A]

184 Hoenigswald 1960: 77ff. Cf. also Pisowicz 1985: 42ff.
185 Shapiro 1989: 20; Shukla 2000: 37. More information on phonetic 

adaptation of these phonemes can be found in Chapter 3.2.
186 Maddah (p. 10) gives a form written in Nagari with the dotted letter

and the ligature: (azdaha) but his notation can hardly be acknowl
edged as standard since his intention was rather to give the most exact and 
the most correlated (one is tempted to use a label ‘ideal’) transliteration of 
words in both Perso-Arabic and Nagari scripts. The form 3RTST (aj'daha) is 
confirmed, i.a., by McGr. 17 and the MHK I 49. Varma, in his table of 
correlation between Nagari and Perso-Arabic characters, assigns Persian j 
(z) to the Nagari sign ST (J1'), but does not support this correspondence with 
any example (Varma 1933: 197).

(b-A-q-Y) /baqi/ ‘t.s.’; (bagi) [ba:yi:] ~ [ba:gi:] ‘rebellious’ 
< P [< A] (b-A-g-Y) /baqi/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) the Persian phoneme /3/, very rare in Persian, appears
only in two loanwords adapted by Hindustani: (aj’daha)^6

‘a large snake’ < P IaJj' (A-z-d-h-Ä) l&yl&hzd ‘a dragon’ and JTiT 
(pur'za) ‘part, piece’ < P »jjj (p-r-z-h) /pu^ae/, »jjj {p-r-z-h) 
/purzas/ ‘t.s.’;
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(iii) the Persian phoneme /z/ (voiced dento-alveolar frica
tive) is represented by four heterographs in Perso-Arabic script. 
Two of them, viz. (zâd) and (zâ) occur only in Arabic 
words, symbolizing genuinely Arabic sounds; another typically 
Arabic grapheme j (zâ), which in Arabic represents the voiced 
dental fricative /0/, appears, though rarely, also in originally Per
sian words. The pronunciation of all of them has been unified 
already in the Persian language with the prevalent sound /z/ indi
cated by the grapheme j (zâ). The differences between the 
graphical variants are not retained in Nagari, where one sign, ÿT 
(za), stands for all of them;

(iv) The use of the dots, even though quite common, is 
never obligatory and depends on the meticulousness of the 
writer. The dots are often omitted (or their use is inconsistent 
even within the same text) and the reader has to render the cor
rect pronunciation of the given sound on the basis of his/her prior 
knowledge of the language (Shapiro 1989: 20).187 The lack of a

187 This growing tendency is clearly visible after even a cursory scan of 
descriptive texts and dictionaries of Hindustani/Hindi. For example, in 
agreement with the above-quoted remark, Shapiro, in his handbook, shows 
a great inconsistency in marking phonemes of Perso-Arabic origin, both in 
Nagari notation and in transliteration (e.g. on p. 91 the word tjffè is translit
erated khartde in one place and kharîde in another, on p. 106 we find dotted 
Tqm and dotless T^TTaT - both transliterated as zyàdâ, etc.). While older 
sources, like Maddâh (1959), MHK (1962) or Besk. (1972) notate the bor
rowed sounds with great precision, more recent studies do not pay much 
attention to this issue. In Awasthi & Awasthi (1981), Perso-Arabic sounds 
are still indicated, though many discrepancies also occur, as e.g. frawftiH 
(tak'lïf) written with and without a dot in the same entry (‘trouble’) or 
rather consistent avoidance of dotting the letter (k), as in ^fe (bâkï), 
(karib), fen (kila) and many others (passim). In Sharma (2006), Perso- 
-Arabic phonemes are rarely marked at all and when they are, it is done 
with a great lack of care (inconsistencies occur even within the same entry). 
Such heterogeneity in notation confirms that ‘alien’ sounds are in fact no 
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dot may also bring confusion in not uncommon cases when a dot 
is the only visible differentiator that allows to distinguish be
tween words of different meaning, and often of different etymol
ogy (cf. Baig et al. 2012), e.g.:

(phalak), m. 1. ‘board; 
bench’; 2. ‘layer, base’; 3. ‘flat 
surface; blade’, etc. (< S)

^FT (bag), f. 1. ‘rein’; 2. ‘bri
dle’, etc.

^rir1 (bajT), m. ‘a horse’
Trit2 (bajT), f. ‘elder sister’ (< T)

’3H (khan), f. 1. ‘a main, a quarry; 
source’; 2. ‘a store; treasury’, etc.

^TT)1 (cak), m. 1. ‘a wheel; potter’s 
wheel; grindstone; pulley’, etc. 
gra2 (cak), m. & adj. 1. m. ‘a tear; 
a slit (...)’; 2. adj. ‘tom’ (< P) 
itra3 (cak), m. ‘chalk’ (< E)

vs. itérai (falak), m. ‘heaven; the 
sky’ (< P [< A])

vs. TFT (bag), m. ‘large garden, 
park’, etc. (< P)

vs. (bazT), f. 1. ‘game, play’, 
etc. (< P)

vs. (khan), m. (< P) 1. ‘lord, 
prince’, etc.;

vs. (cak), adj. 1. ‘trim’; 2. 
‘active, vigorous’ (< P [< T])

2.3.5. Conjunct (ligatured) consonants used in the Nagari 
script to indicate pronunciation of consonant clusters are com
monly employed also in Perso-Arabic loanwords.188 All of the 

Nagari consonantal signs described above can function as first 
members of a consonant cluster (though some of them only in 
geminates) and, therefore, they can be represented by half of the 
character (cf. fn. 121 on p. 66). The rules regarding when to write 
and when not to write consonantal ligatures are not quite clear. 

longer perceived as alien and have been almost fully assimilated by the 
Hindustani sound system (vide infra 3.2.).

188 McGregor 1999: xxviii ff.; Shapiro 1989: 23 ff.
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Generally, conjunct consonants are not written if the cluster189 

has emerged from the dropping of the inherent vowel /э/ or as an 
effect of affixation, i.e. across morpheme boundaries (Masica 
1991: 149). However, in the case of Perso-Arabic loanwords this 
principle is observed in a rather arbitrary manner and the state
ment that practically every sequence of consonants can be repre
sented in both ways - either by a ligature or by separately written 
graphemes - would not be an exaggeration. The following exam
ple, chosen at random and in no respect exceptional, depicts and 
confirms the lack of clear rules regarding not only the notation of 
consonant clusters, but also the way in which the adapted ‘alien’ 
sounds are exhibited in the Nagari script:

189 Here the term ‘cluster’ is understood in its broad sense, as a sequence 
of consonants before, after, or between vowels (Matthews 1997: 57).

Transliterations in examples (i), (ii), (iv) and (vii) follow the origi
nal sources and show the presence or the absence of a consonant cluster; 
sources cited in examples (iii) and (vi) present the reader with neither trans
literation nor any guidance on pronunciation and, therefore, it is not possi
ble to deduce the proper utterance of a word.

An online translator for English and several Indian languages, that 
provides notation in original script, transliteration, simplified phonemic 
transcription and an audio sample reproducing the phonetic realization of a

P jk» (m-g-z) /maeyz/ ‘brain’ in Nagari may be written as:190

(i) ФТТ (mag’z) - McGr. 780
(ii) 4W (magaz) - Bahri 1989: 490
(iii) ЧТЛ (mag(a)z) - Besk. II 324; Sharma 2006: 84; Awasthi & Awa- 

sthi 1981: 140
(iv) TTT (magaz) - Caturvedi 1970: 567
(v) ЧМ (magz) - Maddah 465
(vi) TTjT [3,0 ЧТЗ,] (mag(a)j [a. magz]) - MHK IV 780; SHS 770
(vii) чм (magj) /magja/ [mag^(a)] - SHABDKOSH™191
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2.3.6. In McGregor’s material (which has been the main ba
sis for the selection of Perso-Arabic loans in Hindustani pre
sented in Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2008) there are 450 Perso-Arabic 
loanwords (excluding derivatives which were not counted) con
taining ligatured consonants. Apart from n (ga), every consonant 
occurs at least once as a first member of the consonantal se
quence. Graphemes 5 (ha) and q (ya) occur in this position only 
once each, cf.: (bahr) ‘the sea’ (McGr. 717) and (tagaiy- 
yur) ‘becoming changed’ (McGr. 434). Graphemes q (ca), q (da), 
q (ja), H (na), q (ya), and q (va) appear exclusively in ligatures 
representing geminates, and the grapheme q (pa) - solely at the 
beginning of a few words where it precedes the semivowel y. Cf. 
respectively: SWT (bacca) ‘child’ (McGr. 698); (mukaddar) 
‘fate’ (McGr. 818); qpgq (tajjub) ‘surprise’ (McGr. 447);
(sunnat) ‘rite’ (McGr. 1027); (tagaiyyur) supra', 3pqq (av- 
val) ‘first’ (McGr. 65); wq (pyaz) ‘onion’ (McGr. 651). The most 
common consonantal conjunctions are: tq (sta), §q (sta) and the 
geminate wT (Ila). The table below presents qualitative and quan
titative data gathered on the basis of McGregor’s dictionary.

SIGN
POSITION OF A CLUSTER IN A WORD

GEMINATE TOTAL
FINAL MEDIAL INITIAL

q(/>)

-q (-M'3) 

-st (-¿v)'31 

-Sf (-bz)

-ST- (-51-)'2’ 

-St- (-bj-)

-5- (-br-)

-q<T- (-bs-)

5- (br-) -St- (-bb-)m 24

q (c) - - - -St- (-cc-)(3) 3

sw - - - -g- (-dd-){,s> 18

y>(f)
-qq (-ft) 

-qq (-fz)

-qq- (-/t-)(7) 

-qq- (-fl-)
- -W- (//•)'” 13

word (http://www.shabdkosh.com/translate/JR3r/jpr3T_meaning_in_Hindi 
English).

http://www.shabdkosh.com/translate/JR3r/jpr3T_meaning_in_Hindi
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?(A) -3 (-hr) - - - 1

*(/) - - - -^T- (-jj-)^ 11

35 (k)
-3RT (-klf' 
-3R (-ks){2> 
-35 (-kr)

-35- (-kr-) 
-39T- (-ks-)

- -335-(-U-)(ll) 18

^(kh)
-*sfT (-kht),e> 
-1ST (-khs)12' 
-1ST (-khs)

-tst- (-Mr-)"0’

-1ST- (-khv-)m 
-1ST- (-khs-)

1ST- (Wiv-)<2) - 26

¥(i)
-tt(-kf) 
-3rT (-kt)

- - -335 - (-U-)"4’ 16

vT(Z)

(-Id)'2’ 
-535 (-lk)m 
-?3 (-lb) 
-^¡(-lf) 
-rR (-Im)

-ra- (-it-)m
-^- (-if-) 
-r35- (-Ik-) 
-rH- (-Im-)

- -WT- (-z7-)<32> 45

1« -FT (-mt)
-RT- (-mt-)'2'
-*Z- (-md-) 
-H- (-mr-)

RJ- (my-) -“T- (■mm-)1'1'1'1 20

T(n) - - - -=T- (-nn-)(l3) 13

^(p) - - QJ- (py-f' - 3

T(r)

-3 (-rdf} 
-tf(-O(5) 

-4 (-'•g)w 

-iff (-rs)|4)

-4 (-rg)m 
-3, (-rk)m 
-A (-rm)12'
-4 (-rb) 
-4 (~rc) 

(-rj) 
-ti(-rs)
-4 (-rt) 
¿i (-rkh)

-t-(-rd-)w
-4-(-r;-)<2>

-35- (-rk-) 
¿i- (-rkh-)

- -f- (-rr-)122' 70
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Table 1. Occurrence of conjunct consonants in Perso-Arabic loanwords in the 
Oxford Hindi-English Dictionary by R. S. McGregor

H(s)

-R (-5/)'20’ 

-H (-sm)m 
-R (-sb) 
-T5 (-sd) 
-Ta (-si) 
-H (-sn)

-ta- (-s/-)(39) 

-Ff>- (-sf-)m 
-H- (sm-)m 
-R6- (-sk-) 
-r- (-si-) 
-H- (-sn-) 
-W- (-sp-) 
-&- (-skh-) 
-R- (-sv-)

R- (sy-)'2' -R- (-ss-)<"> 90

ST (5)

-35 (-si)"°> 

-33> (-sk){6} 
-35 (-sd) 
-*(-«■)

-sa- (-5/-)"91

-35 (-sm-f'
-35 (-sv)(2)

- -33T- (-ss-) 43

a(t)
-<5 (-ti) 
-<5 (-tm) 
-^■(-tr)

- - -5T- (-«-)(l0) 14

<I(v) - - - -R- (-w-)(10) 1
- - - -R- (-yy.) 1

3T(z)

-y5 (-zb) 
-35 (-zm) 
-yf (-zr)

-35- (-zb-) 75- (-zy) -3yT- (-zz-){6) 11

450

192 Since in Arabic vocabulary adopted by Persian all Arabic vowels 
(short: /ae/, /1/, /u/ and long: /a/, /i/, /u/) and both diphthongs (/ai/, /ao/) were 
equated in utterance with those of Persian (Perry 2002), we can safely

2.3.7. Since Perso-Arabic script does not possess separate 
graphemes to denote vowels, Nagari notation of vowels in Perso- 
-Arabic loanwords is based, perforce, on how they were/are pro
nounced rather than how they are written in the source lan
guages. Persian vowels and diphthongs,192 compatible to a large 
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degree with the Hindustani sound system, are easily represented 
in Nagari by means of both independent characters denoting syl
labic vowel forms and diacritic marks, which are combined with 
consonant characters and indicate intra-syllabic vowel forms.

2.3.8. Short a /a/ in Hindustani can occur at the beginning 
and in the middle of a word.193 194 In Nagari it is represented by the 
independent character 3T (a) always in the initial position (i and 
ii) and, occasionally, in the middle of a word when it occurs as a 
second member of a vowel cluster, preceded by the inherent 
vowel /a/ (iii). In Perso-Arabic loanwords it stands for Persian 
short I&.I signalled by: alif (i), cain (ii and iii), diacritical fathah

speak of a Persian (not Perso-Arabic) vowel inventory that appeared in 
Hindustani, so henceforth this label will be used in this context for all 
loanwords, including those which are genuinely Arabic.

1 Historically, short /a/, realized phonetically as [S] or [a], can also 
occur: (i) at the end of some Persian loanwords and (ii) in monosyllables 
but it is represented only in the Perso-Arabic script, corresponding in or
thography to the ‘silent’ h (e.g. (i) (p-r-v-A-n-h) [parva:nS] ‘moth’; (ii)
* (n-h) [na] ~ [na] ‘no’) or to cain (e.g. (s-m-c) [fam’a] ‘candle’) respec
tively. In Nagari these vowels are marked as long (cf. 2.3.9.). More see 
Kelkar 1968: 47A8.

194 Generally, 'ain is transcribed in Nagari as long a (vide infra), and 
also, in the case of this word the more common form is (tajjub) with 
long /a/ instead of a vowel cluster, though both forms may occur in texts.

195 Note the omission of tasdid over j to indicate a doubled consonant.

(iv) or not marked at all (v).

(i) 3TKrT (ah'l) /ahi/ ‘people’ < P [< A] J*' (A-h-I) /aehl/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) 315? (ah'd) /ahd/ ‘contract; reign’ < P [< A] (c-h-d) /aehd/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) rung? (taajjuh)w /ta.adyub/ ‘surprise’ < P [< A] (t-c-j-b)195

/tae’aedj:ub/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) (kad'm) /qadm/ ‘foot’ < P [< A] (q-d-m) /qaedaem/ ‘t.s.’
(v) stjrF (daftar) /daftar/ ‘office’ < P [< A] jjsj (d-f-t-r) /daeftaer/ ‘t.s.’
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2.3.9. Long a /a/ occurs in all three positions in a word. In 
Nagari it is represented by the independent grapheme 3tr (a) at 
the beginning of a word (i, ii and viii), and also in a few sporadic 
cases when it occurs medially (vii) or finally (xi) as a second 
member of a vowel cluster. In the middle position (iii-vi) - also 
when it is the first member of a cluster (iv) - and at the end of a 
word (vii-xi) it is represented by the diacritical sign T placed after 
a consonant. In the loanwords it mostly stands for Persian long 
/a/, and sometimes for Persian /ae/, which in the Perso-Arabic 
script may be marked by: alif-madd (i and viii), alif (iii and viii), 
cain (v and xi), Jalif maqsurah (vii and x), hal havvaz'96 (ix), 
juxtaposition of cain and alif (ii, vi and vii), or juxtaposition of 
cain and ha*! hawaz (xii):

196 See also remarks on the ‘silent’ h in fn. 174 on p. 92 and in 3.3.1.
197 Jalif maqsurah, which occurs in a few Perso-Arabic loanwords 

(mostly proper names), is usually marked in Nagari by the diacritic sign 
used to denote long /a/, and sometimes long /i/ as well (vide infra - marii). 
See also remarks on adaptation ofJalif maqsurah in 2.1.5. (iii).

(i) HW (al) /al/ ‘family’ < P [< A] Ji (A-l) /al/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) 3TTTH (adaf) /adat/ ‘habit’ < P [< A] UjU (c-A-d-f) /adaet/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) TH (bag) /baG/ ‘garden’ < P ¿L. (b-A-g) /bay/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) ’ptl^ST (guhjais) /gudja.if/ ‘space’ < P (g-n-j-A-y-s)

/gundjajiJY ‘t.s.’
(v) siM (lai) /lai/ ‘ruby’ < P J*1 (l-c-l) /lai/ ‘t.s.’
(vi) HTT> (maf) /maf/ ‘forgiven’ < P [< A] <-iU« (m-c-A-f) /mo’af/ ‘t.s.’
(vii) asnrlT (taala) /ta.ala/ ‘most high (God)’ < P [< A] (t-c-A-l-a)

/tae’ala/ ‘t.s.’
(viii) 3RSHT (as'na) /ajna/ ‘acquaintance’ < P Uli (A-s-n-A) /ajna/ ‘t.s.’
(ix) TT (par'da) /parda/ ‘curtain’ < P (p-r-d-h) /paerdae/ ‘t.s.’
(x) "JT! (musa) /musa/ ‘Moses’ < P [< A] (m-V-s-a) /musa/ ‘t.s.’196 197
(xi) fW (zila) /zila/ ‘district’ < P [< A] (?-l-c) /zilae/ ‘t.s.’
(xii) Hrf^3iT (mat'bua) /matbu.a/ ‘printed’ < P [< A] ax(m-t-b-V-c-i)

/matbu’ae/ ‘t.s.’
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2.3.10. Short i III in Hindustani appears mostly at the begin
ning and in the middle of a word, and finally only in the mono
syllabic conjunction ki and its combinations (vi)198. In Nagari, in 
the initial position (i and ii) and medially, as a second member of 
a vowel cluster (iii) it is represented by the independent character 
5 (z) and in the middle of a word by the diacritical sign f posted 
before a consonant (iv and v). In Perso-Arabic loanwords it corre
sponds to Persian short i III which may be marked by: alif (i), cain 
(ii and iv), diacritical kasrah (v), hah hawaz (vii) or may not be 
indicated at all (iii and vi):

198 It can appear finally in some Sanskrit loanwords of more than one
syllable (as fafa (lipi) ‘script’, cf. Kelkar 1968: 46), but these cases are of 
no consequence to our considerations. The Persian enclitic ‘of (izafat), 
sometimes realized phonetically as short i III (e.g. koh-i nur), men
tioned by Kelkar (ibid.), never occurs in absolute pausa, being followed by 
the second member of the juncture, and therefore cannot be included here.

199 In Persian pronunciation of similar words the glide -y- often occurs 
to avoid a hiatus and to facilitate the utterance of two juxtaposed vowels. It 
is depicted in Persian notation of these words (cf. Stein. 1425; Hayyim II 
1111). However, in Hindustani, this glide is not marked, in either Nagari 
(vide supra), or in the Perso-Arabic notation, cf. i/1!/ (n-m-A-A^-s) /numa.if/ 
‘show’ (STCD 649). It may be a confirmation of the oral character of this 
and similar loanwords.

200 On qualitative vowel changes see Chapter 3.3.

(i) (ism) /ism/ ‘name’ < P [< A] (A-s-m) /ism/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) (ilm) /ilm/ ‘knowledge’ < P [< A] (c-/-w) /ilm/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) 3HT55T (numais) /numa.if/ ‘show’ < P lAA-“ (n-m-A-y-s) /numajij?

‘t.s.’199
(iv) (sail) /sa.it/ ‘hour’ < P [< A] Cjc-U. (s-A-c-t) /sa’aet/ ‘t.s.’
(v) (zikr) /zikr/ ‘mention’ < P [< A] (z-k-r) Izikil ‘t.s.’
(vi) (karisma) /karijma/ ‘wink’ < P [< T] (k-r-s-m-h)

/kirijmas/200 ‘t.s.’
(vii) {ki) /ki/ conj. ‘that’ < P (k-h) /kJae/ ‘t.s.’

file:///sa.it/
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2.3.11. Long i /i/ can occur in initial, medial and final posi
tion in a word. In Nagari it is symbolized by the independent 
grapheme (z) at the beginning of a word (i and ii), and when it 
functions as a second member of a vowel cluster both medially
(iii) and in the final position (iv). After a consonant, in the middle 
position (v) and at the end of a word (vi-viii) it is represented by 
the diacritical sign1). In the loanwords it stands for Persian long T 
/i/ indicated in the Perso-Arabic writing system by: a juxtaposi
tion of alif and the grapheme yd (i), a juxtaposition of cain and 
the grapheme ya (ii and iv), the grapheme ya (iii-v and vii), cain
(vi) or, rarely, Jalif maqsurah (viii):

(i) aHTH (iman) /iman/ ‘belief’ < P [< A] uW (A-m-A-n) /iman/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) (id) /id/ ‘festival’ < P [< A] jjc- (c-Y-d) /id/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) (rais) /ra.is/ ‘nobleman’ < P [< A] (r-YJ-Y-s) /re’is/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) fcri (bidaT) /bida.i/ ‘dismissal’ < P (V-d-A-c-Y) /vida’i/

‘valedictory’
(v) (tir) /tir/ ‘arrow’ < P (t-Y-r) /tir/ ‘t.s.’
(vi) 'Jiilqn (jamiyat) /djamijat/ ‘association’ < P [< A] (j-m-c-Y-

y-t) /djasm’ijat/ ‘t.s.’
(vii) (bazi) /bazi/ ‘game’ < P [< A] ¡sj-i (b-A-z-Y) /bazi/ ‘t.s.’
(viii) (mani) /mani/ ‘meaning(s)’ < P [< A] (m-c-n-a) /mani/

‘t.s.’201

201 Note that Jalif maqsurah is not always written with a small alif sign 
(alif-e kutah) above (¿5) and in such cases telling it apart from Persian end
ing -/■ may be problematic. In Persian, the "alif maqsurah is therefore often 
written as a/z/(Phillot 1919: 20).

202 Similarly to short z (cf. fn. 198), short u /u/ may appear finally in
some Sanskrit loanwords of more than one syllable, e.g.: (bindu) ‘point’
(cf. Kelkar 1968: 46), which are not important for this analysis.

2.3.12. Short u /ul in Hindustani, with a few exceptions,202 
may stand only at the beginning and in the middle of a word. In 
the initial position (i and ii) and medially (rarely), as a second 
member of a vowel cluster (iii), it is represented in Nagari by the 
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independent character 3 (»); in the middle of a word it is marked 
by the diacritical sign placed under the consonant (iv), apart 
from the specific ligatured combination with the grapheme repre
senting r (v). In Perso-Arabic loanwords it represents Persian 
short u /u/ which may be indicated by: alif (i and iii), cain (ii), 
diacritical zammah (iv) or is not marked at all (v):

(i) Jrilbd (ul'fat) /ulfat/ ‘affection’ < P [< A] oill (A-l-f-t) /ulfaet/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) TT (umr) /umr/ ‘life; age’ < P [< A] (c-m-r) /umr/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) (naummid) /na.um:id/ ‘desperate’ < P Ap*1'-1 (n-A-A-m-Y-d)

/na.um(:)id/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) (cabuk) /tfabuk/ ‘whip’ < P (c-A-b-k) /tfabuk/ ‘t.s.’
(v) (rukh) /rux/ ‘face’ < P cj (r-x) /rux/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.13. Long ii /u/ can occur in all three word positions, 
though the initial position is rare. In Nagari it is symbolized by 
the independent grapheme (w) at the beginning of a word (i and 
ii),203 and when standing as the second member of a vowel clus
ter, both medially (iii and iv) and in the final position.204 In the 
middle position (v and vi) and at the end of a word (vi and vii) it 
is represented by the diacritical sign c placed beneath the ade
quate consonant, with the exception of the ligatured combination 
with the grapheme representing r (vi). In Perso-Arabic loanwords 
it corresponds to Persian long u /u/ indicated sporadically by the 
juxtaposition of alif and the grapheme vav (i), very rarely by the 

203 In McGregor’s dictionary there is actually not a single Perso-Arabic 
loanword beginning with u. Platts quotes a few examples (mainly from 
Arabic) but with no Nagari notation. They can be found also in Maddah, 
where the Nagari form is given as well. The examples (i) and (ii) cited 
above are based solely on Maddah’s dictionary (p. 87).

204 Such clusters appear very rarely and only medially in Perso-Arabic 
loanwords. However, they are common in the subjunctive forms (1. pers. 
sg.) of the regular verbs formed from the borrowed nominal parts of speech 
(Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b: 82, 125-129), e.g.: yiHTE (sarmaum) /farma.u/ ‘I 
may be ashamed’ (< P sarm ‘bashfulness’). In all these cases w is nasalized.
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juxtaposition of cain and the grapheme vav (ii and iv), or by the 
grapheme vav (v-vii):

(i) : (ukiya:)20S /uqijat/ ‘ounce’ < P [< A] Mj' (A-V-q-Y-i)

205 In Nagari notation Maddah uses a colon to mark Arabic taJ mar- 
butah. Also Steingass and Hayyim maintain the original Arabic notation of 
ta3 marbutah. Note that the latter presents only the form with the initial 
consonant - '¿¡j {Y-q-Y-i) /vaeqijc/ ‘an ounce’ (Hayyim II 1175).

/uqijaet/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) 355 {ud) /ud/ ‘wood, timber’ < P [< A] {e-V-d) /ud/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) {taus) /ta.us/ ‘peacock’ < P [< A] jii (t-AJ- V-s) /ta’vus/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) fTTJiT {taun) /ta.un/ ‘plague’ < P [< A] jjclU {t-A-c-V-ri) /ta’un/ 

‘t.s.’
(v) cb^d' {kabutar) /kabutar/ ‘pigeon’ < P {k-b-V-t-r) /kaebutser/ 

‘t.s.’
(vi) {rubaru) /rubaru/ ‘face to face’ < P jd-tjj {r-V-b-A-r-A) 

/rubaru/ ‘t.s.’
(vii) '^{{pah'lu) /pahlu/ ‘side’< P {p-h-l-V) /paehlu/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.14. The vowel e Id can occur in Hindustani in all three 
word positions. In Nagari it is represented by the independent 
grapheme T (e) at the beginning of a word (i, ii and iii), and 
medially (very rarely) when it is the second member of a vowel 
cluster (iv). In the middle position (v-vii) and at the end of a 
word (viii) it is represented by the diacritical sign' written above 
the consonantal sign. In Perso-Arabic loanwords it stands for the 
Persian vowel Id (and sometimes also for Persian vowels /i/ or 
/ae/), which may be indicated by: alif (i), cain (ii and vi), the jux
taposition of alif and cain (iii), the grapheme ya (v), hcdi hawaz 
(iv and xi), diacritical kasrah (vii) or may not be indicated at all 
(viii):

(i) (el'cT) /eltfi/ ‘envoy’ < P [< T] (A-l-c-Y) /iltfi/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) {evazT) /evazi/ ‘substitute’ < P [< A] (c.j/-z-F) /lvaezi/

‘t.s.’
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(iii) (et'kad) /etqad/ ‘confidence’ < P [< A] Jliic.1 (A-c-t-q-A-d) 
/i’tiqad/206 ‘t.s.’

(iv) (kiraedar) /kira.edar/ ‘tenant’ < P jIj (k-r-A-y-h-d-A-r) 
/kirajeedar/ ‘t.s.’207 208

(v) (fareb) /fareb/ ‘fraud’ < P l-jjjs (f-r-Y-b) /firib/ ‘t.s.’
(vi) (¡sternal) /istemal/ ‘use’ < P [< A] (A-s-t-c-m-A-l)

206 The vocalization of this and a number of similar loanwords may sug
gest that they appeared in Hindustani relatively late (after the 15th c.), i.e. after 
the modem Persian vocalization became well established (Pisowicz 1985: 
95). Cf. also: ec teghad (Hayyim I 108), ectiqad (STCD 60).

207 Cf. alternative spelling in Hindustani/Urdu: (k-r-A-Je-d-A-r)
/kira.edar/ vs. (k-r-A-y-h-d-A-r) /kirajadar/ (STCD 485).

208 Note the omission of tasdld over h to indicate a doubled consonant.
209 Similarly to long w /u/, the vowel /ol in Perso-Arabic loanwords also 

occurs extremely rarely at the beginning of a word. McGregor quotes only 
one such example (i), Maddah (p. 91), on the other hand, gives a few heter- 
ophonic variants of words otherwise commonly written and pronounced 
with u lol, like /ostad/ ~ /ustad/ ‘teacher’ (ii).

210 The vowel lol occurs in Persian in the final position only in rare 
cases and at the beginning of a word solely in a few loanwords (Klagisz 
2010: 33,36).

/isti’mal/ ‘t.s.’
(vii) (sehat) /sehat/ ‘health’ < P [< A] (s-h-t)20i /sih:aet/ ‘t.s.’ 
(viii) (reh'ri) /rehn/ ‘pledge’ < P (r-h-n) /raehn/ ‘t.s.’
(ix) (cunamce) /tfbnatfe/ ‘therefore’ < P (c-n-A-n-c-h)

/tfunantfae/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.15. The vowel o lol in Hindustani can take initial, medial 
and final position, but occurs relatively often only in the middle 
of a word. In Nagari, the independent grapheme 3iT (o) represents 
this vowel at the beginning of a word209 (i and ii). In the medial 
(iii-iv) and final (v) position it is marked by the diacritical signer 
written after a consonant (the latter occurence being extremely 
rare).210 It depicts the Persian vowel lol (and in some cases also 
the Persian vowel /u/), represented most often by the grapheme
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vâv (iii and v), cain (i and iv), and occasionally by the juxtaposi
tion of alif and the grapheme vâv (ii):

(i) 3ÎW (oh'da) /ohda/ ‘duty’ < P [< A] (c-h-d-h) /uhdæ/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) 3TROR (ostad) /ostad/ ‘teacher’ < P (A-V-s-t-A-d) /ustad/

‘t.s.’2"

211 Although the usual spelling of the Persian word jCU (A-s-t-A-d) 
/ustad/ contains a single alif at the beginning (pronounced [u]), Steingass 
gives also the form with long /u/, written as in (ii) (Stein. 120). The same 
variant form is cited by Maddah (p. 91) as an equivalent of the Nagari form 
3trar5 (ostad), contrary to the pair jU-i - (ustad).

212 The Persian grapheme indicating lain corresponds only graphically 
to the sign representing the diphthong ai in Nagari. Phonetically, as in the 
Persian word .vG.»* (m-s-t-‘-d) /mustae’id:/, there is a juxtaposition of cain 
(which can be realized either as a glottal stop or - more frequently - as the 
vowel /ae/) and short /1/ which is not marked in the script.

(iii) TT’TT (bosâ) /bosa/ ‘kiss’ < P (b- V-s-h) /bosæ/ ‘t.s. ’
(iv) ffa (fob) /rob/ ‘fear’ < P [< A] i_jc. j (r-c-b) /ru’b/ ‘t.s.’
(v) (saro) /saro/ ‘cypress’ < P [< A] jj- (s-r-v) /særv/ ‘t.s.’
(vi) ^HT (bano) /bano/ ‘lady’ < P (b-A-n-V) /bano/ ~ /banu/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.16. The diphthong ai /ai/ can occur in Hindustani in all 
three word positions. In Nagari it is represented by the independ
ent grapheme Ç (ai) at the beginning of a word (i and ii). In the 
medial (iii-iv) and final (v) position it is represented by the dia
critical sign" written above the consonantal grapheme. In Perso- 
-Arabic loanwords it corresponds to the Persian diphthong /ai/ 
(and in some cases to a cluster of the vowels /a/ and /i/), which is 
marked by: the juxtaposition of alif and the grapheme yâ (i), the 
juxtaposition of cain and the grapheme yâ (ii and iv), cain (v)211 212 
or by the grapheme yâ (iii and vi):

(i) (aivân) /aivan/ ‘palace’ < P ù'ji’ (A-Y-V-A-n) /aivan/ ‘t.s.’
(ii) (aib) /aib/ ‘fault’ < P [< A] ujjc. (c-Y-b) laib/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) (kaid) /qaid/ ‘imprisonment’ < P [< A] ûjS (q-Y-d) /qaid/ ‘t.s.’
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(iv) rHRT (tainat) /tainat/ ‘appointed’ < P oliuCi (t-c-Y-n-A-t) /tæ’inat/ 
‘t.s.’

(v) (mus'taid) /mustaid/ ‘prompt’ < P [< A] ¿«1— (m-s-t-'-d)2'2
/mustæ’id:/ ‘t.s.’

(vi) (mai) /mai/ ‘wine’ < P (mai) /mai/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.17. The diphthong au /au/ in Hindustani can stand at the 
beginning, in the middle or the end of a word, but in Perso- 
-Arabic loanwords it occurs finally only in one example and as a 
variant of final -av.213 214 At the beginning of a word (i and ii) it is 
represented in Nagari by the independent grapheme 3?) (aw), 
while medially (iii-v) and finally (vi) it is marked by the diacriti
cal signal written after a consonant. In Perso-Arabic loanwords it 
depicts the Persian diphthong /au/ (and, occasionally, a cluster of 
the vowels /a/ and /u/), represented by: the juxtaposition of al if 
and the grapheme vâv (i), the juxtaposition of cain and the graph
eme vâv (ii and v), or simply by the grapheme vâv (iii, vi and vii):

213 Note the omission of tasdld over d to indicate doubled consonant.
214 The Persian hétérophonie adjective y (n-V) /nau/ ~ /næv/ ~ /nu/ ~ 

/no/ ‘new, fresh’ in Nagari may be spelled either with -av at the end: T4 
(nav), when it functions as an independent word, or with the diphthong -au: 
4i (nau), when it constitutes a part of compound, e.g.: 4mn (nau-bahâr) 
‘early spring’ (McGr. 582); 41-^41 (nau-ba-nau) ‘ever and again’ (ibid.); 
4Mein (nau-Javân) ‘youthful, young’ (ibid.). Regardless of the difference in 
spelling, in both the cases the pronunciation remains diphthongal.

(i) ifrm (aurang) /aurarjg/ ‘throne’ < P (A-V-r-n-g) /auræng/
‘t.s.’

(ii) STM (aurai) /aurat/ ‘woman’ < P [< A] (c-V-r-i) /auræt/ ‘t.s.’
(iii) (mustaufî) /mustaufi/ ‘auditor’ < P [< A] (m-s-t-V-

f-f) /mustaufi/ ‘t.s.’
(iv) (rauzâ) /rauza/ ‘mausoleum’ < P =jj (r-V-z-t) /rauzæt/ ‘t.s.’
(v) (nauz) /nauz/ ‘God, preserve us!’ < P <UL (n-c-V-z-

b-A-l-l-h) /næ’uzubillah/ ‘we seek refuge in God’
(vi) 41- (nau-) /nau/ ‘new’ < P jj(n-Y) [næu] ‘t.s.’
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2.3.18. The glottal stop, marked in Perso-Arabic script by
the letter cain or by hamzah, which has full phonemic status in 
Arabic, is practically absent in Hindustani phonology (Shackle & 
Snell 1990: 48). In Nagari notation of the Perso-Arabic loan
words cain is represented by various vowel signs (cf. supra, par
agraphs 2.3.8.-2.3.17), hamzah, however, is either omitted entire
ly, e.g.: (sais) ‘groom’ < P [< A] (s-A- YJ-s) /sa’is/ ‘t.s.’;

(jbtida) ‘beginning’ < P [< A] (A-b-t-d-A-J) /ibtida’/ 
‘t.s.’, or is replaced by a glide -y-, e.g.: SRR (ddy'm) ‘permanent’ 
< P [< A] ¿b (d-A-YJ-m) /da’im/ ~ /dajm/ ‘t.s.’; ’SERT (Jay'da) 
‘advantage’ < P [< A] »^ili (f-A-YJ-d-t) /fa’idae/ ~ /fajdae/ ‘t.s.’

2.3.19. Although, as can be observed in the above para
graphs, the Nagari spelling of Perso-Arabic borrowings is char
acterized by significant assimilation of foreign phonemes to its 
own norms, some traditional notations are still preserved, e.g. 
‘distorted’ (Platts 1909: 8) or ‘silent’ vav in words like 
(khvab) ‘dream’ or (dar'khvast) ‘desire’.215 The labializa

215 Such spelling is also retained in Perso-Arabic script, both in Persian
and in Hindustani, cf.: (x-Y-A-b), (d-r-x-Y-A-s-t). In Nagari
(contrary to Perso-Arabic script), the alternative notation without -v- is not 
only possible, but sometimes also more common, cf. (dar’khvast) I

(dar'khâst) (McGr. 480) or (khus) ‘pleased’ (McGr. 242), whichA .
is the only possible form even though < P (/Z (x-Y-s).

216 Cf. Fergusson’s notations (1773): khusamet ‘flattery’ < P 
(x-Y-s-A-m-d) /xwqfamæd/ ‘t.s.’ (Stein. 485) or khab ‘sleep’ < P 
(x-Y-A-b) /xwab/ ‘t.s.’ (Stein. 478).

tion of the velar fricative x (> H kh) in the utterance of these 
words was discontinued in Persian already in 13th-14th c. 

(Pisowicz 1985: 122), and also in Hindustani, regardless of the 
spelling, they are more often (though not always!) pronounced as 
[xa:b] and [darxa:st] respectively (instead of the antiquated pro
nunciation [xwa:b] and [darxwa:st]).216
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2.3.20. In comparison to the Perso-Arabic script, Nagari has 
a few important advantages for easier and clearer representation 
of the loanwords. One of the most important among them is the 
Nagari system of vowel notation, which allows to depict the vo
calization of words with greater precision and - above all - in a 
definitely less complicated but at the same time more standard
ized way.217 This concerns mainly distinguishing between and 

marking short vowels, which is particularly important from the 
point of view of those users, who are not very well acquainted 
with the language.218 The Nagari system also desists from some 
other archaic features which were not continued in Hindustani 
pronunciation and, therefore, representing them in the script 
would be futile. It tends, on the one hand, to make the notation 
simple, and on the other hand - to graphically represent the as

217 Note that even if there are several forms of the same word in Per
sian (usually differing in the way they are vocalized), as a rule only one of 
them is represented in Nagari notation, e.g.: P (g-T-s) /gis/ - /ges/, 
(g-V-s-K) /gesu/ ~ /gisu/ ‘a ringlet of hair, a forelock, a sidelock, curl’ 
(Stein. 1109) > H ‘t.s.’ (McGr. 275); P cùkjji (f-r- V-x-t) /firuxt/ ~
/faroxt/ - /furoxt/ ‘sale, selling’ (Stein. 923) > H 'tTter (farokht) ‘t.s.’ 
(McGr. 678); P (< A) (z-c-m) /zae’m/ ~ /zfm/ - /zu’m/ ‘pretending, 
assuming’ (Stein. 617) >H (zom) ‘assertion; arrogance’ (McGr. 383). 
The opposite situation may also happen, though very seldom, when a Per
sian word of established pronunciation displays different spelling in Nagari, 
e.g.: P (< A) I (q-h-q-h-i / q-h-q-h-i) /qæhqæhæ/ ‘laughing
loudly’ (Stein. 956, 996) > H (kah'kahâ), (kah'kah), qiFl^T (ka- 
hâka) ‘t.s.’ (McGr. 183, 184).

218 Greater clearness in vowel notation often helps to prevent such dis
astrous mistakes, as for instance misreading a word (z-k-r), which might 
be vocalized either /zikr/, meaning ‘mention (...) repeated invocation of 
God’s name’ (STCD 332) or /zakar/, meaning ‘penis’ (ibid.). The same 
words in the Nagari notation will not be read incorrectly even by not a very 
well qualified speaker, cf.: fifo) (zikr) and T^>7 (zakar) respectively (MHK II 
320, 364).
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similated elements in a way which is possibly closest to its own 
norms.219 This includes, for instance, eliminating the depiction of 
such obsolete phonological phenomena as the glottal stop220 or 
the use of several characters for one and the same phoneme (irre
spective of the fact that it has been merged from historically dif
ferent phonemes221). Generally, a more adequate orthography 
characteristic of the Perso-Arabic loanwords written in Nagari 
allows for a deeper insight into their actual phonemic structure 
than in the case of the same loanwords spelled with the use of 
Perso-Arabic characters.

219 Note that such simplifications may lead to the creation of graphi
cally unified forms for originally heterographic homophones, e.g.: P 
(< A) ¿ù (d-f-) /dæf/ ‘repelling, averting’ (Stein. 529) and P (< A) âjUû 
(d-f-c-t) /dæfe/ ‘a moment’ (Stein. 529) in Nagari are represented by 
homographie forms: (daß)' f. ‘time, occasion; moment’ (McGr. 476)
and (dafîï)1 m. inv. ‘repelling, warding off (ibid.); similarly P 
(< A) (A-h-t-r-A-z) /ihtiraz/ - /ehteraz/ ‘guarding against’ (Stein. 20) 
and P (< A) (A-c-t-r-A-z) IftmzJ - /e’teraz/ ‘opposition’ (Stein. 73)
in Nagari are spelled in the same way: Hd’.M (et'räz)' m. ‘guarding against’ 
(McGr. 142) and qa'Di (et'râz)1 m. ‘opposition; objection’ (ibid.).

220 E.g. Rêlïïiï (saväl) /saoal/ ‘question’ instead of Jik (s-V-A-l) /so.al/, 
(malum) /malum/ ‘known’ instead of fA' (m-c-l-V-m) /ma’lum/ or HTSFi

(mâf) /maf/ ‘forgiven’ instead of (m--A-f) /mu’af/; more examples cf. 
supra, 2.3.8.-2.3.17.

221 E.g. 7IKT (zah'r) ‘poison’, 711?! (zät) ‘nature’, (zabf) ‘control’, in
stead of (z-h-r) /zæhr/, (z-A-f) /öat/ and (z-b-t) /d'æbt/ respec
tively.

222 Cf. 2.1.2., fn. 104.

2.3.21. The greater stabilization of Nagari results also in 
more consequent notation of these grammatical occurrences, 
which in the Perso-Arabic script may be signalled by - often 
omitted in writing - diacritics,222 namely: (i) lack of vocalisation 
(marked in the Perso-Arabic script by sukun), in Nagari often 
indicated by conjunct consonants cf. 2.3.6.; (ii) gemination
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(marked in the Perso-Arabic script by tasdid), in Nagari always 
indicated by the graphical doubling of a letter (ligature), cf. ibid; 
(iii) adverbialisation of substantives (marked in the Perso-Arabic 
script by tanvin), in Nagari always indicated by adding a separate 
ending -T (-an) at the end of a word; cf. (iradatan) ‘on
purpose’ vs. t’jbi (A-r-A-d-t-A) /iradota/ ‘t.s.’223 Ignoring these 
diacritic marks in texts224 may hinder the correct reading and 

cause erroneous pronunciation. However, the Nagari notation, in 
which these grammatical occurrences are in most cases noted 
clearly by the use of extra letters or ligatures, enables more cor
rect utterance of the Perso-Arabic loanwords even in the case of 
a novice reader.225

223 This very example of tawvih-omission has been found in the online 
Urdu-English Dictionary (http://www.urduenglishdictionary.org/English-To- 
Urdu-Translation/on%20purpose/Page-l .htm), but adverbial forms of this 
kind are frequently found in texts. An interesting fact is that both Maddâh 
and the STCD give the highly Arabicized form of this adverb, written with 
tanvin over the ta3 marbûtah (not alify. tjIA (A-r-A-d-t-"), but neither Stein- 
gass nor Hayyim corroborates the adverb in this form.

224 Of these three diacritical marks tasdid is used “fairy regularly” 
(Naim 1999 1: 37), but cf. also: 2.3.8. (iii), 2.3.14. (vii); 2.3.16. (v). The 
STCD for example marks tasdid only in sporadic cases.

225 There have been, however, quite opposite opinions on this matter. 
De Tassy, for instance, in his annual report from 1874 quotes the judgement 
of Lieutenant-Colonel J. Chambers, Professor of Hindustani at the Oxford 
University, who expresses his definite preference for Persian script as far as 
the notation of Hindustani is concerned: “Le caractère dévanagari est, cela 
va sans dire, admirablement adapté au sanscrit et au pur (thenth) hindi; 
mais il est très-défectueux quand on l’emploie pour exprimer des mots 
étrangers dont bien des lettres sont intraduisibles dans cet alphabet. En 
résumé, je pense que l’alphabet persan est préférable pour l’usage général 
dans l’Inde...” (de Tassy 1875: 4). [In the English translation by S. Kamal 
Abdali: “The Dévanagari script is, needless to say, admirably suited to 
Sanskrit and the pure (thainth) Hindi; but it is quite deficient when used to 
express foreign words whose letters do not correspond to the ones in this 

http://www.urduenglishdictionary.org/English-To-Urdu-Translation/on%2520purpose/Page-l
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2.4. Tables of Adequacy for the Nagari
and Modified Persian Scripts

2.4.1. To synthesize all that has been written thus far about 
the correlation between Nagari and Perso-Arabic graphical signs 
used to represent the sounds of Hindustani, with special reference 
to the borrowed Perso-Arabic vocabulary, the data discussed and 
illustrated in the above paragraphs have been presented here in 
tabularized form, which successfully presents the mutual corre
spondence of the characters from both the writing systems in a 
simple schematic method.

2.4.2. Table 2a summarizes the information discussed in 
paragraphs 2.3.8.-2.3.17. and depicts which vowel signs of the 
Nagari script can replace individual Persian characters (in addi
tion to the juxtapositions of these characters) used to mark vow
els in the Persian source words of the Perso-Arabic loanwords in 
Hindustani.226 The position of Persian vowel signs in a word has 
been indicated by adding a hyphen. The reverse information, 
showing which graphemes of the Persian script can stand for 
individual Nagari vowels, has been presented in Table 2b.

script. In essence, 1 think that the Persian script is better for general use in 
India” (de Tassy 2011: 143)].

226 Since notation of vowels in Hindustani/Urdu follows, to a great ex
tent, the original Persian spelling and all possible deviations are sparse, 
irregular and difficult to systematize, it has not been included here. Rele
vant information can be found in paragraphs 2.2.10-2.2.16.
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Table 2a. Persian signs indicating vowels227 and corresponding Nagari graph
emes

Persian signs indicating vowels Nagari vowel graphemes

■' (alif) 3J(a),5(0,3(M),q(e)
-I (alif-madd) / V (alif) 3TT (a)

3T (a), ? (/), 3 (u), XT (e), aft (o)

3T (a), 31T (d), 3ft (o), (a/)

£ 3JT (a)
-J- t(T),^(e),i!,(ai)

(ya)
f (T), $ (ai)

■J'> J- (vav) 35 (m), 3?T (o), ¿St (au)

L$ (ya) => "J <(Z),Xi(e),i((aO

1 (alif) + J (vdv) => "jl 35 (m), 3ft (o), 2ft (au)

£ (cain) => ^(e)
1 (alif) => "It / "I*" 31T(d)

-JC. < (i), $ (ai)

. ,c ■ . . (ai)
G I al"> 1

cs*' t(T)

■J0 3ft (au)
J (vav)

-jx- 35 (u), 3ft (au)

¿5’ / l5‘ (Jalif maqsurah) ^(d),i(i)
/ A- (had havvaz) 31T(a),5(i),tx(e)

227 One must not forget that in Persian neither cain nor alifin the initial 
position are proper vowel signs. These graphems only serve as a signal that 
there is an unmarked (but pronounced) vowel following them.
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Table 2b. Nagari vowel graphemes and corresponding Persian signs indicating 
vowels

Nagari vowel 
GRAPHEMES

Persian signs indicating vowels

3T(a) " 1, “■£’ ,

3tT (a) ”1» — V” , ~ “ L*" , —, ft-»

5(0 -1, -£•, o-

<(0 -j|>

3(M) -1, -c-

®(m) -jl, J-

q(e) ”1» “•£'» "J“, ft“,

3TT (o) ■■C-, “jl> ~J~t J~

(at) -jl, -Jfr, -J*-, -JL-, -J-’ Li"

3?T (au) -jl, -J-, -J&, -J*-, J-

2.4.3. The correlation between Persian consonant graphemes 
and their Hindustani counterparts (both in modified Perso-Arabic 
script and in Nagari), including the phonemic value of individual 
consonants has been demonstrated in Table 3. The synthesized 
data depicted in Table 3 have been discussed in detail in para
graphs 2.2.2.-2.2.8. and 2.3.3.-2.3.4.
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Persian

CONSONANT SIGNS

Modified Persian

SCRIPT USED FOR
Hindustani

Nagari consonant

GRAPHEMES

(A) /b/ «■r (b) /b/ (ba) /ba/

(b*) /bh/ «1 (bha) /bha/

(p) /p/ (p) /p/ q (pa) /pa/

(p‘) /ph/ (Pha) /pha/

(0 /1/ (0 /1/ a (la) /ta/

('*) m «1 (fa) /tha/

(!) !\! (!a) /[a/

(f) /th/ 3 (fa) /tha/
>

G?) /s/ i. G?) /s/ (sa) /sa/

c (/) /43/ b (J) /43/ 3T (ja) /dja/

J (jh) /d3h/ 5T (jha) /djha/

(£) /07 b (0 /f/ (ca) /tfa/

i (c*) /tp/ 0 (cha) /tpa/

C (A) /h/ (h) /h/ (ha) /ha/

t (x) /x/ t (x) /x/ (kha) /xa/

□ (d) /d/ ) (d) /d/ (da) /da/

a>) (d*) /dh/ u (dha) /dha/

) (d) /4/ (da) /<[a/

a) (dh) /4h/ (dha) /<tha/

j (z) /z/ J (z) /z/ (za) /za/

J (r) /r/ j (r) /r/ I (ra) /ra/
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>J (r) III 5 (rd) /[a/

a>j (rO /[h/ (rha) /[ha/

j (z) /z/ j (0 /z/ (za) /za/

»> 
J (0 /3/ j (0

/z/
1)1

¿T (za)
/za/
/ja/

CO /s/ J (0 Is/ (sa) /sa/

(J1 (0 /J7
i,

J (0 If/ ST (sa) /fa/

(0 /s/ J (?) /s/ TT (sa) /sa/

(?) /z/ j (?) /z/ ¿r (za) /za/

(?.) /t/ L, (?.) /1/ z (ia) /ta/

(?) /z/ (?) /z/ yT (za) /za/

& C)
0
PI
V

C)
PI

V228 V229 230

t (g) , ,230
V t (g) /y//g//c/ n (Sa)

/ya/
/ga/

(n /f/ u (0 /f/ /ph/ 97 (fa)
/fa/
/pha/

3 (?) /q/221 j (?) /q//k/ (ka)
/qa/
/ka/

(*) /k/ J w /k/ (ka) /ka/

i (**) /kh/ (kha) /kha/

(g) /g/ J (g) /g/ n (ga) /ga/

228 Cf. paragraph 2.2.16., fn. 143.
229 Cf. supra, Table 2a.
230 Cf. paragraph 2.3.4.(i).
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Table 3. Persian and Hindustani consonant graphemes

(gh) /gh/ tl (g*a) /gha/

J (/) /1/ J (/) /1/ (M /la/

J (/*) /w ri? / rH? (/*a) /lha/

(• ("0 /mJ r (/») Iml {ma) /ms/

z (rc*) /mV (mha) /mha/

(na)
/na/
/ma/

J («)
/n/

(»)
/n/ (n) /n/

/mJ d / /231/m/ in) /p/

(«) w
* /V/231 232

(») ItJ

(«) /n/
(«) /^

d
(«) /g/

/V/

X (H*) /nV (nha) /nha/

J (V) /v/ i (V) /v/ Cl (va) /va/

d w /h/ w /h/ (ha) /ha/

(y) !}/ J (y) /j/ 4 (ya) /ja/

c- o P! -J-
(J)

(-3”)
PI
/J/ -4- /j/233

231 Cf. paragraph 2.3.3.(vii).
232 Cf. paragraph 2.3.3.(vi).
233 Cf. paragraph 2.3.18.



3. Phonology and Phonetics

The scholar is perhaps more readily misled than others, 
for knowing the principal things that he ought to hear, 

he easily persuades himself that he does hear them.

(Bailey 1922: 539)

3.1. Phonological Systems of Persian and Hindustani: 
Similarities and Differences

3.1.1. Scholars of the Persian language are generally of the 
unanimous opinion that Persian234 in its modem (i.e. post-14th c.) 

form has six simple vowel phonemes/monophthongs (Lambton 
2000: xi; Lazard 1992: 7; Pisowicz 1985: 10; Rohany Rahbar 
2012: 133; Windfuhr 1997: 677), with a range of allophones 
(which are not discussed here):

234 It must be remembered, especially while dealing with phonological 
issues, that the term ‘Persian’ does not pertain to one strictly defined lin
guistic entity, since there are, and there have been, dialectal differences 
within the Persian of Iran itself (e.g. northern Tehrani dialect vs. southern 
Shirazi variant) as well as “dialectal differences which - while common to 
Iranian Persian, separate it from Xorasani-Tajiki and Afghani Persian, and 
from the learned Persian in India” (Windfuhr 1979: 131).

/i/ - front, high, long, approx, to the vowel in the English
word ‘beat’, represented by is in the Arabic script

/e/ - front, mid, short, approx, to the vowel in the English
word ‘bed’, not represented by a letter in the Arabic 
script
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/ae/ - front, low, short, approx, to the vowel in the English 
word ‘bad’, not represented by a letter in the Arabic 
script

la/2'7'5 - back, low, long, approx, to the vowel in the English

word ‘park’, represented by 1 in the Arabic script

lol - back, mid, short, approx, to the vowel in the English 
word ‘go’(but slightly more rounded), not represented 
by a letter in the Arabic script

/u/ - back, high, long, approx, to the vowel in the English
word ‘soon’, represented by j in the Arabic script

The underlying vowel inventory of Persian displays the distinc
tion of length, contrasting the long vowels /i/, /u/, /a/ with the 
short vowels /e/, lol, /ae/ respectively.235 236 From the point of view 
of contemporary Persian phonology, the opposition long-short is 
a redundant feature, questioned on the basis of experimental data 

235 For practical reasons, in the phonological notation the Persian back 
lol will be marked /a/ in this study. Such a denotation is more adequate for 
South Asian Persian, in which this vowel was never pronounced as far back 
as in Iranian Persian (a more frontal pronunciation has also been retained in 
the vocalisation of Persian loanwords in Hindustani). Cf. Phillot’s descrip
tion: “In many cases the alif'ts pronounced broad; thus jL bad “wind” is 
pronounced nearly like bawd, the alif being given the sound of a in the 
English word fail. Some Afghans too have this broad pronunciation, but the 
Indians always pronounce the alif like a in the English word father. In 
Persia, however, if this last pronunciation be used, the word will be taken to 
mean ba ‘d “after”, and even an educated Persian will be puzzled by it” 
(Phillot 1919: 11).

236 Phillot, whose Persian grammar was based on the Indian Persian, 
claimed: “The original Persian vowel system was that of the Sanskrit, with 
the semi-vowel ri peculiar to the latter excluded” (Phillot 1919: 22). Be
yond doubt this statement would be a far-reaching simplification in relation 
to the modem vocalic system of the literary Persian from Iran, but it is 
justified in relation to the Persian language in its Indian variant.
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(Pisowicz 1985: 12) and neutralized in contemporary Iranian 
Persian in most environments (Windfuhr 1997: 679). Thus also 
the primordial dimensions of contrasts in the Persian vowel sys
tem are widely believed to be qualitative rather than quantitative, 
with quantity playing a secondary, non-contrastive role (thorough 
critical discussion of this question has been recently provided in 
Rohany Rahbar 2012). But there are arguments which justify the 
traditional division of Persian vowels into long and short, the 
first of them being of an orthographic nature, since such a divi
sion is reflected in the way Persian vowels are represented in 
Arabic script: genetically long vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ are marked 
as long by the Arabic characters alif, ya and vav respectively, 
while the short ones are represented only sporadically by the 
relevant diacritics (q.v. 2.1.2. and fn. 104 p. 58). In prosody, as 
well, long vowels are counted as long and short - as short (cf. 
Elwell-Sutton 1976: 84-85). But the evidence provided by dia
chronic phonology is the most important, confirming that from 
classical to modem New Persian, historically short high vowels 
*i and *u lowered and transformed into /e/ and lol, and historical
ly long vowels *e and *6 raised and transformed into /i/ and lol 
respectively (e.g. Pisowicz 1985; Windfuhr 1997). The following 
schema presents these phonetic changes in a clearer and more 
detailed way:237

237 When one tries to define the sources of sounds in Persian loanwords 
in Hindustani, the knowledge of historical phonological changes that had 
occurred in Persian is essential for avoiding errors of the kind that ap
peared, for example, in Beg’s interpretation. Here the New Persian forms, 
representing the later (modem) vocalic system of Persian have been indi
cated as sources of several Hindustani (Urdu) forms, which had been bor
rowed from Persian either before the described sound changes or irrespec
tive of them and which retain the earlier (classical) Persian vocalization. Cf. 
Beg’s anachronical examples: H/U dil < P del ‘heart’; H/U jigar < P jegar 
‘liver’ (Beg 1988: 35); H/U betab < P bitab ‘impatient’; H/U tez < P tlz 
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modern short vowels originated from earlier short vowels

/e/ <— *1
/0/ <- *u
/ae/ <- *a

modem long vowels originated from earlier long vowels

111 <— *T, *e
/u/ <— *u, *0
/a/ <- *a

3.1.2. Hindustani, in contrast to Persian, natively possesses a 
symmetrical238 ten-vowel system, which is a continuation of the 
Old Indo-Aryan system.239 The vowels: /a/, hi, lul are always 

short in length, while the vowels: /a/, I'll, lul, lei, lol, and the 
diphthongs lail and /au/ are always regarded as long. When we 
take into consideration the close vowels, what were thought to 
have been primarily quantitative distinctions (or distinctions of 
vowel length, i.e. [i] ~ [i:] and [u] ~ [u:]) in OLA, have become 
qualitative distinctions (or rather length accompanied by quality, 
i.e. [i] ~ [i:] and [u] ~ [u:]) in Hindustani, as in other New Indo- 

‘sharp’ (ibid.: 36); H/U pur < Ppor ‘full’; H/U xusbu < P xosbu ‘fragrance’ 
(ibid.: 39); H/U roz < P ruz ‘day’; H/U afsos < P afsus ‘regret’ (ibid.: 40) etc.

238 Viz. all front vowels have corresponding back vowels, all oral vow
els have corresponding nasal vowels and all long vowels (except two mo
nophthongized diphthongs) have corresponding short vowels (cf. Shukla 
2000: 60).

239 Masica 1991: 110. Note that this number also comprises the diph
thongs /ai/ and /ao/, which in most cases are monophthongized in pronun
ciation to [te] and [o], with various dialectical or acrolectal (i.e. closest to a 
standard language) realizations (cf. McGregor 1999: xvi; Montaut 2004: 
21; Shukla 2000: 59). However, since analysing the phonetic differences 
and nuances of utterance within Hindustani itself is not the subject of this 
book, they will be conventionally treated as diphthongs.
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-Aryan languages (Ohala 1983: 10; Masica 1991: 111). This rule 
generally pertains also to Persian loanwords in Hindustani. How
ever, for the sake of clarity and typographical convenience, this 
study relies on the traditional quantitative contrast.

3.1.3. For the purpose of analyzing Persian loanwords in 
Hindustani, the diachronic symmetry of the classical Persian 
vocalic system, marked by a length distinction, is much more 
important than the modem inventory of Persian vowels and mu
tual dependencies between them in their synchronic dimension. 
The reason is simple: a great part of Persian loanwords in Hindu
stani manifest the Early New Persian stage of vocalisation, ante
cedent to the changes described and distinguishing the borrowed 
forms from their modem Iranian Persian (Farsi) counterparts.240 

For centuries these loanwords have been functioning as the pre
servers of the old vocalisation.241 Their phonological interpreta

tion is often greatly facilitated and more verifiable due to the fact 
that they were also written down in Nagari, which allowed for 
noting vocalic elements more accurately. The minimal pairs, 

240 Cf. “The majhul sounds o and e are still preserved in the Persian 
spoken by Afghans and Indians, but they are now unknown in Persia: in 
modem Persian an ‘ant’ is called mur, and there is nothing in pronunciation 
to distinguish the word for ‘lion’ from shir ‘milk’” (Phillot 1919: 22). On 
the same page Phillot cites the opinion of his predecessor, Friedrich Rosen, 
who stated that: “The Persian of India may be looked upon as a petrifica
tion of the old classical language. It has also preserved the majhul vowels e 
and o for i and w, and many other differences of pronunciation. The Per
sian-speaking Indians, whose studies are mostly confined to the classics 
and poetic exercises, have followed none of the developments of the mod
em language” (Rosen 1898: XII-XIII). According to Phillot, the Persian of 
India is decidedly far purer, both in idiom and pronunciation, than the lan
guage of Persia, but “sounds pedantic, and is almost unintelligible to ordi
nary Persians” (ibid.). Also cf. Shackle & Snell 1990: 60.

241 A similar phenomenon of retaining the old vocalic system can be 
observed in Persian spoken in Afghanistan (cf. Henderson 1975).
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although few in number, confirm that the contrasted long vowels: 
/e/ : /i/ and /0/ : /11/ constitute separate phonemes in words bor
rowed from Persian:

/e/: /i/

(ser), (s-Y-r) /Jer/ ‘lion’ : StT? (sir), £ (s-Y-r) /fir/ ‘milk’
(zer), (z-Y-r) /zer/ ‘under’ : yfK (zfr)242 243, ¿J (z-Y-r) /zir/ mus. ‘treble’

242 MHK II 371; Maddah 252; Platts 620.
243 Maddah 202; Platts 773.
244 Present stem of P JAhjj (r-Y-YJ-Y-d-n) /ro.idan/, ‘to grow, increase’, 

functioning (in comp.) as act. part.; Platts 602; STCD 347.
245 Maddah 257; Platts 619.
246 Also present stem of P (g-f-t-n) /guftan/ ‘to say’, functioning in 

H as part. adj. & s.m. ‘saying’; MHK 11 132; Platts 921; STCD 529.
247 Maddah 202; STCD 529; Platts (921) gives also a variant form /go/.

/0/: /u/

W (got), J/ (g-Y-l) /col/ ‘crowd’ : ’Jyt (gul)24i Ji (g-Y-I) /cul/ ‘demon’ 
fl (ro)244, >j (r-Y) /ro/ suf. ‘growing’ : (ru), >j (r-Y) /ru/ ‘face’

yip (zor), (z-Y-r) /zor/ ‘strength’ : 5jr (zwr)245, j>j (z-Y-r) /zur/ ‘untruth’ 
’TT (go), /(g-Y) /go/ conj. ‘though’246: ’J(gu), / (g-Y)/gu/ ‘ball’247

The vowel changes that occurred between classical and modem 
New Persian coincided with the massive influx of Arabic vo
cabulary which thus became subject not only to the usual adapta
tion processes but also to the Persian “vowel revolution” (within 
the limits set by Arabic phonemic inventory, of course). The 
traces of these changes, which retain a certain degree of regular
ity, can also be noticed in Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani. 
They might be generalized as follows:

(i) the changes (1) *e —> /i/ and (2) *6 -> /11/ affected gen
uinely Persian words since Classical Arabic, which generally has 
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a three-vowel inventory (in their short and long variants), and 
does not possess the vowels /e/ and /0/ (Watson 2007: 21-22);

(ii) the changes (3a) *1 —> /e/ and (4) *u —> /0/ have widely 
affected New-Persian words of both Persian and Arabic origin; in 
Hindustani these loanwords retain their original (Arabic or Per
sian) vocalisation with the exception of a few genuinely Arabic 
words, in which short 111 (unmarked) was followed by cain (3b).

The table below shows examples of Persian loanwords of 
different etymologies, common in Hindustani, in which the Per
sian old vocalic system, antecedent to the changes, has been pre
served (except 3b) and can be easily observed.

Hindustani Classical Persian 
(Steingass)

Modern Persian 
(Hayyim)

(l)*e—>/i/

Tit (pes) 
£ (p-Y-s) /peJ7

(p-Y-s) /peJ7
(p-Y-s) /piJ7

‘forward’ (P)

(gesw)
rl (g-f-5-K) /gesu/

^(g-Y-s-V)

/gesu/, /gisu/

(g-Y-s-V) /gisu/ 
‘lock of hair’ (P)

¡TT (mekh)

(m- f-x) /mex/
(m- Y-x) /mex/

(m- Y-x) /mix/
‘nail’ (P)

(2) *u, *0 lul

HTW (gost)
(g-V-s-t) /goJV

£ (g- V-s-t) /goJV
CLuljS (g- P-s-t) /guJV 

‘meat’ (P)

TTjTTTj (posak) 
ui?/ (p-V-s-A-k) 

/pojak/

l-SUjj (p. p-s-A-k) 

/pojak/

..SLijj (p- P-s-A-k) 

/pujak/ ‘clothing’ (P)
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’¡TH (mom) r (m- Y-m) r>* (m- V-m) /mum/
(m-V-m) /mom/ /mom/, /mum/ ‘wax’ (P)

(3a) *ï -> /e/24"

id ¡91« (tilism) 
(t-l-s-m) /tilism/

(t-l-s-m) /tilism/
(t-l-s-m) /tElesm/ 

‘talisman’ (< A < G)

fàyiM (mizâj) 
fyy (m-z-A-j) /mizadj/

(m-z-A-j)

/mizatfj/

(m-z-A-j) /mezacjj/ 
‘temperament’ (< A)

(fir’rii)
¿j (f-r-n-Y) /fimi/ (f-r-n-Y) /fimi/

(f-r-n-Y) /femi/ 
‘kind of dish’ (P)

(3b) *i +c -> /e/

(meda)
tjr' (m-c-d-h) /meda/

(m-c-d-i)

/mi’dæ/
(m-c-d-h) /me’de/

‘stomach’ (< A)

$v\(fel)
J*(f-'-l) /fel/ ¿¿(f-c-I) lfi>\l

(f-C-l) /f£’l/ 
‘action’ (< A)

(nemat) (n-c-m-t) (n.c.m.t) /ns’mæt/

(n-c-m-t) /nemat/ /ni’mæt/ ‘affluence’ (< A)

(4) *û —> /0/

W (buzurg)
Jj7. (b-Z-r-g)

IbiyzuTgl

(b-z-r-g)
/buzurg/

(b-z-r-g) /bozorg/
‘great’ (P)

248 Among the loanwords there is (at least) one exception which did not 
retain the old vocalization: H (sehat) I •¿S (f-h-t) /seh:at/, cf. Stein.: 
Cx»—a (s-h-t) /sih:æt/; Hayyim: ûù-a (s-h-t) /seh:æt/ ‘health’.
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Table 4. Retaining of classical Persian vocalic system in Perso-Arabic loan
words in Hindustani

jpir (gubar)

(g-b-A-r) /cubar/

jUo (g-b-A-r)

/yubar/

jbi (g-b-A-r) /yobar/

‘dust’ (< A)

(buk'ca)

(b-q-c-h) /buqtfa/
(b-q-c-h)

/buqtfae/
(b-q-c-h) /boqtfc/ 

‘bundle’ (< A < T)

3.1.4. The question of diphthongs in Persian is complicated 
and specialists do not agree on their number (from six to one, and 
occasionally even none) or classification (phonemic or pho
netic).249 But as far as the subject of this study is considered, 
most of the discussion concerning Persian diphthongs can be 
skipped. From the point of view of Persian loanwords in Hindu
stani, the knowledge of diachronic change of two vocalic se
quences, /ai/ -> /ej/ and /au/ -> /ou/, once again remains the most 
important and necessary factor. However, as pointed out by 
Windfuhr (1979: 137), this change occurred only in post- 
-classical Persian and, additionally, did not occur in several mod
em Persian dialects. Such was also, at least to some extent, the 
case of the Persian spoken in South Asia. The confirmation of 
this fact can be found in Phillot’s observations on how two Per
sian diphthongs, which he distinguished, were pronounced in the 
middle of words:

249 Phonemic or ‘real’ diphthongs are thought to be tautosyllabic and to 
occupy the syllable nucleus, while phonetic diphthongs are those whose 
glide element functions as an onset or coda and is not a part of the nucleus 
(Rohany Rahbar 2012: 119).

By combining fatha with lS and with j, the diphthongs ai or 
ay, and au or aw, are formed, and pronounced like ai in aisle (rare 
in Persian) or ey in they, and ou in stout; Ex. Ji* mail or mayl “in
clination” saum or sawm “fasting”.
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In modem Persian the ay is most often pronounced like ey in 
they, Ex. is pronounced both khaili and kheyli (also khaile, 
etc., etc.) (...); also the au sound, characteristic of the Arabic, Af
ghan, or Indian accent, tends towards the sound of o in hose. (Phil- 
lot 1919: 22)

It seems clear on the basis of Phillot’s description that in this case 
the discussion (e.g. Pisowicz 1985; Rohany Rahbar 2012; Wind- 
fuhr 1979) concerning the phonemic or non-phonemic status of 
these vocalic sequences, i.e. whether they are acting as one vowel 
with two parts which are not separable or as a sequence of a vowel 
followed by a consonant, would be of secondary importance (it is, 
however, crucial for what might be regarded diphthongs in Iranian 
Persian). What matters more from the point of view of this study is 
the question of these diphthongs’ potential monophthongal utter
ance, which would put them closer to the Hindustani vocalic sys
tem. An important factor, which critically influenced the frequency 
of diphthongs, was their monophthongization - one of the basic 
and most regular changes in the Middle period of both the Indo- 
-Aryan and Iranian linguistic families. In consequence of this 
change the old diphthongs /ai/ and /au/ in Middle Persian and 
Middle Indo-Aryan became long /e/ and lol respectively.250 As a 

result of the monophthongization, the number of genuinely Persian 
loanwords with diphthongs is relatively small in Hindustani;251 

250 E.g.: /ai/ > /e/: S /taila/ ‘oil’ > Pali /tela/ > H /tel/; OP /daiva/ ‘de
mon’ > MP /dev/ > P /div/; /au/ > /o/: S /gaura/ ‘white, yellowish’ > Pali 
/gora/ > H /gora/; OP /raucah/ ‘day’ > MP /roz/ > P /ruz/.

251 Genuinely Persian diphthongs appear in following loanwords: 
/aivan/ ‘palace’; /mai/ ‘wine’; /naitfa/ ‘tube of a hookah’; /nairaijg/ ‘decep
tion’; /pai/ ‘foot’ (and its derivatives); /paida/ ‘bom’ (and its derivatives); 
/paicam/ ‘message’ (and its derivatives); /paikar/ ‘face, form’; /paima.iJ7 
‘measuring’; /paimana/ ‘cup’; /paivand/ ‘patch’; /paivasta/ ‘joined (to)’; 
/Jaida/ ‘possessed’; /aoraijg/ ‘throne’; /tfaugan/ ‘polo stick’; /gauhar/ - 
/djauhar/ ‘jewel’; /naukar/ ‘servant’; /nausadar/ - /naujadar/ ‘sal-ammoniac’; 
/saugand/ ‘oath’; /Jaohar/ ‘husband’; /tausan/ ‘a young unbroken horse’.
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diphthongs occur mainly in words of Arabic origin which were 
incorporated by Persian only during its transition into the New 
Persian stage, and therefore were not subject to the Middle Persian 
changes (monophthongization). The examples presented in the 
table below show how diphthongs are realized in Persian loan
words in Hindustani in contrast to their modem Iranian (Farsi) 
equivalents:

Hindustani
Classical Persian

(Steingass)
Modern Persian 

(Hayyim)

ifHT (khaima)
^(x-Y-m-h)
/xaima/ ~ /xaema/

(x- Y-m-h) (x-Y-m-h) /xejme/
/xaimae/ ‘tent’ (< A)

^¡^(fais'la)
di (f-Y-s-l-h)
/faisla/ ~ /faisala/

(f-Y-s-l-h) M (f-Y-s-l-h) /fejsaele/
/faisaslae/ ‘decision’ (< A)

~tTST5-'T (paidais)
J^,(p-Y-d-A-Y}-s)

/paida.ij/

(p-Y-d-A-YJ-s) 
/paida^iJ?

JJau (p-Y-d-A-Y-s) 
/pejdajaej? ‘birth’

(suhel) 
JT (s-h-Y-l) 
/suhEel/ ~ /suhail/

Jif*“ (s-h-Y-l) 
/suhail/

cW— (s-h-Y-l) /suhejl/ 
‘the star Canopus’ (< A)

thq, (raunak) 
iju (r- V-n-q) 
/raunaq/ ~ /ronaq/

¿jjj (r- V-n-q) ¿bj (r- V-n-q)
/raunaeq/ /rounaeq/ ‘radiance’ (< A)

(maujud)
>?.>'(m- V-j- V-d)
/modjud/

(m-V-j-V-d) ■>»>• (m-V-j-V-d)
/maujud/ /moojud/ ‘existing’ (< A)
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Table 5. Realization of diphthongs in Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani

(sauhar)
(s- V-h-r) 

/Jauhar/ ~ /Johar/

jAj-i (s- V-h-r) 
/Jauhær/

> (s- V-h-r)
/jbohær/ ‘husband’

(kaum)
(f (q- V-m) /qaom/

(q- V-m) /qaom/
(q- V-m) /qoum/ 

‘people, nation’ (< A)

3.1.5. As for the Persian consonants, their number depends 
on which phones are categorized as allophones of the regular 
consonantal phonemes, and mostly varies between 23 (Windfuhr 
1997: 667) and 24 (Pisowicz 1985: 18; Lazard 1992: 7). The 
table below is a listing of Persian contrasting segmental conso
nantal phonemes.

Table 6. Schema of the Persian consonantal system

bi
la

bi
al

la
bi

o
de

nt
al

de
nt

o-
 

al
ve

ol
ar

al
ve

o-
 

pa
la

ta
l

ve
la

r

uv
ul

ar

gl
ot

ta
l

stops

voiceless /p/ /t/ /k/ [q](,) /?/
voiced /b/ /d/ /g/ [g](,)

affricates

voiceless </
voiced /<&/

fricatives

voiceless /f7 /s/ /J/ /x/ /h/
voiced /v/ /z/ /3/ [o](ii| [Y]"’

liquids M /1/
nasals /m/ /n/
semivowels /j/
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Notes:
(,) As mentioned already in paragraph 2.3.4.(i), in Persian the 

phonemes /q/ and /y/ merged into one phoneme with three posi
tionally conditioned allophones: the voiceless uvular plosive [q], 
the voiced uvular plosive [g] and the voiced uvular fricative [y].

(11) The phone [q] is the positionally conditioned allophone 
of the phoneme Ini and appears exclusively before /k/, /g/, and 
/q/. Due to its similarity to the analogous genuine Hindustani 
phone [q], it is a natural and easily articulated sound for the 
speakers of Hindustani.

('H) The status of the phone [u] in the Persian consonantal 

system is very complicated and unclear: it may be regarded either 
as an allophone of the spirant /v/, as an allophone of the vowel 
/u/, or as a quite separate phoneme (cf. discussion in Pisowicz 
1985: 24-27). Its distribution is restricted to the single position 
after the vowel lol which approximates it functionally to the sec
ond element of the genuine Hindustani diphthong /au/. In Persian 
loanwords in Hindustani the segment [o] + [n] is always realized 
diphthongically, with a tendency to monophthongization (vide 
supra, fn. 239 and examples in Table 5).

3.1.6. The table on page 137 presents the total range of con
trasting segmental phonemes as well as some important allo
phones (in square brackets) that constitute the Hindustani conso
nantal system. The chart comprises both the genuinely Hindusta
ni phonemes (i.e. those Indic consonáis which developed from 
the OLA through the MIA stage) and the loan phonemes, includ
ing those, which were adopted from Persian/Arabic, English (e.g. 
the voiced alveo-palatal fricative 3, like in the English word 
pleasure [ple3ar]) or Sanskrit (e.g. the voiceless postalveolar 
(retroflex) sibilant /§/, like in visay [oigaj] ‘subject, matter’). Of 
course, since this is the maximum inventory, one must remember 
that hardly any speaker of Hindustani will use it in its entirety. 
Some of the phonemes listed in the table occur solely in the most 
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puristic registers of the language and in the most formal con
texts.252 Furthermore, the two flaps: /[/ and /[h/ have marginal 
phonemic status and are often considered the allophones of the 
retroflex voiced stops (respectively /4/ and /dh/) and replaced by 
them both in speech and in writing.253 The alveo-palatal [p] and 
the retroflex [g] are positionally conditioned allophones of the 
phoneme /n/. The borrowed phonemes /q/ and /y/ ~ /g/ and their 
mutual interchangeability will be discussed below (3.2.5.). The 
Arabic glottal stop /?/ (and also /Ç/) which in Persian is often 
either dropped completely or replaced by the glide /j/ (Pisowicz 
1985: 47 ff), occurs only sporadically in Hindustani in the ex
treme formal Arabicized speech (e.g.: [bæ’d], [fa’ir] instead of 
the more colloquial [ba:d] ‘after’ or [fa:jr] ‘poet’). The labio
dental voiced approximant /0/ is often pronounced bilabially - 
either as a bilabial semivowel or as the bilabial voiced fricative 
[P], In Persianized style of speech it can also be realized as the 
labio-dental voiced fricative [v] (the way it is pronounced in 
Persian). Moreover, /u/ and /b/ are neutralized by some speakers 
(e.g. irai (bïvT), ¡fe (b-Y-V-Y) [bi:oi:] ~ [bi:bi:] ‘wife’; =rara 
(navâb), (n-V-A-b) [nau:a:b] ~ [naba:b] ‘a governor’). In 
Hindustani the voiced alveolar /r/ is realized either as a trill [r] or 
as a tongue tap [r], articulated anywhere from the alveolar ridge 
to the back of the front teeth.

252 For example, the phonemic contrast between the postalveolar (retro
flex) and alveo-palatal sibilants (/§/ - /J7) which operates only on the highly 
Sanskritized level of Hindustani/Hindi (in words like frira (vises) ‘special’ 
or iira (sles) ‘conjunction’) or the hyper correct Arabicized utterance of the 
glottal stop /?/ (e.g. pronouncing the word Jij* (m-V-A-f-q) ‘suitable’ with 
hamzah: [mu’a:fi:q] instead of a glide: [muoa:fi:q]).

253 On the phonemic or non-phonemic status of the retroflex flaps see 
e.g. Kelkar 1968: 39-42.
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Table 7. Schema of maximum Hindustani phonemic (consonantal) inventory
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stops
voiceless 
non aspirated /p/ /t/ !\! /k/ /q/ /?/
voiced 
non aspirated /b/ /d/ /4/ [G]
voiceless 
aspirated /ph/ /th/ /th/ /kh/

voiced 
aspirated /bh/ /dh/ /<th/ /gh/

affricates
voiceless 
non aspirated /tf/
voiced 
non aspirated /cfc/
voiceless 
aspirated /f/
voiced 
aspirated /d3h/

fricatives
voiceless /f/ /s/ /J7 /x/ /h/
voiced [ß] [v] /z/ /3/ /Y/

lateral /1/
trill /r/
flaps

non aspirated V
aspirated /[”/

nasals /m/ /n/ /rV [Pl [01
approximants /0/ /j/
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3.1.7. To sum up this chapter on the similarities and differ
ences between Persian and Hindustani phonological systems, a 
general observation can be made, namely, that in comparison 
with the previous stages, both Hindustani and Persian seem to 
tend towards maximum simplification. Since the break of the 
Indo-Iranian community sometime at the beginning of the second 
millenium BC, these languages evolved separately through the 
consecutive Old, Middle and New stages, yet their independent 
development shows many congruous and comparable tendencies. 
Diachronical analysis of both the systems reveals, among others, 
haplology and simplification of consonantal groups254 and diph
thongs (monophthongization);255 decaying of phones of com
pound articulation (in Persian these are labiovelars256 and aspi
rates,257 in Hindustani - syllabic sonants;258 in both languages 
geminates are becoming simplified259); weakening and, in some 

cases, loss of intervocalic consonants (usually preceded by stages 

E.g.: MIA (Pr.) /lallakka/ > H /lalkar/ ‘challenge’; MIA (Pr.) 
Zbo«hotti/ > H /bo[hauti/ ‘old age’; MP /dadistan/ > NP /dastan/ ‘story’; OP 
/xjajae&ijae/ > NP /Jah/ ‘shah’.

255 Vide supra fn. 250.
256 E.g.: Av /xwap-/ > NP /xab/ ‘sleep’; Av /xwar-/ > NP /xur-/ - /xor-/ 

‘eat’. In New Persian there is a trace of them in spelling but they are not 
pronounced; they still exist partly in Tajiki and Dari. Cf. also Pisowicz 
1985: 121-123.

257 As a matter of fact, in Iranian languages aspirates have never ex
isted - they had already disappeared when the Indo-Iranian group col
lapsed; compare OIA /bhratn/ and OP /bratar/ ‘brother’.

258 E.g.: S ^553, (ppcchaka) /pritflpaka/ > H 'jSffT (puch'td) /putfta/ ‘ask
ing’.

259 E.g.: MIA (Pali) /kamma/ > H /kam/ ‘work’; MIA (Pr.) /nissakki/ > 
H /nisak/ ‘weak, powerless’. In Persian, both native and Arabic geminates 
are pronounced stronger/longer, not twice, e.g.: j* (p-rr) [par:] ‘feather’; 
(b-cc-h) [bsetpr] ‘child’.
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of vocalization and spirantization).260 Suprasegmental changes in 

accentuation from moving and tonal accents, still existing in the 
Middle Indian and Middle Iranian periods, into steady and dy
namic ones261 have led to the reduction of vowels in the final and 

unstressed syllables (and, as a result, the shortening of the words’ 
length).262 These phonological changes had an immense effect on 
the whole system by influencing morphological and syntactic 
modifications in both the languages. The decay of final sounds 
was one of the reasons for declining inflexions (expecially in 
Persian) and the appearance of analytic constructions in the place 
of the inflexional endings. Subsequently, it induced the develop
ment of grammatical words263 (prepositions, postpositions, arti

cles) and periphrases (analytic forms or verbal compounds acting 
as periphrastic predicates264). As a result of these changes the 

whole language structure transformed into analytic, with some 
inclinations to agglutination. The decline of inflexions has also

260 E.g.: S /gats/ > MIA (Pr.) /gads/ > H /gaja/ ‘gone’; Av. /pSd(a)-/
> MP /paj/ > NP /pa(j)/ ‘leg’.

261 In New Persian stress is steady, generally oxytonical (with some ex
ceptions) and has a delimitative role (e.g. Lambton 2000: passim; Mace 
2003: 31-34); in Hindustani accent is not settled yet and leans towards long 
syllables, irrespective of their position in the word; its phonemic status 
remains a matter of controversy (see e.g. discussion in Nair 2001).

262 E.g.: MIA (Pr.) /'rat.ti/ > H /'rat/ ‘night’; MIA (Pr.) / me-ha/
> H /'megh/ ‘cloud’; Av. /'sehurte 'maezdah/ > OP /'aurae.maezdah/
> MP /'o:hrmaezd/ > NP /'ormozd/ ‘Ahura Mazda (the name of god)’; 
OP /'maertijas/ > NP /'maerd/ ‘man’

263 Since these words have lost their lexical value and perform solely 
grammatical functions, they are also called empty or auxiliary words.

264 They are replacing simple verbal predicates (when synonymous) or 
- if there is no simple predicate - they are the only way for expressing any 
definite contents. They are formed by the operator indicating the grammati
cal category (tense, aspect, mood etc.) and an abstract noun conveying the 
actual predicate meaning (Kuczkiewicz-Fras 1997: 48).
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become the reason for the systematization and reduction of para
digms (they were originally differentiated notably, because of 
different groups of lexemes) or the decaying of rection and con
gruence (it is connected with the decaying of gender, declension 
and dual numbers, replaced by periphrastic constructions, post
positions or constructions with izafat). Some of these phenom
ena, important from the point of view of this study, will be dis
cussed later in the book.

Fig. 7. “Street allography”. A multigraphic plaque with the name of a 
street in New Delhi, written down in four scripts: Nagari, Roman, Gurmukhi 
and Perso-Arabic. (Photo by the author, 2012)
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3.2. Phonological Adaptation of the Perso-Arabic 
Loanwords

The borrowing of foreign words always entails their phonetic 
modification. (...) Frequently we have phonetic compromises.

(Sapir 1921: 210)

3.2.1. Before entering into an analysis of how Perso-Arabic 
loanwords have been adapted to the Hindustani system on the 
level of phonology, two relevant observations should be made. 
The first is connected with the ongoing general discussion on the 
nature of the input to the loanword phonology which can be 
boiled down to the simplified question whether it is phonetic or 
phonological.265 The phonetic approximation theory assumes that 

it is perceptual (or acoustic) similarity, unfaithful by definition 
(since speakers of the borrowing language cannot properly rec
ognize foreign sounds and structures), which is responsible for 
mapping forms from the source language onto the borrowing 
language. In other words, the foreign segment is substituted by 
the native one that most closely approximates the input in articu
latory and/or acoustic properties. Furthermore, the phonetic ap
proximation can be either intentional (importation of an alien 
sound) or unintentional (misinterpretation of an alien sound).266 

Phonological approximation theory, in tum, relies on the assump
tion that a foreign segment from the source language is replaced 
by a segment from the borrowing language that is the closest 
phonologically (i.e. in terms of features) even if there is a pho
netically closer sound in the inventory of the borrowing lan
guage. Obviously, the favourable condition for the latter is the 

265 E.g.: LaCharite & Paradis 2005 (with extensive references); Heffer
nan 2005; Chang 2012.

266 Apart from prevailing cases of analogy, non-phonological adapta
tions include also cases of orthography influence (cf. e.g. 3.5.4.(vi)).
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bilingual competence of the speaker. It may be guessed that both 
the adaptation strategies can be traced in Perso-Arabic loanwords 
in Hindustani. Moreover, it may be the sociolinguistic aspect of 
the language contact that determines which of the strategies has 
been employed. An explicit and detailed analysis of the adapta
tion of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani in terms of its pho
netic and/or phonological character would require a separate and 
comprehensive study - due to the vastness and diversity of the 
research material - backed by solid verification with Hindustani 
native speakers representing different sociolinguistic strata. Un
fortunately, the aim and the scope of this book leave no room for 
a more detailed investigation of this issue.

3.2.2. The second remark concerns the high level of irregular
ity in sound change occuring in Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindu
stani. Although throughout the process of adopting Persian and 
Arabic lexical items to its own phonological system, Hindustani 
has worked out a sophisticated system-based substitution scheme 
(vide infra), in practice the phonetic realization of many borrowed 
words differs from their underlying representation. Sometimes 
these variations occur in a particular context and are therefore 
predictable, but in most of the cases they show random behaviour, 
additionally influenced by the language register, the style, the 
speaker, etc., so that they are hard to predict or generalize into 
phonological rules.267 This sociolinguistically conditioned diver

sity is further complicated by such phenomena as etymological 
nativization (for example, when literate speakers deliberately Ara- 
bicize the pronunciation of etymologically Arabic loanwords,268

267 For many Hindustani native speakers changing the language regis
ter, including the phonetic level, in accordance with the interlocu- 
tors/hearers with whom they communicate, is a common linguistic compe
tence.

268 Cf. Bailey’s observation “Thus a MawlavT will import what he 
thinks are correct (Arabic) sounds into Urdu words. He will discourse on
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even though formally these loanwords have been previously ad
justed to the Persian and then to the Hindustani phonological sys
tems) or nativization through spelling (cf. Hock 1991: 39Iff) - 
which, in the case of Hindustani, a quintessential example of syn
chronic digraphia, is an important factor influencing sound change. 
Furthermore, it is hard to formulate universally aplicable rules 
since both Persian and Hindustani exhibit a strong tendency to 
fluctuations in the use of vowels.269 An important - perhaps even 

the most important - reason for this phenomenon is again Perso- 
-Arabic orthography. As noticed by Saran, since vowel marks have 
been neglected in written texts for centuries, the result is that even 
educated people do not agree among themselves regarding the 
vowel contents in a great number of Persian and Arabic words and 
often it is impossible to determine a steady pattern of their vocali
zation (Saran 1969: 68).270

the hamza, on 'ain, will assure the unfortunate student that words written 
hukm,fikr, subh, are monosyllables, that jadd o jihad should be pronounced 
jidd o jahad, that fij is different from fel, that the first syllable of mahdi is 
not the same as that of mahfd” (Bailey 1922: 540). Thomason & Kaufman 
(1988: 78) notice exactly the opposite process: “(...) uneducated Moslems 
who are native speakers of Urdu nativize the pronunciation of the numerous 
Arabic loanwords borrowed into Urdu, and have no syntactic features bor
rowed from Arabic either”.

269 Examples of fluctuation of vowels in Persian, both on a lexical and 
on a morphological level, see Pisowicz 1985: 14ff. Windfuhr remarks: “The 
unstable short vowels a, e, o show certain degree of assimilation in height, 
rounding, and length. There is certainly a continuum between social register 
and dialect register”(Windfuhr 1997: 679).

270 The following examples may illustrate the scale of vowel variation, 
especially when considered diachronically: H /faroxt/ ~ /firoxt/ ‘sale’ < 
Class. P /fasroxt/ ~ /firoxt/ ~ /foroxt/ (modem P /foruxt/) ‘t.s.’; H /mahar/ ~ 
/mohar/ ~ /mohar/ ‘(camel’s) nose string’ < Class. P [< A] /mihar/ (modem 
P /maehar/) ‘t.s.’.
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3.2.3. Taking into consideration all that was said above and 
also bearing in mind the character of the linguistic material ana
lyzed in this study (i.e. loanwords gathered from and confirmed 
by written sources), the following paragraphs will focus on the 
range and nature of phonological adaptation to which Persian and 
Arabic lexical borrowings have been subject in Hindustani. The 
description of changes attempts to mirror the rules on the one 
hand and deviations from the rules (alternative phonetic realiza
tion) on the other. It must also be remembered that Hindustani, as 
defined in this book (cf. 1.2.14) is characterized by a great diver
sity in pronunciation (this pertains especially to the realization of 
vowels). Therefore, it was necessary to define a compromised 
common ground which would be presumably most representative 
for phonetically non-homogenous Hindustani. Thus the pronun
ciation of the so-called Modem Standard Hindi (as given in 
McGr.) and Modem Standard Urdu (as given in the STCD) was 
adopted as such a basis for the presentation of phonological ad
aptation and sound changes that affect Perso-Arabic loan
words.271 Since Hindustani’s twofold orthography remains close

ly related to its phonological level, usually reflecting sound 
changes and even prompting some of them, both the original 
(Nagari and Perso-Arabic) notation of loanwords and the Roman 
transcription are given beside the phonological record.

3.2.4. A number of genuinely Arabic consonants are alien to 
Indo-European languages (even though they have been preserved 
in the script) and in the process of lexical borrowing they were 
assimilated to the closest phonemes of the recipient language. 
Since an overwhelming part of the loanwords from Arabic was 
incorporated into Hindustani via Persian, their assimilation to the 
Indo-European (or, more specifically, Indo-Iranian) phonological 

271 The reference point was predominantly the way in which Hindu
stani is spoken in Delhi, as well as in other large urban centers of northern 
South Asia, like Lahore or Lucknow.
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structure firstly took place in Persian, and only then, if it was 
necessary, they were further adapted to meet specific Hindustani 
phonological constraints.272 The fundamental consonantal sound 

changes in the Arabic loanwords in Persian (and, accordingly, in 
Hindustani) include the following assimilations:273 (i) three 

voiceless fricatives: dental /0/ and alveolar /s/, /sV are realized as 
[s]; (ii) four voiced fricatives: dental /0/ and alveolar /z/, /zV, /dV 
are realized as [z]; (iii) voiceless dental plosives /t/ and /tV are 
realized as [t]; (iv) two voiceless fricatives: pharyngeal /h/ and 
laryngeal /h/ are realized as the voiceless aspirate [h]; (v) voice
less uvular stop /q/ and voiced uvular fricative /y/ are pronounced 
as a voiced velar stop or affricate;274 (vi) Arabic labiovelar ap- 

proximant /w/ is realised in Persian as labio-dental voiced frica
tive [v]275 (cf. Perry 2002: 229-230; Lambton 2000: xviv-xviii).

272 A short synchronical analysis of phonological assimilation of Ara
bic lexical elements in Hindustani (Urdu) can be found in Danecki 1971.

273 On the graphical realization of these phonemes cf. paragraphs 
2.3.3.(i-iii) and 2.3.4.(iii).

27,1 Vide supra 2.3.4.(i).
275 However, in many other languages, including Hindustani, it be

comes a bilabial or semi-vowel, vide infra 3.2.6.(v).
276 Congruence is observable also at the level of word phonology - 

Hindustani, like other modem Indo-Aryan languages, shares the Persian 
preference for simple patterns of the CVCVC type.

3.2.5. Phonological adaptation and realization of Persian 
consonantal sounds in Hindustani has already been partly dis
cussed in the previous chapter, chiefly in paragraphs 2.3.3. and 
2.3.4. devoted to orthographical adjustments. The high congru
ence of Persian and Hindustani phonological inventories has 
already been mentioned as well. Indeed, the assimilation of Per
sian loanwords into Hindustani has been eased by phonological 
similarities.276 Both Persian and Hindustani are generally charac

terized by a five-way distinction in place of articulation but only 
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four of them are common for both systems (labial, dental, palatal 
and velar). In Hindustani the fifth group consists of retroflex 
consonants (defined also as prepalatal or postalveolar, and in 
older, mainly indological literature - as cerebral), which are pre
sent in all Indian languages but are alien to Persian.277 For 

Hindustani a brand new (sixth) place of articulation appeared 
together with Persian uvular sounds, which have been adapted to 
the Indic system as new, supplemental consonants: voiceless /q/ 
and voiced /y/ ~ /c/.278 In Hindustani the realization of /q/ and /y/ 

is transient and depends fundamentally on the language register 
which is connected with the speakers’ education - mainly those 
who learnt High Urdu or studied Persian or Arabic will be able to 
recognize and articulate them properly. On the other hand, well- 
educated Urdu speakers are much more careful and conservative 
in their pronunciation of these sounds than an average native- 
-speaker of Persian. The existing minimal pairs may argue for /q/ 
and /y/ (with the allophonic variant [g]) being recognized as two 
separate phonemes:

277 Retroflex consonants, however, resembling Indian cerebrals, are 
common in Pashto (Henderson 1983: 596).

Windfuhr finds characterisation of /q/ to be the most problematic is
sue of the phonetic system of Iranian Persian and enumerates its possible 
allophonic realizations: “1) In prevocalic position, q tends to be a voiced stop, 
often followed by a fricative release [this is controversial - AK.F]. 2) In final 
position, it is a devoiced stop, or fricative, both with equal frequency. 3) In 
clusters, voicing is neutralized. (...) In addition, in intervocalic position q is a 
voiced fricative, which supports its systematic pairing with x.” (Windfuhr 
1997: 682; cf. also Pisowicz 1985: 42^17). Phillot, on the basis of Indian 
Persian, observed that “3 (...) sometimes interchanges with but at the 
same time seemed to be quite critical of these two sounds merging, seeing the 
source of this phenomenon in the usage of Persian Turks (“a Turk of Persia 
will often spell the same word with either letter indifferently”). He also 
warned against confusing /q/ with /k/: “It must not be pronounced like k, a 
common English mistake” (Phillot 1919: 17).
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^(kad'r) 

jji (q-d-r) /qadr/ ‘value’
yRf (gad'r) 

Jji (g-d-r) /cadr/ ‘revolt’

(bâkï)
Jl (b-A-q-Y) /baqi/ ‘remaining’

(bâgT) 
jl (b-A-g-Y) /bayi/ ‘of garden’

qjffa (karïb)

(q-r-Y-b) /qarib/ ‘near’
TO (garïb)

(g-r-Y-b) /carib/ ‘poor’

In casual Hindustani, however, and among non-educated speak
ers, the Perso-Arabicized pronunciation of /q/ and /y/ is relatively 
uncommon, but not not entirely absent.279 Cf. the following ex

amples:

279 Therefore, Bahri’s critical claim, that the exact pronunciation of 
these sounds is “used for accuracy mainly by a few hypersensitive persons” 
(Bahri 1960: 58) seems to be too far-reaching.

280 In initial position it may still be realized as [q], simultaneously in
fluencing the following vowel by pushing its articulation slightly back, e.g.: 
[qybla:] ‘the direction of Mecca’, [qysmat] ‘fate’, [qys:a] ‘story’.

(i) depending on the speaker, /q/ may be (and, actually, very 
often is) realized as the velar voiceless plosive [k]:

(kafas), (q-f-s) [qafas] ~ [kafas] ‘cage’

(mukam), (m-q-A-m) [muqa:m] ~ [muka:m] ‘staying’

(barrak), Ji/ (b-r-A-q) [bar:a:q] ~ [bar:a:k] ‘shining’

(ii) before the front close vowels /i/ and /1/ the articulation of 
/q/ tends to be more frontal even in Hindustani/Urdu, e.g.:

few (kism), (q-s-m) [kism] ‘kind’280

(bakT), (b-A-q-Y) [ba:ki:] ‘remaining’
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(iii) before a voiceless stop /q/ may be realized as the velar 
voiceless fricative [x],281 e.g.:

281 Cf. Kelkar 1968: 32; Schmidt 2003: 310.

(vakfa), J>> (V-q-f-h) [vaqfa] ~ [vaxfa] ‘pause’
(buk'ca), $ (b-q-c-h) [boqtfa] ~ [buxtfa] ‘bundle’

(vakt), *£>! (v-q-t) [uaqt] ~ [uaxt] ‘time’

(iv) before a voiced stop /q/ may be realized as the velar 
voiced fricative [y],282 e.g.:

(tak'dir), ¿JU (t-q-d-Y-r) [taqdi:r] ~ [taydi:r] ‘destiny’

(mak'bara), (m-q-b-r-h) [maqbara] ~ [maybara] ‘tomb’

(v) depending on the speaker, /y/ may be realized in every 
position as: the uvular voiced plosive [c] (especially initially and 
intervocalically), the velar voiced stop [g] (especially before /i/) 
or the velar voiced fricative [y]:

Tifrra (gâlib), (g-A-l-b) [ca:lib] ~ [ga:lib] ~ [ya:lib] ‘triumphant’ 

3IFIT (ôgô), liÎ (A-g-A) [a:ca:] ~ [a:ga:J ~ [a:ya:] ‘lord, chief 

w (bagair), (b-g-Y-r) [bacair] ~ [bagair] ~ [bayair] ‘without’

3.2.6. In the consonantal inventory of Hindustani, fricatives 
are less well represented than in Persian. It is the influence of 
Persian which principally accounts for the presence of /f/, /z/, /J7 
and /x/ in the Hindustani consonantal system, although, of 
course, /f/ and /z/ also appear in the loanwords from English and 
/J7 - in the loanwords from Sanskrit (tatsama). In everyday 
speech (especially in Hindustani/Hindi) these fricatives are often 
subject to the process of fortition (defricativization) and substi
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tuted with phonetically similar intrinsic consonants.283 However, 

their actual phonetic value is not fixed and depends largely on 
such factors as language register or social environment of the 
speaker.284 The most widespread and most regular changes in the 

fricatives are discussed below:

283 Cf. Bahri 1960: 57-59; Ohala 1983: 2; Shukla 2000: 51; Tivari 
1969: 67-68. Also vide supra 2.3.4.(iv) and fn. 175.

284 This high volatility of fricatives may be confusing even for special
ists. For example, Kachru who does not use Nagari in her study, states: 
“The borrowed sounds q, x, r, f, z are transcribed as k, k\ g, ph, j respec
tively. In some places, however, the free variation in pronunciation has 
been indicated to signal the occurrence of these sounds in educated speech” 
(2006: 21) but it is difficult to figure out a rule according to which the 
loanwords are represented in her system (e.g. on p. 25 alternative forms 
kh/xvab, j/zyada are given, while on p. 60 we find only “Persianized” tran
scription: zyada-se-zyada - as, in fact, happens in most cases, cf. qarlb (p. 
60), hazar (p. 58), etc.).

285 Such assimilation of /f/ to /ph/ is observed most commonly at the 
onset of a word and much less frequently at the end of a word.

286 Cf. Shapiro 2003: 260. 1 do not know about any detailed study de
voted to this phenomenon but on the basis of personal observations I would 
risk an opinion that the lenition of this type (i.e. replacing /ph/ with /f/) is 

(i) voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ is quite often replaced 
in speech by the aspirated bilabial plosive /ph/, e.g.:

f’Sa, (fikr), J* (f-k-r) [fikr] ~ [phikr] ‘thought, reflection’

W (kafT), ¿tí(k-A-f-Y) [ka:fi:] - [ka:phi:] ‘enough, sufficient’

htt (sâf), —iU (s-A-f) [sa:f] - [sa:ph] ‘clear, clean’285

It is worth noting that in the case of many Hindustani speakers 
the reverse process of fricativization occurred and the alien pho
neme /f/ nearly completely replaced /ph/ in native Indic words,286 

e.g.:
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far (phir), X (ph-r) [phir] ~ [fir] ‘anew, again’

{saphal), (s-ph-!) [saphal] ~ [safal] ‘fruitful’

(saumph), jrr (s-V-n-ph-h) [saôph] ~ [sauf] ‘fennel’287

more common than the opposed process, especially among the better edu
cated urban dwellers, who have relatively frequent contact with English. As 
Ohala points out, what was previously a result of hypercorrection, now is 
recognized as a non-standard pronunciation (Ohala 1983: 4, fn. 4).

287 Following the pronunciation, this word, both in Perso-Arabic and 
Nagari scripts, is sometimes written with -/instead of -ph, cf.: firs (saumf), 
tins (somf), (s-V-n-f) ‘anise seed’ (Platts 702); (s-V-n-f) ‘t.s.’
(STCD 392); {saumf) ‘aniseed, fennel’ (Bahri 1989: 677).

(ii) the voiced alveolar or postdental fricative /z/ tends to be 
replaced by the voiced alveo-palatal affricate /dj/ and this pro
pensity is very strong, especially in Hindustani/Hindi, e.g.:

jhr (zor), j>j (z-K-r) [zor] ~ [ctjor] ‘strength, power’

W (mazâk), JLi (m-z-A-q) [maza:q] ~ [ma3ja:q] ~ [madja:k] ‘taste’

TPt (mag'z),/' (m-g-z) [mayz] ~ [magaj(a)] ‘brain’

(zulm), (z-l-m) [zulm] ~ [djulm] ‘wrong-doing’

(haiza), (h-Y-z-h) [haiza] ~ [haidja:] ‘cholera’

(iii) the voiceless alveo-palatal fricative /J7, as a result of the 
unification of sibilants that occurred in the Middle Indo-Aryan 
(cf. Bubenik 1996: 9, 34) has disappeared from the indigenous 
words, having been replaced by alveolar or postdental /s/. There
fore, in Hindustani, the phoneme /J7 appears only in borrowings 
from Persian (or English, or Sanskrit) and by many speakers may 
be substituted with /s/, e.g.:

stfk (sâyad), >1? (s-A-y-d) [fa:jad] ~ [sa:jad] ‘perhaps’ 

vnit (sâdï), && (s-A-d-Y) [fa:di:] - [sa:di:] ‘wedding’
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nhirft (pareśónT), (p-r-Y-ś-A-n-Y) [pareja:ni ] ~ [paresa:ni:] ‘disorder’

(dus'man), > (d-ś-m-n) [dufman] ~ [dusman] ‘enemy’ 

felfas (kiś'miś), (k-ś-m-ś) [kijmij] ~ [ktsmis] ‘raisin’288

288 Although replacing /J7 with /s/ in speech is a widespread phenome
non, especially among people belonging to lower castes and rural residents, 
it never occurs in script and even in simplified Roman notation (like that 
which is used by the Internet surfers) /J7 is always transcribed as sh, not s, 
e.g.: sha(a)di, dushman, pareshani.

289 In various sources this consonant is labelled as velar (cf. McGregor 
1984: xxii; Shapiro 2003: 260), but it is rather retracted and with a uvular 
scrape. Schmidt classifies this fricative as dorso-velar (Schmidt 2003: 308).

290 Cf. also 2.3.19.

(iv) the voiceless uvular289 fricative /x/, quite common in Per

sian and Arabic loanwords, shows a strong tendency towards 
merging with the aspirated plosive /kh/ of genuine Indic origin 
and, more often than not, is substituted by it in Hindustani, e.g.:

TH (khatm), (x-t-m) [xatm] ~ [khat(a)m] ‘end’

hth (nâkhun), (n-A-x-n) [na:xon] ~ [na:khun] ‘nail’

(farâkh), ¿,1/ (f-r-A-x) [fara:x] ~ [fara:kh] ‘open, generous’

The labialization of the velar fricative /xw/, which was discontin
ued in Persian already in the 13th-14th c., is sometimes retained in 
Hindustani,290 e.g.:

MTT (khvâb), —■</ (x-V-A-b) [xoa:b] - [xa:b] ‘dream’

TïifcT (khvahiś), c/1!/ (x-V-A-h-ś) [xoa:hij] - [xa:hiJJ ‘wish, desire’

(v) the labio-dental voiced fricative /v/ in Perso-Arabic 
loanwords in Hindustani is commonly pronounced either like a 
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labio-dental or bilabial approximant [u]291 or like the bilabial 

fricative [PJ e.g.:

291 Phillot noticed that the bilabial realization of /v/, resembling the ap
proximant in the English words “we” or “went”, was current “amongst 
Arabs, Afghans and Indians”, while for Persians it was “a consonant like v” 
(Phillot 1919: 18; cf. also Platts 1909: 8). Probably not without significance 
in this case is also the fact that in the classical period the modem Persian 
labio-dental fricative /v/ was a semivowel and did not belong to the frica
tives (Pisowicz 1985: 118). In contemporary Persian, such old pronuncia
tion is observed, for example, in Dari (cf. Henderson 1975: 653).

292 There is an observable tendency also in this group of loanwords to 
shift the pronunciation of nün in consonant clusters towards nasalization (or

(yat'ri), > (V-t-ri) [oat(a)n] ~ [Pat(a)n] ‘country’

srara (/<7vá¿),^iZ (j-v-A-b) [^aoa:b] ~ [cJjaPa: b] ‘answer’

In Hindustani, the labiodental fricative /v/ occurs at the end of a 
word only sporadically, mainly in tatsama words borrowed from 
Sanskrit and it is commonly replaced by the vowel /0/ or the 
diphthong /au/ ~ /□/ in colloquial speech. In a few Perso-Arabic 
loanwords ending with /v/ an analogous process is observed, e.g.:

nn (saro), >/ (s-r-V) [saro] ~ [saro] ‘cypress’

Tmra (nar'gdv), (n-r-g-A-l^) [narga:o] - [narga] ‘bull’

d=n<i=i (davádav), »1» (d-K-A-d-v) [davadau] - [davada] ‘running’

3.2.7. The Persian dento-alveolar nasal /n/ that occurs in the 
Perso-Arabic loanwords adjusted to the phonological system of 
Hindustani as follows:

(i) it remains unchanged when occurring: 1. at the beginning 
of a word or syllable; 2. at the end of a word or syllable when 
preceded by a short vowel; 3. in some Persian and Arabic loan
words if it is not immediately followed by the bilabial stops /b/ or 
/p/,292 e.g.:
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(nek), (n-Y-k) [nek] ‘good’

fh (tan), (t-ri) [ton] ‘body’

(bandiik), (b-n-d-V-q) [bondu:q] ‘riffle’

(ii) depending on the following consonant, Ini can be real
ized as one of its positionally conditioned allophones: 1. it be
comes velarized to [ij] before /k/, /g/ and /q/; 2. it is palatalized to 
[p] before /tf/ and /ctj/, e.g.:

HTi (nek), J; (n-Y-k) [nek] ‘good’
^t(tarigT), cF (t-n-g-Y) [torjgi:] ‘narrowness’

(in'kalab), (A-n-q-l-A-b) [iqqola:b] ~ [iqkila:b] ‘revolution’ 

jgi (gurica), (g-n-c-h) [yuptfa] ‘a bud; blossom’

Winn (arijam), i (A-n-j-A-m) [apdja:m] ‘end’

(iii) before bilabial stops /p/ and Ibl the nasal Ini is realized 
phonologically as [m], e.g.:

HFTjn (tan'pura), ut?’ (t-n-b-V-r-h) [ta:mpu:ra:] ~ [ta:mbu:ra] ‘kind of lute’ 

’pF? (gumbad), (g-n-b-d) [gumbad] ‘dome’

(iv) before the labio-dental fricative /f/ the nasal /n/ is real
ized as the labiodental nasal [rrj], e.g.:

(simf), (?-n-f) [sinjf] ‘kind, sort’

(saumf), -¿r (s-V-n-f) [saunjf] ‘anise seed’

(v) in the middle and at the end of the word, the nasal Ini can 
be elided and substituted by the nasalization of the vowel when: 

pronouncing it both ways); this tendency is confirmed by the way in which 
the newer lexical sources transliterate this character, e.g.: (< P: Platts:
¿and', STCD: ¿arid ‘several’); (< A: Platts: munjamid', STCD: murijamid 
‘congealed’); j? (< P: Shak. guncah\ STCD: guricah ‘bud’).
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1. it is quiescent and preceded immediately by a long vowel; 2. it 
is quiescent and immediately followed by a quiescent letter, e.g.:

jfHHH (as'man), cfr-l (A-s-m-A-n) [asman]293 ~ [asma:] ‘heaven’

293 Alternative spelling with nun-e gunnah: (Jlrf (A-s-m-A-n). Cf. 2.2.7.
294 Alternative spelling (mun'st).

jsn (mumsf)294, J* (m-n-s-Y) [munji] ~ [muji] ‘clerk, writer’
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Fig. 8. “Leam Urdu through Hindi” - a table presenting nastacliq script 
with names of the characters transliterated in Nagari and Roman scripts - popu
lar teaching material on various “Teach-yourself-Urdu” webpages. (Source: 
Goldsztajn/Wikipedia)
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3.3. Quantitative and Qualitative Change of Vowels 
in the Perso-Arabic Loanwords

I shall feel amply rewarded if I succeed in inducing others to feel and 
enjoy in some measure the chaotic beauty of this phonologic system

(Kelkar 1968: 85)

3.3.1. Quantitative changes are relatively rare apart from 
the regular and morphophonemically motivated lengthening of 
the final vowel in Persian loanwords (mostly nouns and adjec
tives) which end with the ‘silent’ h (vide supra 2.3.3., in. 174). In 
these cases the short vowel /ae/295 which preceded the ‘silent’ h and 

was not marked in writing, became elongated in Hindustani and 
started to be realized as [a:]296 e.g.: H ttheh (zamana), (z-m-A- 
n-h) /zamana/297 m. ‘time’ < Class. P (z-m-A-n-h) /zasmanx/ 

(modem P /zaemane/) ‘t.s.’; H ufit (rasta), (r-A-s-t-h) /rasta/ 
m. ‘road’ < Class. P <i->lj (r-A-s-t-h) /rastae/ (modem P /rasta/)

295 In modem Iranian Persian the vowel preceding the ‘silent’ h is real
ized as [e], however, in Middle and early New Persian it was pronounced as 
lai (cf. Perry 2007: 979) and this old pronunciation has been retained, for 
example, in Dari, where it is continued as [ae] (Henderson 1975: 651) and 
in Persian spoken in India (cf. Phillot 1919: 19). In the following examples, 
if there is any difference in terms of form, then both Classical (quoted after 
Stein.) and modem Persian (quoted after Hayyim) forms are given because 
the differences in their phonological realization help to clearly indicate a 
source form and, at the same time, determine the chronology of the ana
lyzed loanwords.

296 This is a result of the morphologization of loans (cf. Beskrovnyi 
1960a: 129-131) which may also be called inflectional hybridization 
(Kuczkiewicz-Frai 2003b: 76).

297 The final /-a/ may be realized phonetically in a slightly different 
manner, varying from full long [a:] to the neutral vowel [a]. Since the dif
ference is not phonemic, for reasons of convenience it is always recorded as 
/-a/ in the phonological notation.
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‘t.s.’;298 H HTi'jcfiT (mdsuka), jP' (m-c-s-u-q-h) /majuqa/ f. ‘mis

tress’ < Class. P [< A] (m-c-s-u-q-h) /maejuqae/ (modem P

2,8 This word is one of many examples of semantic narrowing, or re
striction of meaning in a lexical item (Crystal 2008: 320) which is a com
mon feature of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani. Vide infra 5.1.2.

299 I.e. a catch in the breath. As Mace observes, in modem Persian it is 
“a very weak sound, barely audible in the speech of most Iranians” (Mace 
2003: 28)

300 The alternative form (b-A-g-c-h) /baytfa/, identical to the Persian 
source word, occurs very rarely in Hindustani/Urdu (cf. STCD 95).

/maejuqE/) ‘t.s.’; H tmt (taza), »Jf (t-A-z-h) /taza/ adj. ‘fresh’
< Class. P ojt; (t-A-z-h) Itazatl (modem P /taze/) ‘t.s.’. A similar
change (lengthening of the final vowel) takes place when the 
‘silent’ h is preceded by 'ain (which in Persian is either realized 
as a glottal stop299 or dropped entirely in this position), e.g.: H 

(dafa), jii (d-f-c-h) /dafa/ f. ‘time, occasion’ < Class. P [< A] 
(d-f-c-t) /d3ePae(t)/ (modem P (d-f-c-h) /dasfe/) ‘t.s.’; H gtufatr 
(bazar id), (b-z-r-Y-c-h) [baza:n.'a:] adv. ‘by means (of)’
< Class. P [< A] (b-z-r-Y-c-h) [basza:ri?'ae] (modem P
[baeza:ri?'e]) ‘t.s.’. It is worth noting that in the latter example the 
lengthening of the final (stressed) /a/ is accompanied by the 
shortening of the preceding vowel /i/ > /1/ which is clearly visible 
in the Nagari notation of this word.

3.3.2. Other quantitative changes should rather be regarded 
as alternations, since they always occur in alternative forms of 
loanwords, parallel to forms retaining the original vocalization - 
even though the latter, being more conservative and puristic, 
sometimes are definitely less common, especially in colloquial 
speech. Cf. the following examples:

(i) P /a/ > H /a/, e.g.: H ¡Tjrar (baglca) ~ (bagica), ■/-( 

(b-A-g-Y-c-h) /bayitfa/ - /bayitfa/ ‘small garden’ < Class. P 
(b-A-g-c-h) /baytfae/ (modem P /baytfE/) ‘t.s.’;300 H htcit (tasa) ~ 
tMT (tasa), -Ak (t-A-s-h) /tasa/ ~ /tasa/ ~ /tasa/ ‘a kind of drum’ < P
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[< A] UL (t-A-s-h) /tasas/ (modem P /tase/) ‘t.s.’; H dilriid (balist) 
~ (balist), (b-A-1-ś-t) ~ (b-l-s-t) /baliJV ~ /baliJV ‘a
span of the hand’ < P duUL (b-A-l-s-t) /balijt/ ‘t.s.’;301 H 

(kal'but) ~ 4>lrl<d (kal'but), (k-A-l-b-V-f) /kalbut/ ~ /kalbut/ 
‘mould, frame’ < P (k-A-l-b-d) /kalbud/ ~ /kalbasd/ ‘t.s.’;302

301 Probably this change in the length of the vowel /i/ was caused by 
mixing this word with a similar Persian form uuL (b-l-s-t) /bilist/ ‘a span’, 
in which both the vowels /i/ are short and not marked in writing.

302 The alternative form dY (k-A-l-b-d) /kalbod/ ~ /kalbad/, identical to 
the Persian source word, occurs only in Hindustani/Urdu in the meaning 
‘(human) body’ (cf. STCD 475).

303 According to Steingass, this word comes from Ujj-* (m-Y-r-z-A) ‘a 
prince; son of a great lord, noble cavalier, knight; a gentleman; a writer, 
scribe’ (cf. Stein. 1361) < A (A-m-Y-r) ‘an emperor, prince, lord, gov
ernor, chief, leader [etc.]’ + »j (z-h) ‘offspring of men (or of cattle)’.

(ii) P /0/ > H /u/, e.g.: H (kal'but) ~ *w^d (kal’but),
(k-A-l-b-V-t) /kalbut/ ~ /kalbut/ ‘mould, frame’ < P aJVS (k-A-l-b- 
d) /kalbod/ ~ /kalbaed/ ‘t.s.’; H (kamgura), (k-n-g-r-h) ~ 
J?(k- n-g-V-r-h) /kagura/ ~ /kaqgora/ ~ /kuqgura/ ~ /kaqgura/ 

‘parapet’ < Class. P (k-n-g-r-h) /kuqgurae/ (modem P
/kopgere/) ‘t.s.’;

(iii) P /i/ > H /1/, e.g.: H I*tfrd5iid (milkiyat), ¿JL (m-l-k-Y-t) 
/milkijat/ ~ /milkij:at/ ‘property’ < Class. P [< A] ¿±£1« (m-l-k-Y-t) 
/milkijaet/ (modem P /molkij:aet/ ~/melkij:aet/) ‘t.s.’;

(iv) P /1/ > H l'\l, e.g.: H ffrn (mir'za) ~ (mir'za), 1:/ 
(m-r-z-A) /mirzsi/ ~ /mirza/ ‘Persian and Mughal title: prince; 
Mr.’ < P lj>» (m-r-z-A) /mirza/ ‘t.s.’;303 H fiTTPT (sik'ra) ~ ’fra^T 
(sik’ra), (s-k-r-h) /fikra/ ~ /sikra/ ‘hawk’ < Class. P 
(s-k-r-h) /Jekaerae/ (modem P /Jekaere/) ‘t.s.’.

3.3.3. Monophthongization, or the reduction of a diphthong 
to a single sound occurs in several cases:

(i) P /ai/ > H long mid front [e:], e.g.: H tirt (khema) ~ 
(khaima), (x-Y-m-h) /xema/ ~ /xaima/ ‘tent’ < Class. P
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(x-Y-m-h) /xaimae/ (modem P /xejme/) ‘t.s.’; H (suhel) ~ g^i 
(suhail), (s-h-Y-l) /sohel/ ~ /suhail/ ~ /sohail/ ‘the star 
Canopus’ < P lU- (s-h-Y-l) /sohail/ (modem P /sohejl/) ‘t.s.’; H 

(sekh), (s-T-x) /Jex/ ~ /Jaix/ ‘a venerable old man’ < P [< A] 
(i-T-x) /Jaix/ (modem P /Jejx/) ‘t.s.’;304

304 At least in one example the vowel cluster /a.i/ has been analogically 
reduced to /e/: H (hamel) - wra (hamayal), J’L? (h-m-A-Yc-l) /hamel/ ~ 
/hamajal/ ~ /hama.il/ ‘a necklace of flowers, or of rupees’ < P [< A] 
(h-m-A-Y’-l) /haema’il/ (modem P /haema’el/) ‘t.s.’

(ii) P /au/ > H long mid back [o:]: e.g.: H Ifpn (gog<5), Ii/ 
(g-V-g-A) /coca/ ~ /cauca/ ‘noise’ < P [< A] jc- (g-V-g-A-J) 
/qauqae/ (modem P /qouqa/) ‘t.s.’; H ffH (rogan), cf (r-V-g-n) 
/rocan/ ~ /raucan/ ‘grease’ < P ¿A j j (r-V-g-n) /raoqaen/ (modem 
P /rouqan/) ‘t.s.’; H (sanobar), aV" (s-n-V-b-r) /sanobar/ ~ 
/sanaubar/ ‘conifer’ < P (s-n-V-b-r) /saenaubaer/ (modem P 
/saenaubaer/) ‘t.s.’.

3.3.4. The reverse process of diphthongization happens 
rarely and can affect both short and long vowels:

(i) P /1/ > H /ai/, e.g.: H qriFf (elan) ~ tfriFf (ailan), (A-c-l- 
A-n) /elan/ ~ /ailan/ ~ /e’lan/ ‘announcement’ < Class. P [< A] 
¿pic.1 (A-c-l-A-n) /Plan/ (modem P /e’lan/) ‘t.s.’;

(ii) P /e/ > H /ai/, e.g.: H (safeda) ixf (s-f-Y-d-h) 
IttfeteJ ~ /sufaida/ ‘white lead’ < Class. P (s-f-Y-d-h) 
/saefedae/ ‘t.s.’ (modem P /saefide/ ‘albumen’);

(iii) P /u/ > H /au/, e.g.: H (faulad) (f-V-l-A-d) 
/faolad/ ‘steel’ < P jV_$a (f-V-l-A-d) /fiilad/ ‘t.s.’.

3.3.5. Qualitative changes. In Hindustani, the Persian basic 
vowel /ae/ is substituted with its natural vowel /a/; since they both 
differ only slightly in features and perform a similar function in 
their respective phonological systems, the replacement of /ae/ by 
/a/ is not regarded here as an actual sound change.

(i) P /ae/ > H /i/; this change occurs in several dozen loan
words, sometimes as an alternative for forms retaining traditional

file:///hama.il/
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Persian vocalization, e.g.: H 3iiswi<i> (akh'lâk) ~ (ikh'lâk),
(A-x-l-A-q) /aylaq/ ~ /iylaq/ ‘manners, ethics’ < Class. P [< A] 

j^Li.1 (A-x-l-A-q) /æylaq/ (modem P /cylaq/) ‘t.s.’; H grffor 
(bâsinda), tx-L (b-A-s-n-d-h) /bajmda/ ‘resident’ < Clss. P «ûLiG 
(b-A-s-n-d-h) /bajændæ/ (modem P /bajænde/) ‘t.s.’; H 
(himàkaf), (h-m-A-q-t) /himaqot/ ~ /hamaqot/ ‘stupidity’ 
< Class. P [< A] cuiUa. (h-m-A-q-t) /hæmaqæt/ (modem P 
/hemaqæt/) ‘t.s.’; H Or? (Jirah), ^7. (j-r-h) /djirah/ ~ /cfrjirh/ ~ 
/djarh/ ‘cross-questioning; wound’ < P [< A] (¿7 (j-r-h) /djaerh/ 
‘t.s.’; H fosg (kisab), ^7 (k-s-b) /kisab/ ~ /kasb/ ‘gain’ < P [< A] 

(k-s-b) /kæsb/ ‘t.s.’; H (kila), >’ (q-l-c-h) /kila/ ~ 
/qa’la/305 ‘fort’ < Class. P [< A] Â*lâ (q-l-c-t) /qæ’læ/ (modem P 

/qæ’lc/) ‘t.s.’; H qfer (parinda) ~ qfe (parind), (p-r-n-d-h) 
/parinda/ ~ /parind/ ‘winged; bird’ < Class. P »¿¡jj (p-r-n-d-h) 
/pærændæ/ (modem P /pærænde/) ‘t.s.’; H (sik'va),

305 In Hindustani such pronunciation is rare and regarded as ‘pedantic’ 
(cf. STCD 468), used solely in highly Persianized speech. Note that in 
Persian the word <*15 /qi’le/ has a different meaning, namely, ‘the half’ 
(Stein. 985).

306 Steingass also gives the nativized Persian expression »jSLl <1$ (g-l-h 
s-k-V-h) of the same meaning (‘complaint’) but different vocalization: 
/gilefikve/ (Stein. 1096).

(s-k-V-h) /Jikoa/ ‘complaint’ < Class. P [< A] (s-k-V-t) 
/Jækvæ/306 (modem P /fækve/) ‘t.s.’;

(ii) P /a/ > H /i/; this change appears in only one example 
and is one of the few essential modifications concerning this 
loanword: H çrar (hdvari) ~ fWi (himdm), cbÇ (h-A-V-ri) /haoan/ ~ 
/himam/ ‘mortar’ < P jjl* (h-A-V-ri) /havæn/ ‘t.s.’; cf. also: H 

(imâm-dastâ), ¿'jfU (A-m-A-m d-s-t-h) ~ (h-m-A-m 
d-s-t-h) ~ (h-A-V-n d-s-t-h) /imamdasta/ ~ /himamdasta/ ~ 
/harandasta/ ‘mortar and pestle’ < Class. P jjU (h-A-v-n 
d-s-t-h) /havæn dastæ/ ‘t.s.’;
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(iii) P /ae/ > H /u/, e.g.: H (bugz), (b-g-z) /boyz/ ‘mal
ice’ < P [< A] Sij (b-g-z) /baeyz/ ‘t.s.’; H (jahannum), 
(j-h-n-m) /djahan:om/ ‘hell’ < P [< A] (j-h-n-m)
/djaehaen:aem/ ‘t.s.’; H (barrak) ~ (burrak), Ji/ (b-r-A-q) 
/bar:aq/ ~ /bur:aq/ ‘flashing’ < P [< A] 31 > (b-r-A-q) /baer:aq/ 
‘t.s.’;307 H 5^5 (muhabbat), (m-h-b-t) /muhab:at/ ‘love’ < P 

[< A] c/ (m-h-b-t) /maehaeb:aet/ ‘t.s.’;

107 In Persian (and Arabic) JIjj (b-r-A-q) /bor:aq/ is the name of the 
celebrated animal, smaller than a mule and bigger than an ass, upon which 
Muhammad is said to have gone from Jerusalem to heaven (Stein. 168).

308 In Hindustani, the mid central vowel [a] in proximity to the tauto
syllabic /h/ has a front allophone [e], e.g.: (kahna) ‘to say’ and
(bah'n) ‘sister’ are often pronounced [kehna:] and [behn] respectively. It 
must be noted, however, that this alternation is restricted only to the pho
nemic level and except for a few cases (like rehn quoted above), never 
noted in script (this rule applies both to the genuinely Hindustani words and 
to the loanwords).

309 Such pronunciation can be observed, for example, among educated 
urban dwellers in Delhi or Lucknow.

(iv) P /ae/ > H /e/;308 this change may happen in two situa

tions. The first is phonemically conditioned and occurs in prox
imity to the tautosyllabic /h/, e.g.: H (reh'n) ~ (rah'n), 
(r-h-n) /rehn/ ~ /rehn/ ~ /rahn/ ‘pledge, mortgage’ < P [< A] ¿Aj 
(r-h-ri) /raehn/ ‘t.s.’; H (tah'sil), (t-h-s-Y-l) /tahsil/ ~ 
/tehsil/ ‘a revenue district’ < P [< A] JpiVi (t-h-s-Y-l) /taehsil/ 
‘t.s.’. In many cases the pronunciation of the vowel preceding or 
following /h/ is further lowered and tends toward [ae] or even the 
slightly diphthongized realization [ei],309 e.g.: H (kah't), J 

(q-h-t) [qeht] ~ [qeiht] ‘famine’ < P [< A] JxU (q-h-t) /qaeht/ ‘t.s.’; 
H hkh (sah'n), J" (s-h-n) [sahn] ~ [sehn] ~ [scihn] ‘inner court

yard’ < P [< A] ¿p—o (s-h-n) /saehn/ ‘t.s.’. The second situation 
results from a morphophonemical change typical for Hindustani 
which affects the final vowel in the first member of some com- 
pouned loanwords, e.g.: H w+hm (jakemast), (f-A-q-h m-s-t)
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/faqemast/ ~ /faqamast/310 ‘cheerful though starving’ < Class. P 
Aili (f-A-q-h m-s-t) /faqaemaest/ (modem P /faqEmaest/3") 

‘t.s.’; H (ijaredar), (A-j-A-r-h d-A-r) /idjaredar/ ~

310 Such pronunciation is characteristic of the Persianized, more con
servative register of Hindustani/Urdu.

311 Note that phonemically both the forms: H /faqemast/ and modem P 
/faqemæst/ are very similar to each other, yet this is only secondary similar
ity (this remark concerns all the examples of this type). The vowel /e/ in 
Hindustani results from the modification of the inflectional morpheme /a/ 
while in Persian it is a genuine vowel developed in Early New Persian from 
the word-final /æ/.

312 In this case the alternation /1/ ~ /e/ is justifiable in the light of dia
chronical change /1/ > /e/ in Persian, cf.: early NP /bihijt/ (Stein. 211) vs. 
modem NP /bEheJV (Hayyim 1 295). There are many more examples of this 
type among Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani.

/idjaradar/ ‘lease-holder’ < Class. P jb ¡>jlxl {A-j-A-r-h d-A-r) 
/idjaraedar/ (modem P /idjaredar/) ‘t.s.’; H ^ip.ciiyil (isarebazT), 

(A-s-A-r-h b-A-z-Y) /ejarebazi/ ~ /ijarabazi/ ‘conducting a 
mute dialogue (of gestures, glances)’ < Class. P (A-s-A-r-h) 
/ifarae/ ‘pointing...’ + JJL (b-A-z-Y /bazi/ ‘play...’; H 
(zay'kedar), jb jiii (z-A-YJ-q-h d-A-r) /za.ikedar/ ~ /za.ikadar/ 
‘savoury’ < Class. P jb *iib (z-A-YJ-q-h d-A-r) /za’ikaedar/ (mod
em P /za’ikedar/) ‘t.s.’;

(v) P /1/ > H /a/; this change is very common but it usually 
appears as an alternative for forms retaining traditional Persian 
vocalization, e.g.: H hkptt (ahata), JU (A-h-A-t-h) /ahata/ ~ 
/ehata/ ‘enclosure’ < Class. P [< A] (A-h-A-t-t) /ihaetae/ 
(modem P /aehaete/) ‘t.s.’; H wrr (ak'str), (A-k-s-Y-r) /aksir/ 
~ /iksir/ ‘elixir’ < P [< A] _>^1 (A-k-s-Y-r) /iksir/ ‘t.s.’; H qfesa 
(bahist) ~ ftfesa (bihist), (b-h-s-t) /bahijt/ - /bihiJV ~
/behiJV312 ‘paradise’ < Class. P (b-h-s-t) /bihiJV (modem P 
/beheft/) ‘t.s.’; H asa (cahal), J# (c-h-I) /tfahal/ ~ /tfehal/ ‘forty’ 
< Class. P Jfr? (c-h-I) /tfihil/ ~ /tfihael/ (modem P /tfehel/) ‘t.s.’; H
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(cikari) (c-k-n) /tfikan/313 ‘embroidered muslin’ < Class. P 

¿A? (c-k-n) /tfaekin/ ~ /tfikin/ ~ /tfrkin/ ‘t.s.’ (modem P /tfaeken/); 
H (darakht), (d-r-x-t) /darayt/ ‘tree’ < Class. P 
(d-r-x-t) /diraeyt/ (modem P /deraeyt/) ‘t.s.’; H fW (girah), 
(g-r-h) /girah/ ~ /gireh/ ‘knot’ < Class. P »ji (g-r-h) /girih/ (mod
em P /gereh/) ‘t.s.’; H btcht (had'sd), (h-A-d-s-h) /had(a)sa/ ~ 
/hadisa/ ‘accident’ < Class. P [< A] (h-A-d-s-t) /hadisae/ 
(modem P /hadese/) ‘t.s.’; H (intazar) ~ sPmp (intizar), 
(A-n-t-z-A-r) /intazar/ ~ /intizar/ ‘waiting’ < Class. P [< A] jlkui 
(A-n-t-z-A-r) /intizar/ (modem P /entezar/) ‘t.s.’; H 
(khazana), (x-z-A-n-h) /yazana/ ~ /yizana/ ‘treasury’ < Class. 
P [< A] (x-z-A-n-h) /yizanae/ (modem P /yczane/) ‘t.s.’; H 
to (nayab), c-uli (n-A-YJ-b) /najab/ ~ /na.ib/ ‘deputy’ < Class. P 
[< A] c-xiLi (n-A-Y^-b) /na’ib/ (modem P ujjU (n-A-Y-b) /najaeb/) 
‘t.s.’.314 The phonological change /1/ > /a/ can also occur in words 
with cain, in Persian commonly pronounced as a vowel, e.g.: H 

(asmat), (c-s-m-t) /asmat/ ~ /ismat/ ‘chastity’ < Class. P 
[< A] <<b-ac. (c-s-m-i) /ismaet/ (modem P /esmaet/) ‘t.s.’; H smotti 
(istaal), (A-s-t-c-A-l) /ijta.al/ ~ /ijte.al/ ‘inflaming’ < Class. P 
[< A] Jbcuil (A-s-t-c-A-f) /ifti’al/ (modem P /ej'te.al/ ~ /cj'te’al/) 
‘t.s.’; H (vakai), (v-A-q-c-Y) /uaqa.i/ ~ /uaqe.i/ ‘real; 
really’ < Class. P [< A] (v-A-q-c-Y) /vaqi’i/ (modem P 
/vaqe’e/) ‘t.s.’;

313 Even though this word has three differently vocalized versions in 
Persian (including the alternation short /1/ ~ long /i/), it occurs in only one 
form in Hindustani, with additional change of sound /1/ > /a/.

314 Note that the phonetic realizations of this word in Hindustani (in 
most cases) and in modem Persian are almost identical, with the glide /j/ 
which is pronounced instead of the glottal stop and, in both the cases, may 
also be marked in script. However, the Hindustani/Urdu orthography, con
trary to the modem Persian notation, retains the original Arabic spelling 
with hamzah.
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(vi) P /1/ > H /e/, e.g.: H (beh'tar), /6 (b-h-t-r) /behtar/ 
‘better’ < Class. P y& (b-h-t-r) /bihtaer/ (modem P /behtaer/) 
‘t.s.’; H qeHH (eh'sari), c/X (A-h-s-A-ri) /ehsan/ ~ /ihsan/ ‘favour, 
kindness’ < Class. P [< A] jUaa.1 (A-h-s-A-ri) /ihsan/ (modem P 
/ehsan/) ‘t.s.’; H (eh'tamam), fUhi (A-h-t-m-A-m) /ehtamam/ 
~ /ehtimam/ ‘care’ < Class. P [< A] (A-h-t-m-A-m) /ihtimam/ 
(modem P /ehtemam/) ‘t.s.’; H kgHH (meh'man), elk* (m-h-m-A-ri) 
/mehman/ ‘guest’ < P ¿1^-« (m-h-m-A-ri) /mihman/ (modem P 
/mehman/) ‘t.s.’;315 H (meh'nat), (m-h-n-t) /mehnat/ ‘hard 
work’ < Class. P [< A] oix» (m-h-n-t) /mihnast/ (modem P 
/mehnaet/) ‘t.s.’; H ’Pmg (meh'rab), ^1/ (m-h-r-A-b) /mehrab/ ‘an 
arch’ < Class. P [< A] cJ y-“ (m-h-r-A-b) /mihrab/ (modem P 
/mehrab/) ‘t.s.’; H (sehat), (s-h-t) /seh(:)at/ ‘health’ 
< Class. P [< A] (s-h-t) /sih:at/ (modem P /seh:aet/) ‘t.s.’. 
The phonological change /1/ > /e/ can also occur in words with 
cain, in Persian commonly pronounced as a vowel, e.g.: H rrtt 
(jay a) ~ ynq (zae),316 ¿U- (z-A-Y-c) /za.e/ ‘lost’ < Class. P [< A] 

(?-A-Yj-c) Izza1/ ~ /za’i’/ (modem P /za.e’/) ‘t.s.’; H wr 
(majara), tyy (m-z-A-r-c) /madjara/ ~ /mozare/ ‘peasant’ < Class. 
P [< A] £(m-z-A-r-c) /muzari’/ (modem P /mozare’/ ~ /zare’/) 
‘t.s.’; H in (ser), (s-c-r) /Jer/ ~ /Je’r/ ‘poetry’ < Class. P [< A] 
y^> (s-c-r) /ji’r/ (modem P /Je’r/) ‘t.s.’; H (et'bar), >l>i 
(A-c-t-b-A-r) /etbar/ ~ /e’tibar/ ‘confidence’ < Class. P [< A] jluc.1 
(A-c-t-b-A-r) /i’tibar/ (modem P /e’tebar/) ‘t.s.’; H (¿sternal), 

(A-s-t-c-m-A-l) /istemal/ ~ /iste’mal/ ‘use, practice’ < Class.

315 Steingass gives another form of this word, with long /i/, namely: 
(m-Y-h-m-A-n) /mihman/ ‘a guest’ (Stein. 1365), but it is not con

firmed by Hayyim in this sense (cf. (m-Y-h-m-A-n) /mihman/ ‘etc., 
and so forth’, Hayyim II 1046).

316 Maddah 240. ^IRIT /djaja/ is also the regular perf. part, of the verb 
Jana ‘to go’ (although used only in comp.); so far-reaching assimilation of 
this loanword was probably due to the semantic proximity of both the 
words (H /djaja/ ‘gone’ = P /za.i’/ ‘lost; perished’).
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P [< A] (A-s-t-c-m-A-l) /isti’mal/ (modem P /estE’mal/)
‘t.s.’. The Persian enclitic ‘of (izafat), realized phonetically as 
short i /1/ in Class. Persian, is sometimes pronounced as /e/ in 
Hindustani,317 e.g.: H (tapedik), Jj (t-p d-q) /tapediq/ 

‘pulmonary tuberculosis’ < Class. P jJ (t-p d-q) /taepidiqq/ 
(modem P /tasbedey/) ‘t.s.’; H (koh-niir), /id(k-V-h n-V-r) 

/kohnur/ ~ /kohenur/ ‘the Koh-i-Noor diamond’ < Class. P 
(k-V-h n-V-r) /kohinur/ (modem P /kuhenur/) ‘t.s.’;

317 More on the izafat construction vide infra 4.5.5.ff.
318 Such utterance (compatible with the Arabic pronunciation of "alif 

maqsurah) is characteristic of a Persianized, more conservative register of 
Hindustani/Urdu and regarded as ‘pedantic’ (cf. STCD 597).

(vii) P /i/ > H /e/, e.g.: H (cecak), (c-Y-c-k) /tfetfak/ 
‘small-pox’ < P (c-Y-c-k) /tfitfaek/ ‘t.s.’; H (diler), d
(d-l-Y-r) /diler/ - /daler/ ‘bold, brave’ < Class. P jJa (d-l-Y-r) 
/dilir/ (modem P /delir/) ‘t.s.’; H (hamesa), ¿¡t (h-m-Y-s-h) 
/homeja/ ‘always’ < Class. P (h-m-Y-s-h) /haemifae/ (modem 
P /haemije/) ‘t.s.’; H (gareban), (g-r-Y-b-A-n) /gareban/ 
~ /gireban/ ‘collar’ < Class. P JjjjS (g-r-Y-b-A-ri) /giriban/ (mod
em P /geriban/) ‘t.s.’; H (meva), »3^ (m-Y-V-h) /meva/ ‘fruit’ < 
Class. P 0(m-Y-V-h) /mivae/ ~ /maivae/ (modem P /mive/) ‘t.s.’; 
H (nest), (n-Y-s-t) /nest/ ‘non-existent’ < P o-ui (n-Y-s-t) 
/nist/ ‘it is not’; H tw (res a), (r-Y-s-h) /reja/ ‘fibre’ < Class. P
aAjj (r-Y-s-h) /rijae/ (modem P /rife/) ‘t.s.’; H Vspfr (res'mi), fa 

(r-Y-s-m-Y) /rej'(a)mi/ ‘silken’ < Class. P (r-Y-s-m-Y) /rifmi/ 
(modem P /abrijbmi/) ‘t.s.’; H ttht (sares), d-/ (s-r-Y-s) /sores/ ~ 
/sareJ7 ‘glue’ < Class. P Juj-' (j-r-T-s) /siriJ7 (modem P /seriJ7) 
‘t.s.’; H (tavela), (t-v-Y-l-h) /tavela/ ‘stable, stall’ < 
Class. P Ahjla (t-v-Y-l-h) /taevilae/ (modem P /tavile/) ‘t.s.’. The 
change /i/ > /e/ also occurs in words with Jalif maqsurah, e.g.: H 
he) (mane), JT (m-'-n-Y) /mane/ ~ /mani/ ~ /ma’na/318 ‘meaning’ 
< Class. P [< A] (m-c-n-Y) /ma’ni/ (modem P /ma’ni/ ~ 
/ma’na/) ‘t.s.’;
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(viii) P /1/ > H /u/, e.g.: H (cuninda),319 (c-n-Y-d-h)

319 The spontaneous nasalization that occurs in the first syllable of this
loanword is accompanied by the shortening of the long vowel /i/ in the 
following syllable.

This is the perf. part, of P cinidan ‘to gather; to admonish; to drop’. 
As a result of the process of schwa deletion.

/tfunida/ ~ /tfunida/ ‘chosen; gathered’ < P «4“? (c-n-Y-d-h) 
/tfinidae/320 ‘t.s.’; H vpfET (sagufa), (s-g-V-f-h) /jagufa/ ~ 

/figufa/ ~ /Jugufa/ ‘bud, blossom’ < Class. P (s-g-V-f-h)
/Jigufae/ (modem P /Jokufe/) ‘t.s.’;

(ix) P /u/ > H /a/, e.g.: H (cugal), J*? (c-g-l) /tfbyal/ ~
/tfbyl/321 ‘informer’ < Class. P (c-g-l) /tfuyul/ (modem P 

/tfoyol/) ‘t.s.’; H (bad'salukT), (b-d-s-l-V-k-Y)
/badsaluki/ ‘misbehaviour’ < Class. P (b-d-s-l-V-k-Y)
/basdsuluki/ (modem P /baedsoluki/) ‘t.s.’; H (darog), 
(d-r-V-g) /daroc/ ‘falsehood’ < Class. P (d-r-V-g) /duroy/ 
(modem P /doruy/) ‘t.s.’; H tej7 (fatiir) ~ fejr (fitur) ~ (futur), 

(f-t-V-r) /fatur/ ~ /fitur/ ~ /futur/ ‘defect’ < Class. P [< A] jjla 
(f-t-V-r) /futur/ (modem P /fotur/) ‘t.s.’; H (jam'hur), j>f. 
(j-m-h-V-r) /cijamhur/ ~ /djumhur/ ‘populace’ < Class. P [< A] 

(j-m-h-V-r) /djumhur/ (modem P /djomhur/) ‘t.s.’; H 
(gavah), (g-V-A-h) /gauah/ ‘witness’ < Class. P (g-V-A-h) 
/guvah/ (modem P /govah/) ‘t.s.’; H (karaval), Jji/
(q-r-A-v-l) /qaraual/ ‘sentinel’ < Class. P [< T] Jj'js (q-r-A-v-l) 
/qaerauul/ (modem P /yaeravol/) ‘t.s.’; H Try (maz'dur), j»/ 

(m-z-d-V-r) /mazdur/ ~ /muzdur/ ‘labourer’ < Class. P j_p>> 
(m-z-d-V-r) /muzdur/ ~ /muzdvaer/ (modem P /mozdur/) ‘t.s.’; H 

(vasul), Jr", (V-s-V-l) /uasul/ ~ /uusul/ ‘acquired’ < Class. P 
[< A] (V-s-V-l) /uusul/ (modem P /vosul/) ‘t.s.’. The phono
logical change /u/ > /a/ can also occur in words with cain, in Per
sian commonly pronounced as a vowel, e.g.: H (ajuba), 
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(c-j-V-b-h) /adjuba/322 ‘wonderful; miracle’ < Class. P [< A] 

(c-j-V-b-h) Aodjubae/ ‘t.s.’; H (saur), (s-c-V-r) /Ja.ur/ ~ 
/fo.ur/ ‘knowledge’ < Class. P [< A] (i-c-K-r) /fu’ur/ (mod
em P /fo’ur/) ‘t.s.’; H аатзп (tavaza), (t-V-A-z-c) /tauaza/ ~ 
/tauazo’/ ‘hospitality’ < Class. P [< A] > (/- V-A-z-c) /taevazu’/ 
(modem P /taevazo’/) ‘t.s.’;

322 In higher register of Hindustani/Urdu this form is regarded as a col
loquial and corrupted variant of the original Arabic (A-c-j-V-b-h) 
/o’djuba/, which greatly resembles the form used in modem Persian (cf. 
Hayyim 1 108: /o’djube/).

(x) P /и/ > H /а/, e.g.: H w (mat'bar) ~ figgr (mot'bar), 
(m-c-t-b-r) /matbar/ ~ /mot(a)bar/ ‘reliable’ < Class. P [< A] 
(m-c-t-b-r) /mu’taebaer/ (modem P /mo’taebaer/) ‘t.s.’;

(xi) P /о/ > H /1/, e.g.: H 4^ (fatUr) ~ frxjr (fitiir) ~ (fu- 
tUr), j? (f-t-V-r) /fatur/ ~ /fitur/ ~ /futur/ ‘defect’ < Class. P [< A] 
jjjs (f-t-V-r) /fotur/ (modem P /fotur/) ‘t.s.’; H fw (giroh), >>/ 

(g-r-V-h) /giroh/ ~/goroh/ ‘group, troop’ < Class. P (g-r-V-h) 
/goroh/ (modem P /goruh/) ‘t.s.’;

(xii) P /и/ > H /0/, e.g.: H (moh'lat), ¿Af (m-h-l-t)
/mohlat/ ~ /muhlat/ ‘delay’ < Class. P [< A] (m-h-l-t) 
/mohlaet/ (modem P /mohlaet/) ‘t.s.’; H figgr (mot'bar) ~ чтггат 
(mat'bar), (m--t-b-r) /motbar/ - /matbar/ ~ /mo’tbar/ ‘reli
able’ < Class. P [< A] (m-c-t-b-r) /mo’taebaer/ (modem P
/mo’taebaer/) ‘t.s.’; H жт (oh'da), tjf (^-h-d-h) /ohda/ ‘office’
< Class. P [< A] (fh-d-t) Aohdae/ (modem P /ohde/) ‘t.s.’; H 
fig (rob) ~ fisng (roab), (r-c-b) /rob/ ~ /ro.ab/ ~ /ro’ob/ ‘fear’
< Class. P [< A] (r-c-b) /rob/ ~ /ro’ob/ (modem P /ro’b/) 
‘t.s.’; H fintgg (soh'bat), (s-h-b-t) /sohbat/ ‘companionship’
< Class. P [< A] = (s-h-b-i) /suhbaet/ (modem P /sohbaet/) 
‘t.s.’; H » (toh'fa), У (t-h-f-h) /tohfa/ ‘gift’ < Class. P [< A]

(t-h-f-t) /tohfaet/ ~/tohaefaet/ ~ /tuhfae/ (modem P /tohfe/) 
‘t.s.’;
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(xiii) P /u/ > H /0/, e.g.: H 3W? (andoh), (A-n-d-V-h) 
/andoh/ ‘grief < P »j-^1 (A-n-d-V-h) /aenduh/ ‘t.s.’; H ¿licui (lo- 
biya), L.? (l-V-b-Y-A) /lobija/ ‘pulse’ < Class. P (l-V-b-Y-A) ~ 
So1 (l-V-b-Y-h) /lubija/ - /lubijae/ (modem P /lubja/) ‘t.s.’; H 
■ildlw (riilofar) ~ hm'imi. (riilopar), (n-Y-l-V-f-r) /nilofar/ ~ 
/nilopar/ ‘water-lily’ < P AAh (n-Y-l-V-f-r) /nilufaer/323 ‘t.s.’; H 
5TPTT (sosa), ¿A (s-V-s-h) /JoJa/ ‘mixing’ < Class. P <¿^1 (s-V-s-h) 
/JuJae/ (modem P /Juft/) ‘ingot’; H fcr (roda), >>» (r-V-d-h) /roda/ 
‘gut’ < Class. P <>□ jj (r-V-d-h) /rudae/ (modem P /rude/) ‘t.s.’;

323 Both in Classical and in modem Persian this word has several varia
tions, but they differ only in consonants while the vocalization remains 
immutable, cf.: (n-Y-l-V-b-r-g) /nilubaerg/, (n-Y-l-V-p-r)
/nilupaer/, (n-Y-l-V-p-l) /nilupael/, (n-Y-l-V-f-r) /nilufaer/, Jsjkj 
(n-Y-l-V-f-l) /nilufel/ (Stein. 1444; Hayyim II 1135).

(xiv) P /u/ > H /e/, e.g.: H ’pHT (gulela), (g-l-Y-l-h) ~ 
(g-l-V-l-h) /culela/ ~ /calula/ ‘pellet’ < P <l>lt (g-l-V-l-h) /yulula/ 
‘t.s.’.

Fig. 9. “Street allography”. A multigraphic advertising banner in Hydera
bad. The name of the hotel has been written down in four scripts: Roman, Te
lugu, Perso-Arabic and Nagari. (Photo by the author, 2012)
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3.4. Changes in Distribution of Vowel Phonemes
in the Borrowed Words

3.4.1. Changes in the distribution of vowels in Perso-Arabic 
loanwords in Hindustani are common and numerous. Two adver
sative processes are chiefly responsible for this situation: the 
addition of a euphonic vowel in the middle position and the loss 
of the neutral vowel /a/.

3.4.2. In a number of borrowed glosses, mostly between a 
stop and another consonant, a euphonic vowel appears in order 
for the stops to be pronounced with an audible release. The exact 
value of this vowel is vague,324 it is most often realized as /a/ or 

hl and in a few cases as /u/. Structurally, it very likely belongs to 
the short vowels.325 The epenthetic /a/ appears mostly in one- 
-syllable nouns (often of Arabic origin) with a consonant cluster 
in the coda position (CVCC).326 The euphonic /1/, however, chief

ly breaks apart the cluster of a consonant and the following ap- 
proximant /j/.327

324 They are basically nonsegmental “pseudo-vowels” (Hock 1991: 125) 
but in many a case their segmentalization results in fully segmental vowels 
which is reflected also in script (Nagari); cf. examples in 3.4.2.(i-iii).

325 Long vowels may also occur, though sporadically, as a result of an- 
aptyxis, e.g.: H (dabiz), z-i (d-b-Y-z) /dabiz/ ‘thick’ < P jp (d-b-z) 
IdxbzJ ‘t.s.’.

326 Hindustani phonotactics does not forbid a two-consonantal coda, 
but the genuine Hindustani tendency towards a noun pattern of the CVCVC 
type is probably an important reason for anaptyxis. On the other hand, the 
opposing schwa deletion process remains a far more frequent phenomenon 
in Hindustani than the occurance of an anaptyctic vowel. (On deletion vs. 
insertion of schwa see Ohala 1983: 145-147.)

Epenthesis may be strengthened in Hindustani for orthographical 
reasons. In Perso-Arabic notation it would be the omission of the sukiin (the 
diacritic sign used to indicate lack of vocalization). In such a situation the 
consonants in a cluster might be separated by a vowel. A similar effect can 
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(i) examples of the epenthetic /a/: H 3m (amar), /i (A-m-r) 
/amar/ ~ /amr/ ‘order, command’ < P (A-m-r) /asmr/ ‘t.s.’; H 

(babar), ¿i (b-b-r) ~ zt (b-A-b-r) /babar/ ~ /babar/328 ‘lion’ < P 
j?? (b-b-r) /basbr/ ‘t.s.’; H usa? (fatah), (f-t-h) /fatah/329 330 ~ /fath/ 

‘victory’ < P [< A] (f-t-h) /faeth/ ‘t.s.’; H mn (gab an), 
(g-b-n) /caban/ ~ /yaban/ ‘misappropriation’ < P [< A] (g-b-n) 
/yaebn/ ‘deceit, fraud’; H (halak), & (h-l-q) /halaq/ ~ /halq/ 
‘throat’ < P [< A] (h-l-q) /haelq/ ‘t.s.’; H (hatak), Ji, 
(h-t-k) /hatak/ ~ /hatk/ ‘disrespect’ < P [< A] (h-t-k) /haetk/ 
‘t.s.’; H (itar'dari)™ (c-t-r-d-A-n) /itardan/ ~ /itrdan/ 
‘container for perfume’ < P [< A] jbjtc (c-t-r-d-A-n) /itrdan/ 
‘t.s.’; H fem (jirah), ^7 (j-r-h) /djirah/331 ~ /djirh/ ~ /djarh/ 
‘wound’ < P [< A] (j-r-h) /djaerh/ ‘t.s.’; H (kabak), Jf 
(k-b-k) /kabak/ ~ /kabk/ ‘partridge’ < P ^4 (k-b-g) /kaebg/332 333 
‘t.s.’; H fem (kisab),m (k-s-b) /kisab/ ~ /kasb/ ‘gain; trade’ 
< P [< A] (k-s-b) /kaesb/ ‘t.s.’; H (khalak), & (x-l-q) 

/xalaq/ ~ /xalq/ ‘creation’ < P [< A] (jli (x-l-q) /xaelq/ ‘t.s.’; H w 
(satah), ¿T (s-t-h) /satah/ ~ /sath/ ‘surface’ < P [< A] (s-t-h) 

be observed in the case of loanwords in Nagari notation since both the 
virama diacritic sign and the ligatures are often desisted in script.

328 Anaptyxis with accompanying lenghtening of the preceding vowel 
([a] - [a]).

329 In this case the euphonic /a/ occured probably not only to ease the 
pronunciation but also to distinguish the consonant cluster /th/ from the 
aspirated /th/.

330 But cf. Nagari notation of the word P" (itr) /itr/ ‘perfume’ where the 
ligature /tr/ clearly indicates the original lack of vocalization between the 
two consonants (= P [< A] C-t-r) /itr/ ‘t.s.’).

331 Anaptyxis accompanied by the qualitative change of the preceding 
vowel (cf. 3.3.5.(i)).

332 In Hayyim’s dictionary both JLs (k-b-g) /kaebg/ and (k-b-k) 
/kaebk/ are confirmed (cf. Hayyim II 610).

333 Anaptyxis accompanied by the qualitative change of the preceding 
vowel (cf. 3.3.5.(i)).
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/sasth/ ‘t.s.’;334 H (subah), (s-b-h) /subah/ ~ /suboh/ ~ /sobh/ 

‘morning’ < P [< A] (s-b-h) /sobh/ ‘t.s.’; H (vajah), 
(V-j-h) /uadjah/ ~ /uadjh/335 ‘reason’ < P [< A] (V-j-h) /vaedjh/ 
‘t.s.’; H (zabah), & (z-b-h) /zabah/ ~ /zabh/ ‘slaughtering (an 
animal for food)’ < P [< A] (z-b-h) /zaebh/ ‘t.s.’;

334 Here again the euphonic /a/ plays a double function - it makes the 
pronunciation easier and prevents the confusion of taking the consonant 
cluster /th/ for the aspirated consonant /th/.

335 Gilchrist quotes this word as wujih (cf. OL 115).
336 In this alternate form (STCD 681) the vowel has been shortened ([o] 

—>[o]) and the alternation is clearly visible in the orthography.
337 In this example epenthesis of the vowel /1/ is combined with epen

thesis of the consonant (glide) /j/ and, additionally, the preceding vowel is 
shortened ([a] —> [a]).

338 The Persian form /1 (b-A-g-c-h) is also quoted in the STCD, but 
qualified as rare (STCD 95).

339 Note that in this case the euphonic vowel /i/ is long and anaptyxis 
may be accompanied by the shortening of the preceding vowel [a] —► [a], 
which can be observed in the Nagari notation of this loanword.

(ii) examples of the epenthetic /1/: H (asiyana), zLi'
(A-s-Y-A-n-h) /afijana/ ‘nest’ < P (A-s-Y-A-n-h) /ajjana/ 
‘t.s.’; H (bakhiya), y. (b-x-Y-h) /baxija/ ‘stitching’ < P 
(b-x-Y-h) /baxja/ ‘t.s.’; H gfftn (duniya), L>j (d-n-Y-A) /dunija/ ‘the 
world’ < P Ua (d-n-Y-A) /donja/ ‘t.s.’; H (hosiyar), siw 
(hos'yar), text (h-V-s-Y-A-r), (h-s-Y-A-r)336 /hojijar/ ~ /hojjar/

~ /hujjar/ ‘clever’ < P (h-V-s-Y-A-r) /hojjar/ ‘t.s.’; H gfifaT 
(huliya), >• (h-l-Y-A) /hulija/ ‘appearance’ < P [< A] (h-l-Y-A) 
/hulja/ ‘t.s.’; H ririjrj (dariyai), Ju? (d-r-Y-A-Yc-Y) /darija.i/337 338 ~ 

/daija.i/ ‘satin’ < Class. P (>1 jb (d-A-r-A-Yc-Y) /dara’i/ ‘a red 
silken stuff; H ^rfriiT (bagica), (bagica), (b-A-g-Y-c-h)33S 
/bayitfa/ ~ /bayitfa/339 ‘garden’ < P (b-A-g-c-h) /bayt|2e/ ‘t.s.’; 

H (kilik), (k-l-k) /kilik/ ‘reed, pen’ < P (k-l-k) /kilk/ 
‘t.s.’;
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(iii) examples of the epenthetic /o/: H (kufr), 
(kufur), /(k-f-r) /kufr/ ~ /kufor/ ‘paganism’ < P >£ (k-f-r) /kufr/ 

‘t.s.’; H (qutub) (k-t-b) /qotob/ ~ /qotb/ ‘the pole star’
< P [< A] (k-t-b) /qutb/ ‘t.s.’.

3.4.3. Paragoge (or the addition of a sound at the end of a
word) is a very rare phenomenon in Hindustani and may be ob
served only in a few cases, cf.: H nit (ft sadt), j (f-Y 
s-d-Y)3w /fi sadi/ ‘per cent’ < P (f-Y s-d) /fl sad/ ‘t.s.’; H
3HU4 (w/w'rav),340 341 ji/i (A-m-r-A-V) /omra.o/ ‘Umrao’342 < Class. P 

[< A] eljA (A-m-r-A-J) /aemaerae’/ (modem P /omsera/) pl. of 
/amir/ ‘princes, &c.’.

340 Traditional (Persian) spelling >> j (f-Y s-d) is also possible in 
Hindustani/Urdu; it is less common though.

341 Note that even though the consonantal sign 4 is added in the Nagari 
notation, it is always pronounced as a vowel lol ~ lol (cf. similar tendency 
to vocalization in words like H [< S] ^414 (pulav), {p-l-A-V') /pola.o/ ‘a 
dish of fried or boiled rice and meat with spices’ or H [< P] HTt (saro), >/ 
(s-r-V) /saro/ ~ /saro/ ‘cypress’).

342 This word, when used in its basic meaning and not as a proper 
name, differs both in spelling and in pronunciation, cf.: H thh (um'ra), i/i 
(A-m-r-A) /om(a)ra/ ‘persons of high birth or rank’ (= P).

343 This phenomenon has been termed the ‘schwa syncope rule’ (cf. 
Bhatia 1987: 40) or the ‘schwa deletion rule’ (cf. Ohala 1983: 117-154). 
Essentially, it is defined as a morphological process (e.g. Singh & Agnihotri 
1997) since it is associated with specific morphological operations and is also 
an integral part of the word formation strategy. But the morphologically 

3.4.4. Elision (or loss of sound) occurs in Hindustani mainly 
in the form of syncope, i.e. the loss of an unstressed vowel from 
the interior of a word, and is significantly connected with the 
schwa-dropping phenomenon. In Hindustani, the schwa /a/, de
fined as a mid central vowel that appears in unstressed syllables 
(and is implicit in each consonantal sign of the Nagari sript), is 
“obligatorily deleted” in pronunciation at the end of words 
(apocope) and in certain other contexts.343 Ohala (1983) has
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summarized this rule as VCaCV —> VC0CV (when a schwa- 
-succeeded consonant is followed by a vowel-succeeded conso
nant, the schwa inherent in the first consonant is deleted).344 In 

the words borrowed by Hindustani schwa replaced the short 
vowel [a],345 and became subjected to the process of schwa dele
tion,346 e.g.: P {A-h-d-Y) /aehaedi/ ‘a kind of Indian military 
corps’ (< A /aehaed/ ‘one, an individual) > H hki {ah'df), 
{A-h-d-Y) /ahdi/ ‘one in league, collaborator’; P [< A] e*1 {A-h-m) 
/aehaem/ ‘important’ > H {ah'm), {A-h-m) /ahm/ ‘t.s.’;

dependent schwa deletion also results in certain phonological changes. There
fore, it can be classified as belonging to both the phonological and morpho
logical domains and should be analzyed on the morphophonemical level (as 
proposed e.g. by Elizarenkova 1988). Such an approach justifies the alloca
tion of this specific phenomenon to the chapter devoted to sound changes.

344 This systematization, however, is neither exact nor complete and 
can generate errors, since sometimes it deletes a schwa when it shouldn’t 
or, at other times, fails to delete it when it should (more see Ohala 1983; 
Choudhury et al. 2004; Pandey 1990). In Hindustani, correct schwa dele
tion is critical because, depending on the context, the same letter-sequence 
is pronounced differently, and failure to delete the appropriate schwas can 
even change the sense of the word.

345 In some loanwords schwa appears in place of other short vowels as 
well, cf. 3.3.5.(v) and 3.3.5.(ix) and subsequently, in rare cases, can be 
deleted, e.g.: P /JuyoI/ ‘an informer’ > H /Joyal/ - /tfoyl/; P /ostorae/ 'a 
razor’ > H /ostara/ - /ostra/.

346 It should be noted that schwa deletion in loanwords is not an un
equivocal or fixed phenomenon and many borrowed words may be pro
nounced both ways, i.e. with or without a schwa in the unstressed syllable, 
depending on the language register (speakers of Persianized Hindu- 
stani/Urdu will retain the Persian vocalization pattern), eg.: / -aXz
[harkat] vs. [harakat] ‘motion, movement’ < P [< A] /hasraekaet/; ^i'*i /

[moba:rki:] vs. [moba:raki:] ‘blessings, congratulations’ < P [< A] 
/mubaeraeki/; HytPui / [naznja:] vs. [nazanj:a:] ‘point of view, theory’ 
< P [< A] /naezaenja/.

P [< A] {A-l-g-r-z) /aelqaeraez/ ‘in short; finally’ > H 3W'H.yi
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(al'gar'z), J'/h (A-l-g-r-z) /alyarz/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] aL»c. (j-m-l-h) 
/æmælæ/ (modem P /æmæle/) ‘workers, staff > H (am'la), 

(j-m-l-h) /amla/ ‘t.s.’; P (Â-d-m-Y) /adæmi/ ‘a man’ > H 
ottti (âd'mï), JJ (Â-d-m-Y) /admi/ ‘t.s.’; P <5jjS(g-r-f-f) /girævi/ 
(modem P /gerovi/) ‘pledged, pawned’ > H forât (gir'vT), 
(g-r-V-Y) /girui/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] ■*!—>». (h-V-s-l-h) /hausælæ/ (mod
em P /hoosele/) ‘stomach’ > H fforn (haus'la), (h-V-s-l-h) 
/haosla/ ‘t.s.’; P (q-Y-m-t-Y) /kimæti/ ‘expensive’ > H qfrfor 
(kïm'tT), $ (q-Y-m-t-Y) /qimti/ ‘t.s.’; P (l-A-j-V-r-d)

/læcijæværd/ ‘lapis lazuli’ > H rlMdd" (lâj'vart), >jï.i (l-A-j-V-r-d) 
/ladsoart/ ~ /ladjoard/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] 511» (m-s-l-A ) /mæsælæn/ ‘for 
example’ > H (mas'lari), i> (m-s-l-A ) /maslan/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] 
jjS*-« (m-c-t-b-r) /mo’tæbær/ (modem P /mo’tæbær/) ‘reliable’ 
> H hfw (mot'bar) ~ (mât'bar), f (m--t-b-r) /motbar/ 
~ /matbar/ ‘t.s.’; P »(s-k-r-h) /fikæræ/ (modem P /Jikære/) 
‘rapacious birds trained to hunt; vulva’ > H fêran (sik'râ) ~ 4R7T 
(sik'ra), (s-k-r-h) /fikra/ ~ /Jlkra/ ‘a hawk’; P [< A] 
(t-b-q-t) /tæbæqæt/ (modem P /tæbæqe/) ‘storey, floor’ > H Wl 
(tab'ka), Jj> (t-b-q-h) /tabqa/ ‘t.s.’.

3.4.5. Other cases of syncope are also common, especially in 
non-conservative registers of Hindustani, e.g.: H №T (kab'la), 
(q-A-b-l-h) /qabla/ ‘a midwife; a bolt’ < Class. P (q-A-b-l-h) 
/qabilæ/ (modem P /qabela/) ‘t.s.’; H 3w^r (alah'da) - 
(alâh'dâ), «>tf?347 (‘-l-Y-h-d-h) /alahda/ ‘separate’ < Class. P [< A] 
»¿aJc (j-l-Y-h-d-h) /ælahidæ/ (modem P /alaheda/) ‘t.s.’; H 
(dr'za), (j-A-r-z-h) /arza/ ‘sickness’ < Class. P [< A] 
(j-A-r-z-h) /ærizæ/ (modem P /æreze/) ‘t.s.’; H (et'bâr), 
>pi (A-c-t-b-A-r) /etbar/ ‘confidence’ < Class. P [< A] jU&i 
(A-c-t-b-A-r) /ftibar/ (modem P /e’tebar/) ‘t.s.’;348 H

347 The alternative spelling without dots under the letter ya is possible.
348 Analogical loss of the vowel [1] can be observed in a whole group of 

similarly structured loanwords, viz.: H qd=t>ic! / /etqad/ ‘confidence’
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(kul'ca), / (k-l-c-h) /kultfa/ ‘a small round bread-roll made of 

flour, milk and butter’ < Class. P *4^ (k-l-Y-c-h) /kulitfae/ 
‘t.s.’;349 H (bak'la), iil (b-A-q-l-A) /baqla/ ‘kind of bean’

< P /Ptiqad/; H qrRR / jOi /etmad/ ‘reliance, trust’ < P [< A] /Ptimad/; 
H HdtM / /etraz/ ‘opposition’ < P [< A] /i’tiraz/.

3,19 This is a rare example of a long vowel loss.
350 The lost vowel in this case is short /e/ indicating the Persian enclitic 

‘of (izafat), noted in the Persian source word by the diacritical kasrah.
351 As may be observed, it happens only sporadically (and inconsis

tently) that the syncope is indicated in the Nagari script by ligatured conso
nants - as is the case in this and the two following examples.

352 Double syncope - in the first and third syllables. The more tradi
tional pronunciation /mo.amla/ prevails in Persianized Hindustani/Urdu.

353 The traditional pronunciation /mo.af/ prevails in Persianized Hindu
stani/Urdu.

< Class. P [< A] (b-A-q-l-A-J) /baqila’/ (modem P /baqcla’/)
‘t.s.’; H yiraaT (zab'ta), (z-A-b-t-h) /zabta/ ‘procedure’ < Class. 
P [< A] (z-A-b-t-h) /zabitae/ (modem P /zabete/) ‘t.s.’; H

(haul'dila), (h-V-l d-l-A) /haoldila/ ‘frightened’ < P
Jja (h-V-l d-l) /haoledil/ ‘t.s.’;350 H (khun'ki), f (x-n-k-Y) 

/xonki/ ‘coolness’ < Class. P (x-n-k-Y) /xunuki/ (modem P 
/xonoki/) ‘t.s.’; H TTSriT351 (nasta), (n-A-s-t-A) /nafta/ ‘breakfast’

< P HiU (n-A-s-t-A) /najfa/ ‘t.s.’; H wn (vasta), (V-A-s-t-h) 
hoasXa! ‘sthg. intermediate or between’ < P [< A] (V-A-s-t-t) 
/vasitae/ (modem P /vasete/) ‘t.s.’; H (zyada), »A; (z-Y-A-d-h) 
/zjada/ ‘more; very many’ < P [< A] ubj (z-Y-A-d-t) /zijadae/ 
(modem P /zjade/) ‘augmentation, increase’; H hprt (mam'la), 
J Im (m-c-A-m-l-h) /mamla/352 ‘an affair, matter’ < Class. P [< A] 
4±.Lu. (m-c-A-m-l-t) /mu’amaelae(t)/ (modem P /mo.amele/) ‘t.s.’; 
H Hiys (maf), -V (m-c-A-f) /maf/353 ‘forgiven’ < Class. P [< A]

(m-c-A-f) /mu’af/ (modem P /mo.af?) ‘t.s.’;
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3.5. Quantitative and Qualitative Change of Consonants 
in the Perso-Arabic Loanwords

3.5.1. Quantitative change of consonants in Perso-Arabic 
loanwords in Hindustani relates to the phenomenon of consonant 
lengthening (gemination) and shortening (degemination). Both in 
Hindustani and in Persian, consonant length is phonemic354 (it is 

also distinctive in Arabic). In the pronunciation of elongated 
consonants a definite prolongation of the blockage of the air flow 
is often observed. This entails the conclusion that in Hindustani 
(and in Persian as well) gemination is realized as a single drawn 
out sound rather than a sequence of two distinct sounds. In Hin
dustani all consonants can be lengthened except /bh/, /[/, /[h/ and 
/h/. Geminates occur only monomorphemically (i.e. a morpheme 
boundary may never be posited in between)355 and medially, 

always preceded by a non-peripheral vowel /o/, /1/ or /u/ (Ohala 
1999: 101). In some cases geminates are preserved in final posi
tion by orthography (e.g. fcft {hajj') / {h-jj) */hadj:/ ‘pilgrimage 
to Mecca’), but in registers other than the most conservative they 
are usually pronounced as singletons - unless there is a following 
vowel in the same word or phrase,356 e.g.: /had}/ but /hady o 

354 Cf. some illustrative examples of the geminate contrasts in Hindu
stani: /batfa/ m. ‘a child’ vs. /batfa/ part, ‘saved’; /pat: a/ m. ‘leaf vs. /pata/ 
m. ‘trace; address’; /ban:o/ f. ‘lady, darling’ vs. /bano/ imperat. ‘make!’; 
/kal:a/ 1. ‘shoot, sprout’; 2. [< P] ‘upper jaw’ vs. /kala/ ‘a small part of 
anything’ and in Persian (cf. Windfuhr 1997: 681): /kor:c/ ‘foal’ vs. /kore/ 
‘globe’; /zaen:/ ‘opinion’ vs. /zaen/ ‘a woman, wife’.

355 Hence the difference in pronunciation (as well as in spelling) be
tween a genuine geminate and a cluster of the same consonants which can 
appear on the morpheme boundary as a result of the schwa deletion. Cf. 
e.g.: 3HT (banna) /1-. {b-n-A) /ban:a/ m. ‘bridegroom’ vs. 'THHT (ban'na) I Ci 
(b-n-n-A) /ban.na/ inf. ‘to be made’ (where -/na/ is the infinitive suffix).

356 Similarly in Persian, cf. Mace 2003: 30.
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umra/ ‘«great» and «small» pilgrimage to Mecca’. This rule en
tails that final geminates, common in Arabic, in loanwords are 
reduced to meet the constraints of Hindustani phonotactics, e.g.: 
H (ahm), (A-h-m) /3h(a)m/ ‘important’ < Class. P [< A] 
(A-h-m) /aehaem:/ (modern P /aehaem/) ‘t.s.’; H 3t=iPf (avam), (if 
(c-V-A-m) /auam/ ‘the common people’ < Class. P [< A] 
(c-V-A-m) /aevam:/ (modem P /aevam/) ‘t.s.’; H (besak),

(b-e s-k) /bejak/357 ‘undoubtedly’ < Class. P [< A] ^5^1

357 But the geminate is retained in the phrase /befak: o Jbbh/ lit. ‘with
out doubts-and-intricacies’ (STCD 135).

358 Hayyim retains gemination and indicates it very clearly with a
tasdid, cf.: (jedd) Noun A 1. Effort, endeavor; painstaking, exertion. 2.
Seriousness.” (Hayyim I 536).

359 In Persian, gemination often serves to distinguish words of different 
meanings, e.g.: /nsex:as/ ‘a seller of captives’ vs. /ntexas/ ‘a thong sewed 
betwixt two pieces of leather’; /dael:al/ ‘a broker’ vs. /daelal/ ‘an amorous 
glance’; /bsez:az/ ‘a dealer’ vs. /baszaz/ ‘a shoe-latchet’, etc. Since usually 
only one word from each ‘pair’ has been borrowed by Hindustani, 
gemination lost its distinctive character in these particular loanwords. The 
lack of gemination in pronunciation may also be caused by the omission of 
tasdid, especially among those speakers who don’t know Arabic or Persian 
but use Perso-Arabic script. Those who read and write Nagari do not make 

(b-Y s-k) /bi Jaek:/ ‘t.s.’; H (bil'kul), J>\, (b-A-l-k-l) /bilkul/ 

‘entirely, completely’ < Class. P [< A] (b-A-l-k-l) /bilkul:/ 
(modem P /belkol/) ‘t.s.’; H (dik), (d-q) /diq/ ‘troubled, 
disturbed’ < Class. P [< A] ¿J (d-q) /diq:/ (modem P /deq/) ‘teas
ing, trouble’; H (Jad), m (j-d) /djad/ ~ /djid/ ‘effort, exertion’ 
< Class. P [< A] a», (j-d) /djid:/ (modem P /djed/)358 ‘t.s.’; H 

(kat), iS (q-t) /qat/ ‘cutting: nib (of a pen)’ < Class. P [< A] is 
(q-t) /qzet'.l (modem P /qaet/) ‘t.s.’; H ta (rab), —.j (r-b) /rab/ ‘the 
Lord, God’ < Class. P [< A] so (r-b) /raeb:/ (modem P /raeb/) 
‘t.s.’. Erratic degemination may occur also medially, in the inter
vocalic position,359 e.g.: H aara (bazaz), jiy. (b-z-A-z) /bazaz/
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‘cloth-merchant, draper’ < P [< A] j'j? (b-z-A-z) /bæz:az/ ‘t.s.’; H 
(dalâl), Jib (d-l-A-f) /dalal/ ~ /dal:al/ ‘a broker’ < P [< A]

(d-l-A-l) /dæl:al/ ‘t.s.’; H (Jar'khatT), (f-A-r-g-x-t-Y)
/farxati/360 ‘deed of release (from debt or obligation)’ < Class. P 

[< A] jü (f-A-r-g-x-t-Y) /fariyxæt:i/ (modem P /fareqxaeti/) 
‘t.s.’; H wi (nakhds), (n-x-A-s) /naxas/ ~ /nax:as/ ‘a market 
(for livestock)’ < P [< A] (n-x-A-s) /naex:as/ ‘a seller of cap
tives, or cattle taken as plunder’ ; H (sehat), (s-h-t) /sehat/ 
~ /seh:at/ ‘health’ < Class. P [< A] a (s-h-i ) /sih:æt/ (modem P 
/seh:æt/) ‘recovering from sickness, soundness’.

such errors since gemination (or it’s lack) is clearly notified in Nagari (cf. 
2.3.21.).

360 The Persianized pronunciation /fanyxaeti/, labelled as ‘pedantic’ 
(STCD 448), occurs rarely and only in conservative Hindustani/Urdu. Note 
that even in this variant of utterance the gemination of /t/ is not retained.

3.5.2. The reverse phenomenon, namely gemination, or
elongation of originally short/single consonants, occurs irregular
ly and not very often, e.g.: H 3wr (abba), U (A-b-A) /ab:a/ ‘father, 
daddy’ < P [< A] <->' (A-b) /ab/ ‘t.s.’ x »U (A-b-A-J) /aba’/ pl. ‘fa
thers, ancestors’; H (buzzd), (b-z-A) /buz:a/ ‘the white or 
the black ibis’ < P (b-z-k) KxyzækJ ‘name of a black- 
-coloured, long-beaked bird’; H ^tsjt (jacca) ~ ttsh (zacca), & 
(j-c-A) ~ M (z-c-A) /d^sf a/ ~ /zatf:a/ ‘a woman who has recently 
given birth’ < Class. P ‘*->j (z-j-h) /zædjæ/ ~ (z-c-h) /zætfæ/
(modem P /zadj/ ~ /zatf/) ‘t.s.’; H (murawat), (m-r-V-h) 
/morao:at/ ~ /muruo:at/ ‘humanity’ < Class. P (m-r-k-i) 
/muruoaet/ (modem P /morov:æt/) ‘t.s.’; H (ravaiya), ~>j 

(r-V-Y-h) /raooj:a/ ‘conduct, behaviour’ < Class. P (r-V-Y-h) 
/rævijæ/ (modem P /rævij:e/) ‘t.s.’; H (rukka), (r-q-c-h) 
Irwy.zd ‘piece, scrap (as of paper)’ < Class. P j (r-V-Y-t) 
/roq’æ(t)/ (modem P/roq’e/) ‘t.s.’.

3.5.3. Changes in manner of articulation (qualitative) are 
commonly observed in the borrowings and the P voiceless uvular 
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stop /q/ (with its voiced allophones: the uvular stop [g] and the 
fricative [y]) is probably the most assimilated phoneme,361 e.g.: H 

(cik) ~ (cik), & (c-q) ~ Jé (c-k) /tfiq/ ~ /tfik/ ‘folding 
bamboo, screen’ < Pó» (c-q) /tfiq/ ‘a Venetian blind’; it remains 
also a common object of defricativization,362 e.g.: Class. P [< A] 
sjjc- (g-Y-b) /yaib/ (modem P /yejb/) ‘invisible, hidden’ > H TT 
(gaib), (g-Y-b) /caib/ ~ /gaib/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P Ji-» (m-g-l) 
/muyul/ (modem P /moyol/) ‘a Mogul, Mongolian’ > H yw 
(mugal), (/ (m-g-l) /mucal/ ~ /mogol/ ‘t.s.’.

361 This assumption finds confirmation in Nagari writing (common use 
of dotless 3), n vs. ^>, n), vide supra 2.3.4.

This type of change has already been discussed in paragraph 3.2.5.
363 Especially in the expression (h-m-A-m d-s-t-h) /hamam dasta/ 

‘pestle and mortar’.
364 Cf. also 3.2.6.(v).

3.5.4. Some qualitative changes characterized by greater 
regularity, have already been described in paragraph 3.2.6., 
whereas those alternations which are observed in the borrowed 
words more infrequently are enumerated below:

(i) approximation of the Persian voiced labio-dental fricative
/v/ by replacing it with the bilabial nasal /m/, e.g.: P (d-Y-V-k) 
/devaek/ ~ /devuk/ ‘weevil; moth’ > H te (dimak), (d-Y-m-k) 
/dimak/ ‘t.s.’; P j'j* (h-V-A-ri) /havaen/ ‘mortar’ > H (havan) 
~ ÍSKH (himarn), (h-A-V-n) ~ (h-m-A-m)363 /haoan/ ~

/himam/ ‘t.s.’;
(ii) approximation of the Persian voiced labio-dental fricative

/v/ by replacing it with the bilabial stop /b/,364 e.g.: Class. P »Xj Ij 

(V-A V-Y-l-A-h) /va vailah/ (modem P /vavejla/) ‘alas! woe!’ 
> H (báveli), (V-A V-Y-l-A-h) /baoeli/ ~ /oanela/ ‘t.s.’; 
Class. P [< A] ¿'A, (V-d-A-c) /vida’/ (modem P /veda’/) ‘adieu, 
farewell’ > H ter (bida) ~ fcra (viddy), (b-d-A) ~ (V-d-A-c)
/bida/ ~ /uida(j)/ ‘departure’; Class. P [< A] j'» (j-V-A-r) /chivar/ 
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(modem P /d^evar/) ‘neighbourhood’ > H (jabdr), jit (f-V-A-r) 
/djabar/ ~ /djivar/ ‘t.s.’;

(iii) fricativization of the Persian voiceless velar stop /k/, 
e.g.: P (b-k-t-r)365 /bæktær/ ‘a coat of mail’ > H 

(bakh'tar) ~ (bak'tar), (b-k-t-r) /baxtar/ ~ /baktar/ ‘t.s.’; 
Class. P (z-n-k-h) /zænækæ/ (modem P /zænæke/) ‘a little 
woman, a wretch of a woman’ > H (zan'khâ), l/J (z-n-x-A) ~ 
'jj (z-n-x-h) /zanxa/ ‘effeminate; eunuch’; P (b-t-k) /bætæk/ 
‘a duckling’ > H (batakh) ~ (batak), (b-t-x) Postexl ~ 
/batak/ ‘t.s.’;

(iv) defricativization of the Persian voiceless labio-dental

365 This is the collateral form of P j&i (b-g-t-r).

366 Fortition of the fricative /f/ in Hindustani is usually connected with 
it being replaced by the aspirated bilabial plosive /ph/ (cf. 3.2.6.(i)).

367 But cf. P ojjjji (f-Y-r-V-z-h) /firozæ/ ‘a turquoise’ > H ^p'mi 
(firoza), (f-Y-r-V-z-h) /firoza/ ‘t.s.’.

368 Note that the Arabic signs for both the consonants are very similar, 
a dot being the only observable difference (/0/ = □ ; /d/ = j), hence, in this 
case, the guess about the impact of the orthography on the pronunciation 
seems to be fully justified.

fricative /f/, e.g.:366 P ejjjjs (g-n-d-h f-Y-r-V-z-h) /gændæ 

firozæ/ ‘olibanum’ > H (gandâ bïrozd), (g-n-d-h
b-Y-r-V-z-h) /ganda biroza/367 ‘t.s.’;

(v) depalatalization of the Persian alveo-palatal affricate /ctj/ 
by replacing it with Hindustani dental stop, e.g.: P (j-h-Y-z) 
/djaehiz/ ‘a dowry’ > H (dahez), (d-h-Y-z) /dahez/ ~ /dihez/ 
‘t.s.’;

(vi) in several loanwords from Arabic the phonetic realiza
tion of the voiced fricative /z/ originating from the A voiced in
terdental fricative /6/ is variable and may strengthen to the voiced 
dental stop /d/,368 e.g.: P [< A] ¿¿IS (k-A-g-z) /kayæz/ ~ /kayiz/ 

‘paper’ > H (kdgaz) ~ (kdgad), (k-A-g-z) /kacaz/ - 
/kacad/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] »(g-z-A-r-h) /guzaxæ/ ‘passing’ > H 
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’pirn (guzara) ~ ’¡srt (gudara), »Alf (g-z-A-r-h) /guzara/ ~ /guzara/ 
‘t.s.’.369

369 Cf. lenition of /d/ which is being replaced by /z/ as a result of the 
Arabicization of some genuinely Persian words, e.g.: P jClJ (A-s-t-A-d) - 

ilU (A-s-t-A-z) lusXadJ ~ /ostaz/ ‘master, teacher’ > H Trar? (ustad), ,c-f 

(A-s-t-A-d) ~ jt-i (A-s-t-A-z) /ustad/ - /ustaz/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P (g-n-b-d) ~

(g-n-b-z) /gumbaed/ ~ /gumbaez/ (modem P /gombasd/ ~ /gombasz/) ‘a 
cupola, a dome’ > H (gumbad), jf (g-n-b-d) - if (g-n-b-z) /gumbad/ - 
/gumbaz/ ‘t.s.’

370 The original form /qamis/ is rare in Hindustani; the even more “In- 
dianized” variant /kamidj/ is common in colloquial speech.

3.5.5. Changes in phonation type:
(i) devoicing, e.g.: P (k-b-g) /kaebg/ ‘a partridge’ > H
(kabak), Jf (k-b-k) /kab(a)k/ ‘t.s.’; P (t-n-b-V-r-h)

/taemburas/ ‘a stringed instrument used to accompany a singer’ 
>H drrjn (tän'püra), urf (t-n-b-V-r-h) /tampura/ ~ /tambura/ 
‘t.s.’; P [< A] (A-h-d) /aehaed/ ‘unity, one’ > H aisa (ahat), 
(A-h-d) /ahat/ ~ /ahad/ ‘t.s.’; P (x-r-j) /haerdj/ - /hurdj/ 
‘expense’ > H (kharc), (x-r-c) /xartf/ ‘t.s.’; P aJIS (k-A-l-b-d) 
/kalbud/ ~ /kalbaed/ ‘mould, frame’ > H (käl'büt) ~ 
(kal'büf), (k-A-l-b-f) /kalbut/ ~ /kalbut/ ~ /kalbut/ ‘t.s.’; 
P »iSjli. (x-A-n-g-A-h) /xangah/ ‘a Süfi residential establishment’ 
> H (khän'käh), (x-A-n-q-A-h) /xanqa(h)/ ‘t.s.’; P 
(l-A-j-V-r-d) /ladjvaerd/ ‘lapis lazuli’ > H araaa (läj'vart), 
(l-A-j-V-r-d) /ladjuart/ ~ /lad3üard/ ‘t.s.’; P (n-s-A-n-j-Y)
/nijajiji/ ‘standard-bearer’ > H (nisan'ct), (n-s-A-n-c-Y) 
/nijajifi/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) voicing is restricted practically to one irregular change,
namely the utterance of the P /s/ < A pharyngeal ized /sV as /z/, 
e.g.: P (q-m-Y-s) /qaemis/ ‘a shirt’ > H (kamiz), ji3 
(q-m-Y-s) /qamiz/370 ‘t.s.’; P (s-f-Y-r) /saefir/ ‘whistling;
singing (a bird)’ > H (zafir) ~ w (zafil), jf" (s-f-Y-r) ~/J 
(z-f-Y-r) /zafir/ ~ /zafil/ ~ /safir/ ‘t.s.’.
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3.5.6. Unifying of sibilants /J7 and /s/, a phenomenon com
monly observed in Hindustani, manifests itself in two ways:

(i) palatalization of the P voiceless alveolar fricative /s/, e.g.: 
P ji (x-r-s-n-d) /xursænd/ ‘contented, happy’ > H tgsfe (khur- 
sand), (x-r-s-n-d) /xurfand/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] (t-A-s-h) /tasae/ 
‘a kind of drum’ > H tutfi (tâsa) ~ (tasa), (t-A-s-h)37' /taja/ 

~ /taja/ ‘t.s.’;
(ii) depalatalization of the P voiceless alveo-palatal fricative 

/J7,371 372 e.g.: P cAjj- (s-r-Y-s) /siriJ7 ‘glue’ > H ata (sares), j*-/ 
(s-r-Y-s) /sares/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] Jsli (s-A-q-l) ~ JjsLi (s-A-q-V-I) 
/Jaqol/ ~ /Jaqul/ ‘a plummet’ > H Higa (sâhul), JaU (s-A-q-l) ~ 
JjSU, (s-A-q-l) /sahol/373 ~ /saqul/ ~ /saqul/ ‘t.s.’;374

(iii) many loanwords of this type, however, retain alternate

371 Note that in both cases the sound change has also influenced the 
way these loanwords are spelled in Perso-Arabic script - which is a rather 
unusual feature. The STCD labels such notation as colloquial or misspelled, 
but at the same time admits its widespread use.

Common depalatalization of /J7 and its replacing by /s/ by the 
speakers of Hindustani may also be a result of the influence of other 1A 
languages/dialects, where this type of change is more regular (like, for 
example, in Braj bhasa). The phenomenon has long been known, cf. for 
example Babur’s remark (16111 c.): “It has struck me that as a Hindustani 
pronounces shin as sin (i.e. sh as 5), and as Kashmir is the one respectable 
town in these mountains, no other indeed being heard of, Hindustanis might 
pronounce it KasmTr” (Babur 1922: 484).

373 Here another change is the debuccalization of the intervocalic stop 
/q/ ->• /h/.

374 Here again only such examples are shown in which the phonetic 
change is mirrored in the orthography. Cf. also 3.2.6.(iii).

pronunciation, i.e. /J7 and /s/ are uttered (and spelled) inter
changeably (especially in Nagari), depending entirely on the 
speaker’s choice, e.g.: H 3W (ars) ~ srf (aras), J/ (c-r-s) /arJ7 ~ 
/ar(a)s/ ‘roof, canopy; heaven’ < P [< A] lAjc- (c-r-s) /ærJ7 ‘t.s.’; 
H (khus'phelT), J/ (x-Y-s f-c-l-Y) /khospheli/ ~ /xoj'feli/
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‘ease, comfort’ < P (x-V-s f-c-l-Y) /xuJTeli/ ‘t.s.’; H ¡лрт
(sakh) ~ нит (sdkh), & (s-A-x) ~ Ul- (s-A-kh-A~) /Jax/ ~ /sakh(a)/ 
‘branch’ < P (s-A-x) /Jax/ ‘t.s.’; H (saftalu) ~ H 
(satalu), (s-f-t-A-l-V) /Jaftalu/ ~ /satalu/ ‘a kind of peach’ < P 
^¿(s-f-t-A-l-V) /Jaeftalu/ ‘t.s.’.

Fig. 10. “One language two scripts” (Ek bka^a, do lipiyam) - a page from 
the literary monthly magazine Kadambirii (December 2010) advertizing the 
Hamari Boli Initiative, “a full scale Language Planning and People-to-People 
Communication & Open Collaboration Enterprise for Indo-Рак Confidence 
Building”, aimed at reforming and modernizing Hindustani (Hindi-Urdu) as the 
“lingua franca of the Desi [= indigenous South Asian] world”. (Source: 
http://www.hamariboli. com)

http://www.hamariboli
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3.6. Changes in Distribution of Consonant Phonemes in 
the Borrowed Words

3.6.1. Generally, changes in distribution can be divided into 
three types: (i) deletion; (ii) adition; (iii) rearrangement of sounds 
(metathesis).

3.6.2. Deletion involves the loss of one (or more) conso
nants, irrespective of their position in a word. Sometimes the loss 
is preceded by the lenition of a consonant such as degemination, 
fricativization or debuccalization:

(i) consonant elision occurs predominantly in the middle po
sition, at first, probably, as a result of hasty or careless speech, 
but, ultimately, also to ease pronunciation and make it more eco
nomical. As in the case of other sound changes observable in 
Perso-Arabic loanwords, consonant elision has a collateral char
acter, and its occurence is mainly dependent on the speaker. Cf. 
the following examples: P (d-A-r-V-g-g-Y) /daroyaegi/
‘superintendency’ > H (darogaT), (d-A-r-V-A-Y'-Y)
/daroca’i/ ~ /darogaji/ ‘t.s.’; P jLil (A-n-b-A-r) /aembar/ ‘full to the 
brim; storehouse’ > H atm (ambar) ~ w (amar), (A-n-b-A-r) ~ 

(A-m-A-r) /ambar/ ~ /amar/ ‘heap, pile’; Class. P [< A]
(m-V-A-f-q) /movafiq/ (modem P /movafeq/) ‘agreeing, suitable’ 
> H (muafik) ~ (mafik), ¡j^ (m-V-A-f-q) /mu.afiq/ ~

/mafiq/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] jljl».l (A-h-t-r-A-z) /ihtiraz/ ‘guarding 
against’ > H qrRM (et'raz), ;i^i (A-h-t-r-A-z) /etraz/ ~ /ehtiraz/ 
‘t.s.’; P [< A] ijc-jc- (g-r-g-r-t) /yaeryaerae(t)/ ‘gargling’ > H WJ 
(garara),375 »// (g-r-g-r-/r) /carara/ ~ /caryara/ ‘t.s.’; P 
(t-b-A-h-Y) /taebahi/ ‘ruin; destruction’ > H (tabahf) ~ 
(tavaT), JV (t-b-A-h-Y) /tabahi/ ~ /taua.i/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P [< A] 

(f-A-r-g-x-t-Y) /fanyxaet:i/ (modem P /fareqxaet:i/) ‘deed

375 This noun should not be confused with garara, m. 1. ‘loose trousers 
(women’s)’; 2. ‘a large sack, tent-bag’.
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of release (from debt or obligation)’ > H ibP.yii (far'khatT), f* 
(f-A-r-g-x-t-Y) /farxoti/ ‘t.s.’; P (x-V-s-h-A-l) /xujhal/
‘happy’ > H (khus'hal), (x-V-s-h-A-l) /xufhal/ ~ /xufal/ 
‘t.s.’; P [< A] »(s-n-g-t-r-h) /sasngtaerae/ ‘a kind of orange’ 
> H ’irRT (santara), ,/> (s-n-t-r-h) /santara/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P [< A] 

(m-s-V-d-i) /musaovaedae(t)/ (modem P /mosavvajde/) ‘a 
rough draft’ > H (masauda), »y' (m-s-V-d-h) /masaoda/ ~ 
/mosuad:a/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) a specific kind of elision is the loss of the intervocalic
glide /j/, e.g.: Class. P (g-n-j-A-Y-s) /gunc^ajij/ (modem P 
/gondjajcJ?) ‘space, room’ > H (guhjais), (g-n-j-A-Y^-s) 
/gopdja.if/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P (f-r-m-A-Y-s) /fermajij/ (modem 
P /faermajcj/) ‘order’ > H (far'mais), (f-r-m-A-Y^-s)
/farma.ij/ ‘t.s.’; Class. P a I (n-m-A-Y-s) /numajij? (modem
P /naemajej/) ‘show (of), display’ > H (numais),
(n-m-A-Y^-s) /noma.iJV ‘t.s.’;

(iii) apheresis, or the loss of a consonant from the beginning 
of a word occurs sporadically and only as an alternative realiza
tion, e.g.: P (Y-x-n-Y) /jaexni/ ‘cooked’ > H qrait (yakh'nT) - 
ST’air (akh'nT), ¿^-(Y-x-n-Y) /jaxni/ ~/axni/ ‘soup’;

(iv) in some cases consonant loss occurs at the end of a
word, e.g.: Class. P [< A] (h-V-d-j) /haudsec^/ (modem P 
/houdasdj/) ‘a camel-litter’ > H ircr (hauda), (h-V-d-h) /hauda/ 
‘t.s.’; P [< A] jl>ljil (A-f-r-A-t o t-f-r-Y-t) /ifrato.taefrit/ ‘ex
cess, abundance’ > H (afra-tafri), (A-f-r-A-t o
t-f-r-Y-f) /afra.tafri/ ~ /iffato.tafrit/ ‘t.s.’;

(v) it happens that the final voiceless aspirate [h] is dropped 
and the preceding vowel is elongated (analogously to words 
which end with the ‘silent’ h), even though in these words /h/ is 
not a remnant of td3 marbutah,376 e.g.: P (k-r-g-h) /kaergaeh/ 

376 Note that in contemporary colloquial Persian similar compensatory 
lengthening is a common phenomenon, and /h/ is often dropped and re-
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‘a weaver’s loom or shop’ > H (kar'ga), /f (k-r-g-h) 
/karga/377 ‘t.s.’; Class. P [< A] (s-b-h-t) /Jubhse(t)/ (modem P 

(s-b-h-h) /fobhe/) ‘doubt’ > H (sub'ha), > (s-b-h) 
/subha/ ~ /fubh/ ~ /Juba/ ‘t.s.’. The final Persian /h/ which in 
Arabic loanwords has superseded the pharyngeal [h] also can be 
subject to elision, e.g.: P [< A] = (s-h-Y-h) /saehih/ ‘complete, 
perfect’ > H (sahi), £ (s-h-Y-h) /sahi/ ~ /sahih/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] 

(t-s-b-Y-h) /taesbih/ ‘a rosary’ > H freit (tas'bi), & (t-s-b-Y-h) 
/tasbi(h)/ ‘t.s.’;

placed (especially in high-frequency, everyday words) by a lengthening of 
the previous vowel e.g.: [kuta:] instead of /kutah/ ‘short’, [tee:si:] instead of 
/tashih/, [be:taer] instead of /behtaer/, etc.

The alternative form with metathesis vide infra 3.6.4.
378 Instances of nasalized short vowels and of nasalized long vowels 

before voiced stops, resulting from a deleted nasal consonant, are allo
phonic (Masica 1991: 117-118), e.g.: P (t-n-z) /t&nzJ ‘bantering’ > H 

(tamz),^ (t-n-z) ItiszJ ~ /tanz/ ‘t.s.’.

(vi) consonant elision, occurring word-finally or before 
voiceless stops, is sometimes accompanied by nasalization of a 
preceding long vowel,378 e.g.: P [< A] ¿Uli (A-s-Y-A-n) /ajjan/ ‘a 
nest’ > H (asiyam), jlif (A-s-Y-A-n) /ajija/ ‘t.s.’; P [< A] 
(j-iS (q-q-n-s) /qaeqnus/ ‘the phoenix (bird)’ > H (kak'num), 
J21 (q-q-n-s) /qaqnu/ ~ /qaqnus/ ‘t.s.’; P ui-j (z-m-Y-n) /zaemin/ 
‘earth, ground’ > H w (zamTm) ~ W (zamiri), (z-m-Y-n) ~ 

(z-m-Y-h) /zamT/ ~ /zamin/ ‘t.s.’.
3.6.3. Addition primarily involves adding the alveo-palatal 

approximant /j/ as a glide - which is the most common kind of 
excrescence in Perso-Arabic loanwords. The glide may appear 
intervocalically as well as between a vowel and a consonant. Its 
primary function, however, is to ease the pronunciation, not to 
prevent hiatus, which is permissible in Hindustani, e.g.: H riciiqub 
(tavayaf), (t-V-A-Y^-f) /tauajaf/ ~ /tauajif/ ‘a dancing-girl’ 
< P [< A] (t-V-A-Y^-f) /taeva’if ‘t.s.’; H «1 (jaya), ¿U 
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(z-A-Y3-c) /djaja/ ~ /zaje/ ‘wasted, lost’ < P [< A] ¿^(z-A-Y3-c) 
IttVVI ‘t.s.’; H (payak), ~$-%(p-Y-k) /pajok/ ~ /paik/ ‘footman; 
messenger’ < Class. P *-5^ (p-Y-k) /paik/ (modem P /pejk/) ‘t.s.’; 
H shew (hamáyal), (h-m-A-Y3-l) /homajol/ ‘a necklace of 
flowers, or of rupees’ < Class. P [< A] Jit»». (h-m-A-Y3-l) 
/haema’il/ (modem P /haema’el/ ~ /haemajel/) ‘t.s.’; H ¿íiíi^h 
(záy’kedár), ¿¡b (z-A-Y3-q-h d-A-r) /zajqedar/ ~ /za’iqadar/ 
‘tasty’ < Class. P jh ^^(z-A-Y3-q-h d-A-r) /za’iqaedar/ (modem 
P /za.eqedar/) ‘t.s.’; H (dariydT), ¿bb (d-A-r-A-Y3-Y) /donja.i/ 

~ /dara’i/ ‘satin’ < Class. P j'J (p-Y-k) /dara’i/ (modem P 
(d-A-r-A-Y-Y) /daraji/) ‘a kind of silk stuff’. The labio-dental 
approximant /0/ may also appear in similar function, although not 
as frequently as /j/, e.g.: H (jaulani), jjz (j-V-l-A-n-Y) 
/djaulani/ ~ /djooolani/ ‘quickness, alertness’ < Class. P [< A] 
(>7»(j-V-l-A-n-Y) /djaulani/ (modem P /za.eqedar/) ‘t.s.’. Other 
cases of excrescence are sparse, e.g.: H (al'mast), ^1 (A-l- 
m-s-t) /almost/ ‘drunk’ < P (m-s-t) /maest/ ‘t.s.’; H 
(cunindá), (c-n-n-d-h) /tfumnda/ ~ /tfumda/379 ‘gathered’ < P 
8-iúa. (c-n-Y-d-h) /tfinida/ ‘t.s.’; H (jañjál), Jl/? (j-n-j-A-l) 
/djojidsal/ ‘a large musket’ < P Jil(j-z-A-Y3-l) /djaeza’il/ ‘t.s.’; 
H (tandür), (t-n-d-V-r) /tondur/ ‘oven’ < P (t-n-V-r) 
/taen:ur/ ‘t.s.’.

379 Nasalization of the short vowel in this case is allophonic (see the 
previous footnote).

Here one can observe aspiration through metathesis. Another such 
example is given in Beg (1988: 77): H/U /andho/ ‘grief < P /andoh/ ‘t.s.’.

3.6.4. There are few examples of strictly consonantal, adja
cent metathesis, e.g.: H tjsf (¡diurda), »¡7 (x-r-d-h) /xurda/ ~ 
(Idiud'rd) /xudra/ ‘small (in size or quantity)’ < P (x-r-d-h) 
/xurda/ ‘t.s.’; H (khud'ráfaros) /xudraforoj/ ~ »7
(x-r-d-h f-r-V-s) /xurdaforoj/ ‘a pedlar’ < P lAjj® (x-r-d-h 
f-r-V-s) /xurdafeeroj? ‘t.s.’; H wktt (oh'da), tx? (c-h-d-h) /ohda/ ~ 

3¡TUT (odha) /odha/380 ‘an office, duty; position’ < Class. P [< A]
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'“-4e- (^-h-d-t) /çuhdæ(t)/ (modem P (c-h-d-h) /ohde/) ‘t.s.’; H 
tïïft (pan'ha) ~ (p-h-n-A) /pshna/ ‘breadth’ < P
(p-h-n-A) /pæhna/ ‘t.s.’. Other instances of metathesis involve 
both consonants and vowels, e.g.: H 3i?=ih (ah’vâl), Jifi (A-h-V-A-I) 
/shoal/ ~ (havdl) /hsoal/ ‘state, condition’ < P [< A] 
(A-h-V-A-l) /æhval/ ‘t.s.’; H ^tt (kar’ga), // (k-r-g-h) /ksrga(h)/ 
~ sott (kar'gha), (k-r-gh-A) /ksrgha/381 ‘a weaver’s loom or 
shop’ < P aÉjS (k-r-g-h) /kargah/ ‘t.s.’; H hetm (mat'haf) /mathst/ 
~ cA (m-A-t-h-t) /matsht/ ‘what is under’ < P OaJL. (m-A-t-h-t) 
/matæht/ ‘the lower part’; H (ïzâd), (A-Y-z-A-d) /izad/ 
‘increase; addition’ ~ (zyâdâ), »AJ (z-Y-A-d-h) /zjada/ ‘more; 
much’ < P »A>j (z-Y-A-d-t) /zijadæ(t)/ (modem P »slij (z-Y-A-d-h) 
/zijade/) ‘t.s.’

This form is an excellent example of nativization through spelling.381



Fig. 11. A plaque with a digraphic representation of Ghalib’s couplet in 
Perso-Arabic and Nagari scripts. The verse reads in Nagari: na tha kuch to khida 
thd, kuch na hold to khuda hold / duboya mujh’ko hone ne, na hold maim to kya 
hota, and in Perso-Arabic script: n-h th-A k-ch t-Vx-d-A th-A, k-ch n-h h-V-t-A t-V 
x-d-A h-V-t-A / d-b-V-Y-A m-jh k-V h-V-n-e n-e, n-h h-V-t-A m-Y-ri t-V k-Y-A h- 

V-t-A. Mazar-e Galib (Ghalib’s Tomb), New Delhi. (Photo by the author, 2012)
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Indeed, it stands very much to reason that the transfer of morphemes 
is facilitated between highly congruent structures.

(Weinreich 1953: 33)

4.1. General Morphosyntactic Characteristics of Persian 
and Hindustani: Similarities and Differences

4.1.1. Due to centuries-long language contact between Per
sian and Hindustani (which, actually, may be rightly assessed as 
fruitful co-existence), Persian has had a significant influence on 
Hindustani not only in the spheres of lexis or phonology, but also 
at the morphosyntactic level. It is an unquestionable fact that a 
considerable degree of similarity between the morphological and 
syntactic systems of both the languages has remained a key force 
in this process.

4.1.2. In Persian, and in Hindustani, there exist eight parts of 
speech (nouns, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, verbs, numerals,382 

conjunctions, and interjections) and the so-called grammatical 
(auxiliary) words: prepositions (mainly in Persian) and postposi
tions (mainly in Hindustani). In contrast to Persian which has 
entirely lost inflection of nominal parts of speech383, in Hindu

stani there exists a moderate case-system (direct/nominative, 

382 Traditionally classified also as adjectives.
381 Old Persian (600-300 BC) was still a typical inflected language, sim

ilar in terms of its system to its contemporaries - Sanskrit and Classical 
Greek. By the late Middle Persian period (approx. 7lh CE), the language had 
undergone a profound reduction of inflectional morphology and had be
come close to the analytical structure characteristic of New Persian (cf. 
Perry 2007: 975).
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oblique and vocative) and the distinction of gender (masculine 
and feminine). In Persian, however, the declining inflexions have 
been entirely replaced by analytic constructions. Both Hindustani 
and Persian have the category of number (singular and plural).

4.1.3. Over the centuries, a number of important changes in 
syntax can also be observed. Previousely used, rather free word 
orders (cf. Staal 1967; Kent 1950: 96), typical for languages with 
extended inflexions, have become settled and grammatical ones. 
Both Hindustani and New Persian have a relatively consistent 
word order, subject-object-verb (SOV), with the verb placed 
finally in the sentence. Nominal sentences, very common in the 
archaic period,384 do not exist in contemporary Hindustani, or in 
Persian,385 as they have been replaced by verbal sentences, which 
are most commonly formed by combination with the copula (in 
this function the Hindustani verb /hona/ and the Persian verb 
/bodæn/ - both meaning ‘to be’ - are found). There exists, how
ever, the difference within the construction of the noun phrase, in 
which the Hindustani order modifier-noun-postposition contrasts 
with the Persian order preposition-noun-modifier, with elements 
typically linked by the izâfat.

384 In Sanskrit both nominal sentences (including nominal composi
tions, very popular in this function) and verbal sentences were equally 
common. For example, the verbal sentence: RÎrhslfdlU (bhaktir jnânâya

kalpate) ‘love is conducive to knowledge’ could be successfully replaced 
with the nominal sentence: (bhakter jnânakalpanâ) / sTHRT
RÎtMm'MHI (jnânâya bhaktikalpanâ) or with the composition: slH’HÎrMwMHl 
(jnânabhaktikalpanâ\ cf. Staal 1995: 81-83.

385 Except for nominal sentences borrowed from Arabic, which favours 
this kind of structure, e.g.: P [< A] Vlijs y j (l-A h-V-l V l-A q-V-i 

A-l-A b-A-ll-h) /lahaulæ væ la qov:ætæ æl:a bikahæ/ ‘there is neither might 
nor strength but in God’ and the corrupted inteijection in Hindustani:

(lâhaul bilâ kübat), Jr ü (l-A h-V-l V l-A q-V-t) /lahaul cala 
quoat/ - /lahaul bila qubat/ ‘there is no strength nor power but in God: how 
horrible! how disgusting!’.
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4.1.4. Another common characteristic of both Hindustani 
and Persian is their proclivity towards derivation and composi
tion. Both the languages inherited extensive and firmly estab
lished models of word-formation from their Old Indo-Aryan and 
Old Iranian ancestors. Moreover, Hindustani remains in a spe
cially favourable position being able to supplement its own richly 
productive patterns with a number of new elements borrowed 
from Persian and Arabic (and, during the last decades, also from 
English). Generally, Hindustani and Persian systems of deriva
tion and composition, both nominal and lexical, are congruous in 
many respects and comprise similar categories, such as deverbal 
nominals, nominals created by derivational prefixes and suf
fixes,386 nominal compounds (copulative, possessive/attributive 
and determinative), denominal verbs,387 causative verbs and ver
bal compounds.388 A more detailed theoretical description of 

these features would exceed the requirements of the present 
study but they will be referred to in the course of further discus
sion, devoted to adaptation of Perso-Arabic loanwords at the 
morphosyntactic level, that will follow in this chapter.

386 Both in Hindustani and in Persian suffixes are the principal means 
of nominal derivation. The special group within this class of affixes are 
deverbal (or verb stem) suffixes, very productive in Persian but also quite 
frequently adopted in a number by Hindustani, vide infra 4.2.14.(iii). They 
occupy the intermediate position between suffixes and second members of 
compounds.

387 Created by suffixing an infinitive suffix (-/idaen/ in Persian, -/na/ in 
Hindustani) to a nominal.

388 This category includes two fundamentally distinct classes of verbs: 
those formed of a verb stem (or a derivative) and a verb, and those com
posed of a nominal (or adverb/preposition) and a verb. In Hindustani the 
former are categorized as compound verbs, the latter - as conjunct verbs 
(cf. Burton-Page 1957).
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4.2. Morphosyntactic Classification of the Perso-Arabic 
Borrowings in Hindustani

4.2.1. The vast majority of Perso-Arabic loanwords in 
Hindustani are nominal parts of speech, viz. nouns and adjec
tives. Within this capacious and categorically highly differenti
ated group one can distinguish several subcategories:

(i) simple nouns (i.e. not derived from other parts of 
speech), which constitute probably the most numerous group of 
Perso-Arabic loanwords, e.g.: H sw (sah'r), f (s-h-r) /Jah(a)r/ 
‘city’ < P jfri (s-h-r) /Jaehr/ ‘t.s.’; H few (kitab), (k-t-A-b) 
/kitab/ ‘book’ < P [< A] cjIjS (k-t-A-b) /kitab/ ‘t.s.’; H fet (dil), Jj 

(d-l) /dil/ ‘heart’ < P Jj (d-l) /dil/ ‘t.s.’; H fet (maut), (m-V-t) 
/maut/ ‘death’ < P [< A] (m-V-t) /maut/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) simple adjectives, e.g.: H tr (tar), 7 (t-r) /tar/ ‘wet, 
moist’ < P > (t-r) /taer/ ‘t.s.’; H w (galat), hit (g-l-t) /calat/ ‘in
correct, untrue’ < P [< A] laic (g-l-t) /qaelaet/ ‘t.s.’; H (khall),

(x-A-l-Y) /xali/ ‘empty, vacant’ < P [< A] JLi (x-A-l-Y) /xali/ 
‘t.s.’;

(iii) Persian participles (verbal adjectives), frequently acting 
as both adjectives and nouns, e.g.: H wt (dida), »_> (d-Y-d-h) 
/dida/ 1. adj. ‘seen’; 2. m. ‘eye’ < P »ap (d-Y-d-h) /didae/ ‘t.s.’;389 
H qfer (parinda), (p-r-n-d-h) /parinda/ 1. adj. ‘winged; fly
ing’; 2. m. ‘bird’ < P oa3jj (p-r-n-d-h) /paeraenda/ ‘t.s.’;390

(iv) Persian verbal nouns (formed from verbal roots and 
sometimes from infinitives), e.g.: H few (giraft), ¿¡J (g-r-f-t) 
/giraft/ f. ‘seizing’ < P ¿s/ (g-r-f-t) IgmftJ ‘t.s.’;391 H fera 

(rivaj), (r-V-A-j) /rmadj/ m. ‘being in demand’ < P [< A] 
(r-K-A-j) /raeuadj/ ‘t.s.’;392

389 Perf. part, of P (d-Y-d-n) ‘to see, look, &c.’.
3,0 Act. part, of P JJjjj (p-r-Y-d-n) ‘to fly in the air, to flutter; to throb’.
3.1 3. sg. praeteritum from P (g-r-f-t-n) ‘to take, seize, &c.’.
3.2 Verbal (infinitive) noun of A £jj (r-V-j) ‘to have a ready sale, &c.’.
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(v) a number of of derivative forms created by means of af
fixes, e.g.: H (ros'rii), (r-V-s-n-Y) /rojni/ f. ‘light, bright
ness’ < P (r-V-s-n-Y) /roujaeni/ ‘t.s.’ < P (r-V-s-n)
/rojaen/ adj. ‘light, splendid’; H (lailaj), (l-A-c-l-A-j)
/la.iladj/ adj. ‘incurable’ < P [< A] (l-A-c-l-A-j) /la’iladj/
‘t.s.’ < A (c-l-A-j) /iladj/ ‘remedy, cure’;

(vi) compound nouns and adjectives, e.g.: H srh-Shk (al- 
aulad), jUji Ji (A-l A-V-l-A-d) /al.aulad/ ‘children, descendants’ 
< P J' (A-l) /al/ ‘offspring...’ + P jVjl (A-V-l-A-d) /aolad/ 
‘sons...’; H (maikhana), ¿bl (m-Y-x-A-n-h) /maixana/ ‘tav
ern; liquor shop’ < P (m-Y-x-A-n-h) /maixanae/ ‘t.s.’ < P 
(m-Y) /ma.il ‘wine’ + P Aili. (x-A-n-h) /xanae/ ‘house’; H 
(meh'man'navaz), ;iy (m-h-m-A-n n-V-A-z) /mehman:auaz/ 
‘hospitable’ < P j'jj (m-h-m-A-n n-V-A-z) /mihman.naevaz/ 
‘t.s.’ < P (m-h-m-A-n) /mihman/ ‘guest’ + P j'> (n-V-A-z) 
InsxazJ ‘comfort, satisfaction &c.’.

4.2.2. Adjectives (including verbal adjectives) are often sub
ject to substantivization and, similarly as it happens in Persian 
(Mace 2003: 47), also in Hindustani most of the borrowed adjec
tives can be used as nouns if only the meaning permits such us
age, e.g.: H aan (javan), (j-V-A-n) /cijouan/ 1. adj. ‘young 
&c.’; 2. m. ‘a youth &c.’ < P j'» (j-V-A-n) /djaevan/ ‘young; a 
young man’; H asr?7 (bahadur), (b-h-A-d-r) /bahadur/ 1. adj. 
‘brave &c.’; 2. m. ‘hero’ < P >1« (b-h-A-d-r) /baehadur/ ‘t.s.’. 
There is also a group of loanwords which are classified as both 
nouns and adjectives, e.g.: H aaaaa (bad'nas'I), J^> (b-d-n-s-l) 
/badnasl/ adj. & m. ‘of bad breed; a bastard’ < P J-u (b-d-n-s-l) 
/baednaesl/ ‘t.s.’; H (gair'mulkT), $ji (g-Y-r-m-l-k-Y)

/yairmulki/ adj. & m. ‘foreign; a foreigner’ < P jjc. (g-Y-r- 
m-l-k-Y) /qairmolki/ ‘t.s.’. The phenomenon of adjectivization of 
nouns, although rarer, can also be observed, e.g.: H (but), 
(b-t) /but/ 1. m. ‘idol, image &c.’; 2. adj. ‘stupefied, stunned, 
dumb-founded’ < P Cu (b-t) /but/ ‘an idol &c.’; H are, (cak), 

file:///ma.il
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(c-A-k) /tfak/ 1. m. ‘rent, slit, cut, fissure’; 2. adj. ‘tom, lacerated’ 
< P '-S'-? (c-A-k) IfakJ ‘a fissure, rupture &c.’.

4.2.3. Both nouns and adjectives borrowed by Hindustani 
can be marked (i.e. they have suffixes that change to show gen
der and number) and unmarked. Regarding such categories as 
gender, number and case, they are subject to adaptation processes 
which are discussed in paragraph 4.3.

4.2.4. Within the analyzed lexical material, the group of Per
sian and Arabic adverbs consists of approximately 180 words. 
These are both original (underived) adverbs and other parts of 
speech (mostly adjectives) which have become adverbialized. 
According to their semantic value, these adverbs may be catego
rized into several groups:

(i) adverbs of manner (the most numerous category, com
prizing over one third of all the borrowed adverbs), e.g.: 
(ahista), (A-h-s-t-h) /ahista/ ‘slowly, softly’ < P (A-h-s- 
t-h) /ahistae/ ‘t.s.’;* 393 qfet (badil), (b-d-I) /badil/ ‘heartily, cor
dially’ < P Ja? (b-d-l) /baedil/ ‘t.s.’;394 (far-far) ~ w-w.

393 Also possible are: /ahiste/, /ahista-ahista/, /ahiste-ahiste/ and the 
elided form /aste/.

393 There is a whole group of adverbs created by means of the Persian 
preposition /bae/ which in Hindustani functions as a prefix joining nouns 
and meaning ‘with, along with’, e.g.: /baxubi/ ‘well, excellently’, /bazor/
‘by force’, /bajauq/ ‘with pleasure’, etc.

(phar-phar),}} (f-r-f-r) /farfar/ ~ /pharphar/ ‘quickly; fluently’ < P 
J*J* (f-r-f-r) /faerfaer/ ‘reading or writing expeditiously’; fcdtm 
(dilerana), (d-l-Y-r-A-n-h) /dilerana/ ‘boldly, bravely’ < P 
cljjb (d-l-Y-r-A-n-h) /diliranae/ ‘t.s.’; (jab'ran), ij?. (j-b-r-A ) 
/cjjabran/ ‘forcibly; by compulsion’ < P [< A] (j-b-r-A) 
/t^aebraen/ ‘t.s.’; sjrit (jaldi), JA? (j-l-d-Y) /ctjoldi/ ‘quickly’ < P 

(j-l-d-Y) /c^jaeldi/ ‘speed, haste, quickness’; (marfat), 
(m-c-r-f-t) /marfat/ ‘knowing, by means (of), through’ < P 

[< A] cjsj«-« (m-c-r-f-t) /mae’rifaet/ ‘t.s.’; defied (tafrihan), fc/’ 
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(t-f-r-Y-h-A) /tafrihan/ ‘by way of amusement’ < P [< A] 'Ujjii 
(t-f-r-Y-h-A) /taefrihaen/ ‘t.s.’;

(ii) adverbs of place, e.g.: (andar), (A-n-d-r) /andar/
‘within, inside’ < P {A-n-d-r) /aendaer/ ‘t.s.’; s^t (dar'pes),

(d-r-p-Y-s) /darpej? ‘in front, forwards’ < P > (d-rp-Y-s) 
/daerpiJY ‘t.s.’; (ja-baja), W, (j-A-b-j-A) /djabadja/ ‘here and 
there; everywhere’ < P Uj (j-A b-j-A) /dja basdja/ ‘t.s.’; 
(vapas), jih (V-A-p-s) /uapas/ ‘back, behind’ < P j (V-A-p-s) 
/vapaes/ ‘t.s.’; 7F (zer), yJ (z-Y-r) /zer/ ‘under, below’ < P jij (z-Y-r) 
/zer/~/zir/ ‘t.s.’;

(iii) adverbs of time, e.g.: 3jt^t (ainda), (A-Yc-n-d-h)
/a.inda/ ‘in future’ < P »Ahi (A-Y-n-d-h) /ajaendae/ ‘coming; ensu
ing, next’; (batarikh), (b-t-A-r-Y-x) /batarix/ ‘on the
day of (in citing dates)’ < P (b-h) /bae/ ‘with’ + P [< A] 
(t-A-r-Y-x) Aax'xxJ ‘date’; (faurari), if (f-V-r-A) /fauran/ ‘at 
once, immediately’ < P [< A] 'jA (f-V-r-A) /fauraen/ ‘t.s.’; sw 
(hamesa), (h-m-Y-s-h) /hameja/ ‘always, constantly’ < P aAua 
(h-m-Y-s-h) /haemifae/ ‘t.s.’; (pas), ji (p-s) /pas/ ‘after, behind’ 
< P (_>“i (p-s) /paes/ ‘t.s.’; (pes'tar), (p-Y-s-t-r) /pejtar/ 
‘formerly, before’ < P (p-Y-s-t-r) /pejlaer/ ‘prior, more for
ward’; f’’ (der), ¿j (d-Y-r) /der/ ‘delayed, late’ < P (d-Y-r) /der/ 
~ /dir/ ‘t.s.’;

(iv) adverbs of frequency, e.g.: 3T3FF (ak'sar), (A-k-s-r)
/aksar/ ‘usually, often’ < P [< A] (A-k-s-r) /aksaer/ ‘t.s.’; sfefr 
(avvalan), 'Dii (A-V-l-A) /au:alan/ ‘first, first of all’ < P [< A] 
(A-V-l-A) Ixv.zeiaenJ ‘t.s.’; fMHT (rozana), z\j>j (r-V-z-A-n-h) 
/rozana/ ‘daily’ < P (r-V-z-A-n-h) /rozana/ ‘t.s.’;
(sal-basal), JuJls (s-A-l b-s-A-l) /sal basal/ ‘year by year, annu
ally’ < P JI-j JU (s-A-l b-s-A-l) /sal basal/ ‘t.s.’; (mudam),

(m-d-A-m) /mudam/ ‘continuously; always’ < P [< A] 
(m-d-A-m) /mudam/ ‘perpetual, continual, perennial’; 5^ 
(mukarrar), j/ (m-k-r-r) /mukar:ar/ ‘a second time, again’ < P 

[< A] jj£-« (m-k-r-r) /mukaerasr/ ‘t.s.’;
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(v) adverbs of certainty, e.g.: wit {al'batta), {A-l-b-tt-h)
/albat:a/ ‘certainly, undoubtedly’ < P [< A] <ull {A-l-b-tt-h) 
/albatia/ ‘t.s.’; {besak), {b-Y-s-k) /bejak/ ‘undoubtedly, 
certainly’ < P {b-Ys-k) /bi Jack:/ ‘t.s.’; 'iifeeM {galiban), Uli
(g-A-l-b-A ) /caliban/ ‘most probably’ < P [< A] {g-A-l-b-A ) 
/qalibaen/ ‘t.s.’; stfr {say ad), {s-A-Y-d) /Jajad/ ‘perhaps,
probably’ < P a>li {s-A-Y-d) /Jajaed/ ‘t.s.’; (yakinan), ig 
{Y-q-Y-n-A) /jakinan/ ‘certainly, assuredly’ < P [< A] VuL 
{Y-q-Y-n-A) /jaeqinaen/ ‘t.s.’; {zariir), {z-r-V-r) /zarur/ 
‘certainly, of course’ < P [< A] {z-r-V-r) /zaerur/ ‘necessary, 
indispensable’;

(vi) adverbs of degree, e.g.: fcWtjjci {bil'kul), {b-A-l-k-l)
/bilkul/ ‘entirely, completely; quite’ < P [< A] JSJLi {b-A-l-k-l) 
/bilkul/ ‘t.s.’; {karibari), {q-r-Y-b-A ) /qariban/ ‘approxi
mately’ < P [< A] Lj {q-r-Y-b-A) /qaeribaen/ ‘t.s.’; ddidd 
{labalab), {l-b-A-l-b) /labalab/ ‘(full) to the brim’ < P 
{l-b-A-l-b) /laebalaeb/ ‘t.s.’; {mut'lak), {m-t-l-q) /mutlak/ 
‘wholly, absolutely’ < P [< A] {m-t-l-q) /mutlak/ ‘absolute, 
entire’; •nil* {naz'dik), {n-z-d-Y-k) /nazdik/ ‘near, approxi
mately, almost’ < P {n-z-d-Y-k) /naezdik/ ‘t.s.’; d4>ilcH
{tak'riban), li/' {t-q-r-Y-b-A) /taqriban/ ‘approximately, about; 
nearly’ < P [< A] {t-q-r-Y-b-A) /taeqribaen/ ‘t.s.’; 
{khusiisan), Ur*’ {x-s-V-s-A) /xususan/ ‘particularly, especially’ 
< P [< A] {x-s-V-s-A) /xususaen/ ‘t.s.’; {sirf), -i/*
{s-r-f) /sirf/ ‘only, merely’ < P [< A] {s-r-f) /sirf/ ‘mere, 
only, alone’;

(vii) other adverbs, that cannot be assigned to any of the
aforementioned categories, e.g.: srfji {hanoz), ¡ft {h-n-V-z) /hanoz/ 
‘still, yet’ < P [< A] {h-n-V-z) /haenoz/ ~ /haenuz/ ‘t.s.’; wr 
{mas lan), {m-s-l-A) /masalan/ ‘for example’ < P [< A]
{m-s-l-A) /massaelaen/ ‘t.s.’; W? {vagairah), {V-g-Y-r-h)
/uayairah/ ‘and the rest, and so on’ < P [< A] {V-g-Y-r-h)
/vaeqairaeh/ ‘t.s.’.
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4.2.5. Borrowed Persian and Arabic numerals and words in
dicating number or quantity in Hindustani are not very numerous 
and occur relatively rarely. They can be grouped as follows:

(i) the cardinal numbers, usually acting as parts of com
pounds (although they can also appear independently), e.g.: P 
/jack/ ‘one’ in H [< P] (yak'ja), £ (Y-k-j-A) /jakd3a/ ‘in one 

place, together’; P >> /do/ ~ /du/ ‘two’ in H [< P] gwr (dusala), 
JI'« (d-V-s-A-l-h) /dosala/ ‘of two years, biennial’; P /sih/ 
‘three’ in H [< P] hW (sitar), jI> (s-t-A-r) /sitar/ ‘three-stringed 
guitar’; P /tfaehar/ ‘four’ in H [< P] (cahar'divarT),

(c-h-A-r d-Y-V-A-r-Y) /tfahardioari/ ‘an enclosing wall’; 
P /paejidj/ ‘five’ in H [< P] w (panjab), (p-n-j-A-b) 
/pajidjab/ ‘five rivers: the Punjab’; P (Jui /JaeJ7 ‘six’ in H [< P] 
stsrtt (sas'dar), (s-s-d-r) /JaJdar/ ‘six-doored395, astonished’; 
P »j /daeh/ ‘ten’ in H [< P] (daha), (d-h-A) /daha/ ‘the first 
ten days of the month of Muharram’; P jlj* /haszar/ ‘thousand’ 
> H trjnr (hazar), (h-z-A-r) /hazar/ ‘t.s.’, which is the most 
assimilated Persian numeral in Hindustani;

395 Viz. ‘six-door’ or the moment in a board game where one’s piece 
cannot move, at which point the a player becomes perplexed.

Note that the more common Persian form (d-V-m) /dovum/ 
(modem P /dov:om/) practically does not occur in Hindustani (it is noted 
exclusively in Platts’s dictionary).

(ii) the following borrowed ordinal numbers appear infre
quently instead of the regular Hindustani ones: H (avval), 
J>| (A-V-l) /au:al/ ‘first’ < P [< A] Jj' (A-V-l) /aev:ael/ ‘t.s.’; H shpt 
(doyam), (d-V-Y-m) /dojam/ ~ /dujam/ ‘second’396 < P 
(d-V-Y-m) /dojom/ ‘t.s.’; H tnnt (sani), jf (s-A-n-Y) /sani/ ‘sec
ond’ < P [< A] (s-A-n-Y) /sani/ ‘t.s.’; H HlfrR (salis), 
(s-A-l-s) /salis/ ‘third’ < P [< A] (s-A-l-s) /salis/ ‘t.s.’;

(iii) the borrowed fractional numbers include: H (nisf), 
(n-s-f) /nisf/ ‘a half < P [< A] >■ iuii (n-s-f) /nisf/ ‘t.s.’; H

(nim), f- (n-Y-m) /nim/ ‘half < P (n-Y-m) /nim/ ‘t.s.’; H en 
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(damg), Jib (d-A-n-g) /daqg/ ‘a sixth part’397 < P (d-A-n-g) 

/danug/ ~ /daijg/ ‘the fourth part of a drachm; a sixth of any
thing’; H (suls), ¿J,4 (s-l-s) /suls/ ‘one third’398 < P [< A] 

(s-l-s) /sols/ ‘t.s.’;

397 Cf. other meanings: ‘a minute weight; the equivalent of six ratti 

seeds; side, quarter; direction’.
398 STCD 221; Maddah 707.
399 Cf. other meanings: ‘a five (in cards, at dice); the hand with the fin

gers; paw, claw (of an animal); fig. ‘clutch, grasp; power; the toe of a shoe; 
impression of open hand; rays’.

(iv) the collective numbers are most frequently used in their 
nominalized forms and their secondary (metaphorical) meaning: 
H w (panja), f, (p-n-j-h) /pajidja/ ‘an aggregate of five’399

< P (p-n-j-h) /pasjicijae/ ‘the palm of the hand with the five
fingers, or the sole of the foot with the five toes...’; H 
(hafta), A (h-f-t-h) /hafta/ ‘a week; hebdomad’ < P (h-f-t-h) 
/haeftae/ ‘t.s.’; H (hazdr'ha), px (h-z-A-r-h-A) /hazarha/
‘thousands’ < P U jl_> (h-z-A-r h-A) /haezarha/ ‘t.s.’; H 
(musaddas), ¡J (m-s-d-s) /musad:as/ ‘composed of six; hex
agonal; hexameter’ < P [< A] (m-s-d-s) /musaeddaes/ ‘t.s.’;

(v) among the loanwords there is one distributive numeral:
H (nisfanisf), (n-s-f-A-n-s-f) /nisfanisf/ ‘half and
half; by halves; in halves, (divided) in two’ < P > «.z»ili..n> {n-s-f-A- 
n-s-f) /nisfanisf/ ‘t.s.’. The categorically similar Persian word

(Y-k-A-Y-k) /jaekajaek/ ‘one by one; suddenly; one opposed 
to another’ has lost its distributive character in Hindustani and 
restricted its meaning to the adverbial ‘suddenly, all of a sudden’;

(vi) the following Arabic words (synonymous to genuinely 
Indic /bar/) are used for creating numeral adverbs (‘once’, 
‘twice’, etc.): H (dafa), (d-f-c-h) /dafa/ ‘time, occassion’
< P [< A] (d-f-c-t) /daefae(t)/ ‘t.s.’; H htw (mar'taba), 
{m-r-t-b-h) /martaba/ ‘time, occassion’ < P [< A] (m-r-t-b-t) 
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/maertiebae(t)/ ‘t.s.’; H (naubat), (n-V-b-t) /naubat/ ‘time, 
turn’ < P [< A] (n-V-b-t) /naubae(t)/ ‘t.s.’;

(vii) the words indicating quantity (quantifiers), customarily 
categorized as adverbs or adjectives, include: H (bas), c/ (¿-5) 
/bas/ ‘enough; ample; very much; too much’ < P (b-s) /baes/ ‘a 
great number, many, more; very much...’; H (cand), (c-n-d) 
/tfand/ ‘some, a few; several’ < P (c-n-d) /tfaend/ ‘t.s.’; H 5RE 
(kasir), ff (k-s-Y-r) /kasir/ ‘many, much; numerous’ < P [< A] 
jjjS (k-s-Y-r) /kasir/ ‘t.s.’; H (zyada), M (z-Y-A-d-h) /zjada/ 
‘more; very many’ < P [< A] »jLj (z-Y-A-d-t) /zijadae/ ‘more; too 
much, excessively’; H (baz), (b-c-z) /baz/ ‘some, certain, 
various’ < P [< A] (b-c-z) i№zJ ‘more; too much, exces
sively’; H 45H (kam), f (k-m) /kam/ ‘little, few, small (of amount 

or quantity)’ < P £(k-m) /kaem/ ‘t.s.’; H sgsf (khurda), >¡7 (x-r-d-h) 
Ixur&aJ ~ tjitt (khud'ra) /xudra/ ‘small (in size or quantity)’ < P 
»□Ji. (x-r-d-h) /xurdae/ ‘t.s.’.

4.2.6. Four Persian pronouns can be found among the ana
lyzed loanwords: (i) the interrogative pronoun (ki), f (k-h) /ki/ 

‘who?; which?; what?’ < P <£ (k-h) /ki/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) the reflexive 
pronoun ^5 (Idiud), (x-V-d) /xud/ ‘self (myself, himself, itself, 
&c.)’ < P (x-V-d) /xud/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) the indefinite pronoun 
(falarii), (f-l-A-n) /fala/ ~ /fula/ ‘so and so; certain’ < P 
[< A] (f-l-A-n) /folan/ ~ /felan/ ‘he, that man, such a one, a 
certain’; (iv) the personal pronoun 5 (hu), * (h-V) /hu/ ‘he; he is’ 
<P ? (h-V) /hu/ (< A (h-V) /huvae/) ‘t.s.’.

4.2.7. There is a relatively numerous (approx. 25) group of 
borrowed Persian and Arabic conjunctions in Hindustani, com
prising both coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. Coor
dinating conjunctions (coordinators) link two or more items 
(words, main clauses, or sentences) of equal syntactic im
portance. This group includes: (i) the connective conjunction 
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=r (ya),, (V) /vs/ ~ /0/ ‘and’400 < P [< A] j (V)/vs/ ~ /0/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) 
the disjunctive conjunction401 nr (ya), I (y-A) /\aJ ‘or; either’ < P 

(Y-A) /ja/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) conjunctions used to express an alternative: 
cFHT (var'na), (V-r-n-h) /vama/ ‘otherwise, or else’ < P jj 
(V-r-n-h) /vaer nae/ (< P j (V A-g-r n-h) /vae aegaer nae/) ‘t.s.’; 
W (khvah), »i> (k-V-A-h) /x(w)ah/ ‘either, or; whether’ < P olji 
(k-V-A-h) /x(w)ah/ ‘t.s.’; (iv) adversative conjunctions: w (ma- 
gar), y (m-g-r) /magar/ ‘but, however’ < P (m-g-r) /maegaer/ 
‘t.s.’; (lekiri), (l-Y-k-ri) /lekin/ ‘but, however’ < P [< A]

‘,0° The conjunction /vs/ may indicate hendiadys (= one through two) 
joining two independent words used rhetorically to replace the usual com
bination of independent word and its modifier, /00/ is then pronounced as 
an enclitic /0/ (often marked in the Nagari script), e.g.: fojr f^trr (dilo di

mag), tS’>J (d-l V d-m-A-g) /dilodimac/ ‘inner being, ambition’ (lit. ‘heart 
and mind’). Copulative constructions with -o- are discussed in 4.5.2.-3.

The conjunction /ki/ is also sometimes used as disjunctive in the 
meaning ‘or’, vide infra 4.2.9 (iii).

402 Note that /magar/ ‘but, except’ and, in some cases, also /lekin/ ‘but, 
however’ are used as exceptive conjunctions. Cf. Platts 1909: 389.

3 In modem Persian the conjunction (k-h) (also as a part of a com
pound) is realized phonetically as [ke], The notation /ki/ given here repre
sents its older pronunciation which correlates better with the traditional 
Hindustani utterance of this loanword (reflected in the Nagari notation). 
Note that in contemporary Hindustani/Urdu the pronunciation leans to
wards [ke].

(l-Y-k-ri) /lekin/ ‘t.s.’;402 H (balki), Ji-, (b-l-k-h) /balki/ 
‘but, rather; moreover’ < P [< A] (b-l-k-h) /baelki/403 ‘t.s.’; htw

(taham), ft (t-A-h-m) /taham/ ‘yet, nevertheless’ < P e* 13 (t-A 
h-m) /ta haem/ ‘t.s.’; (v) conclusive (illative) conjunctions: 
(cunamce), (c-n-A-n-c-h) /tfunatfe/ ‘so, therefore’ < P 
(c-n-A-n-c-h) /tfunajitfi/ ‘t.s.’; IriSMi (lihaza), (l-h-A-z-A) 
/lihaza/ ‘therefore, hence’ < P (l-h-z-A) /lihaeza/ ‘t.s.’; 
(yarn), (Y-c-n-Y) /jani/ ‘it meant: that is, i.e.’ < P (Y-c-n-Y) 
/jae’ni/ ‘t.s.’.
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4.2.8. Subordinating conjunctions (subordinators) join an 
independent clause with a dependent clause. They usually occur 
in correlative constructions, e.g.: /agar... to.../ ‘if... then...’, 
/ja... ja.../ ‘either... or...’, although in colloquial speech correla
tives are frequently deleted. In such constructions the subordinat
ing conjunction marks the subordinate clause and the correlative 
marks the main clause. Conjunctions of this type may express: (i) 
possibility or supposition: 3FR (agar), J\ (A-g-r) /agar/ ‘if; in 
case’ < P jSl (,4-g-r) /aegaer/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) concession: (agar'ce),
¿/i (A-g-r-c-h) /agartfe/ ‘although; even if < P (A-g-r-c-h) 
/aegaertfi/ ‘t.s.’; (halamki), -Jfuu (h-A-l-A-n-k-h) /halaki/
‘even though’ < P j' (h-A-l A-n k-h) /hal an ki/ ‘t.s.’; nt 
(go), f (g-V) /go/ ‘although; notwithstanding (that)’ < P (g-V) 
/go/ (present stem of (g-f-t-ri) /gotten/ ‘speak’);404 nfe (goki), 
■f? (g-V k-h) /go ki/ ‘although’405 < P (g-V k-h) /go ki/ ‘t.s.’; 

KT-te (har-cand), (h-r-c-n-d) /hartfand/ ‘although; however 
much; as often as’ < P j* (h-r-c-n-d) /haer tfaend/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) 
resemblance: w (goya), (g-V-Y-A) /goja/ ‘so to speak: as if, as 
though’ < P (g-V-Y-A) /gojaJ ~ /guja/ ‘thus, in this manner, as 
you would say’; (iv) a cause or reason: (cumki), Jr, (c-V-n-k-h)

404 In Persian this conjunction occurs only in the compound form /go 
ki/ - see the next example.

405 In Hindustani this form is archaic and used sparsely.
406 The conjunction /Juki/ appears when the subordinate clause pre

cedes the main clause and is paired with the correlative /islije/, e.g. /t|uki do 
bimar hS islije do nahi aja/ ‘Because he is ill, he did not come’.

407 Note the joint spelling of this and other compound conjunctions in 
Hindustani notation in Perso-Arabic script. In Persian all semantically 
distinct units are traditionally written separately.

/tfuki/ ‘since, because’406 407 < P (c-V-n-k-h) /tfugki/ ‘t.s.’;
(basarte ki), (b-s-r-t-Y-k-h)401 /bajarte ki/ ‘if; in case, on 

condition that, provided that’ < P (b-s-r-t-Y-k-h)
/baejaerti ki/ ‘t.s.’; (v) purpose or consequence: fc (ki), J(k-h) /ki/ 
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‘in order to’ < P aS (k-h) /ki/ ‘t.s.’; (taki), ft (t-A-k-h) /taki/ 
‘so that, in order that’ < P a£ G (t-A k-h) /ta ki/ ‘t.s.’; (kas), ¡jt 
(k-A-s) /kaJ7 ‘would that’ < P (k-A-s) /kaJ7 ‘would to God!’ * 
aS-IIS (k-A-s-k-h) /kajki/ ‘may it happen!’.

4.2.9. The complementizer /ki/ is used commonly to intro
duce a wide variety of dependent clauses, e.g.: (i) it can introduce 
the objects of verbs of speaking, knowing, thinking, wishing, 
etc., e.g. /me djanta hu ki.../ ‘I know that...’; (ii) it occurs at the 
end of various phrases expressing possibility, necessity, etc., e.g. 
/mumkin he ki.../ ‘it is possible that...’; (iii) it can introduce 
both coordinate and subordinate clauses, replacing other conjunc
tions, like: /ja/ ‘or’, e.g.: /unse putpo ki uo aege ki nahi/ ‘Ask him 
if he is coming or not’ (Naim 1999 I: 164); /djab/ ‘when’, e.g.: 
/me djane hi uala tha ki uo mere pas aji/ ‘I was just about to go 
when she came to me’ (Shapiro 1989: 92); /kjoki/ ‘because’, e.g.: 
/bol ki satf zinda he ab tak/ ‘Speak, because truth still lives’ 
(Schmidt 1999: 226).408

4.2.10. Persian and Arabic interjections in Hindustani are 
represented by approximately thirty words, divided into two 
groups. The first of them comprises ‘genuine’ interjections, or 
indeclinable particles expressive of emotion, e.g.: H 
(afrin), (A-f-r-Y-ri) /afrin/ ~ /afn/ ‘bravo! well done!’ < P 
¿wjsi (A-f-r-Y-ri) /afirin/ ~ /afrin/ ‘praise; bravo!’; H (amiri),

‘,08 More examples presenting various syntactic functions of this con
junction see Schmidt 1999: 225-227; Naim 1999 I: 163-165.

(A-m-n) /amrn/ ‘so be it, amen’ < P [< A] <>' (A-m-n) /arrun/ 
‘t.s.’; H itjf (nauz), (n-c-V-z) /na.uz/ ‘God, preserve us!, God 
forbid!’ < P [< A] (n-c-V-z b-A-l-l-h) /na’uzobrllah/ ‘we
seek refuge in God’; H ¡jraur (sabas), (s-A-b-A-s) /fabaJ7 
‘well done! splendid!’ < P JiLti (s-A-b-A-s) /JabaJ7 ‘t.s.’; H =n? 
(vah), b (V-A) /ua(h)/ ‘splendid!, wonderful!; goodness!; ah!, o!, 
alas!’ < P olj (7-A-h) /vah/ ‘t.s.’; H nt (ya), I (Y-A) /jaJ ‘o!, oh!’ < P
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L> (Y-A) l]ed ‘t.s.’; H piiMK (zindabad), HiXi (z-n-d-A-b-A-d) 
/zindabad/ ‘may (he) live: long live...!’ < P jU.uj (z-n-d-A-b-A-d) 
/zindabad/ ‘t.s.’. The second (more numerous) group consists of 
substantives (nouns and adjectives) which are used in the func
tion of inteij ections, e.g.: H (allah-tala), (t-c-A-l-a
A-l-l-h) /allah.tala/ - /tala.allah/ ‘God the All-high’ < P [< A] 
4111 (t-c-A-l-a A-l-l-h) /ta’la.aellah/ ‘t.s.’;409 H (al'vidd), 
Chh (A-l-V-d-A-c) /aluida/ ‘good-bye, adieu’410 < P [< A] 

(A-l-V-d-A-c) /aeluaeda’/ ‘t.s.’; H (afsos), JiA (A-f-s-V-s)

409 Other inteijections employing the name of God include (val- 

lah), jit (V-A-l-l-h) /uallah/ ~ /ua.allah/ ‘by God!’, 3iwnK-3Wi? (allah-allah), 

H (A-l-l-h A-l-l-h) /allah.allah/ ‘good heavens!’ (of surprise, approval, 
&c.), 3JwnKT-3mr (allaho-ak'bar), (A-l-l-h-A-k-b-r) /allaho.akbar/ ‘God 
is great!’ (an exclamation of surprise, wonder, resignation, &c.).

410 Also m. ‘farewell’.
411 Also m. ‘sorrow, regret’.
412 Also m. pl. ‘greetings; compliments, salutation, rules or etiquette, 

good manners, mores’.
413 Also f. ‘devotion, worship; salutation’.
414 Also m. ‘turmoil; creating turmoil; weeping and wailing’, although 

it seems that in this case the genuine exclamation was subjected to substan
tivization and not vice versa.

415 Also m. ‘sorrow, regret; shame’.

/afsos/ ‘alas!, ah!, dear!; dear dear!’411 < P (A-f-s-V-s)

/aefsos/ ‘what a pity!’; H ra (adab), (A-d-A-b) /adab/ ‘good 
morning (etc.), good bye’412 < P [< A] ujIJ (A-d-A-b) /adab/ ‘ci
vilities, good manners...’; H (bandagT), Jj>. (b-n- d-g-Y) 
/bandagi/ ‘greetings!’413 < P (b-n-d-g-Y) /basndaegi/ ‘servi

tude; compliment’; H gi^fr (bavelT), »ttib (V-A V-Y-l-A-h) /baueli/ 
~ /uaoela/ ‘alas!, ah!’414 < P [< A] ¿L, lj (V-A V-Y-l-A-h) 

vailah/ ‘t.s.’; H (haif), -V (h-Y-f) /haif/ ‘ah!, alas!; what a 
pity!’415 < P [< A] Uua. (h-Y-f) /haif/ ‘t.s.’; H (khair), f (x-Y-r) 
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/xair/ ‘indeed! really!’416 < P [< A] (x-X-r) /xair/ ‘t.s.’; H ctar 
(toba), J (t-V-b-h) /toba/ ‘good heavens!, heaven forbid!’417 < P 

[< A] (t-V-b-t) /taubae/ ~ /tobae/ ‘repenting’; H 5^ (durust),

416 Also f. ‘good, goodness, virtue, health, happiness, safety, welfare’; 
adv. ‘all right, very well’; adj. ‘good, best’; pref. ‘well’.

417 Also f. ‘abjuring sin; repentance, penitence, adjuration, renuncia
tion, giving up; conversion, reiteration of faith’.

418 Also adj. ‘right; correct; precise, exact; on good condition or order; 
sound (of health); fit, proper’.

419 Also f. ‘congratulation, felicitation’; adj. ‘lucky, fortunate, auspi
cious, blessed’.

420 Prepositions are not very common in Hindustani and they are used 
predominantly in Persian phrases or Persianized style of speech.

421 Although this preposition can stand alone, more often than not it
joins the first letter of the following word, e.g.: (badil), (b-d-l)

/badil/ ‘heartily, cordially’.
422 This preposition in Hindustani is classified more often as a negative 

prefix, vide infra 4.2.14.(i).

(d-r-s-t) /durust/ ‘right! exactly!’418 < P [< A] (d-r-s-t) 

/durust/ ‘entire, complete...’; H 3^5 (mubarak), (m-b-A-r-k) 
/mubarak/ ‘blessings!, congratulations!’419 < P [< A] «-SjU» 

(m-b-A-r-k) /mubaraek/ ‘blessed; happy’.
4.2.11. In the analyzed material one can find less than ten 

genuine Persian and Arabic prepositions which in some contexts 
retain their prepositional character and precede the noun they 
govern.420 These are: H 3T4 (az), ;i (A-z) hzJ ‘from, of < P j1 (A-z) 
l&zJ ‘t.s.’; H 3 (ba), . (b-h) /ba/421 ‘with, by, in; upon’ < P (b-h) 

Aid ‘t.s.’; H 3T (ba), 1 (b-A) P03J ‘with, by; possessing’ < P I? (b-A) 
/ba/ ‘t.s.’; H (be), (b-e) /be/ ‘without’422 < P (b-Y) /bi/

‘t.s.’; H (bar), z (b-r) /bar/ ‘on, upon, up, above’ < P > (b-r) 
/baer/ ‘t.s.’; H (dar), j> (d-r) /dar/ ‘in, on, at, by, concerning’ < P 
> (d-r) /daer/ ‘t.s.’; H # (ft), j (f-Y) /fi/ ‘in, into; per; as for, as of 
< P [< A] (f-Y) /fi/ ‘t.s.’; H hs (may), C (m-c) /maj/ ‘together 
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(with), in addition’ < P [< A] (m-c) /ma/ ~ /ma’/ ‘t.s.’; H dT (ta), 
r (t-A) /ta/ ‘until, as far as, as long as’ < P U (t-A) /ta/ ‘t.s.’.

4.2.12. Most Persian and Arabic words which, due to their
grammaticalization, can serve as prepositions in Persian (these 
are adverbs and nouns chiefly), take the function of postpositions 
in Hindustani. These are always complex postpositions and the 
borrowed element follows the grammatical postposition /ke/ (and 
/ki/ in some cases). Contrary to their Persian counterparts, post
positions occur after a noun they govern. Here are a few exam
ples of such formations: H (4j) w (andar), (¿0.) »‘i (A-n-d-r) 
/andar/ ‘within, inside’ < P (A-n-d-r) /aendaer/ ‘t.s.’; H (^) 
(bad), (<L) a (b-A-d) /bad/ ‘post, after’ < Piu (b-c-d) /bad/ ‘t.s.’; 
(^ or s>) <T3TRi (bajay), (if or L.) LAf- (b-j-A-Y'J-e) /badjaj/ ~ 

/badja.e/ ‘instead’ < P (b-j-A-Y) /baecjjaj/ ‘t.s.’; H (s>) «{ftqn 
(darmiydn), (<C) (d-r-m-Y-A-n) /darmija/ ‘in the middle of,
between, among’ < P > (d-r-m-Y-A-n) /dsermijan/ ‘t.s.’; H (55) 
ftrat (siva), (¿-) ir- (s-Y-A) /siua/ ‘except (for), apart (from)’ < P 
[< A] (s-V-A-Y) /sioaj/ ‘t.s.’; H (eft) (taraf), (J) 
(t-r-f) /taraf/ ‘in the direction (of), towards, to’ < P [< A] 
(t-r-f) /taeraef/ ‘t.s.’; H (efi) (zariya), (<L) (z-r-Y-c-h)
/zanja/ ‘by means (of), through the agency or intervention (of); 
in or by virtue’423 < P [< A] ajujS (z-r-Y-c-t) /zari’at/ ‘t.s.’.

423 A noun signifying ‘means; agency, cause; source; connection, influ
ence (with one)’ in the function of a postposition.

424 This is not such a rare device and various languages use it to adapt 
alien verbs to their morphosyntactic systems, cf.: “(...) it has been noted 
that verbs are crosslinguistically less easily borrowed than nouns and if the 

4.2.13. Numerous Persian and Arabic verbal stems and in
finitives have been transferred to Hindustani in the form of 
nominal units - verbal nouns and verbal adjectives (vide supra
4.2.1. (iii-iv)). They function as common nominals and many of 
them easily form conjunct verbs, adjoining the most popular 
Hindustani verbs.424 However, there is also a small group of sim-
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pie Persian and Arabic verbs borrowed by Hindustani. They take 
the Hindustani infinitive suffix -/na/425 (which joins either the 

past stem or the present stem of a Persian verb) and follow 
Hindustani verbal paradigms.426 Cf. e.g.: H ¿sRKHI (kharid'na), 
(x-r-Y-d-n-A) /xaridna/ ‘to buy’ < P (x-r-Y-d) /xaerid/, past 
stem of P (x-r-Y-d-ri) /xaeridaen/ ‘to buy’; H jstht

need for borrowing does arise, many languages instead borrow a nominal 
form of the verb and employ a native ‘all-purpose’ verb such as do, make as 
a means of turning that form into the equivalent of a verb” (Hock 1991: 
386). Persian commonly employed the same pattern to accomodate a large 
amount of Arabic deverbal forms.

425 The suffix /-na/ forms regular verbs also from borrowed nominal 
parts of speech: nouns, adjectives and participles, as well as from adverbs, 
cf. Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b: 82.

426 Actually, such verbs operate in the same manner as regular and 
genuine Hindustani verbs - they can be both transitive and intransitive, they 
can also create causative forms, according to the Hindustani verb system 
(ibid.).

427 The indicator of productivity of a formant borrowed from another 
language is whether it does or does not create hybrid words, i.e. new lexical

(guzar’na), ij'f (g-z-r-n-A) /guzama/ ‘to pass, &c.’ < P (g-z-r) 

/guzaer/, present stem of P (g-z-s-t-ri) /guzaejtaen/ ‘to pass, 
to pass by’; H simhhi (az’mdna), tu' (A-z-m-A-n-A) /azmana/ ‘to 
test &c.’ < P l»ji (A-z-m-A) /azma/, present stem of P 
(A-z-m-V-d-n) /azmudaen/ ‘to try, to prove’; H whhi (far'mana), 
V (f-r-m-A-n-A) /farmana/ ‘to order’ < P Ujs (f-r-m-A) /faerma/, 
present stem of P (f-r-m-V-d-n) /faermudaen/ ‘to order’.

4.2.14. The nominal system of Persian is quite rich in deri
vational affixes (Perry 2007: 1 OO7ff.). Therefore, it should not be 
surprising that a large amount of Perso-Arabic formative units 
have been assimilated and have supplied the stock of genuine 
Hindustani word-formatting elements. Generally, Perso-Arabic 
affixes which have been adopted to and are productive427 in 

Hindustani can be categorized in three groups:
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(i) prefixes: H %- (be-), (b-e-) /be/ ‘in-, un-, im-, dis-,
&c.’ < P -u? (b-Y) /bi/ ~ /be/ ‘without; when prefixed to nouns it 
is equivalent to in, un, im, ir, less, &c.’; H rn- (la-), -u (1-A-) /la/ 
‘not, there is not; without’ < P [< A] -V (l-A) /la/ ‘t.s.’; H hi- (nä-), 
-c (n-A-) /na/ ‘not; un-, in-, dis-, &c.; without’ < P -□ (n-A) /na/ 
‘(before nouns) a negative or privative part., equivalent to in, un, 
&c.’;

(ii) suffixes: forming diminutives: H -^r (-ca), (-c-h) /t|a/
<P> (-c-h) /tfae/ (modem P /tffe/; forming agent nouns (names 
of professions): H (-cT), (£- (-c-f) /tfi/ < P [< T] (-c-Y) l$i/-, 
forming names of receptacles: H -51H (-dan) ~ -5THt (-däni), cJb- 
(-d-A-n) ~ ju- (-d-A-n-Y) /dan/ ~ /dani/ < P c/b- (-d-A-n) /dan/; 
forming nouns of agency: H -m (-gar) —’m (-gär), /- (-g-r) ~

(-g-A-r) /gar/ ~ /gar/ < P (-g-r) ~ j&- (-g-A-r) /gxrl ~ 

Igarl; forming nouns of occupation (= ‘master’ or ‘keeper’): H -3H 
(-ban) ~ -4H (-van), (-b-ri) ~ (- V-n) /ban/ ~ /can/428 < P -

items with bases belonging to the system of the borrowing language. For 
details see Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003b.

The difference is purely allophonic, connected with the tendency 
towards neutralization of M and /b/ observed in Hindustani.

429 Enumerated here are only those Perso-Arabic suffixes which are ir
refutably productive in Hindustani. Additionally, there are also suffixes 
jointly inherited from the Indo-Iranian stage by both Hindustani and Per
sian, e.g.: the very productive abstract suffix -f (z), d- (-F) /i/, deriving 
abstract nouns (‘-ness’) from nouns and adjectives or the similarly common 
suffix -am (-kâr), À- (-k-A-r) Aar/ used in both languages to make agent 
nouns. For obvious reasons none of them can be treated as a borrowed item. 
Not taken into consideration here are also those Perso-Arabic suffixes 
which occur in Hindustani exclusively as part of borrowed Perso-Arabic 
lexical units, thus their productivity in Hindustani is not confirmed, e.g.: the 

(-b-n) /baen/; forming adjectives and adverbs (joining substan
tives): H -cm (-vär), Ai- (-V-A-r) /rar/ < P jlj- (-V-A-r) /var/; 
forming abstract nouns (= ‘-ity’, ‘-ism’): H -seh (-iyat), (-Y-t) 
/(i)jat/ < P [< A] Oj- (-Y-t) /(i)jaet/;429
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(iii) ‘half-suffixes’430 - this is the most numerous group of 

borrowed Perso-Arabic formatives, comprising words which 
have their own meaning but very rarely appearing as independent 
lexical units. They can be classified either as second members of 
compounds or as regular suffixes, modifying the meaning of the 
word they join. In the group of nineteen Perso-Arabic half- 
-suffixes which are productive in Hindustani (see Kuczkiewicz- 
-Fras 2003b: 92-102) all but two431 are deverbal forms of various 

Persian verbs - most often their present stems - which, in Per
sian, are used extensively in composition and acting as determin
ing components. Two half-suffixes that are most commonly used 
in Hindustani are: -çr (-dâr), (-d-A-r) /dar/ forming nominals

popular suffix -ïrrarc (-¿¡bad), Ai- (-A-b-A-d) /abad/, forming names of plac
es, or the suffix -»R (-mand), (-m-n-d) /mand/ used to create adjectives 
having the sense ‘endowed with..., possessed of...’.

430 This term is an English equivalent of the apellation ‘polusuffiksÿ’, 
used to describe this category of formatives by Russian linguists (e.g. 
Barannikov & Barannikov 1956; Beskrovnÿï 1960a, 1960b; Zograf 1960, 
1961).

431 These two are: ¿ffli (-khânâ), -(J- (-x-A-n-h) /xanaJ ‘house’ < P 
(-x-A-n-h) /xanæ/ ‘t.s.’, forming mostly masculine names of places and -AR 
(-sâh), «IÎ- (-s-A-h) /Jah/ ‘king’ < P »Li (s-A-h) /Jah/ ‘t.s.’, creating masculine 
neologisms, with some negative shade of meaning.

432 As in the case of suffixes, there are numerous Perso-Arabic half- 
-suffixes which occur in Hindustani as part of Perso-Arabic compound 
loanwords, e.g.: -’UK (-gâh), rf- (-g-A-h) /gah/, in Persian forming nouns of 
location or -qtsifl (-bakhs), j*— (-b-x-s) /baxJ7, creating adjectives having the 
meaning ‘giving’. Since they have not become productive elements of the 

with the meaning ‘having, holding; possessor’ < P jb (d-A-r) 
/dar/, the present stem of P jüb (d-A-s-t-n) /daftæn/ ‘to have, to 
hold, to possess’, and -Wf (-bâz), JI- (-b-A-z) foazJ ‘playing; 
player’ < P jL (b-A-z) foazJ present stem of P (b-A-g-t-n) 
/baytæn/ ‘to play &c.’.432
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4.3. Adaptation of Borrowings to the Hindustani 
Morphological System

4.3.1. As far as gender, number and case are concerned, 
Perso-Arabic loanwords have been almost wholly assimilated in 
the basic structure of the Hindustani language. There are two 
numbers, singular and plural. The rules for plural formation in 
Hindustani generally apply to all the Perso-Arabic loanwords. 
Unlike Persian, there is a two way gender system in Hindustani 
and all inanimate objects are classified either as masculine or 
feminine. Similarly, Persian does not have case inflections. 
Perso-Arabic loanwords are fully assimilated into Hindustani, 
usually taking all the case inflections and categories.

4.3.2. In Hindustani, masculine or feminine gender is man- 
datorily assigned to all borrowed nouns. It is a prefatory but at 
the same time absolutely crucial stage of adaptation of a loan
word since all its further assimilation to the sysytem (e.g. inflec
tion for number or the declension pattern) and its functioning in 
the morphosyntactic tissue of the borrowing language (i.e. condi
tioning the form of the parts of speech affected by gender agree
ment - nouns, verbs, postpositions and adjectival modifiers) de
pend greatly on its prior gender assignment. In Hindustani, the 
grammatical categories of number and case are strictly connected 
with gender, which affects count distinction and declension of 
nominals as well as conjugation of verbs.

4.3.3. Perso-Arabic loanwords are assigned a gender mostly 
as per their word structure, i.e. on the basis of their word-final 
vowel or consonant, or on the basis of their semantics, or both. In 
Hindustani, lexical categories that carry the value of gender (or 
change their form according to the gender of the noun they refer 

Hindustani word-formatting system, they are not treated as separate bor
rowed units.
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to) can be marked or unmarked and this quality also applies to 
the borrowed words. Thus, Perso-Arabic loan nouns which end 
with /a/433 are marked for the masculine gender and those which 
end with /i/, noted by the suffix (-z), J- (-Y)434 are marked for 
the feminine gender.435 They can be further classified as either 
direct (nominative) or oblique (non-nominative, usually signalled 
by a postposition) and take appropriate endings which replace the 
marking suffixes /a/ and /i/ according to the following para
digm:436

433 This group comprises loan nouns which originally, in Persian or Ar
abic, ended with (i) alif(\ -); (ii) the ‘silent’ h (»-); (iii) cain (£ -), e.g.: (i) H 
4rt (sauda), Ur (s-V-d-A) /sauda/, m. ‘trade; goods’ < P la_^ (s-Y-d-A) 

/sauda/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) H 3<ibnni (af'sana), ¿L-h (A-f-s-A-n-h) /afsana/, m. ‘chemis
try; alchemy’ < P <¡1-41 (A-f-s-A-n-A) /aefsanae/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) H w (nafa), £ 

(n-f-c) /nsfaJ, m. ‘profit’ < P [< A] ¿ii (n-/-‘) /naefae/ ‘t.s.’.
434 The ending /ija/, noted -5m (-iya), I- (-Y-A), which in Hindustani is 

traditionally counted as another determinant of the category of marked 
feminine nouns (but rare and occuring exlusively in genuine Hindustani 
words) is intentionally omitted here in order to avoid confusion, since all 
but one Perso-Arabic nouns ending with /ija/ are masculine. Cf. e.g.: H afnn 
(dariya), \j> (d-r-Y-A) /danja/, m. ‘a river; the see’ < P Uja (d-r-Y-A) /daerja/ 
‘t.s.’; H (kimiya), U'f (k-Y- m-Y-A) /kimija/, m. ‘chemistry; alchemy’ 
< P [< A] L-4 (k-Y-m-Y-A) /kimija/ ‘t.s.’; and the only exception H gta 
(duniya), Uj (d-n-Y-A) /dunija/, f. ‘world, people’ < P [< A] Lia (d-n-Y-A) 

/dunja/ ‘t.s.’.
435 For example: H msSt (mar'zi), / (m-r-z-T) /marzi/, f. ‘pleasure’ < P 

(m-r-z-T) /maerzi/ ‘t.s.’. The count of this group is rather low but
significantly enhanced by the very productive suffix /i/, forming feminine 
abstract nouns, e.g.: H 315^1 (ah'makT), 1 (A-h-m-q-Y) /ahmaki/, f. ‘stu
pidity’ < P (A-h-m-q-Y) /aehmaki/ ‘t.s.’ < P [< A] ¿^>.1 (A-h-m-q)

/aehmak/ ‘foolish; a fool’.
436 A certain number of borrowed masculine nouns ending with laJ re

main unchanged in the singular oblique case, e.g.: H (khuda), ¡ji (x-d-A) 

/xuda/, m. ‘god’ < P lai (x-d-A) /xuda/ ‘t.s.’; H (rah'numa), LZj 
(r-h-n-m-A) /rahnuma/, m. ‘a guide’ < P Lua j (r-h-n-m-A) /raehnaema/ ‘t.s.’ .
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Table 8. Scheme of inflexion of marked Perso-Arabic loanwords

direct oblique

masculine
singular /а/: -ят (-Ö), i- (-A), i- (-A) /e/: -Ц (-e), (-e)

plural /е/: -Ц (-e), (-e) /ô/: -3Ü (-от), j>- (-on)

feminine
singular /i/: /i/: -i(-i),J.(.Y)

plural /ija/: (-¡yam), jt- (-Y-A-n) /ijô/: -S4Í (-iyom), (-Y-o-n)

Consequently, masculine forms of inflecting adjectives end with 
/а/ in the singular direct and /е/ in the plural direct, singular 
oblique and plural oblique cases. Feminine inflecting adjectives 
always end with /i/, regardless of case or number. Borrowed ad
jectives ending with consonants or all vowels except /а/ and /i/ 
and a group of several dozen invariable adjectives ending with /а/ 
(like H 51ЧТ (dana), to (d-A-n-A) /dana/ ‘wise’ < P Uh (d-A-n-A) 
/dana/ ‘t.s.’, ччт (mana), & (m-n-c) /тэпа/ ‘forbidden, prohibited’ 
< P (m-n-c) /maena’/ ‘forbiding’ or H (khafa), G? (x-f-A) 
/xafa/ ‘angry’ < P lb (x-f-A) /xasfa/ ‘t.s.’), do not change their 
form independently of the case or number of the noun they are 
qualifying.

4.3.4. Nouns which do not end with described suffixes are 
unmarked. Among the Perso-Arabic loanwords this category is 
significantly larger in number than the one comprising marked 
nouns. Most of the unmarked loan nouns end with a consonant 
but this group also includes feminine suffixless loanwords ending 
with /а/, masculine suffixless loanwords ending with /i/ (both 
types discussed in 4.3.5.) and several nouns (feminine and mas
culine) ending with /и/ (discussed in 4.3.6). They are inflected by 
attaching adequate endings according to the following paradigm:
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Table 9. Scheme of inflexion of unmarked Perso-Arabic loanwords

Direct Oblique

masculine
Singular

-C
or/i/: -5 (-/), J- (-T) 

or /u/: -s; (-Ñ), >- (- V)

0

plural 0 /0/: -3ti (-om), j>- (-on)

feminine
singular

-C
or /a/: -w (-ó), i- (-/1) 
or /u/: -3> (-Ö), >- (-T)

/è/: -q (-em), (-Y-n)

plural 0 /0/: -3Ü (-om), j>- (-on)

4.3.5. A number of Perso-Arabic loanwords which end with 
/a/, are assigned the feminine gender in Hindustani. Analogously, 
a number of nouns which originally end with /i/ in Persian and 
Arabic, are assigned the masculine gender in Hindustani. This is 
not at all a rare phenomenon and, at the same time, somewhat 
confusing. It often results in the erratic classification of these 
words in terms of gender chosen by various speakers and, conse
quently, entails contrasting differences in syntax. In the analyzed 
material there are more than sixty feminine nouns ending with 
/a/. They are both of Persian and Arabic origin and in their source 
languages they end with: (i) alif(\ -); (ii) the ‘silent’ h (»-);437 (iii) 

alif + hamzah (<d -). Cf. the following examples: (i) H (/a), U 
(j-A) /dja/, f. ‘place’ < P1». (j-A) /cfta/ ‘t.s.’; H gcir (hava), ix (h-V-A) 
/haua/, f. ‘air; wind’ < P [< A] (h-V-A) /haeva/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) H 
(beva), (b-Y-V-h) /beua/, f. ‘a widow’ < P (b-Y-V-h) /bivae/ 
‘t.s.’; H 3tif$T4>r (asika), ¿¿It (c-A-s-q-h) /ajiqa/, f. ‘sweethart, 

437 Which is a remnant of ta3 marbutah - the Arabic feminine ending, 
vide supra 2.1.5.(ii).
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misstress’ < P [< A] (c-A-s-q-i) Aajjqae/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) H 
(dava), (d-V-A) /daua/, f. ‘medicine’ < P [< A] »Ijj (d-V-A-c) 
/daeva/ ‘t.s.’; H JfET (vaja), lb (V-f-A) /uafa/, f. ‘faithfulness (to a 
commitment)’ < P [< A] «.lij (V-f-A-c) /vasfa/ ‘t.s.’. Within the 
analyzed material, the group of Perso-Arabic masculine nouns 
ending with /i/ comprises about 80 lexemes, e.g.: H M (ad'mi), 
ijsl (A-d-m-Y) /admi/, m. ‘a man’ < P (A-d-m-Y) /adasmi/ 
‘t.s.’; H (darzi), (d-r-z-Y) /darzi/, m. ‘a tailor’ < P csj> 
(d-r-z-Y) Id&rzil ‘t.s.’; H (nabT), J. (n-b-Y) /nabi/, m. ‘a proph
et’ < P [< A] (n-b-Y) /naebi/ ‘t.s.’.438

438 It includes also agent nouns formed by adding the suffix -it (-ci), d,- 

(-c-Y) /tfi/, e.g.: H r^raT (el'cT), (A-l-c-Y) /eltfi/, m. ‘envoy’ < P [< T] 
(A-l-c-Y) /iltfi/ ‘t.s.’, as well as those that emerged in the process of nomi- 
nalization of adjectives created by the productive adjectival suffix -( (-/), J- 
(-K) III, e.g.: H Mt (kaidt), (q-Y-d-Y) /qaidi/, m. ‘a prisoner, a captive’ < 
P (q-Y-d-Y) /qaidi/ ‘imprisoned; a prisoner’ < P [< A] aj (q-Y-d) ‘con
finement, imprisonment, &c.’.

Four of them are genuinely Arabic nouns originally ending with cain 

(£-), like H y? (suru), (s-r-V-1) /foru/, m. ‘beginning’ < P [< A] 
(s-r-V-‘j Iftmi?/ ‘t.s.’; one (/tfaqu/ ‘knife’) comes from Turkic and one 
(/arastu/ ‘Aristotle’) from Greek (through Arabic).

4.3.6. Among the unmarked loan nouns in Hindustani there 
is also a group of nearly forty lexemes, both feminine and mascu
line, ending with /u/. All except six439 are genuinely Persian and 
many of them are very common words, e.g.: H (ab'ru), 
(A-b-r-V) /abru/, f. ‘the eyebrow’ < P (A-b-r-V) /aebru/ ‘t.s.’; 
H (alu), jO (A-l-V) /alu/, m. ‘a plum’ < P (A-l-V) /aelu/ ‘t.s.’; 
H (bu), i (b-V) /bu/, f. ‘smell, scent’ < P y (b-V) /bu(j)/ ‘t.s.’; H 

(jadu), wU (j-A-d-V) /djadu/, m. ‘magic, a spell’ < P
(j-A-d-V) /djadu/ ‘t.s.’. A few masculine compound nouns formed 
by adding /go/ ‘speaking’ (active stem of the Persian verb 
/gotten/ ‘to speak’) to a noun (e.g.: H (kissago), /(q-s-h 
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g- V) /kis:ago/, m. ‘a story-teller’), in Hindustani would inflect by 
case and number like unmarked masculine nouns ending with /u/.

4.3.7. As stated before (4.3.3.), meaning is another factor re
sponsible for assigning gender to loanwords (irrespective of their 
gender in the source language - if there is such a category in the 
source language at all). Therefore, in the absence of other deci
sive determinants, the analogy to synonyms already existing in 
the borrowing language may be paramount. Thus P [< A] /kitab/ 
‘a book’ (masculine in Arabic) takes the feminine gender in Hin
dustani, similarly to H [< S] /pustak/ ‘t.s.’, and P /jadi/ ‘mar
riage’, even though recorded in dictionaries as feminine, is com
monly assigned the masculine gender in colloquial use440 - anal

ogously to its geuine Indic counterpart H [< S] /oioah/ ‘t.s.’.
4.3.8. Grammatical gender may or may not correspond to 

natural gender.441 For example, the Persian noun /mærd/ ‘a man’ 
becomes masculine in Hindustani, thus remaining in obvious 
grammatical agreement with its natural gender. However, its 
second derivative P /mærdangi/ meaning ‘manhood, manliness’ 
(= the trait of being manly) is assigned the feminine gender in 
Hindustani, similarly to other derivatives formed by the suffix 
-/gi/. This is not the only case when the morphological structure 
of a loanword determines which gender it will be assigned to. 
There are a few general and usually applicable rules: (i) Arabic 
loanwords ending with the suffix -ata {-at), o- {-t) /at/ and -?aa 
{-iyat), {-Y-t) /ijat/ are always feminine in Hindustani, e.g.: H

440 Bhatia attributes this phenomenon to a “weakening of grammatical 
gender in the preference for the natural gender” (Bhatia 1992: 174).

441 Although, in the case of nouns denoting animate beings, it usually 
does (cf. Weinreich 1953: 45). See also interesting works by Kira Hall, 
studying the relationship between gender in linguistics and gender in socie
ty in the South Asian context (e.g. Hall 2002).

(ak'sariyat), {A-k-s-r-Y-t) /oksanjat/, f. ‘greater part, 
majority’ < P [< A] {A-k-s-r-Y-t) /æksarij:at/ ‘t.s.’; (ii) Per-
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sian names of places formed by adding the suffix -htk (-gah), »i- 
(-g-A-h) /gah/ are always feminine, e.g.: H wn? (kab'r'gah), »i/ 
(q-b-r-g-A-h) /qab(a)rgah/, f. ‘burial-ground’ < P »1$(q-b-r- 
g-A-h) /qabrgah/ ‘t.s.’; (iii) Persian names of places formed by 
adding the suffix (-(i)stari), (-s-t-A-n) /(i)stan/ are
always masculine, e.g.: H )Piwn (registan), (r-g-s-t-A-n) 
/registan/, m. ‘desert’ < P (r-g-s-t-A-n) /raegistan/ ‘t.s.’;
(iv) Persian abstract nouns formed by adding the suffix (-i), 
J- (-Y) /i/ or -’ft (-gi), (/- (-g-Y) /gi/ are always feminine, e.g.: 

H HWM'ft (mar'dan'gT), (m-r-d-A-n-g-Y) /mardangi/, f. ‘man
liness’ < P ja (m-r-d-A-n-g-Y) /maerdangi/ ‘t.s.’.

4.3.9. It cannot be denied that gender is the grammatical 
category which gives users of Hindustani (including native
speakers) a lot of trouble. Even educated individuals, for whom 
language is a matter of creative work, admit to use of dictionaries 
in this regard. But since instances of assigning grammatical gen
der (especially in regard to inanimate nonus442) vary significantly 
within the Hindustani linguistic continuum, depending on geo
graphical region, language register or social background of the 
speaker (cf. Bhatia 1992; Hall 2002), one has to acknowledge 
that the development of normative principles or established rules 
that would regulate this question is hardly possible.443

442 This remark by no means relates exclusively to the loanwords. 
Problems with erratic grammatical gender pertain to all categories of Hin
dustani nouns.

443 As evidenced by dictionaries, e.g.: H [< P < A] /baqi/ ‘remining; 
reminder, rest’ is categorized either as adj. & f. (McGr. 719) or adj. & m. 
(STCD 95), H [< P] /pjaz/ ‘onion’ as f. but also m. (McGr. 651) and H 
[< P] /xudkajt/ ‘land cultivated by its owner’ as f. & m. (McGr. 239), adj. 
& m. (Platts 495) or adj. & f. (STCD 293) - to enumerate only a few sam
ples.
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4.4. Elements of Arabic and Persian Morphology 
in Hindustani

4.4.1. In Persian, where gender is not marked, sex is distin
guished either (i) lexically or (ii) by the use of an appropriate 
qualifier. Even though Perso-Arabic loanwords are generally 
adapted to the Hindustani gender system (as described in the 
previous chapter), both the strategies are occasionally also found 
in Hindustani:

(i) examples of lexical distinction between the sexes: H sh 
(zan), (z-n) /zan/ ‘a woman’ < P jj (z-n) /zaen/ ‘t.s.’ vs. H ni 
(mard), >/ (m-r-d) /mard/ ‘a man’ < P (m-r-d) /maerd/ ‘t.s.’; 
H ciiirKi (valida), »Jb (V-A-l-d-h) /valida/ ‘mother’ < P [< A] 
(V-A-l-d-h) /validae/444 ‘t.s.’ vs. H (valid), Jb (V-A-l-d) /valid/ 
‘father’ < P [< A] (V-A-l-d) /valid/ ‘t.s.’; H qft (part), tfz. 
(p-r-Y) /pari/ ‘a fairy’ < P <_sjj (p-r-Y) /paeri/ ‘t.s.’ vs. H (dev), 
(d-Y-Y) /de.o/ ‘a demon’ < P jjj (d-Y-Y) /dev/ ~ /div/ ‘t.s.’; H 
(khatun), c/AJ (x-A-t-V-n) /xatun/ ‘lady’ < P [< T] (x-A-t-V-ri) 
/xatun/ ‘t.s.’ vs. H MRT (khvaja), (x-V-A-j-A) /xwadja/ ‘man of 
distinction’ < P (x-V-A-j-h) /xadjae/ ‘t.s.’.

(ii) as the qualifiers used to differentiate between the sexes

444 As a matter of fact, this is the lexicalized Arabic feminine form, 
characterized by the addition of the suffix »- (h) (imperceptible in Class. P 
and pronounced as /e/ in modem P) to the masculine form.

in Persian, the words > (n-r) /naer/ ‘male’ and (m-A-d-h) 
/madae/ ‘female’ are employed in relation to animals, e.g.: H ht-sP 
(nar-ser), ¿s (n-r s-Y-r) /nar Jer/ ‘(he) lion’ < P > (s-Y-r n-r) 
/Jlre naer/ ‘t.s.’ vs. H HRiiR (madaser), (m-A-d-h s-Y-r) /mada 
Jer/ ‘lioness’ < P (s-Y-r m-A-d-h) /Jlre madae/ ‘t.s.’. The
words j(m-r-d) /maerd/ ‘man’ and jj (z-n) /zan/ ‘woman’ are 
used for humans, e.g.: H ’R-’IST (mard-gada), (m-r-d- g-d-A) 
/mard gada/ ‘beggar-man’ < P (m-r-dg-d-A) /maerde gaeda/ 
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‘t.s.’ vs. H (zan-gada), (z-n g-d-A) /zan gada/ ‘beggar- 
-woman’ < P IjS jj (z-n g-d-A) /zæne gæda/ ‘t.s.’.445

445 Note that in Hindustani the izâfat is not used. In Persian compounds 
of this type the word order is reversed, e.g.: P /gæda-mærd/ ‘beggar-man’, 
P /gæda-zæn/ ‘beggar-woman’.

446 Similarly, loanwords from Sanskrit (tatsama) have morphologically 
derived comparative and superlative forms, taking Sanskrit suffixes -fF 
(-tar) /tar/ for comparative and -an (-tam) /tam/ for superlative forms. How
ever, these forms occur mostly in educated speech and texts written in a 
high style (Kachin 2006: 65).

4.4.2. Perso-Arabic loanwords ocasionally form the vocative
by adding the Persian vocative termination i- /a/ to the nomina
tive (I- /ja/, with a euphonic /j/, when the nominative ends with 
/a/), e.g.: H ^ht (jânâ), CL- (j-A-n-A) /djana/ ‘o soul!’ < P ¿1? 
(J-A-n) /d^an/ ‘soul &c.’; H ¿f^t (dosta), t-n (d-V-s-t-A) /dosta/ 
‘o friend!’ < P (d-V-s-t) /dost/ ‘friend’; H (khudâya), 
Uui (x-d-A-Y-A) /xudaja/ ‘o God!’ < P x (x-d-A) /xoda/ ‘God’. 
Sometimes the vocative is also formed by prefixing a Persian 
interjection Jî (À-Y) /aj/ or l (Y-A) I'yaJ ‘oh!’, e.g.: (A-y b-c-h)

/aj batpa/ ‘o son! o child!’.
4.4.3. There is no separate morphological system for the

comparison of adjectives in Hindustani, but Perso-Arabic adjec
tives can take Persian, synthetic forms,446 made by means of the 
suffixes ÿ- (-t-r) /tær/ for comparative and ÿs- (-t-r-Y-n) /tærin/ 
for superlative, added to the positive, e.g.: H X?f (beh'tar), X 
(b-h-t-r) /behtar/ ‘better’ and dsatH (beh'tarîri), ÿjt (b-h-t-r-Y-n) 
/behtarin/ ‘the best’ < P (b-h) /bih/ ‘good’; H a?FF (kam'tar), yi 
(k-m-t-r) /kamtar/ ‘smaller’ and wXH (kam'tariri), tf_yf (k-m-t-r- 
Y-ri) /kamtarin/ ‘the smallest’ < P (k-m) /kæm/ ‘small’. Perso- 
-Arabic adverbs can follow the same paradigm of comparison, 
e.g.: H Xff (pes'tar), yi (p-Y-s-t-r) /pejtar/ ‘earlier’ and XiXh 
(pes'tarîn), (p-Y-s-t-r-Y-n) /peftarin/ ‘foremost’ < P Jw
(p-Y-s) /piJ7 ‘before’.
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4.4.4. Generally, plurals of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hin
dustani are formed according to Hindustani grammatical rules. 
But in some cases (chiefly in Hindustani/Urdu and in colloquial 
Hindustani) borrowed words can form the plural in the same way 
as in Persian (i) or in Arabic (ii):

(i) Persian plural termination ji - (-A-n) /an/ (with the vari
ants jIj- (-Y-A-n) /jan/, JIS- (-g-A-n) /gan/ and ù'j- (-V-A-n) /van/ 
when a noun ends with a vowel or the ‘silent’ h) is used with 
nouns denoting humans, higher animals and some other entities 
by convention (Perry 2007: 980),447 e.g.: H h^.m (maz'dürâri), 
clb«/ (m-z-d-V-r-A-ri) /mazduran/ ~ /mazdura/ ‘workers’ < P jjO 
(m-z-d-V-r) /muzdur/ ‘worker’; H <ntsdH (darakhtâri), 
(d-r-x-t-A-n) /daraxtan/ ~ /daraxta/ ‘trees’ < P cji.> (d-r-x-t) 
/diræxt/ ‘tree’; H <5HWM (dânâyâri), cW’1-’ (d-A-n-A-Y-A-ri) 
/danajan/ ~ /danajà/ ‘sages’ < P Ub (d-A-n-A) /dana/ ‘sage’; H 

(bandagân), (b-n-d-g-A-n) /bandagan/ ~ /bandaga/

447 This method of forming plurals was very common in Hindustani un
til the beginning of 20th c. Beg points out that in its nasalized realization 
(/3/), it was the most important plural termination in old Dakkani in both 
direct and oblique cases (Beg 1988: 127).

448 In contrast to Persian, where this termination is universally applica
ble - especially in modem everyday Persian there is a tendency to add /ha/ 
also to the nouns denoting people (cf. Perry 2007: 980; Mace 2003: 40-41).

449 The termination /ha/ can be written jointly with a noun or can be 
written detached; however, when a noun ends with ‘silent’ h it is always 
written separately.

‘servants’ < P (b-n-d-h) /bændæ/ ‘servant’; H 
(banuvân), c/ià (b-A-n-V-A-ri) /banuuan/ ~ /banuuâ/ ‘ladies’ 
< P yb (b-A-n-V) /banu/ ‘lady; Mrs.’. The Persian termination b- 
(-h-A) /ha/traditionally forming plurals of nouns denoting things 
inanimate and abstracts, occurs less frequently in Hindustani,448 449 
e.g.: H w (sdl'ha), ( Ju- (s-A-l h-A) ~ (s-A-l-h-A)*49 /salha/ 
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‘years’ < P JU (s-A-l) /sal/ ‘a year’; H idursi (khanaha), ( 
{x-A-n-h h-A)/•xaxakal ‘houses’ < P Uli. {x-A-n-h) /xanae/ ‘a house’.

(ii) several Arabic loanwords can form their plurals accord
ing to the rules of Arabic grammar - either by adding termina
tions to the singular forms (so-called sound plural) or by altering 
the pattern of consonants and vowels inside the singular form 
(so-called broken plural). Sound plurals are formed by adding the 
termination ¿y- {-Y-n) /in/450 or ol - {-A-t) /at/,451 e.g.: H 
{nazirlri), {n-A-z-r-Y-ri) /nazirin/ ‘spectators’ < A {n-A-z-f) 
/nazir/ ‘a seer, observer’; H {harfaf), >zA7 {h-r-f-A-t) /harfat/ 
‘letters’ < A □ji {h-r-f) /haerf/ ‘a letter of the alphbet’.452 Broken 
plurals can be created by the lengthening of the noun vowel -/5/- 
in nouns ending with -/St/, e.g.: H sraia {halat), {h-A-l-A-t) 
/halat/ ‘circumstances; facts’ < A cJU {h-A-l-t) /halaet/ ‘particular 
state, condition’; H {adat), {c-A-d-A-t) /adat/ ‘customs’ 
< A »Jit {c-A-d-i) Aadaet/ ‘custom’. It can also be formed irregu
larly, e.g.: H {akh'bar), {A-x-b-A-r) /axbar/ ‘news; a

450 Actually, in classical Arabic, the regular plural masculine has two 
cases and is formed by adding the termination jj- {-V-n) /un/ to the singu
lar for the nominative and ¿y- {-Y-n) /in/ for the remaining cases. In Persian, 
as well as in Hindustani, only the latter is used for creating plural.

451 Which in classical Arabic is the the termination forming the regular 
(sound) plural of feminine nouns.

452 A few words of Persian origin can also form the plural through the
addition of the termination /at/, e.g.: H ¿KTa (dehdt), (d-Y-h-A-t) /dehat/ 
‘villages’ < Class. P -oj (d-Y-k) /dih/ (modem P /deh/) ‘a village’; H 
(kagazat), {k-A-g-z-A-t) /kacazat/ ‘papers, documents’ < P 3c-IS
(k-A-g-z) /kayaez/ ‘paper’.

453 Note that in Hindustani /axbar/ is basically used in the singular and 
means ‘a newspaper’. It is hardly ever used to denote the plural meaning of 
‘news’.

newspaper’453 < P [< A] {x-b-r) /xaebaer/ ‘news, information’; 
H {aukaf), {A-V-q-A-t) /aoqat/ ‘times, &c.’ < P [< A] 
osj {V-q-t) ‘time’; H Stfam {auliya), Lbi {A-V-l-Y-A) /aulija/ 
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‘saints’ < P [< A] (V-l-Y) /vaeli(j)/ ‘a saint, &c.’. For some par
ticular terms there exists the dual, formed by adding the Arabic 
termination ,> - (-K-n) /ain/,454 but it is of very rare appearance, 
e.g.: H (tarafaiii), (t-r-f-Y-n) /tarofam/ ‘both sides (in the 
lawsuit)’ < P [< A] jL (t-r-f) /taeraef/ ‘side, direction’; H 
(imamairi), (A-m-A-m-Y-n) /imamain/ ‘both the imams (i.e. 
Hasan and Hussein)’ < P [< A] ¡.Ul (A-m-A-m) /imam/ ‘an imam, a 
leader (in religious matters)’; H diirftn (yalidairi), ¡¿Ah (V-A-l-d-Y-ri) 
/ualidain/ ‘parents’ < P [< A] JIj (V-A-l-d) /valid/ ‘father’.455

454 Which in classical Arabic is used to form not nominative duals.
455 One must realize that these kinds of devices used to form the plural 

are, in practice, employed only by some educated speakers familiar with the 
inflections borrowed from Arabic and Persian. Generally, such plural forms 
appeared in Hindustani as ‘ready made’ lexical borrowings and “they have 
no ‘organic connection’ with the language” (Beg 1988: 120).

Fig. 12. A marble tablet with a digraphic legend indicating the reservoir of 
drinking water. The information reads in Nagari: sabîl sakkâ-e-sabïnâ, and in 
Perso-Arabic script: s-b-Y-l s-q-A-Y’-e s-k-Y-n-h. The izâfat construction is 
clearly marked in both the scripts. Sah Najaf Imâmbâra, Lucknow. (Photo by 
the author, 2011)
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4.5. Persian and Arabic Morphosyntactic Constructions 
in Hindustani

4.5.1. The simplicity of Persian morphology and syntax as 
well as the high congruence of Persian and Hindustani morpho
logical and syntactic systems reinforced the adaptation of Persian 
elements in Hindustani also at this level. As a result, several 
characteristic Persian phrasal constructions can be found in Hin
dustani. They generally apply to Persian and Arabic loanwords 
but their appearance and function in Hindustani influenced the 
development of some features that incorporate also indigenous 
components. Here the formation of Hindustani complex postposi
tions modelled on Persian compound prepositions456 or the crea
tion of Hindustani phrase-verbs copying the Persian pattern457 
can be mentioned. A great deal of these new items are direct 
loan-translations from Persian, often further adapted by the sub
stitution of native lexis (including Sanskrit tatsama-s). Hindusta
ni sentence structure has also been influenced by the Persian 
pattern of forming complex sentences, especially through the use 
of borrowed Persian conjunctions (cf. 4.2.8.-4.2.9.). They al

456 E.g.: P (b-t-V-r) /baetaore/ 'by way (of), like’ —+ (loanblend)
H 3i (tn qr (ke taurpar), (k-e t-V-rp-r) /ke taur par/ —> (further adap
tation in Hindustani/Hindi - Perso-Arabic loanword is substituted by a 
Sanskrit tatsama) W (ke prakar) /ke prakar/ ‘t.s.’ (example qtd. after 
Shackle & Snell 1990: 72).

457 E.g.: P ¿pjS (s-r-V-‘ k-r-d-n) /juru’ kaerdaen/ 'to begin’ —>
(loanblend) H gF 3^ (suru kar'na), (s-r-V-1 k-r-n-A) /Jbru kama/ —>
(further adaptation in Hindustani/Hindi - the Perso-Arabic loanword is 
substituted by a Sanskrit tatsama) 3ttbt (arambh kar'na) /arambh kama/ 
‘t.s.’ (note that/arambh/ is itself a deverbal noun <— S '¡arab1' 'to begin’).
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lowed expressing clause linkages more sophisticated than clauses 
in parallel parataxis, traditionally preferred by Hindustani.458

458 Syntactic functions performed by these conjunctions are being rep
licated in Hindustani/Hindi by such tatsama-s as: (yadi) /jadi/ ‘if or?rafa 
(yadyapi) /jadjapi/ ‘although’, which Shackle & Snell describe as “deliber
ately introduced loan-conversions from the Persian conjunctions” (ibid.).

4.5.2. Persian copulative phrases formed by the copula -/o/-
are very common in Hindustani. They can consist either of two 
nominals of the same (or very close) meaning, e.g.: 
(bandobast), (b-n-d V b-s-t) /bandobast/ ‘organisation, ar
rangement’ (both the words meaning ‘tie; tied &c.’); 
(dilo-jari), (d-l V j-A-n) /dilod3an/ ‘(with ppn. /se/) will
ingly; heartily’ (both the words meaning ‘heart, soul’) or of two 
elements of opposite signification, e.g.: (kamo-bes),
(k-m V b-Y-s) /kamobeJ7 ‘more or less’ (the first word means 
Tess’, the second means ‘more’); (kharido-farokht),

> ¿7 (x-r-Y-d V f-r-V-x-t) /xaridofaroxt/ ‘trade, commerce’ 
(the first word means ‘buying’, the second means ‘selling’). 
Some compounds of this type have fresh or idiomatic meaning, 
e.g.: ww (pasopes), (p-s-V-p-Y-s) /pasopeJ7 ‘hesitation’
(lit. ‘behind and before’); (abohava), (A-b Vh-V-A)
/abohaua/ ‘climate; (fig.) atmosphere’ (lit. ‘water and air’).

4.5.3. In the case of compounds borrowed as a whole entity 
from Persian, the copula -/o/- may vanish in Hindustani, e.g.: yra-

(ab-dana), (A-b d-A-n-h) /abdana/ ‘livelihood; lot, des
tiny’ < P -Gia j cjI (A-b V d-A-n-h) /abodanae/ ‘means of subsis
tence’. The two members of a compound can also be connected by 
the letter -/a/-, e.g.: fint (sarapa), b/" (s-r-A-p-A) /sarapa/ ‘from 
head to foot: throughout, totally’ (cf. P y(s-r-A-p-A) /saerapa/ 
‘totally, from head to foot, cap-a-pie’ and P j > (s-r V p-A) 
/saeropa/ ‘all, the whole’) or by the preposition (ba), ~ (b-h) /ba/, 
e.g.: (har’f-baharf), ^7 , *J7 (h-r-f b-h h-r-f) /harf 
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baharf/ ‘word for word, literally’ < P ja. <_ija. (h-r-f b-h h-r-f) 
/haerf baehasrf/ ‘t.s.’.

4.5.4. In some phrases borrowed as a whole from Arabic,
the Arabic definite article J' (J-/) may occur. Its aim is to con
nect the determined and the determining words. The determining 
word is placed after the determined one and the joining copula 
-/al/- changes in pronunciation according to the neighbouring 
phones.459 This group of borrowings generally comprises two 
kinds of phrases: Arabic possessive phrases, e.g.: 
(iduzzoha), ifiluS (c-Y-d A-l-A-z-h-q) /iduzzoha/460 ‘Eid-ul-Azha, 

sacrificial festival’; (darul'hukumat), (d-A-r-A-l-

459 The vowel /a/ of the article is assimilated to the final vowel of the
preceding noun (i.e. the nomintive suffix -/u/, the genitive suffix -/i/ or the 
accusative suffix -/a/). The consonant /1/ of the article is assimilated in 
pronunciation to the following letter if it is any of the so-called ‘sun’ letters 
(i.e. dental or alveoral consonants: (/), (s), J (</)> (?), j (r), j (z),
o* (5), J* (i), 0-° (5), (z), -1= (_/), i (z), J (J), j (»)). In Perso-Arabic script,
regardless of assimilation in utterance, it is always written -/1/-, while the 
Nagari notation closely follows the pronunciation.

460 This pronunciation is regarded as colloquial (cf. STCD 441), in con
trast to the more Arabicized form Aidalad^ha/.

461 Generally izafat constructions engage only Persian and Arabic 
words, with one exception: in the place of the governed word there may 
stand a non Perso-Arabic proper noun. Therefore, one can say e.g.: /Jahre

h-k-V-m-t) /darulhukumat/ ‘«abode of government»: capital city’ 
and Arabic prepositional phrases, e.g.: (bil'kul), (b-A-l-
k-I) /bilkol/ ‘entirely, completely; quite’; (fil’hdl), Jl/i J

(f-YA-l-h-A-l) /filhal/ ‘at the present time; for the time being’.
4.5.5. The izafat (‘annexation, suppletion’) construction, is a 

characteristic structure of the Persian noun phrase which, with 
varying frequency, is also used in Hindustani (i.e. the more 
Persianized register of the language, the more commonly izafat 
phrases are employed).461 It comprises a head noun linked to a
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following modifier by the unstressed enclitic -/e/ (-/je/ after a 
vowel) and has two principal functions: it indicates a possessive 
relationship between two nouns or the qualification of a noun by 
an adjective. The determined word (governing the construction) 
is placed first - in contrast to all similar formations in Hindu
stani. Izafat phrases joining two nouns correspond to genuinely 
Indic possessive phrases formed by the posposition /ka/, e.g.: 
mliWH (hukumate pakistan), (fo-k-V-m-t p-^-k-s-t-A-n)
/hokumate pakistan/ ‘the Government of Pakistan’ vs.

(pakistan ki hukumat), J d&i (p-A-k-s-t-A-n k-Y

h-k-V-m-t) /pakistan ki hokumat/ ‘Pakistan’s government’;462 si 
(darde dil), (d-r-d d-l) /darde dil/ ‘heartache: grief, an

guish’ vs. 551 (dil ka dard), (d-l k-A d-r-d) /dil ka dard/ 
‘t.s.’. Izafat phrases joining a noun and an adjective follow the 
reverse order of words from native Hindustani phrases of this 
type where an adjective invariably precedes a noun, e.g.: 54^ 
(iske hakiki), J? (c-s-q h-q-Y-q-Y) /ijqe hakiki/ ‘divine love, 
spiritual love’ vs. 53^1 543, (hakiki isk), J? (h-q-Y-q-Y c-s-q) 

/hakiki ijq/ ‘t.s.’.

dil:i/ ‘the city of Delhi’. The governing noun, however, must always be 
Persian or Arabic.

Note the difference in connotation - the phrase with izafat is a 
proper name of the office in its official capacity, while the other one is a 
common noun.

4.5.6. Some formations with izafat borrowed from Persian 
are fixed proper names or have idiomatic meaning, e.g.: 
(vazire-azam), 1 (V-z-Y-r A-c-z-m) /uazire.azam/ ‘Prime 
Minister’; iraA-taw (divane-khas), (d-Y-V-A-n x-A-s)
/diuanexas/ ‘Cabinet, Privy Council; Privy Council Chamber’;

(tapedik), Ji (t-p d-q) /tapediq/ ‘tuberculosis’; 
(lakhte-dii), (l-x-t d-I) /laxtedil/ ‘ «a piece of (one’s) liver or 
heart»; a darling child’.
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4.5.7. In contemporary spoken Hindustani there is an in
creasing tendency to omit the izâfat, especially when the govern
ing word ends with a single consonant following a short vowel 
(cf. Schmidt 1999: 247). This tendency is observed not only in 
pronunciation but also in both scripts - the enclitic izâfat vowel 
after a consonant is hardly ever marked with kasrah in Perso- 
-Arabic script and it is also gradually disappearing from Nagari 
notation, following the oral practice, e.g.: H (ah'l'kâr), jty
(A-h-l-k-A-r) /ahlkar/ ‘clerk; an agent, officer’ < P jlS JaI (A-h-l 
k-A-r) /ahlikar/ ‘t.s.’; H 4rr-*l^iritl (wzr maj'lis), ¿ (m-Y-r m-j-l-s) 
/mir madjlis/ ‘president, chairman’ < P j*» (m-Y-r m-j-l-s) 
/mir maed^lis/ ‘t.s.’.

4.5.8. It may happen that the order of words is reversed and
the governed noun is placed first. In juxtapositions of this type 
the izâfat is not used, e.g.: ¿ft (sere bab'r), ¿i¿ (s-Y-r b-b-r) 
/Jere babr/ ‘lion’ —> íe (bab'r ser), ¿(b-b-r s-Y-r) /babr Jer/
‘t.s.’. Very often the result of such a reversal takes the form of a 
compound - either possessive/attributive (corresponding to San
skrit bahuvrihï), e.g.: ïfEH (kade âdam), (q-d A-d-m) /qade
adam/ ‘of a man’s height’ —> 3ti<4Hcb<4 (âdam'kad), (À-d-m-q-d) 
/adamqad/ ‘t.s.’, or determinative (corresponding to Sanskrit 
tatpurusa), e.g.: Knpr (hálate maujüdâ), (h-A-l-t m-
V-j-V-d-h) /halóte maudjuda/ ‘present circumstances’ —> ftjpr-sw 
(maujüdâ-hâlat), (m-V-j-V-d-h h-A-l-t) /maodjuda halat/
‘t.s.’.463

463 See also very interesting observations regarding the possible influ
ence of the izâfat construction on forming compounds used as poetic devic
es in Ritter 2004: 432-433.

4.5.9. A specific reminder of the izâfat in Hindustani are 
syntagmatic structures created by reversing the order of a noun 
and its qualifier in a possessive phrase with the genitive postposi
tion /ka/. The order of elements in such a syntagm imitates the 
izâfat pattern: the determined noun governing the whole phrase is
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placed before the determining element, which may be a noun 
with posposition (= genitive) or a possessive pronoun. Structures 
of this kind, not uncommon in Hindustani, may have a highlight
ing or emphasising purpose,464 e.g.: îhw 3tt (ek dänä anâj

464 Cf. Zograf 1960: 236. Such ‘improper genitive connection’ (German
Uneigentliche Genitivverbindung) occurs in other languages too. In 
Arabic it is known as a ‘false izafat' or “«unreal annexation» (cidafa gayr 
haqiqiyya <¿¿3. jjc because adjectives do not properly occur as the
first element of an annexation construction, hence this is not a true posses
sive relationship” (Badawi 2004: 111).

465 According to Platts (45), this metaphorical syntagm functions as a 
feminine noun (or, more strictly, a nominalized adjective); cf. McGr.
3>T ¿HT (izar'band ka dhTla), adj. ‘lecherous’. This example faithfully copies 
the other izafat pattern, placing an adjectival qualifier after the determined 
noun.

Some of these postpositions still have a trace of the izafat in their 
rhyme, e.g.: H i (it) aam (ke (ki) bajay), i-Af- (f)£- (k-e (k-Y) b-j-A-Yc-e) 

/ke (ki) badjaj/ ~ /ke (ki) baja.e/ ‘instead, in place of’ < P (b-j-A-Y) 

/baedjaje/, prep, ‘in lieu; lit. in place (of)’; H i ftrara (ke sivay) ~ i ftrat (ke 

siva), (k-e s-Y-A-Yc-e) ~ trZ. (k-e s-Y-A) /ke siuaj/ ~ /ke siua.e/ ~ /ke

kâ), IfcCito.J'i (A-k d-A-n-A A-n-A-j k-A) /ek dana onadj ka/ ‘neces
sary minimum; lit. grain for bread’, instead of /anadj ka ek dana/; 
w th ir (bât ek rât kî), (b-A-t A-k r-A-t k-Y) /bat ek
rat ki/ ‘A tale of one night’ (a title of a movie) instead of /ek rat 
ki bat /; sn an (bâp tera), 1/ (b-A-p t-Y-r-A) /bap tera/ ‘your 
father’ instead of /tera bap/; ÎT awr (izâr'band kï dhïlï), AAA 
(X-’ii(A-z-r-b-n-d k-Y dh-Y-l-Y) /izarband ki <4.hili/, f. ‘a woman of 

easy virtue, an unchaste woman; lit. (having) a loose trouser 
string’.465

4.5.10. An analogous phenomenon of inversion may occur 
in Hindustani complex postpositions which originate from Per
sian denominative prepositions, which, in Persian, are connected 
with the following determined noun by the izafat.** Such in-
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verted postpositional phrases imitate the izafat pattern by placing 
one part of a complex postposition (a semantic modifier) before 
the modified noun, e.g.: 3V 3> (bagair khauf ke), J 
(b-g-Y-r x-V-f k-e) /bacair xauf ke/ ‘without fear’, instead of /xauf 
ke bacair/. Inversion of this type, affecting mainly complex post
positions formed on the basis of borrowed words, may some
times have infuence on indigenous Hindustani phrases,* 467 e.g.: Hif 
^fmft 35 (mare bimari ke), (m-A-r-e b-Y-m-A-r-Y k-e)

siua/ ‘except (for), apart (from)’ < P ijlj-) (s-Y-A-Y) /sivaje/, prep, ‘besides, 
except’.

467 Zograf enumerates three: /ke mare/ ‘because of, on account of, /ke 
samne/ ‘before, in front of and/ke bina/ ‘without’ (Zograf 1960: 237-238).

As Lehmann put it: “Extensive bilingualism may bring about the 
importation of syntactic patterns more widely than in a few phrases. But 
when foreign patterns or sounds occur in borrowed words, they are gener
ally modified in keeping with the patterns of the borrowing language (...). 
An extended period of influence may, however, lead to different results” 
(Lehmann 1992: 17).

/mare bimari ke/ ‘because of the illness’, instead of /bimari ke 
mare/.

4.5.11. As can be seen from the considerations presented 
above, it is not only vocabulary or phonology that are affected by 
the extensive language contact, but also the - much less vulner
able to foreign influences - spheres of morphology and syntax.468 
Therefore, the still generally prevailing opinion, formulated by 
Grierson nearly a century ago:

Only in the Urdu of Musalmans do we find the Persian order of 
words in a sentence, and there has been no other introduction of 
Persian construction, except that which is actually borrowed as a 
construction with Persian words. Nor are arabic [5/c/] words in
flected except by purists, but they have to conform to the gram
matical system of their host. (Grierson 1920: 74-75) 
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seems to be not quite convincing and the alleged “strong native 
intuition against the use of foreign constructions” (ibid.) does not 
find confirmation in the linguistic practice. Trying to support his 
opinion, Grierson informs that “Hindu writers class a dialect as 
Urdu, not on the basis of its vocabulary, but on that of the order 
of words employed” and quotes as an example “a well-known 
Hindi work, (...) called Kahâriï Theth Hindi-me, or «Tales in 
Pure Hindi»”469 which was supposed not to contain a single Per
sian word, and yet “Hindu writers class it as Urdü on account of 
the order of the words” (ibid.). Instead, the quoted observation 
confirms the phenomenon Grierson does not want to admit: Per
sian (and Arabic) constructions have left a lasting mark on the 
Hindustani system. This mark is hard to get rid of, even if one 
tries to purposely ‘purify’ his way of expression by excluding 
obvious foreign words and constructions. Some phrases which, 
on the surface, are not recognized as ‘alien’ may still prove to be 
modelled on rejected not-indigenous patterns. The situation de
scribed by Grierson clearly confirms the undeniable vitality and 
importance of Perso-Arabic components - including those which 
are ostensibly less susceptible to adaptation in an alien linguistic 
system.

469 Here Grierson mentions the tale known better as Rani Ket'ki ki ka- 

hani by an Urdu poet ln5a Allah Xan (d. 1818). McGregor specifies more 
indications visibly assigning this literary experiment rather to the Persian 
literary and linguistic tradition: “the use of rhyming elements, strings of 
verbs, and inversions, and colloquialisms (...)” (McGregor 1984: 64).
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470ajJ Jjl J -liA JjLIJj^xa <£ jjj J

(Hatim 1756:40)

5.1. Observations on the Morphosemantic Taxonomy
of Perso-Arabic Borrowings in Hindustani

5.1.1. Haugen’s classification (Haugen 1950), based on a 
comparison of the original pattern with its imitation in the re- 
cepient language, remains one of the best-known and most com
monly followed taxonomies of loans.470 471 It distinguishes between 

loanwords, where both form and meaning are copied, or assimi
lated; loanblends, where the meaning is borrowed, but only part 
of the form;472 loanshifts, where the meaning is borrowed, but the 
form is native;473 and loan translations, or caiques, where the 

470 “[Words from] the Arabic and Persian languages which are intelli
gible and commonly used [should be used]. And the daily usage of the 
gentlemen of India and the correct users of language and their idiom is 
acceptable”. Transl. and qtd. after Rahman 2010: 91.

471 Cf. e g. Hock 1991; Crystal 2008; Haspelmath 2008; Haspelmath & 
Tadmor 2009; Matras 2009; Durkin 2009.

472 Loanblends are sometimes called hybrids (e.g. Myers-Scotton 2006: 
219), which is generally a broader term, referred to in etymology and his
torical linguistics (Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003: 17ff.).

473 Which Hock (1991: 398) labels as “the polar opposite of lexical 
adoption [when] a foreign concept is borrowed without its corresponding 
linguistic form and without the introduction of a new word into the borrow
ing language”. A typical loan shift is the Hindustani word /magni/ ‘en
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morphemes in the borrowed word are translated item by item. 
Since it is the first of these categories, viz. loanwords, that re
main the basic object of inquiry of this study, and the last one, 
viz. caiques, which are a specific form of adaptation of the for
mer group - they will both be given main attention in the course 
of the following considerations.

5.1.2. Loanwords, i.e. lexical items which show the borrow
ing of a word form together with its associated meaning (or a 
component of its meaning), constitute the basic stock of linguis
tic material analyzed in the former chapters. Along with the al
ready described changes and adaptations in the realms of orthog
raphy, phonology and morphosyntax, loanwords can be (and, 
actually, they very often are) subject to semantic modification. In 
most cases this modification boils down to the reduction or nar
rowing of a loanword’s meaning, since, as a rule, polysemantic 
words are adopted only in one or two of their denotations. It hap
pens quite often that a lexical item is borrowed with one of its 
less significant and/or less frequent meanings and thus the mean
ing of the borrowed word in the target language becomes distant 
or different from the basic meaning of the same word in the 
source language. Speakers of Persian would probably be greatly 
astonished to hear that in Hindustani /rasta/ means ‘a road, a 
street’, since they never use this word in such a sense (although it 
is given in Persian dictionaries as one of the further meanings, 
cf.: râsta, Dexterous, right-handed; upright, just, true; a
market-place; a level road” (Stein. 563); j (1) Noun 1. A 
row; a series of shops; a section or part of the market-place. Ex. 
U jyuüi j the shoemakers’ row. 2. Zool. & Bot. A group. 3. 
Æjarely], A (level) road” (Hayyim 1 911). However, in Hindu
stani, /rasta/ meaning ‘a road’ is a commonly used noun.

gagement, matrimonial suit’, coined to name a custom not known in India 
before the arrival of Muslims and to replace the Persian term /xastgari/.
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5.1.3. Change of the basic meaning in a loanword in relation 
to the meaning of the source word occurs quite commonly in the 
analyzed material, here are a few more examples: P [> A] 
/maosim/ ‘time, season’ > H /mausam/ ‘weather’; P [> A] /haeva/ 
‘air, weather’ > H /haua/ ‘wind’; P /xaerab/ ‘ruined, destroyed’ 
> H /xarab/ ‘bad’, P /saziJ7 ‘accord’ > H /saziJ7 ‘conspiracy’. 
Apart from restriction in the number of denotations, the meaning 
of a loanword can also shift from more general to a more particu
lar one. This is the case of many Arabic loanwords which are 
associated with Islam by speakers of Hindustani. Therefore, their 
meaning is restricted only to the narrow religious dimension474 

The opposite semantic change, viz. extension or widening of 
meaning, can also be observed, e.g.: in Hindustani P /rah/ ‘way, 
road’ gets the additional, metaphorical meaning of ‘journey, pro
gress’ (although, at the same time, it loses several secondary 
meanings compared to its Persian source word); P /JuJae/ ‘an 
ingot of gold or silver’ gets generalized in Hindustani to H /fofa/ 
‘mixing, dilluting’, etc.

5.1.4. A separate group of words which can be distinguished 
in the analyzed material are doublets, or pairs of (different) words 
which have a common origin and display similarities of form and 
meaning. In the case of Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani, this 
category can be further differentiated into two subgroups: (i) dou
blets consisting of a borrowed word and a native word, and (ii) 
doublets existing within the boundaries of the borrowed lexicon. 

474 As Qutbuddin observes, “Many Arabic words which have more 
general meanings in Middle Eastern Arabic take on a religious connotation 
in India. Sahifa, which can mean several things in Arabic, including a leaf 
in a notebook, a page, a newspaper, or a prayer book, signifies here the last 
sense only. Ziyarat, which means visit, connotes here a visit to the shrine of 
a saint. Majlis, which means sitting or assembly, indicates here a religious 
assembly. (...) In many cases, Arabic words are automatically considered 
sacred by virtue of their being Arabic” (Qutbuddin 2007: 328-329).
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Given the close genetic relationship between Persian and Hindu
stani, the occurence of doublets of the former type, originating in 
the common Indo-Iranian source, is easy to predict and illustrate, 
e.g.: H [> P] /andar/ ‘within, inside’ vs. H [> S] /antar/ ‘interior, 
midst’; H [>P] /angoft/ ‘the finger’ vs. H [> S] /angogf/ ‘the 
thumb’; H [> P] /tfahar/ ‘four’ vs. H /tfar/ ‘four’, etc.475 Doublets of 

the second type comprise, first of all, originally Arabic etyma with 
the feminine ending (in Arabic written as tcf marbutah) which, in 
Persian, can be lexicalized more or less definitively as either -/set/ 
or -/ae/ (cf. Perry 1995). Hindustani usually adopted only one of 
the two forms but there are also cases where both the variants are 
in use, e.g.: H [> A] /akidat/ ~ /akida/ f. ‘faith, belief; H [> A] 
/alat/ ~ /ala/ ‘implement’; H [> A] /ijarat/ ~ /ijara/ m. ‘sign’; H 
[> A] /izafat/ f. ‘increment’ ~ /izafa/, m. ‘increase’.476 Other cases 

of doublets include pairs of words that can differ in: (i) the length 
of the vowel, e.g.: H [> P] /rah/ ~ /rah/ ‘a road, way’; H [> P] /atfar/ 
~ /atfar/ ‘pickle’; H [> P] /surax/ ~ /surax/ ‘hole, opening’; (ii) the 
quality of the vowel, e.g.: H [> P] /rozina/ ~ /rozana/ ‘daily pay or 
allowance’; (iii) phonological adaptation, e.g.: H [> A] /nemat/ ~ 
/nijamat/ ‘affluence, wealth’; (iv) morphological adaptation (add
ing of an inflexional termination), e.g.: H [> A] /qarz/ ~ /qarza/ ‘a 
debt, a loan’; (v) grammatical or lexical category in the source 
language, e.g.: H [> A] /hal/ ~ /halat/ ‘state, condition’ (masculine 
vs. feminine); H [> A] /halat/ ~ /halat/ ‘situation’ (singular vs. 
plural); H [> A] /nuqs/ ~ /nuqsan/ ‘loss’ (two differently created 
gerunds); (vi) general form of the words, e.g.: H [> A] /izad/ ~ 
/zjada/ ‘increase, addition’; H [> P] /jaxni/ ~ /axni/ ‘a meat stew’.

‘I75 Such doublets occur among basic words, vide infra 5.2.9.(v) and 
also include other morphological units, for example derivational affixes, 
like P -/kar/ - -/gar/ and H -/kar/, creating nouns of agency, or P -/start/ and 
H -/sthan/, productive suffixes forming names of places.

As can be seen, in Hindustani they can be assigned the non
feminine gender too. On their graphical notation cf. supra 2.1.5. and 2.2.17.
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The interesting phenomenon of Perso-Arabic doublets in Hindu
stani certainly deserves further scrutiny and separate comprehen
sive study, but that would exceed the intended scope of this book.

5.1.5. A specific method of dealing with borrowed lexical 
items is calquing, a process which - contrary to the simple transfer 
of alien items to the linguistic tissue of the recipient language - 
presupposes a certain familiarity with the donor language and its 
grammatical structure.477 Many examples of calquing, or produc

ing loan translations can be found among conjunct verbs, which 
are prevalent in Hindustani. They reproduce the metaphorical 
meaning of Persian compound verbs by means of novel combina
tions of native elements which correspond to the meaning and 
structure of the component parts forming the foreign, morphologi
cally complex expression. Verbal caiques often evolve from verbal 
loanblends which combine a (foreign in this case) nominal part 
and a native operational verb, according to the following four-step 
pattern: P ¿pjj >->'(x-V-A-b d-Y-d-n) /xab didæn/ ‘to dream’ —> H 
(a loanblend where P verb is replaced by matching H verb of the 
same meaning) W4 гттчг (khvâb dekh'na), (x-V-A-b d-kh-n-A)

477 Actually, for calquing it is a crucial condition, since this process af
fects only morphologically complex units. Minimum knowledge of the 
donor language and its structure is necessary to recognize the morphologi
cal complexity of a given foreign item (cf. Hock 1991: 400).

/xwab dekhna/ ‘t.s.’ —> (a loan translation where a tadbhava word is 
put in place of P nominal part) чччт (sap'nâ dekh'na), 
(s-p-n-A d-kh-n-A) /sapna dekhna/ ‘t.s.’ —> (further nativization of a 
caique by substituting the native word with a Sanskrit tatsama) чч

(svapn dekh'na) /suapn dekhna/ ‘t.s.’ (the latter form is used 
only in the highbrow register of Hindustani/Hindi). However, not 
every case of translating a foreign complex verb results in the crea
tion of a full caique - sometimes the process does not go beyond 
the stage of forming a loanblend, e.g.: P ¿р-ч (s-r-t b-s-t-ri) 
/Jært bæstæn/ ‘to stipulate, to bet’ —> H i/irf тгачт (sart bamdhna),
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(s-r-t b-A-n-dh-n-A) /fart bàdhna/ ‘t.s.’; P (q-s-m
x-V-r-d-n) /qæsæm xurdæn/ ‘to swear’ —» H 7tht (kasam 
khana), Cl/Ç (q-s-m kh-A-n-A) /qasam khana/ ‘t.s.’ —> rant
(saugandkhana), fl/Jr (x-V-A-b d-d-ri) /saogand k^ana/478 ‘t.s.’.

478 Note that /saogand/ ‘an oath’ is also a loanword from Persian. How
ever, puritanically oriented speakers of highbrow Hindustani/Hindi com
monly nativize this noun (both in pronunciation and in writing!) by aspirat
ing the final consonant and, as a result, it becomes phonetically close to the 
Sanskrit tatsama /saugand11/ ‘fragrance; perfume’. The verb thus created: 
/saogandh khana/, which is used in the sense ‘to swear’, would translate 
literary (and nonsensically) to ‘to eat perfume’ instead of‘to eat an oath’.

5.1.6. Loan translations are not necessarily limited to struc
tures in which the component parts of a morphologically complex 
unit are independent lexical items. Caiques can also involve com
pounds and derivatives, e.g.: P (b-A-z-V-b-n-d) /bazubænd/ 
‘armlet’ —» H (b^j'band), ¿¿g (bh-j-b-n-d) /bhujband/ ‘t.s.’ 
—> H ’pw (bhuj'bandK), (bh-j-b-n-dh) /bhujbandh/ ‘t.s.’; P 

(b-k-t-r-p-V-s) /bæktærpoj? ‘wearing an armour’ —► H 
(kavac'dhârï), (k-V-c-dh-A-r-Y) /kaoatfdhari/ ‘t.s.’. In

recent times calquing has often been employed by proponents of 
linguistic purism as a device for replacing foreign Perso-Arabic, 
and therefore unwelcome, expressions with “politically correct” 
loan translations usually based on loanwords from Sanskrit, e.g.: P 

(jj (b-Y d-m) /bidæm/ ‘breathless, lifeless’ -> H^i (bedam), 
(•¡î- (b-e-d-m) /bedam/ ‘t.s.’ —» H/Hindi ypifrt (prân'hïn) ‘breath
less’; P (k-A-r-Y-g-r) /karigær/ ‘artisan’ —> H
(kârïgar), ÂX (k-A-r-Y-g-r) /karigar/ ‘t.s.’ —> H/Hindi fWl*l' 

(silp'kâr) ‘craftsman’. The results of such manipulation are diffi
cult to assess without researching to what extend, if at all, these 
artificially created linguistic novelties are being accepted and used 
among the speakers. Although, over time, as Myers-Scotton put it, 
“ideas as to what is «politically correct» may change the popular
ity of a loan translation” (Myers-Scotton 2006: 218).
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5.2. Concluding Remarks: Typological Classifications 
of the Perso-Arabic Lexicon in Hindustani

5.2.1. Lexical borrowing is always the most apparent occur
rence of contact between languages. As a result of the long- 
lasting liaison between Persian and Hindustani, that took place at 
various levels of life and culture and was strongly marked by 
such favourable factors as frequent bilingualism of the speakers, 
the prestigious position for centuries maintained by Persian in 
South Asia and the natural permissiveness for incorporating for
eign linguistic elements evinced by Hindustani - the lexicon of 
the latter contains not hundreds but thousands of Persian, Arabic 
and, to a lesser extent, also Turkic lexemes.479 This large and 

varied stock may be classified according to various criteria: the 
criterion of origin, the criterion of pathway (i.e. how a loanword 
gets into the language), the functional criterion (based on the 
examining goals and motivation for borrowing) and, finally, the 
degree of assimilation criterion. In the following paragraphs, 
Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani will be analyzed respec
tively in relation to these typological benchmarks.

5.2.2. From the standpoint of etymology, the analyzed lexi
cal material is not homogenous, consisting overwhelmingly of 
lexemes originating from two main sources of borrowing, 
namely Persian and Arabic, supplemented by a small number of 
genuinely Turkic480 and a few originally Greek words. The group 

479 The dictionary of Perso-Arabic loanwords (Kuczkiewicz-Fras 
2008), on which this study is based, contains approximately 5500 lemmata.

480 The number of Turkic loanwords is somewhat problematic. Otto 
Spies listed 135 words in his article (Spies 1955), labelling them as Turkic 
loanwords in Hindustani (“Türkisches Sprachgut im HindüstänT”)- How
ever, even though his collection undeniably includes words of Turkic ori
gin, one can have serious doubts as to their actual presence in Hindustani. 
Spies based his choice mostly on Platts’s dictionary, known for including a 
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of Arabic loanwords comprises slightly more than one-third of 
the analyzed vocabulary (ca. 1800 lexemes), not counting hybrid 
derivatives and compounds (i.e. created by means of Persian 
devices), which are regarded as Persian. This data corresponds 
quite well with the estimated percentage of Arabic vocabulary in 
Persian.481 Arabic origin of loanwords is also relatively easy to 

establish (orthography being helpful in many a case). However, 
determining the strict etymology of loanwords which are tradi
tionally labelled as “Persian” may sometimes be quite problem
atic, especially when dealing with the oldest part of the lexicon 
which already in the early New Persian stage (i.e. around 10th- 
-11th c.) developed and spread geographically, mixing Iranian 
and non-Iranian elements.482 From the 11th c. onwards the pro

portion of Arabic words in Persian increased (Jazayery 1970). 
Additionally, the close relations between Turkic languages and 
Persian,483 which probably also started at that time, and, most of 

all, the interpenetration of their vocabulary, are responsible for 
the sometimes dubious and erratic etymological qualification of 
many a word, including some loanwords in Hindustani. Spies 

lot of lexemes used exclusively in the highly Persianized/Arabicized regis
ter of Hindustani. Many Turkic words given on his list are not only absent 
from dictionaries of modem Hindi and Urdu, but at the same time, would 
remain incomprehensible for the average speaker of Hindustani.

481 A dictionary-based analysis shows that there are approximately 
8000 Arabic loanwords in current use in Persian, which is about forty per
cent of an everyday literary vocabulary (consisting of ca. 20 000 words, not 
counting derivatives and compounds) (Perry 2002: 229).

482 Bo Utas enumerates the participants of this mixed linguistic milieu: 
“Soghdian and varieties of Persian, Parthian and other north-west dialects, 
Khvarezmian, Bactrian and the Saca languages, as well as non-lraninan 
languages, either Indo-European, like Tokharian, or non-Indo-European, 
especially Turkic” (Utas 2006: 246).

483 Utas calls them “symbiotic” (ibid.), similarly Golden (2002: 18): 
“...symbiosis of Turk and Iranian reaches deep into the past”.
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draws attention to this problem, observing that “a number of 
words which are labelled in dictionaries as Turkic, are actually 
not Turkic, but Persian and Arabic; (...) there are, however, a 
number of Turkic words not recognized as Turkic; they have not 
been incorporated directly into Urdu, but through Persian.”484 

Examples of the latter can be found on his list, e.g.: H < T /ata/ 
‘father’ recognized in Platts as < P Hi (A-t-A) /ata/ ‘father’; 
H < T /apa/ ‘elder sister’ explaind in Platts as < H 3jtht (apa) ‘t.s.’ 
[< S 5« (atma) ‘soul; self; the mind’] (probably after Shak. 16) 
or H < T /sauyat/ ‘a rich present’, also recognized as < P. A flag
ship word, commonly used in Hindustani (and in many other 
languages, including English, to which it was transferred) and 
equally commonly but incorrectly regarded to be of Turkic485 
origin, is H (kulT), J (q-l-Y) /quli/ ‘a porter; a labourer; 

(arch.) a slave’, unanimously classified as < T by most Hindusta
ni lexicographic works,486 e.g.: McGr. 209, STCD 468, Platts 794 

orMHK.1561.

It should be remembered that the very term “Turkic” (similarly to 
“Persian”) is ambiguous in this context and would require further clarifica
tion as to indicate which language(s) or dialect(s) of the Turkic family was 
actually the source of the loans (cf. Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2001).

1185 “Dabei stellt sich heraus, daß eine Reihe als türkisch in den Wörter
büchern bezeichneter Wörter nicht türkisch, sondern persisch und arabisch 
sind; (...) Andererseits sind aber eine Anzahl türkischer Wörter nicht als 
türkisch erkannt; sie sind nicht unmittelbar ins Urdu, sondern über das 
Persische aufgenommen worden” (Spies 1955: 323).

486 The etymology of this word is uncertain but it is most probably 
genuinely Indian, cf. Yule & Burnell 1996: 249-251.

5.2.3. It may not be easy to properly identify the source lan
guage of loanwords, but it is much more difficult to definitively 
indicate the way through which they got transmitted into Hindu
stani. Generally, two patterns can be distinguished: direct loan, 
when the elements of the donor language are borrowed directly 
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from the donor language and indirect loan, when the elements of 
the donor language are carried to the borrowing language via 
another language, in which they are often subject to some adapta
tion before - in the already changed form - they find their way to 
the target language. In the case of Perso-Arabic loanwords the 
situation is more convoluted because there are three donor lan
guages which, as a result of mutual relations and dependencies, 
started to share a good part of the vocabulary derived from all 
three of them (Arabic being the least influenced by either Persian 
or Turkic). Additionally, each of the three could theoretically 
function as the direct donor, since throughout the centuries, they 
were all represented and used in South Asia (this was described 
in detail in Chapter 1.2.). Moreover, Persian was the intermedi
ary for Arabic and Turkic loanwords that had been previousely 
adapted, at various levels, to its system.487 Its enormous prestige 
in India as well as the genetic relatedness to Hindustani and, 
consequently, the similarity of their linguistic structures, made 
Persian the main source of borrowings - both indigenous and 
those taken over beforehand as a result of experiencing the mas
sive influx from Arabic. Therefore, Arabic components are be
lieved to have reached India not directly, but through the medium 
of Persian and common words of Arabic origin are customarily 
treated as belonging to the shared Persian component of Hindu
stani. This pattern is, in many cases, well documented by linguis
tic evidence which indicates changes that occurred in the inter
mediate (Persian) stage, as also shown in previous chapters of 
this study. However, it should not be accepted uncritically and 
without exception because it may be very difficult to prove the 
actual mediation in borrowing if there has been no change in

487 Turkic, which was an important medium of communication among 
some of the newcomers, especially in the times of the Delhi Sultanate (13lh- 
-15lh c.) could, to some extent, play a similar role for volabulary derived 
from Arabic and Persian.
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word form or meaning in the intermediate language.488 In this 

situation we cannot exclude the chance of borrowing partly via 
an intermediary and partly directly from the source language 
(Durkin 2009: 140), and the historical facts may speak in favour 
of such a possibility. Since the appearance of Islam in South 
Asia, Arabic has been used by its followers as the language of 
liturgy in its various aspects489, taught in maktab-s and madrasa- 
s, employed for nomenclature, inscriptions490 and religious writ

ings (Qutbuddin 2007; Hamidullah 1954), even though that use 
never reached a large scale.491 But for the time being it has heav

ily influenced the Hindustani/Urdu script (e.g. by retaining, not 
so rarely, elements which in Persian disappeared long ago, like 

488 E.g.: A jy(n-V-r) /nur/ ‘light’ [> P jA(n-T-r) /nur/ ‘t.s.’] > H 
(nur), A (n-V-r) /nur/ ‘t.s.’; A ¡»A (Y-t-Y-m) /jstim/ ‘orphan’ [> P r“ 
(Y-t-Y-m) /jaetim/ ‘t.s.’] > H Wl (yatim), (Y-t-Y-m) /jatim/ ‘orphan’; 
A (t-r-Y-x) /taerix/ ‘date’ [> P &y (t-r-Y-x) /taerix/ ‘t.s.’] > H 
(tarikh), (/-r-T-x) /tarix/ ‘t.s.’.

489 Like recitation of the Qur'an, mandatory ritual prayer ($alah), lita
nies (tasbih) and prose prayers (dua?) as well as chanting Arabic religious 
poetry (for particulars see Qutbuddin 2007: 318-320).

4,0 Including the digraphical convention of distinguishing original Ara
bic phrases from Hindustani texts written in nastacliq by retaining their 
original form in nasx.

491 One should bear in mind that during the Muslim reign in India, Per
sian gained the status of a sacred language for Muslims. “The prayers were 
said in Arabic but books on religion were mostly composed in Persian. 
Moreover, both Sufis and Mullas delivered their lessons and sermons in 
Persian with the result that many Persian terms, such as Khuda (God), 
Paighambar (Prophet), namaz (prayer), ruza (fasting), bihisht (paradise), 
and duzakh (hell), replaced even the religious terminology of Arabic for the 
main pillars of Islam and are still in use in South Asia, Central Asia and 
Turkey” (Syed 2012: 291). Cf. similar fact reported by Jazayery concerning 
the beginnings of Islam in Persia: “Even religious rituals, including the 
daily prayers, were at first conducted in Persian, at least in some regions” 
(Jazayery’s 1970: 115).
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fri3 marbiitah or salif maqsurah) Moreover, several features of 
Arabic grammar {vide supra 4.4.—4.5.) still appear in the formal 
style of Hindustani, which, in addition, draws much of its learned 
and abstract vocabulary from Arabic (Shackle & Snell 1990: 46). 
All these points prove the inaccuracy of statement, prevalent 
since Grierson’s times, that Arabic elements in Hindustani re
sulted exclusively (or with a few insignificant exceptions) from 
indirect loan.492

492 Cf.: “The influence of the religion of Islam has opened another door 
for the entry of Arabic, and a few words have been imported on the west 
coast from Arab traders; but in the main the Arabic element in all the Indo- 
Aryan Vernaculars came in with Persian, and as a part of that language.” 
(Grierson 1920: 74)

493 The number and kinds of required “unrelated languages” still re
main the subject of scholarly debate, moreover some internationalisms are 
more ‘global’ than others, which may be restricted to certain geographic 
regions.

Not without reason, the Arabic language is mentioned among the 
most influential languages in the history of cultural (and linguistic) interfer
ence, cf. Sapir’s opinion: “There are just five languages that have had an 
over-whelming significance as carriers of culture. They are classical Chi
nese, Sanskrit, Arabic, Greek and Latin” (Sapir 1921: 207). On Arabic as an 
international language see Cannon 1994.

5.2.4. A small part of the analyzed Perso-Arabic vocabulary 
can be classified as internationalisms or international words, 
commonly defined as expressions “attested in a number of unre
lated languages or language families, sharing a similar ortho
graphic or phonetic shape and a partial or identical semantic field” 
(Wexler 2009: 77). Regardless of the theoretical divagations con
cerning the phenomenon as such,493 among the collected loan

words one can indicate without hesitation many words, mainly 
Arabic in origin,494 which found their way to a multitude of lan

guages across the world - and among them also to Hindustani. 
Many such internationalisms are words culturally and semantically 
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connected with Islam and traditions of the Arab people, like: 
/moslim/ ‘a Muslim’, /masd3id/ ‘a mosque’, /arab/ ‘Arab’, /Jaix/ 
‘sheikh’ or /cazal/ ‘a ghazal’, etc. But there are also words denot
ing common objects and phenomena, i.a.: /aksir/ ~ /iksir/ ‘elixir’, 
/jasmin/ ‘jasmin’, /kimija/ ‘chemistry’, /ladjuard/ ‘lazurite’, /nazir/ 
‘nadir’, /sandal/ ‘sandal’, /tarif/ ‘tariff, /xaki/ ‘khaki’ or /zafran/ 
‘saffron’. Interestingly, some Arabic internationalisms, like ‘alco
hol’ or ‘algebra’ have been re-introduced to Hindustani only lately, 
through the medium of English, which additionally confirms their 
international character.495

495 Nagari script depicts Anglicization of these words, cf.
(ailkohal) /ailkohal/ ‘alcohol’ (Awasthi & Awasthi 1981: 26; Sharma 2006: 
19) vs. (A-l-k-h-l) /alkuhul/ ‘t.s.’ (Haqqee 1995: 34); (ailjebra) 

/aildjebra/ ‘algebra’ (Awasthi & Awasthi 1981: 27) vs. (A-l-j-b-r-A) 

/aldjibra/ ‘t.s.’ (Haqqee 1995: 34). They are not quoted by former dictionar
ies, only Platts records 4^>£■ (j-b-r V m-q-A-b-l-h) /djabromoqabala/ ‘al
gebra’ (Platts 375).

5.2.5. Another possible classification connected with the 
manner of linguistic penetration of Perso-Arabic loanwords is the 
division into oral vs. literary borrowings. The former were caused 
by the necessity of quotidian communication and originated in 
close mutual relations between local people and the newcomers 
who brought in a different culture and a different language. Oral 
loanwords include, in all probability, names of items previously 
unknown in India (for example names of tailored clothes, e.g.: 
/qamiz/ ‘shirt, tunic’, /padjama/ or /faluar/ ‘trousers’; food, e.g.: 
/qorma/ ‘a kind of stew’; /bnjani/ ‘name of dish made of meat and 
rice’, /sabzi/ ‘vegetables’, /ajidjir/ ‘fig’; arms, e.g.: /top/ ‘a gun, 
cannon’, /banduq/ ‘riffle’, /baktar/ ‘armour’), names of professions 
and occupations (often also new, e.g.: /darzi/ ‘tailor’, /qasa.i/ ~ 
/qas:ab/ ‘butcher’, /dukandar/ ‘shopkeeper’, /ahangar/ ‘black
smith’), terms connected with trade (e.g.: /xarid/ ‘buying’, /faroxt/ 
‘selling’; /bazar/ ‘a market-place’, /saudagar/ ‘a merchant’, /tarazu/ 
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‘pair of scales’), numerous crafts (/naq:aji/ ‘painting’, /zardozi/ 
‘gold embroidery’; /qala.igari/ ‘a business of tinning’), and with 
the army (e.g.: /faudj/ ‘army’, /dpng/ ‘fight, battle’, /tirandaz/ ‘an 
archer’). Borrowings of this kind were the first effect of the inter- 
linguistic and intercultural clash of the Muslim and Indian com
munities manifesting itself in a vernacular - they must have begun 
to appear in Hindustani probably as early as the 11th-12th c. Loan

words of the second kind appeared somewhat later and were 
caused by the activity of the growing number of bilingual intellec
tuals in the premodem and early modem period.496 Of course, the 

category ‘intellectuals’ comprises, apart from the literary intelli
gentsia, also scholars, clergy or government officials who operated 
at the courts of Muslim rulers (i.e. 14th-18lh c.). Thus, among bor

rowings of literary origin we find a large number of terms (often 
originating in Arabic) referring to different fields of science (e.g.: 
/ilm/ ‘science’, /hikmat/ ‘wisdom, knowledge’, /tib/ ‘medicine’497, 

/hisab/ ‘arithmetic’, /maqsum/ arith. ‘divisor’, /hasil/ math, ‘total’), 
literature (e.g.: /adab/ ‘literature, belles-lettres’, /marsija/ ‘elegy’, 
/masnaui/ ‘a narratie poem’, /dastan/ ‘a tale, story’), philosophy 
and religion (e.g.: /din/ ‘religion’, /axlaq/ ‘morality, ethics’, /iman/ 
‘belief (in God), /kafir/ ‘infidel’, /qazija/ ‘syllogism’), terms con
cerning administration and law (e.g.: /adalat/ ‘court of law’, /a.in/ 
‘regulation, statut’, /insaf/ ‘justice’, /xiradj/ ~ /xaradj/ ‘tax, trib
ute’, /mahsul/ ‘revenue’, /tahsil/ ‘district’), words referring to the 
ruler and his court (e.g.: /badjah/ ‘monarch’, /diuan/ ‘a royal 
court’, /mah(a)l/ ‘palace’, /uazir/ ‘vizier, minister’, /xan/ ‘lord, 
prince’, /ajraf? ‘aristocracy’). Their penetration of Hindustani was 
particularly widespread during the full bloom of the Delhi and 
Lakhnau schools of poetry in the 18th and 19th c. Many loanwords 

belonging to this group are now used mainly in the formalized 

4,6 It must be remembered that the first India-born poets who composed 
their verse in Persian appeared as early as the 11th c. (vide supra 1.3.4.).

On Perso-Arabic medical terminology see Kuczkiewicz-Fras 2003a.
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highbrow register of Hindustani/Urdu, forming the greater part of 
its lexical basis, but dozens can also be found in literary and ver
nacular Hindustani.

5.2.6. The most universal and most common distinction of 
motivations for lexical borrowing is traditionally based on the 
binary division between need and prestige498 or, in other words, 
necessary and unnecessary (luxury) borrowings.499 The first cate

gory is generally accepted to be the basic cause of lexical innova
tion. Among Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani there are nu
merous cases of simple lexical importations of names for new 
objects and terms which followed culturally motivated borrow
ings. The arrival of Muslims in India caused cultural, economic 
and intellectual revolution pertaining to all walks of life:

498 The historical and cultural aspects of both these reasons in the Indian 
context were already discussed in the introductory Chapter, in pragraphs 
1.2.5. (need) and 1.2.9. (prestige).

499 A functionally similar distinction has been proposed by Carol My- 
ers-Scotton (2006) who contrasts “cultural borrowings”, which fill the gaps 
in the borrowing language and encompass words for new objects or con
cepts, with “core borrowings”, which duplicate existing elements in the 
borrowing language’s inventory. The latter may occur either in the speech of 
bilinguals who regularly use both the languages, or due to the “sheer mag
netism of the dominant culture of the donor language” (ibid., 215).

With the Muslim rule in India came a new religion, a new polity, a 
new government, a new social structure, a new set of etiquettes, a 
new way of life, a new dress system, new food habits, new furni
ture, a new philosophy, and a new literature. (Abidi & Gargesh 
2008: 115)

Indians needed names for all these novelties and since using 
ready-made designations is easier and more economical than de
scribing things afresh (Weinreich 1953: 57) - they adopted alien 
things and ideas along with their alien designations. Information 
provided by the words and forms obtained in this way supple
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ments other sources on early modem history of South Asia and 
often provides valuable data regarding the then Indo-Muslim 
society and culture.500

500 One of many typical spheres which, in the Middle Ages, underwent 
radical transformation under the prepotent cultural dominance of the new
comers was the art of writing. The Perso-Arabic /kitab/ became the symbol
ic embodiment of the new era. It denoted a book brought from Arabia and 
Persia in its modem paper shape, and soon completely replaced local Indic 
terms used for indigenous manuscripts (/pothi/, /grantha/), which usually 
had the form of palm leaves or pieces of birch bark tied in the middle with a 
string. An entire group of loanwords connected with books and writing 
made their permanent home in Hindustani, e.g.: /kacaz/ ‘paper’, /qalam/ 
‘pen’, /qalamdan/ ‘pen-holder’, /qalamkar/ ‘writer, painter’, /soxta/ ‘blotting 
paper’, /s(i)jahi/ ‘ink’, /dauat/ ‘inkpot’, /taxti/ ‘writing-board/, /masauda/ 
‘draft, manuscript’, /daftar/ ‘archive’, /kitab-xana/ ‘library’, /katib/, 
/muharir/, /monJi/ all meaning ‘writer, clerk’, /dabir/ ‘writer, secretary’, 
/mosan:if/ ‘writer, author’, /harf/ ‘letter, word/, /xat/ ‘a letter, handwritting’, 
/maktub/ ‘letter, epistle’, /nama/ Tetter, document’, /partfa/ ‘piece of paper, 
note’, /ruq:a/ ‘a note’, /imla/ ‘orthography/, /xatkaji/ ‘calligraphy’, /xufnauis/ 
‘calligrapher’, /tahrir/ ‘writing’, and many others. They functioned as new 
names for recently adopted objects and conceptions or supplanted old genu
ine terms which gradually fell into disuse along with their designates.

501 There are many common loanwords of everyday use which have, in 
the course of time, become ubiquitous and have totally supplanted existing 
native Indic terms, e.g.: /namak/ ‘salt’, /hazar/ ‘thousand’, /aqgur/ ‘a grape’, 
/tir/ ‘an arrow’, /kaman/ ‘bow’, /daftar/ ‘office’, and many others.

5.2.7. Need as the motivation for borrowing is a category 
that is both objective and easy to comprehend category. How
ever, other reasons why words introduced as alternative lexicali- 
zations for already existing concepts win the competition remain 
more volatile and difficult to define.501 The choice of a speaker or 

writer who opts for particular loanword is the decisive factor in 
the process of unnecessary borrowing. This choice is fuelled by 
special motivation, which may concern various dimensions of 
reality and may be connected with prestige and social dominance 
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assigned to the donor language.502 The desire to be associated 

with speakers of a dominant language and gain socially from its 
prestige is an important mechanism in contact-induced language 
change (Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 44ff). This was also true 
fot the contact between Persian and Hindustani: the mechanism 
proved to be effective in many spheres, and above all in litera
ture, where its influence was, and still is, particularly apprecia
ble. Since the times of Kabir (fl. 15th c.) and Tulsidas (fl. 16th c.) 

Indian authors freely mixed foreign (i.e. Persian and Arabic) 
lexemes into their writings, initially probably because these were 
just commonly used words.503 But in the course of time Persian 

aesthetic standards gained such a great reputation that it came to 
be recognized as the only effective language to express cultural 
accomplishments. Deficiency in elegant self-expression in Per
sian meant cultural failure (Alam 1998: 330). Therefore, even 
those writers (and poets in particular) who did not compose in 
Persian, tended to follow the desired pattern in terms of stylistics 
and rhetorical devices, and encrusted their compositions with 
Persian or Arabic synonyms of indigenous words and phrases. 
Thus, they would rather prefer < P /tfajm/, /dida/, /nazar/ or 

502 According to Tariq Rahman, in mediaeval Indo-Muslim society the 
linguistic reality was categorized in a hierarchical manner: “the language of 
cities is superior to that of rural areas; written language is superior to spo
ken; the language of certain elites is superior to that of ordinary people, 
etc.” (Rahman 2010: 92). But these were actually the Persian speaking 
newcomers who soon began to constitute urban-oriented elites and took 
control over many appreciated spheres of life, including the art of writing 
and producing books (cf. fn. 500 on page 242). Bearing this in mind, the 
set of preferences enumerated in the above quotation may be brought 
down to one general conclusion: Persian was commonly regarded as 
superior to any other language or dialect spoken in India.

501 < P /nasrgis/ ‘narcissus’, fig. ‘the eye of the mistress’.
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/nargis/504 to the indigenous /akh/ ‘the eye’, <A /sadjapdjal/, 

/a.ina/ or < P /JjJa/ to H /darpaq/ ‘mirror’, or one of many elabo
rate epithets meaning ‘beautiful’,505 to the genuine Hindustani 
adjective /sondar/. Employing foreign words of greater prestige 
was the easiest method to imitate ideal literary models and, for 
this reason, it was commonly used even by mediocre and ama
teur writers. Given the great esteem enjoyed by the poetic art in 
India, where every second person considers himself a connois
seur and every third - a poet, it is not suprising that these kind of 
luxury borrowings dispersed widely in the society and percolated 
even to the lowest, uneducated strata of society.506

504 On the use of Perso-Arabic vocabulary by Indian writers see Bahri 
1960: 70ff.

505 E.g.: < P /gulbadan/ lit. ‘having a body like the rose’, /dilbar/ lit. 
‘captivating the heart’, /dilkaJV lit. ‘heart-attracting’, /xubsurot/ lit. ‘of beau
tiful face or form’, /majuqana/ ‘lovely, like a beloved’, /numa.ijl/ lit. ‘for 
show or display’, /parizad/ ‘lit. ‘fairy-bom’, /namkin/ lit. ‘salty’, fig. 
‘charming, attractive, beautiful’; < A /hasin/ ‘beautiful’ was also one of the 
favourites.

506 And from the 20th c. onwards another transmission channel has 
turned out to be extremely propitious for broadcasting Perso-Arabic vo
cabulary among South Asians and sustaining its vitality, namely, Indian 
popular cinema, which crosses all the social, cultural and political bounda
ries. Film songs which continue the vivid tradition of Hindustani gazal in 
its musical and poetic dimensions are nowadays the most effective dissemi
nators and preservers of Persian and Arabic borrowings.

5.2.8. In terms of the degree of assimilation, the situation of 
Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindustani is highly complex. The 
naturally multidimensional character of the process of assimilation 
is, in this case, further complicated by heterogenous sources and 
origins of borrowings (Persian, Arabic, Turkic) on the one hand 
and the inherent diverseness of Hindustani on the other. The proc
ess of assimilation takes place at all levels of the language sys
tem, including orthography, phonetic form, morphological struc
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ture, lexical category, and the meaning and usage of a borrowed 
word. Traditionally, according to the degree of assimilation, loan
words are divided into subcategories of fully assimilated, partly 
assimilated and non-assimilated (e.g. Holden 1976). It can be 
stated with a high degree of certainty that borrowings of the last 
type (non-assimilated) practically do not occur in the analyzed 
material, for the reason that all the discussed loanwords have 
undergone graphemic adaptation - they all have a standardized 
form of notation in Nagari along with their notation in Perso- 
Arabic script which often remains unchanged in comparison to 
its form in the source language.507 From this point of view, all 

Perso-Arabic loanwords should be treated by rule as units assimi
lated to the Hindustani linguistic system. Moreover, most loan
words show at least a minimal degree of acceptance at one or 
another level and this entails the immediate change of one or 
more qualities of a word. Regardless of how minute the change, 
in every case it is a sign of assimilation. The multilevel processes 
of assimilation to which Perso-Arabic loanwords have been sub
ject in Hindustani are discussed respectively in the previous 
chapters of this study. The analyses demonstrated that apart from 
ortography, the fullest integrity can be observed in the sphere of 
morphosyntax: although it may happen that a loanword follows 

507 Bearing this in mind, only those Arabic words and ready-made 
phrases which function as quotations (casuals, cf. p. 51) both in speech and 
in writing and whose written form remains graphically unchanged (vide 

supra fn. 490 on p. 237) may be considered truly non-assimilated loan
words form. The most common of them is the fossilized graphemic repre
sentation of the word Allah (¿1) which even in the Unicode Standard sys
tem has got its unique codepoint, automatically changing the sequence of 
letters (A-l-l-h) into the encoded presentation of this word.
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the rules of its source language morphology, it is only one of the 
possibilities and never the only applicable rule.508

508 For example, in Hindustani the genuinely Arabic noun /harf/ f. ‘a let
ter’ may form the Arabic sound plural /harfat/ ‘letters’, but more regularly it 
will take Hindustani plural terminations for both its direct (/harfe/) and 
oblique (/harfo/) form. Moreover, the plural can be multiplied by a speaker 
unaware of the fact that /harfat/ already is a plural. Thus the forms /harfate/ in 
direct and /harfato/ in oblique are not completely unthinkable possibilities.

509 Cf.: “(...) basic vocabulary tends to resist change most successfully, 
even in the face of heavy prestige” (Hock & Joseph 1996: 385), a similar 
opinion can be found in Thomason 2001: 71-72 and Field 2002: 6. The core 
vocabulary is most commonly defined as high frequency vocabulary, rela
tively small in number, constituting the vast majority of what people say in 
normal communication and containing, i.a., terms for kinship relations, 
fundamental activities, basic body parts, colours, substances, etc.

510 Original final Swadesh list published in 1971 (see References).

5.2.9. Another issue connected with the subject of the assim
ilation of loanwords is borrowability of basic or so-called “core 
vocabulary” items which are generally regarded as particularly 
resistant to change (replacement or loss), and, therefore, very rare
ly (or never) borrowed.509 A cursory comparison of the analyzed 

linguistic material with the Swadesh list of one hundred basic 
words,510 conducted primarily out of curiosity, without former 

planning, and, therefore obviously lacking the necessary methodi
cal scrutiny, revealed quite surprising results: (i) lexical equiva
lents originating in Persian (mostly) or Arabic exist in Hindustani 
for 51 out of the hundred words included on the list; (ii) in twelve 
cases there is more than one Perso-Arabic equivalent current in 
Hindustani; (iii) in most cases, Perso-Arabic loanwords in Hindu
stani function interchangeably with indigenous Indic words 
(tadbhava or tatsama); their use, or lack of it, in the speech act 
probably depends entirely on the speaker’s choice, although it can 
be assumed that some Perso-Arabic laonwords are used more fre
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quently than indigenous words;511 (iv) however, it seems that in six 

cases Perso-Arabic loanwords completely (or almost completely) 
replaced native lexemes; these are: H < P /tforbi/ ‘grease’, H < P 
/gardan/ ‘neck’, H < P /kaledja/ ‘liver’, H < P /lai/ ‘red’, H < P 
/safed/ ‘white’, H < P /gar(a)m/ ‘hot’; (v) there are three pairs of 
doublets derived from the same, Indo-Iranian source: H < P /jak/ 
vs. H < S /ek/ ‘one’, H < P /sar/ vs. H < S /sir/ ‘head’, H < P 
/bariJ7 vs. H < S /barsat/ ‘rain’; (vi) out of 18 words denoting 
names of state or action, enumerated on the list, two can be ex
pressed in Hindustani by conjunct or compound verbs; these two 
verbs have popular synonyms formed by means of borrowed 
lexemes: ‘die’ = H /dam nikalna/ < P /dam/ ‘breath, life’, H 
/guzar jana/ < P /guzar/ ‘passage; life’; H /xatm hona/ < P [< A] 
/xatm/ ‘finished’ and ‘kill’ = H /qatil kama/ < P [< A] qatil/ ‘kill
ing’.

511 E.g.: H < P /xun/ ‘blood’ is probably more frequently used than H 
< S /rakt/; H < P [< A] /admi/ ‘man’ is probably more common that H < S 
/porog/; H < P /bariJ7 ‘rain’ is probably more common that H /barsat/.

5.2.10. There is no doubt that both the question of the de
gree of loanwords’ integrity with the borrowing language system 
and this language’s tendency towards replacing items belonging 
to the core vocabulary ought to be analyzed taking into account a 
number of circumstances which influence both the processes. 
Such factors as genetic relatedness of the languages in contact, 
oral way of borrowing, high frequency and historical persistence 
of a loanword, can smooth and accelerate the process of assimila
tion of both cultural and core linguistic items. In the case of 
Hindustani, another crucial agent comes into play: a multitude of 
conversional styles, dependent on speakers’ geographical, social, 
cultural, religious etc. environment. This diversity of styles and 
registers results in the lack of one satisfactory answer to the 
question concerning the degree of assimilation of loanwords. 
This matter would require further scrutiny based on extensive
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and detailed research conducted among individual groups of 
speakers. The author remains with the hope that the tentative 
conclusions presented here will encourage further meticulous and 
systematic studies on Perso-Arabic borrowings in Hindustani.
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Fig. 13. “Bilingual” Hindi (left) and Urdu (right) edition of Premcand’s 
short story The Chess Players in Nagari script. The differences between both 
texts, mainly lexical and syntactic, start from the title: Satrahj ke khilart (Hindi) 
vs. Satrahj ki bazi (Urdu). (Source: Samaks: Mumsi Premcand ki bls hindl-urdu 
kahaniyom kd samantarpafh. 2002. Ed. Alok Ray, Mustak AIT. Ilahabad: Hams 
Prakasan)
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